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ABSTRACT 
Compositions of Sainthood: The Biography of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl by Shaykh Mūsā Kamara 
Wendell Hassan Marsh 
 
Compositions of Sainthood explores the role performed by texts in the making of Muslim 
sainthood in its spiritual and worldly dimensions by interpreting Shaykh Mūsā Kamara’s 
biography of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl and situating this Arabic-language work within the problem-space 
of the founding moment of Senegalese modernity. In writing about the life, lineage, and legacy 
of one of the most memorialized figures in the colonial federation of French West Africa, 
Kamara intervened within an anti-historical space of signification that has been characterized by 
difference in representation and interpretation of the nature of saintly authority, its means of 
transmission, and the relationship between Islam and colonialism. Because of the specificity of 
Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʻulūm wa aṭayab al-khabar fī sīrat al-Ḥājj ʿUmar, the text is a problem: a 
contradictory, paradoxical, and exceptional composition that demands questions that are worth 
asking. This problem has three parts and corresponds to Ashha’s three textual modes. It narrates 
the Umarian contradiction as the conflict between a form of saintly authority based on righteous 
piety and another based on temporal power. It also archives differing arguments that sought to 
resolve the contradiction of the ideality of friendship with God and the materiality of authority 
on earth during the Umarian moment. Finally, the text contests the naturalization of power 
ʿUmar’s descendants during the colonial period and instead insists on a model of the 
transmission of authority based on intellectual and spiritual affiliation. Taken together, this 
problem of the composition of sainthood reveals the problem-space defined by the negotiation of 
saintly lineages and the colonial state, which used filial descent to authorize the former’s place in 
the management of colonial production and the administration of colonial order. 
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 Something remarkable happened in 1935. A colonial administrator, Henri Gaden, 
published a long panegyric poem in Pulaar by Mohammadu Aliyu Caam (d. 1911) about the life 
of al-Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl, together with its French translation.1 What was remarkable, of course, was 
not that the poem existed or that the colonial administration was in the publishing business. 
Indeed, the Islamic library in Africa testifies to an abundant textual production about the life, 
lineage, and legacy of the Shaykh ʿUmar, the militant saintly figure who transformed the 
political, social, and intellectual geography of the Western Sahel in the middle of the nineteenth 
century.2 The colonial library, too, offers a sizable corpus of indigenous authors available in 
French.3 Instead, what was remarkable was that the French were circulating a long ode praising a 
figure who had long embodied the threat of Islamic peril.4 Before the First World War, in the 
                                                
1 Mohammadou Aliou Caam, La vie d'El Hadj Omar, qacida en poular (Paris: Institut d'ethnologie, 1935). 
2 I take the phrase “Islamic Library” in Africa from Ousmane Kane’s Non-Europhone Intellectuals to designate the 
documentary field of works by Muslim authors. I invoke it here to call attention to the space of my own 
intervention, which has been produced by Kane’s critique of Valentin Mudimbe’s and Kwame Appiah’s approach to 
knowledge production in Africa as being Eurocentric. Ousmane Kane, Non-Europhone Intellectuals (Dakar: 
CODESRIA, 2012), 1-4. In Chapter Two of this dissertation, I discuss the extensive textual production around the 
figure of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl.  
3 From Mudimbe, the “colonial library” refers to the largely Western social-scientific knowledge production that has 
“invented” Africa with its own representations and that today conditions the possibility of knowledge of Africa. 
Valentin Yves Mudimbe, The Invention of Africa (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988), 174-188. Of the 
colonial library Mudimbe has said: “It represents a body of knowledge constructed with the explicit purpose of 
faithfully translating and deciphering the African object. Indeed it fulfilled a political project in which, supposedly, 
the object unveils its being, its secrets, and its potential to a master who could, finally, domesticate it. Certainly the 
depth as well as the ambition of the colonial library disseminates the concept of deviation as the best symbol of the 
idea of Africa.” Valentin Yves Mudimbe, The Idea of Africa (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), xii. For 
the French interest in local written production in general, see Étienne Smith and Céline Labrune-Badiane, Les 
hussards noirs de la colonie. Instituteurs africains et petites patries en Afrique Occidentale Française (Paris: 
Karthala, 2018). For a discussion on how the colonial interest in written production conditioned Kamara’s writing in 
particular see Schmitz’s introduction to Muusa Kamara, Florilège au jardin de l’histoire des noirs: Zuhûr al-basâtîn 
(avec une introduction de Jean Schmitz), trans. Saïd Bousbina (Paris: CNRS Éditions, 1998), especially 32–51; 
Anna Pondopoulo, “Une traduction ‘mal partie'’(1923-1945): le ‘Zuhur al-basatin’ de cheikh Moussa Kamara,” 
Islam et sociétés au Sud du Sahara, 7 (1993): 95–110. 
4 On the publication of the poem and the emergent accommodation of the Umarians and colonial authorities, see 
David Robinson, Colonial Politics and Historical Texts: The Case of the Umarian Narratives, Discussion Papers in 
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wake of the so-called pacification of the Western Sudan, such praise for ʿUmar would have been 
nothing short of an act of resistance, as ʿUmar’s son, the Amīr Aḥmad al-Kabīr, had called for a 
hijra to the east, a Muslim exodus away from Christian French rule.5 In fact, when Gaden had 
worked with Maurice Delafosse to publish a local account of the region’s past in 1913, there was 
minimal reference to ʿUmar, although he had already been one of the most memorialized figures 
in French West Africa.6 The conditions that made the publication of La Vie d’el Hajj Omar 
possible had undergone a drastic change from the period before the First World War. The 
publication of the text both reflected that change and participated in producing a new problem-
space that raised new questions about Senegal’s past, the nature of saintly authority, and the 
relationship between Muslim subjects, the state, and colonial modernity.7   
 During that same year, the Muslim scholar Shaykh Mūsā Kamara also wrote about the life 
of Ḥājj ʿUmar. Kamara composed his work in prose, however, and entitled it Ashhā l-ʻulūm wa 
aṭayab al-khabar fī sīrat al-Ḥājj ʿUmar [The Most Delicious of Sciences and the Tastiest of the 
News in the Biography of Ḥājj ʿUmar].8 In narrating the life of one of the region’s most 
memorialized figures, archiving different arguments that were made during ʿUmar’s conquest, 
and commenting on the genealogy of the Umarian lineage, Kamara intervened in the problem-
                                                                                                                                                       
the African Humanities 16 (Boston: Boston University African Studies Center, 1991). On the French policy of 
containment against the Islamic peril, see Christopher Harrison, France and Islam in West Africa (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2010), 27–56. 
5 John H. Hanson, Migration, Jihad, and Muslim Authority in West Africa: The Futanke Colonies in Karta. 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996), 141–155. 
6 Siré Abbâs Soh, Chroniques de Foûta sénégalais (Paris: E. Leroux, 1913); Robinson, Colonial Politics and 
Historical Texts, 9 fn 27. 
7 My use of “problem-space” is borrowed from David Scott, for whom it denotes “an ensemble of questions and 
answers around which a horizon of identifiable stakes (conceptual as well as ideological-political stakes) hangs. 
That is to say, what defines this discursive context are not only the particular problems that get posed as problems as 
such (the problem of ‘‘race,’’ say), but the particular questions that seem worth asking and the kinds of answers that 
seem worth having.” David Scott, Conscripts of Modernity: The Tragedy of Colonial Englightenment (Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 2004), 4. 
8 Muusa Kamara, Ashhā l-ʿulūm wa-aṭayab al-khabar fī sīrat al-Ḥājj ʿUmar (Rabat: Maʿhad al-Dirāsāt al-Afrīqīyah, 
2001). 
 3 
space that had emerged during the interwar period. This problem-space was characterized by an 
ongoing negotiation of the terms of accommodation between the coteries of and around saintly 
lineages and the colonial state. Saintly figures and their lineages would mediate the relationship 
between the colonial state and the mostly Muslim subject population through the institutions of 
the confréries, or Sufi orders. One result of this negotiation was the centralizing of saintly 
lineages in an emergent social formation that understood itself in a set of Islamic terms. In 
exchange, those saintly lineages would contribute to the management of colonial production and 
the administration of colonial order. By responding to this problem-space, Kamara’s Ashhā l-
ʻulūm intervened in the foundational moment of Senegalese modernity.  
Born around 1864 in the eastern part of Fuuta Tooro in the middle Senegal River valley, 
Shaykh Mūsā Kamara wrote prolifically in addition to his pedagogical and agrarian activities.9 
His training in those first two arenas followed the customary path of traveling and studying with 
different teachers throughout the region. His studies in the Qurʾān, Ḥadīth, fiqh, and Arabic 
language and literature took him throughout Fuuta Tooro (the two banks of the middle Senegal 
River valley), further north in the Bilād al-Biḍān (present-day Mauritania), and to Fuuta Jallon 
(the highlands of present-day Guinea) further south. Despite following this well-worn path, 
Kamara stood apart from his peers for being noticeably independent and self-styled in a system 
that put a premium on faithful devotion to a shaykh. After settling down in Ganguel, a small 
village on the Senegal River near Matam, he developed a reputation among his peers and 
followers as someone highly competent in both textual and esoteric knowledge. The key theorist 
                                                
9 This biographical sketch is based primarily on the following : Jean Schmitz, introduction to Kamara, Florilège au 
jardin de l’histoire des Noirs, 9–79; Amar Samb, Essai sur la contribution du Sénégal à la littérature d’expression 
arabe (Dakar: IFAN, 1972); David Robinson, “Un historien et anthropologue sénégalais: Shaikh Musa Kamara (A 
Senegalese Historian and Anthropologist: Shaikh Musa Kamara),” Cahiers d'études africaines (1988): 89-116; 
Pondopoulo, “Une traduction ‘mal partie.’” 
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of the colonial theory of Islam noir, Paul Marty, and other colonial administrators such as Gaden 
took an interest in him as both a source of information and as a fairly independent notable whom 
they might be able to leverage for their own interests. Kamara’s most well-known work, Zuhūr 
al-basātīn fī tārīkh al-Sawādīn [Flowers in Gardens in the History of the Blacks] on the history 
and social organization of the region, was likely written over the course of the 1920s in response 
to a colonial demand for ethnographic knowledge of governed populations for administrative 
purposes.10 To Kamara’s disappointment, his goal of a bilingual French and Arabic edition of 
Zuhūr was never realized. Despite a number of unfulfilled promises of remuneration for his 
work, Kamara nevertheless bequeathed tens of manuscripts upon his death in 1945 to the Institut 
Français d’Afrique Noire (IFAN), the colonial research institution where they are still held 
today.11 
 Next to his mammoth 1,700-manuscript-page Zuhūr al-basātīn, the 192-page Ashhā l-
ʿulūm is dwarfed in comparison. Given the size and the scope of Kamara’s major work, Ashhā l-
ʿulūm would by most accounts be considered a minor work. Yet it has received a relatively great 
deal of attention, having been translated into French at the beginning of the 1970s and published 
in a critical Arabic edition in 2001.12 Since its first translation into French, it has been read, 
following the Senegalese Islamicist Amar Samb’s suggestion, as a work of history. Against 
Kamara’s own framing, this reception of the work mistakenly places Ashhā l-ʿulūm in the 
shadow of Zuhūr al-basātīn. Indeed, much of the scholarship on Kamara has tried to prove his 
status as a historian, or at least his importance as a source that enables historical work on the 
                                                
10 Kamara, Florilège. 
11 Pondopoulo, “Une traduction ‘mal partie’”;  Thierno Diallo, ed. Catalogue des manuscrits de l'IFAN: Fonds 
Vieillard, Gaden, Brevié, Figaret, Shaykh Mousa Kamara et Cremer en langues arabe, peule et voltaïques, Vol. 20 
(Dakar: IFAN, 1966). 
12 Amar Samb, “La vie d'El-Hadji Omar par Cheikh Moussa Kamara,” Bulletin de l'Institut Fondamental d'Afrique 
Noire, Série B: Sciences humaines 32, no. 1 (1970): 44–135; Kamara, Ashhá al-ʻulūm. 
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nineteenth century from an internal African perspective. Recognizing the way in which the 
framing of the terms of academic history privileges the epistemological concerns of the historian, 
the following questions emerge: What might we learn about the discursive context in which 
Kamara wrote his text if we suspend purely historical questions and instead take the text on its 
own terms? And after having taken the text on and with its own terms, how might we reconstruct 
the problem-space within which it was written?  
 In order to reconstruct the problem-space into which Ashhā l-ʿulūm was written, I address 
it as a problem. By problem, I mean that the 1935 Arabic-language text from French West Africa 
is a composition of contradictory, paradoxical, and ambiguous elements that warrant questions 
worth asking. Indeed, the text demands interpretation. In avoiding a historicist approach that 
renders text into a flat sources in preference for an approach toward the text as a problem, I read 
differentially. This reading practice creates a space of difference in which the problem-space of 
inter-war French West Africa becomes accessible. In this problem-space, to write an Umarian 
narrative was to engage with the very terms of colonial ideology. However, these terms were not 
identical with the discourses of colonial administration, but rather their obverse. The publication 
of the Caam poem testifies to the existence of a problem-space in which colonialist and native 
discourses were not distinct from one another. It suggests the contrary: that is, the problem-space 
of the historically determined moment was constituted by native discourses as a means of 
legitimizing colonial rule. Knowing that the colonial administration had begun to rule through a 
greater nuanced knowledge of its subjects, Kamara used an established form of writing, the 
Umarian narrative, to make a commentary on what he understood of the Senegalese past as an 
intervention in his present. In so doing, he engaged with the major political questions of his time: 
What was the nature of saintly authority? How was that authority transmitted? And what was the 
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relationship between the colonial state and Muslim subjects, between Islam and modernity, more 
generally? 
In this dissertation, I am interested in how texts make their meaning. Reading along 
synchronic and diachronic axes, I use texts to formulate questions about the historical conditions 
of their composition and reception, their textual strategies for intervening in their moment, and 
the prospects for the use of these texts as intellectual resources for thinking today. By performing 
a synchronic analysis of Ashhā as a text with its own rules of composition, conventions of form, 
and means of meaning-making, I interpret the ways in which Kamara inserts his work 
diachronically, in time, in order to intervene in the peak colonial moment within a particular anti-
historical space of signification. Ultimately, my argument is that the problem of Ashhā l-ʿulūm is 
the composition of the contradictions of sainthood through the narration, archivization, and the 
contestation of the naturalization of saintly authority by hereditary genealogical claims.  
While most scholars interested in Kamara have reasonably focused on Zuhūr al-basātīn 
for its scale and exceptionality, asking of it historical-anthropological questions, Ashhā l-ʿulūm 
demands our attention because it is a problem. It is a problem because it demands questions that 
are worth asking. Given that Kamara had previously discredited ʿUmar’s conquest in the greater 
Western Sahel region and given the text’s uncharacteristic form in relation to the textual field to 
which it belongs, we might say that Kamara’s biography of ʿUmar should not exist at all. 
Reflecting on the conditions that made the text’s existence possible, the compositional features 
that define its existence, and the realized and unrealized consequences of its existence are major 
aims of my larger project. Notably, after nothing came of the publication of Zuhūr al-basātin, 
Ashhā l-ʿulūm was the first text in a series of shorter, more topical works Kamara composed 
following the announcement of a colonial literary competition, marking a new phase of his 
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textual production. Largely based on the textual and ethnographic research that he conducted for 
the waiting-to-be-published Zuhūr al-basātīn, Kamara wrote these works with the expressed 
intention of print publication. Compared to Zuhūr al-basātīn, Ashhā l-ʿulūm and other texts 
composed during this phase reflect a more focused reflection on a single subject. Furthermore, 
being a major source for the authoritative Arabic language biography of Ḥājj ʿUmar as well as 
having been translated into French, Ashhā l-ʿulūm has, in terms of citation, been more important 
than Zuhūr al-basātīn for a longer part of Senegal’s intellectual history.13  
Furthermore, Ashhā l-ʿulūm is a problem now because it documents and interrogates the 
formation of the Senegalese socio-religious field of the inter-war period, which has in turn been 
the basis of a uniquely Senegalese social formation still in place today. By collecting and 
evaluating the manāqib (exemplary acts) and karāmāt (marvels) of a particularly influential and 
powerful saintly figure, establishing their paradigmatic value, and collecting, evaluating, and 
contesting claims by that saint’s lineage that they were of noble birth, Kamara makes arguments 
about ideal figures of authority, the justifiable basis of that authority, and the legitimate means of 
transmission. Although he used a subtle and judicious language, the consequences of such 
arguments, had they circulated, could have been great. While Ashhā l-ʿulūm does provide the 
type of perspective on pre-colonial history and autochthonous society that has attracted 
Africanist historians, and a few anthropologists, to Arabic writings, the text is far more relevant 
in thinking through the colonial moment than its subject initially suggests. In that way, we might 
think of it as a key text for thinking about Senegalese modernity.  
                                                
13 Muḥammad Al-Muntaqáā Aḥmad Tāl, Al-jawāhir wa al-durar fī sīrat al-shaykh al-ḥājj ʿUmar (Beirut: Dār al-
burāq, 2005); Cheilkh Moussa Kamara, La Vie d’el Hadji Omar, trans. Amar Samb. (Dakar: Hilal, 1975). 
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In this vein, my dissertation is a response to Africanist historians who until now have 
pioneered and dominated the academic use of West Africa’s Arabic textual tradition,14 while at 
the same time contributing to the nascent field of what I understand to be Africanist philology. 
As the “making sense of texts” in Africa, I understand Africanist philology to include a diverse 
range of work on texts, textuality, and textual practices.15 A text, it should be said, following 
Karin Barber, “is a tissue of words” and therefore subordinates the question of its materiality 
although it does include it.16 While historians have made abundant use of Arabic sources, they 
have tended to do so by flattening layers of meaning and isolating them to a sphere outside of 
colonial influence. Such a reduction of these various textures in West African Arabic texts, 
without the benefit of philological reflection, undermine the inquiry into the past and, 
consequently, deprive us of valuable insights potentially useful in understanding contemporary 
societies. This is particularly true in the case of Senegal, even though it is also relevant for other 
parts of Francophone Africa. Contemporary Senegalese intellectuals have celebrated Kamara as 
an accomplished scholar, citing works most often written by historians but sometimes 
anthropologists. Their use of Kamara’s figure, that is his “author-function” in defining an 
alternative Senegalese modernity, however, has not yet incorporated his most important 
                                                
14 See the second part of the literature review below. 
15 This is a broadly inclusive definition that defies disciplinary policing. It is an interdisciplinary field that takes text, 
textuality, and textual practice as its primary object as opposed to them being epiphenomenal of something else. I 
am deeply influenced here by Karin Barber. I am also obviously inspired by “the return to philology” as a strategy to 
preserve a space for textual interpretation in a world increasingly defined by the processing of information. I take the 
flexible and expansive definition quoted from Sheldon Pollock. Finally, Shemil Jeppie has reviewed the histories of 
philology in relation to Africa, paying particular attention to the potential for research on archives and collections. 
Karin Barber, The Anthropology of Texts, Persons and Publics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007); 
Edward Said, “The return to philology,” in Humanism and Democratic Criticism (New York: Columbia University 
Press 2004), 57–84; Sheldon Pollock, “Future Philology? The Fate of a Soft Science in a Hard World,” Critical 
Inquiry 35, no. 4 (2009): 931–61; Shamil Jeppie, “Calligraphic Africa: Notes toward the Location of Philology in 
Africa,” Philological Encounters 1, no. 1-4 (2016): 199–224. 
16 Barber, The Anthropology of Texts, 1. 
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contributions.17 With this work, I head in a different direction than either the colonial theory of 
Islam noir, which seeks to explain away and reduce the presence of Arabic writing in Africa, or 
the converse postcolonial scholarship that claims that Arabic writing was not subject to the 
constraints of the colonial library. Instead, through the description of one particular text, I use a 
kind of philology to show how texts make meaning in and produce discursive space. In short, the 
text is a problem that cannot be easily resolved by a historical reconstruction by the production 




The Three Paradoxes 
 As will be discussed in the final chapter of the dissertation, Kamara occupies an uneven 
position between the nationalist human sciences, in which he is central, and the Sufi 
establishment, for which he is marginal. His celebration among academics is not matched by the 
size of his discipleship. This unevenness partly results from the location of the material traces of 
Kamara’s intellectual interventions, that is to say his writings, inside of colonial-turned-national 
archives. Kamara’s prolonged interaction with colonial officials in pursuit of administrative 
knowledge between the 1920s and his death in 1945 left a trail of manuscripts and letters, which 
                                                
17 “We can conclude that, unlike a proper name, which moves from the interior of a discourse to the real person 
outside who produced it, the name of the author remains at the contours of texts—separating one from the other, 
defining their form, and characterizing their mode of existence. It points to the existence of certain groups of 
discourse and refers to the status of this discourse within a society and culture. The author's name is not a function of 
a man's civil status, nor is it fictional; it is situated in the breach, among the discontinuities, which gives rise to new 
groups of discourse and their singular mode of existence . . . the function of an author is to characterize the 
existence, circulation, and operation of certain discourses within a society.” Michel Foucault, “What is an Author,” 
in Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 
1980), 123–4. 
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tell a story of disregarded intellectual labor and an unfulfilled promise of publication and 
compensation. He submitted several works over the years for consideration for a prize for texts 
by native authors announced in a 1931 decree by Governor Jules Brévié.18 Despite the frustration 
accumulated over years of not being adequately recognized or remunerated, Kamara rounded out 
his contribution to colonial knowledge hoping that someone at some point would want to read 
what he had written. All told, both he, during his lifetime, and his family, just after his death, 
gave some twenty-eight titled works and a number of other documents to IFAN. The Kamara 
collection at IFAN has been exploited by a number of scholars since national independence for 
their own intellectual work. The text that has received the most attention is the over 1,700-page 
Zuhūr al-basatin, which has been subject to three major translation attempts. The current project 
by an international team of researchers has published the first of four volumes, which together 
presents a local history of the formation of the Fuuta Tooro aristocracy and its upending in the 
Torodobbe revolution.19 As his longest work and arguably his most prized accomplishment, its 
status as a historical work, or tarikh, has informed the way later scholars have read the entire 
body of his work.  
 Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm is one of the texts occupying archival space that have been, I 
argue, misleadingly read as history. The one hundred and ninety-two unbound medium-sized 
manuscript pages of likely imported paper mediate the text, written in what the editors of its 
Arabic edition refer to as Maghrebi Zamāmi script. In addition to being written in the same year 
that the Pulaar-language qasīda was published, the text’s composition also coincided with 
Kamara’s trip to Dakar to serve as the spokesperson for the ʿulamāʾ (Islamic scholars) at the 
                                                
18 Archives Nationales du Sénégal (ANS) O169 (31), Arrêté 209/E. See also the work done by Etienne Smith on 
native teachers and the literary competition. 
19  Kamara, Florilège; Oumar Kane, La première hégémonie peule: le Fuuta Tooro de Koli Tenella à Almaami 
Abdul (Paris: Karthala, 2004).  
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inauguration of the Cathédrale du Souvenir Africain, in which he made a speech on the oneness 
of the “people of the book” that he would later turn into another text. That there exists no other 
copy of the work supports the prevailing notion among academics that Kamara’s audience was 
rather small, even if he enjoyed a large reputation, and that his works may not have circulated 
widely. Schmitz goes so far as to say that his primary audience was comprised of colonial 
administrators. Unlike Cheikh Amadou Bamba’s volumes of poetry, recited by Murīdiyya today 
in spectacular displays of devotion, or al-Hājj ʿUmar Tāl’s Rimāḥ, which is read intensively in 
Tijāni study groups, Kamara’s writings by and large have suffered the relative obscurity of 
colonial archives. Without the benefit of disciples to make him live in relevance, Kamara’s 
ongoing presence in academic writing has done little to change his obscurity among the 
Senegalese public. Nevertheless, reading Ashhā l-ʿulūm gives us insights into how that public 
was historically constituted in the inter-war moment of the colonial period, a moment in which 
Kamara tried to intervene.   
 In order to better situate the text in its historical moment and intellectual context, that is, 
its original problem-space, I want to point out three paradoxes that make Ashhā a problem. 
Despite the conventional formal qualities that situate Ashhā simultaneously in local and larger 
traditions of Arabic writing, there is an out-of-placeness generated from the text’s particularity in 
relation to the other works in his oeuvre, the author’s lack of affiliation with ʿUmar, and his 
demonstrated social opposition to the text’s subject.  
 The first paradox is that within Kamara’s own body of work there is no other text quite 
like Ashhā l-ʿulūm.20 Besides Kamara’s own autobiography,21 no other text in his oeuvre 
                                                
20 For an inventory of Kamara’s works see John O. Hunwick, ed., Arabic Literature of Africa, Volume Four: 
Writings of Western Sudanic Africa (Leiden: Brill, 2003), 465–70; Robinson, “Un historien et anthropologue 
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presents itself as a single-subject biographical work. There are, however, several prosopographic, 
or collective biographical, works;22 in fact, his well-known work of history, the Zuhūr, reads at 
times more like a biographical dictionary than a chronographic work. The titles of some of these 
works suggest that they focus their subject matter on regions or particular group identities (“the 
Sudanese,” “the Bīḍān,” “the Fulani” “the people of Zagha”). While the text follows the 
convention of biographical works having poetic titles, as is the case for Kamara’s own  
autobiography—“the spreading of the good news of the one fearful of bewilderment”— Ashhā l-
ʿulūm’s title is uncommonly explicit. Accordingly, the naming of his subject and the use of sīra 
to describe the work seems unique not only in relation to his own works but in the larger 
tradition of biographical writing in Muslim West Africa.23 What, then, accounts for the decision 
to compose a substantial monograph that emphasizes the biography of a single person? How 
does this singular work fit in relation to all his other texts? This formal paradox, that in the 
Ashhā Kamara uniquely wrote a single-subject biography, points us in the direction of the 
paradox of Kamara’s relation to the subject of the text. 
                                                                                                                                                       
sénégalais,” 109–10. The Kamara family today lists some 40 works authored by Kamara. There number includes 
works still in their possession and not sent to IFAN. “Manuscrits de Chiekh Moussa Kamara.” Unpublished handlist.   
21 Tabshīr al khāʾif al ḥayrān wa tadhkīruhu bi-saʿa raḥmat Allah al-Karīm al-mannān [The Good News of the 
Fearful and Confused and his Reminding of the Broadness of the Mercy of God, the Generous, the Bestower]. 
22 Zuhūr al-basātīn fī tarikh al-sawadīn; al-Majmūʿ al-nafīs sirran ‘alaniyyatan fi dhikr baʿḍ al-sadat al-Bīḍāniyya 
wa l-Fulāniyya [The precious collection of secret and public Information of some of the nobles of the Bīḍān and the 
Fulāni]; al- Jawab al-sāḥil al-saʾigha ʿan suʾal “Mussé Bozaldé” ʿan mā ʿindi min akhbar ahl Zagha [The easy (al-
saʾigha) on the question of Monsieur Bozaldé about the accounts of people of Zagha]. 
23 A casual perusal of the West African Manuscript Database reveals a pattern that requires more investigation. 
“Sīra” is overwhelmingly used to refer to the prophet’s biography among the nearly 20,000 bibliographic entries. 
Other single-subject biographical works either have titles that do not make it obvious that the textual subject is 
biography or use the term tarjama. This term is often used to describe collective biographies. Indeed, the category of 
biography is covered by the plural tarājam within the database, which includes both individual and collective 
biography. However, it is potentially worthy to note that the exceptions to the general pattern just described are 
certain saintly figures, mostly of Tijāni association. Considering the Tijāni theological claim that their founder was 
closest to Muhammad over all other saints might be a reason for the claiming of a genre so closely associated with 
the Prophet. To be clear, such a choice in titles outside of West Africa probably would not have the same 
significance in places in which sīra was used for more diverse genres. In Chapter Three, I address the generic 
identity of Ashhā. 
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 Unlike most authors of individual or collective biographical writing from the Western 
Sahel and Southern Sahara, Kamara has no apparent affiliation to the subject of his work, in this 
case, Ḥājj ʿUmar. Single-subject biographies have often been written to elevate the status of a 
notable figure in the Islamic tradition, while collective biography, or prosopography, has been 
used to define some kind of group identity, whether tied to profession, confession, or 
geographical area.24 The authors of these works typically have some affiliation with the subject 
of their work: either they are descendants or disciples of the exalted figure or figures, or they 
claim residence or origin in the same place. This affiliational tendency features prominently in 
West African biographical writing. Aḥmad Bābā’s (d. 1637) Nayl al-Ibtihāj25 introduced 
Timbuktu’s tradition of scholars to the rest of the Muslim West, while al-Bartilī’s (d. 1805) Fatḥ 
al-shakūr26 explored the content of the historic but ambiguous toponym “Takrur” by detailing its 
geographic frontiers and providing biographies of its leading intellectuals. As for the 
hagiographic tendency of biographical writing by a subject’s descendants, the examples abound. 
Serigne Bachir (Muḥammad al-Bashīr) Mbacké (d. 1966), the son of Cheikh Amadou Bamba 
(d.1927), wrote Minan al-Bāqī, the definitive biography of the founder of the Murīdiyya.27 
Similarly, Muḥammad al-Muntaqa Ahmed Tāl wrote al-Jawāhir wa al-durur about his 
grandfather al-Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl.28 This tendency has continued in francophone writing, as 
                                                
24 Chase F. Robinson, Islamic historiography (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003). 
25 Aḥmad ibn Aḥmad Bābā, Nayl al-ibtihāj bi-taṭrīz al-Dībāj [Achieving happiness in embroidering silk] (Beirut: 
Dār al-Kutub al-ʻIlmīyah, 2013). 
26 Muḥammad ibn Abī Bakr al-Ṣiddīq Bartallī al-Walātī, Fatḥ al-shakūr fī maʻrifat aʻyān ʻulamāʹ al-takrūr [The 
illumination of thanks in the knowledge of notable scholars of Takrūr] (Beirut: Dār al-Gharb al-Islāmī, 1981); 
Chouki el Hamel, La vie intellectuelle islamique dans le Sahel ouest-africain, XVI-XIX siècles: une étude sociale de 
l'enseignement islamique en Mauritanie et au nord du Mali (XVI-XIX siècles) et traduction annotée de Fatḥ ash-
shakūr d'al-Bartilī al-Walāti (Paris: Harmattan, 2002). 
27 Cheikh Bachir Mbacké, Les bienfaits de l’éternel, ou, la biographie de Cheikh Amadou Bamba Mbacké, trans. and 
ed. Khadim Mbacké (Dakar: IFAN, 1995). 
28 Tāl, Al-jawāhir wa al-durar. 
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something of an act of filial devotion.29 Such writing not only elevates the subject of the text but 
also allows the author to claim a kind of nobility, or at least distinction, through descent. Still, 
these kinds of works rarely used the appellation sīra, the form associated with Prophetic 
biography. While Ashhā l-ʿulūm resembles both the prosopographic and hagiographic kinds of 
biographical writing, it does not, and in many ways cannot, claim to accomplish the kind of tasks 
with which those genres are typically associated. Kamara did come from Fuuta Tooro as ʿUmar 
did, but there is no real unity of geography projected in the work, and no celebration of its 
identity as such. Nor was Kamara related to the Tāl family, or affiliated with the Tijāniyya.30 
Considering the convention of filial and affiliational writing, Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm, a sīra for 
someone with whom its author had no connection, was peculiar indeed.  
 In addition to not being affiliated with ʿUmar, the subject of Ashhā l-ʿulūm, Kamara 
belonged to the opposing theological and political-economic complex of the Qādiriyya order at 
the regional level, and had competing interests at the local level. As discussed in Chapter Two, 
the conflict between Qādiris and Tijānis was articulated at every level: material, epistemological, 
political, and spiritual. Capitalizing upon colonial fears about the Tijāniyya in the latter part of 
the nineteenth century, the Qādiriyya positioned itself as the peaceful, commerce-friendly 
alternative to the Tijāniyya, delivering legal opinions that encouraged the acceptance of colonial 
rule and generally cooperating with French command.31 Kamara was a disciple of the Qādiri 
                                                
29 Mamadou Diouf has used such biographical writing from the late colonial period by the descendants of notables 
to describe the civic culture of the originaires of Saint-Louis. Mamadou Diouf, “Hamet Gora Diop (1846–1910),” 
The Human Tradition in Modern Africa 51 (2011), 67; Mamadou Diouf, “The French Colonial Policy of 
Assimilation and the Civility of the Originaires of the Four Communes (Senegal): A Nineteenth Century 
Globalization Project,” Development and Change 29, no. 4 (1998): 671–96. There is also a noticeable market 
literature in French today in Senegal on saint’s lives. The authors often appear to be related to the text’s subject. 
30 Although some colonial figures thought he was earlier in life. See Chapter 6 of this dissertation. 
31 David Robinson, Paths of Accomodation: Muslim Societies and French Colonial Authorities in Senegal and 
Mauritania, 1880-1920 (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2000), 161–93. 
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leadership in Mauritania, particularly Saʿad Buh, a major colonial intermediary. Furthermore, 
Kamara had some land disputes with figures within the Umarian Tijāniyya.32 The competing 
interests between Kamara’s Qādiri affiliations and the Tijāniyya in the wider region as well as 
his own conflicts with Umarians locally make Kamara’s authorship of an Umarian biography 
especially paradoxical.   
 If Kamara’s social position implied opposition to the Umarian legacy, his expressed 
disapproval of ʿUmar’s jihād in other works makes his opposition explicit. Almost a decade prior 
to composing Ashhā l-ʿulūm, Kamara had devoted an entire text to discrediting jihād as an 
acceptable practice.33 His argument centered on the idea that military conquest on behalf of 
Islam was only available to the prophets. As Muhammad was the prophet to be sent to humanity, 
any subsequent jihād would be doomed to cause fitna and the loss of Muslim life. Anyone 
claiming jihād, then, must actually be in pursuit of accumulation of wealth and power for the 
sake of power. In this vein, Kamara names Ḥājj ʿUmar explicitly, and rejects his jihād in no 
uncertain terms, citing the thousands upon thousands of Muslims who were killed. This 
argument cannot be reduced to or simply explained by Kamara’s affiliation to the commerce-
friendly Qādiriyya. Kamara was known to be a relatively independent thinker, and had broken 
ties with more than one teacher with whom he disagreed.34 Still, even though he was no 
ideologist, Kamara’s use of ʿUmar as a negative example should be read alongside the 
competing interests described above. Such a reading reveals just how paradoxical it was for 
                                                
32 David Robinson,  “Colonial Politics and Historical Texts.” 
33 Muusa Kamara, Akthar al-rāghibīn : fī al-jihād baʿd al-nabīʾīn man yakhtāru al-ẓuhūr wa-malaka al-bilād wa-lā 
yubālī bi-man halaka fī jihādihi min al-ʿibād [Those that want jihād the most after the Prophets are the ones who 
choose Prevailing and Dominion of the Land and who do not care who perishes in his Jihād from among the 
Peolple]” (Rabāṭ: Maʿhad al-Dirāsāt al-Ifrīqīya, 2003), 48–62; Mbaye Lo, “Jihad as a Tradition of Peace in the 
Writings of Cheikh Moussa Kamara (1864–1945),” unpublished paper, presented at Islam and World Peace 
conference, Columbia University, New York, September 2015. 
34 Pondopoulo, “Une traduction ‘mal partie.’”  
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Kamara to write a single-subject biography about a figure from a competing social organization 
whom he had previously criticized in writing.  
 These three paradoxes—(a) that Kamara would write a single-subject biography where he 
normally wrote prosopographically, (b) that he claimed no affiliation with Ḥājj ʿUmar in a 
context where most texts of that kind would claim such a link to their subject, and (c) that 
Kamara would write a laudatory biography of someone he had openly criticized and whose 
descendants he found himself in opposition to—define what I call the problem of Ashhā l-ʿulūm. 
These contradictory and exceptional elements would have likely been noticeable to Kamara’s 
learned peers. Wanting to hedge against such detection, Kamara tries to preempt the last two, 
more obvious, paradoxes in the work’s first paragraph. He addresses would-be readers and tries 
to put them at ease by explaining why he is writing. In his opening remarks, Kamara declares 
that ʿUmar appeared to him in dreams every night for about a month, “teaching [him] something 
of the Arabic language.”35 These dreams, Kamara informs his readers, came to him while he 
visited ʿUmar’s son ʿAqību in Dingiray, the garrison town where ʿUmar established the patterns 
that would characterize his jihād.36 In the text, Kamara indicates that the Qādiri Shaykh Saʿad 
Buh informed him that this vision indicated that Kamara was the intellectual and spiritual heir to 
ʿUmar. This claim, not a small one, would certainly have been noticed, if not squarely contested, 
by direct descendants and disciples of ʿUmar, who had long been engaged in memorializing him 
in song, poetry, and writing, as discussed in Chapter Two of this dissertation. That Kamara uses 
the authority of a well-known Qādiri shaykh and colonial collaborator does little to validate his 
claim, particularly to a potential Tijāni audience.  
                                                
35 Kamara, Ashhā, 23 :“fa-inahu qad kana lī shaykhaan fī l-manam hatā ʿulmanī kalamāt min al-lughat al-ʿarabiyya 
maʿ jumlati talāmidhatihi.” 
36 See Chapter 3 of David Robinson, The Holy War of Umar Tal: The Western Sudan in the Mid-Nineteenth Century 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985). 
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 As for the first, more subtle paradox of naming ʿUmar as the singular subject of the text 
within the title, its resolution is less obvious, and may reside in an implicit structure that we will 
continue to investigate. For now, suffice it to say that Kamara does not address it in his opening 
remarks. Whether we accept Kamara’s explanation of hidden inheritance or not, and it is not at 
all given that we should not accept it, we are left with a momentous claim to discursive authority 
in a space of signification largely defined by ʿUmar by someone who had little other basis for 
justifying his composition. Given that, we are urged to ask a basic question seriously, with some 
patience and without recourse to an obvious answer: Why would Kamara, in particular, write a 
biography of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl?  
 
Textual Corpus 
 My principal object of interpretation, then, is Shaykh Mūsā Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm wa 
aṭayab al-khabar fī sīrat al-Ḥājj ʻUmar. In order to make sense of this text and its intervention, 
however, I am obliged to situate it within a larger textual field. I understand that textual field to 
be the Umarian tradition—that is, texts produced by oral and written discursive practices that 
transmit the memory of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl through time. For the purposes of this dissertation, I limit 
my corpus to what I call the foundations of the Umarian tradition and written instantiations of the 
Umarian tradition. The foundations of the Umarian tradition are texts written by ʿUmar himself. 
These include several works: ʿUmar’s first composition Tadhkirat al-Mustarshidīn wa Falāḥ al-
ṭālibīn [Reminder for those Seeking Guidance and Success for the Disciples], a long poem that 
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reminds its listener/reader of the central importance of dhikr;37 his magnum opus, Rimāḥ ḥizb al-
Rahīm ʿalā nuhūr ḥizb al-rajīm [Lances of the Party of the Merciful One against the Necks of the 
Party of the Accursed One], which is the primary manual for the Tijāniyya Sufi order;38 the 
complex devotional poem Safīnat al-Saʿāda li-ahl ḍuʿf wa-l-najada [The Vessel of Happiness 
and Assistance for the Weak]; brief letters ʿUmar wrote to French authorities; and his 
explanation of his conflict with the leader of a nineteenth-century Islamic formation in the 
middle Niger river valley Māsina, Bayān mā waqaʿa bayna-na wa bayna amīr Māsina Aḥmad b. 
Aḥmad [Explanation of what happened between us and the prince of Māsina Aḥmad b. Aḥmad]. 
This selection of texts does not by any means exhaust ʿUmar’s writings; I choose them because 
they are referenced in Ashhā l-ʿulūm or in other textual instantiations of the Umarian tradition 
that I discuss in the dissertation. 
 As for the instantiations of the Umarian tradition, the class of texts to which Ashhā l-
ʿulūm belongs, I direct my attention to written Arabic, Pulaar, and French texts that take as their 
theme the life, lineage, and legacy of Hājj ʿUmar Tāl. The list of texts I consider is neither 
exhaustive nor representative. Rather, it allows an illustration of how the Umarian tradition 
creates an anti-historical space of signification based on difference. These texts include The Story 
of the Shaykh al Hajji Omaru, a Pulaar-language text translated into English by the German 
missionary C.A.L. Reichardt;39 anti-Umarian propaganda written by colonial-aligned Muslim 
                                                
37 Claudine Gerresch-Dekais, “Tadkirat al-Mustarsidin wa Falâh at-Tâlibîn, épître d'Al-Hâjj Umar Tâl. Introduction, 
édition critique du texte arabe et traduction annotée,” Bulletin de l'Institut Fondamental d'Afrique Noire. Série B: 
Sciences Humaines Dakar 42, no. 3 (1980). 
38 A critical edition of this work has yet to been published. I used a recent version from Morocco. ʿUmar b. Sa`īd b. 
`Uthmān b. al-Mukhtār al-Fūtī Tāl, Rimāḥ Ḥizb Al-raḥīm ʻalá Nuḥūr Ḥizb Al-rajīm, published in ʻAlī Ḥarāzim ibn 
al-ʻArabī Barādah, Jawāhir Al-maʻānī Wa-bulūgh Al-amānī Fī Fayḍ Abī al-ʻAbbās al-Tijānī (Casablanca: Dar al-
rashad al-haditha, 2007). 
39 The work appears under the Fulfude title “Hāla ndin kounēli Shaykhu al Hajji Omaru Fotiyu Kedewīyu bi Sēdi” 
in Charles Augustus Ludwig Reichardt, Grammar of the Fulde Language: With An Appendix of Some Original 
Traditions and Portions of Scripture Tranlsated into Fulde (London: Church Missionary House, 1876). 
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elites, particularly a letter and a biting verse of poetry;40 Mohammadu Aliyu Caam’s untitled 
1,200 line Pulaar-language qasīda about ʿUmar;41 ʿAbdullah ʿAli’s Dhikr Ibtidā Jihād 
Shaykhuna, an account of the jihād that favors ʿUmar’s nephew Aḥmad Tijāni over ʿUmar’s son 
Aḥmad al-Kabīr as the successor;42 and official colonial representations of ʿUmar as a fanatic 
opponent of the French civilizing mission in the report by Frédéric Carrère and Paul Holle and in 
the memoir of Louis Faidherbe.43  
 An Africanist reader in particular might object to my focus on written instantiations of 
the Umarian tradition. It is certainly true that there is a diverse and longstanding record of the 
oral performances of the Umarian tradition; indeed, there is an abundant literature dedicated to 
it.44 I justify my exclusion of oral performance on two grounds. First, my dialogic approach 
emphasizes the way in which speech is embedded in writing in both literal and figurative ways.45  
In that vein, I pay attention to how texts such as Ashhā l-ʿulūm are composed with oral accounts 
by “the narrators,” figures whom contemporary scholars would no doubt call griots. Similarly, 
there are clear indications that griots read written accounts of ʿUmar’s life, integrating them as 
source material in their performances. In other words, the Umarian tradition has always been 
constituted by both speech and script; to think that either is insulated or absent from the other 
                                                
40 Claudine Gerresch, “Jugements du moniteur du Sénégal sur al-Hajj 'Umar, de 1857 à 1864,” Bulletin de l'Institut 
Fondamental d'Afrique Noire, Série B: Sciences humaines 35, no. 3 (1973): 574–92. 
41 Tyam, La vie d'El Hadj Omar. 
42 Published as “Chroniques d’el hadji oumar” by Mamadou Sissoko, Education Africaine, 1936–7. I have only had 
the opportunity to read Christopher Wise’s translation of the Sissoko translation. However, at a future date, I would 
be interested in consulting versions identified by Robinson in the Fonds Brevié at IFAN. Christopher Wise, Archive 
of the Umarian Tijaniyya (Washington, DC: Sahel Nomad, 2017), 261–323; Sissoko, “Chroniques d’el hadji 
oumar.” 
43 Frédéric Carrère and Paul Holle, De la Sénégambie française (Paris: F. Didot, 1855); Louis Faidherbe, Le 
Sénégal: la France dans l’Afrique Occidentale (Paris : Hachette, 1889), 158–238. 
44 David Robinson’s history of the Umarian Jihad is the best work to deal with the oral tradition methodically. 
Robinson, Holy War of Umar Tal, 30–5, 42–4. See also David Robinson, “The Impact of Al-Hajj Umar on the 
Historical Traditions of the Fulbe,” Journal of the Folklore Institute 8, no. 2/3 (1971): 101–13. 
45 See Chapter Four for a lengthier discussion on dialogism.  
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misses the tradition’s defining feature. Second, I want to isolate the Umarian tradition as it was 
constituted at the moment of Kamara’s composition. While I do think that oral tradition can be 
an effective means of accurate transmission, I am particularly skeptical of the way the “invention 
of tradition” that defined the moment of national independence generated national heroes, among 
whom ʿUmar was among the most important in Senegal.46 Accordingly, oral performances of the 
Umarian tradition, recorded as most of them were after independence, should be interpreted both 
in relation to the anti-historical space of signification in which they are articulated as well as in 
the context of their historical moment.  
 Post-independence works in Senegal that have engaged Ashhā l-ʿulūm through translation, 
citation, and reference round out the textual corpus of this dissertation. In particular, I pay 
attention to the academic production of Amar Samb within the field of Senegalese Islamologie. 
His hallmark Essai sur la contribution du Sénégal à la littérature d’expression Arabe, which 
describes the reception of Kamara during and since the national period, and his translation of 
Ashhā l-ʿulūm are the key texts in this regard.47  
 Finally, I complement my textual interpretation of Ashhā l-ʿulūm with a consultation of 
documentary sources and oral accounts relating to Shaykh Mūsā Kamara. The files produced by 
colonial surveillance of Muslim scholars are notable in this regard. Held in the Archives 
Nationales du Sénégal, Kamara’s file in Série G contain correspondence between Kamara and 
administrators, complete texts written by Kamara intended for publication, and bureaucratic 
                                                
46 This problem of invention is the larger thrust of Mudimbe’s intervention insofar as Africanism, like Orientalism 
for Islam, has indelibly impacted what is knowable of Africa. In recording oral performance and producing 
authoritative versions of them, the productions, which are of a different historical moment and serve different 
functions in the context of performance, overdetermine subsequent iterations of the tradition. Mudimbe, The 
Invention of Africa; see also Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, eds. The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2012); Robinson has discussed how this has impacted the scholarship on ʿUmar in 
Holy War of Umar Tal, 5 fn 9. 
47 Samb, Essai sur la contribution du Sénégal; Kamara, La Vie d’el Hadji Omar. 
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paperwork. Meanwhile, the majority of Kamara’s authored works are held in the Laboratoire 
d'Islamologie at the Institut Fondamental d’Afrique Noire. I also conducted interviews with three 
of Kamara’s grandsons: the current Khalife Generale of the Kamara branch of the Qādiriyya, 
Thierno Mohammadu Bassirou Camara in Ganguel; the family spokesperson Ismaïla Camara in 




 In what follows, I review the interconnected literatures of the interdisciplinary field of 
Islam in Africa and of Arabic writing in Africa. In both instances, I focus on what is considered 
today Francophone West Africa, with a particular emphasis on Senegal and some reference to 
Mali and Mauritania. As I am most interested in a text from the colonial period, the borders of 
today’s independent nation-states barely function to contain the analysis. This geographical 
framing is justified because it is the setting for the texts that interest me and the setting of the 
histories that those texts engage. It is also justified because Senegal has a disproportionate 
representation in the literatures covered here. As for the setting of the texts and of their 
connected histories, the areas around the full length of Senegal River and the Niger River west 
and south of Timbuktu constitute the multi-climatic, economically coherent, but politically 
diverse geographic region of the Umarian moment. I call this region, which is the geography 
represented within the Umarian tradition, the greater Western Sahel.48 The second justification 
                                                
48 I sometimes refer to the “Umarian space.” This phrase refers to the territories conquered by the Umarians that was 
limited to the upper Senegal and middle Niger River areas during the period between the conquests from the 1850s 
until the pacification of the Western Sudan in 1890. See John Hanson and David Robinson, After the Jihad: The 
Reign of Ahmad al-Kabir in the Western Sudan (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 1991), 4. After that 
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for the geographical focus of this literature review is that, as has been observed and critiqued in 
the field, the Senegalese case has played a disproportionate role in the knowledge production of 
Islam in Africa.49 This focus on Senegal is the legacy at once of colonialism, insofar as colonial 
infrastructures of administration and of knowledge production were more dense closer to its 
chief urban spaces in the four communes on the coast, as well as the post-independent conditions 
of Senegal which make research easier than in more remote parts of French West Africa.50 
Because of my interest in the politics of knowledge production on Islam in Africa, focusing on 
the Senegalese case is essential for interrogating the specific theories and practices that have 
developed.  
The first two parts of this review focus on how the French colonial theory of Islam noir 
has structured the interdisciplinary academic field of Islam in Africa. Islam noir expressed a 
racialist concept that distinguished African Muslims, their forms of religious practice, and their 
political orientations from so-called White Arabs. It was originally used as an administrative 
instrument to make sense of and make decisions about a Muslim-majority subject population. 
Developing in the first two decades of the twentieth century, the theory of Islam noir emerged in 
a moment of rupture in the structure of colonial knowledge and policy, as well as the geopolitics 
engendered by World War and the emergence of a global Islamic consciousness. I argue that the 
epistemological foundations of race—with its demand for the visibility of difference for the 
                                                                                                                                                       
point, “Umarian space” becomes partially de-territorialized and it becomes somewhat an ambiguous way to refer to 
the space of activity of the descendants and followers of ʿUmar throughout French West Africa.   
49 Jean-Louis Triaud “Le thème confrérique en Afrique de l’ouest,” in Les ordres mystiques dans l’Islam: 
cheminements et situation actuelle, ed. A. Popovic and G. (Paris, 1986), 271–82; Benjamin F. Soares, “Rethinking 
Islam and Muslim societies in Africa,” African Affairs 106 (2007): 319–26. 
50 This phenomenon is not limited to the study of Islam in Africa. Knowledge production in and on Africa follows 
these patterns more general. Deepening the emphasis on the place of Senegal in African studies are the initiatives by 
Senegalese intellectuals and political figures in conjunction with international interests to position it as the exception 
to stereotypes of African politics. See Michael Ralph, Forensics of Capital (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2015). 
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purposes of the administration of production—and the global politics of Islam—in which Islam 
is alternatively viewed as an existential threat to liberal-democracy or as the promise of an 
alternative to the hegemonic order—conditioned the emergence of the theory of Islam noir at the 
beginning of the twentieth century, and has remained an organizing force for discourses about 
Islam in Africa inside the academy and well beyond it. While the academic field of Islam in 
Africa, best described as a historical anthropology because of its dominant approaches, has long 
disavowed colonial racialism and racism, it has struggled to adequately address the specifically 
racial legacies of colonialism and persistent racial realities in our knowledge of such a politicized 
subject of research. Islam noir remains important today not simply because it inflects what is 
knowable about Islam in Africa—indeed Black Muslims wherever they may be found—but also 
because the theory contributed to the formation of durable structures, institutions, and practices 
of social life that relied on a racialized concept for specific political ends, which has in turn 
impacted Muslim consciousness in Africa. Therefore, disavowal of Islam noir is not sufficient 
for its disappearance; only a fundamental change of the epistemological and political conditions 
in which it developed can do that. 
 In the meantime, our task is to keep track of how Islam noir has and continues to frame 
our questions. My interest in Arabic-script text, textuality, and textual practice is thus an attempt 
to ask different kinds of questions. If Islam noir was a theory that was premised by the move 
away from texts as I show in what follows, then the question that animates the larger project is, 
what can a practice of reading African Arabic texts produce? The third part of this review 
presents the various ways in which Arabic texts from the region have been thought of and used 
in the historical anthropology of Islam since the end of the 1950’s at the cusp of African 
independence until present. Ultimately, I suggest that the use of Arabic texts as sources of data 
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fails to capture their textured richness. As a result, I propose the development of a more robust 
Africanist philology that takes texts, textuality, and textual practice in Africa as constituting its 
own field of inquiry.  
 
Islam Noir and its Durable Afterlives 
 The emergence of the theory of Islam noir constituted a historical break in the way in 
which colonial power in French West Africa understood Islam, and in the way the one related to 
the other.51 The theory of Islam noir sought to explain, from the colonial perspective, three great 
displacements in terms of time, geographic space, and race. To the colonial theorists of Islam 
noir, that the dramatic increase in the rate of Islamization of West Africa occurred during the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, in areas understood to be remote from the Islamic center and 
cut off by a supposedly uninhabitable Sahara Desert, meant that the experience of Islam in West 
Africa by and large fell outside of the time and space of the Orientalist-constructed “golden age” 
of classical Islam. The spread of Islam in Africa came after Islamic civilization’s supposed 
decline into decadence. Furthermore, a shallow rate of Arabization meant that these Black 
Africans—already understood as lacking intellectual capacity in white-supremacist ideology that 
needed to justify chattel slavery and colonial conquest—had only limited access to the superior 
culture of supposedly White Arabs. The “whiteness” of these Arabs meant that they could be 
learned, orthodox and rational, although their religious difference made them violent, fanatical, 
and dangerous. Often credited with the initial phrasing and propagation of the theory, Paul Marty 
used the phrase Islam noir to articulate the ensemble of ideas that the colonial administration had 
started to develop about Muslims in the region. These ideas included an emphasis on a personal, 
                                                
51 I rely heavily on the work of Christopher Harrison, whose slim intellectual history of French Islamic policy in 
West Africa has been very influential in the field since its publication. Harrison, France and Islam in West Africa.  
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charismatic model of devotion manifested in the master-disciple relationship and 
institutionalized in Sufi orders; a non-textual orientation to religious practice; an intermingling 
with pre-existing African animism; and a docile governability. Marty presented these ideas in his 
report on the Murīdiyya Sufi order in particular, but used the opportunity to make a much more 
general abstraction about the nature of Islam. “As Islam distances itself from its cradle…as races 
and conditions change, it becomes increasingly deformed. Islamic confessions, be they 
Malaysian or Chinese, Berber or Negro, are no more than vulgar contrefaçons of the religion and 
state of the sublime Coran.”52 Although Islam had long been known for a universalism similar to 
Christianity, the notion of Islam noir broke the “world-religion” up into a plurality of particulars 
that could not be known from its principle texts as they had been previously; it now had to be 
known from direct observation, in either of its twin forms: surveillance or ethnography.53 
 The implications of this theory were several. First, it both described a geographic 
imagination projected by French colonialism and its interests as well as proscribed a specific 
relation of areas defined by that geographic imagination. With this theory, Islam did not overly 
complicate the racial logics that divided Africa into White above and Black below the Sahara 
desert. The obviousness with which the desert functioned as a natural barrier would not be 
betrayed by the inconvenient facts that documented millennia of trade and circulation through 
the space. Such a border was useful to a French understanding of the world that saw a strategic 
                                                
52 Paul Marty, Les Mourides d’Amadou Bamba, cited in Christopher Harrison, France and Islam, 116. 
53 As historians have pointed out, theory and practice did not always resemble one another in French West Africa. 
How individual administrators and other actors engaged or ignored Islamic institutions, Muslim practices, etc., were 
idiosyncratic and contradictory. As a student of textuality, however, I leave the messiness of experience to the 
historians and limit my discussion to the discursive realm. See Jean-Louis Triaud, “Islam under French Colonial 
Rule,” in The History of Islam in Africa, ed. Nehemia Levtzion and Randall L. Pouwels (Athens: Ohio University 
Press, 2000), 169–87. On the relationship the notion of World Religion and its relationship to philology see Tomoko 
Masuzawa, The Invention of World Religions: Or, How European Universalism was Preserved in the Language of 
Pluralism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005). 
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need to keep French subjects away from the other Muslims of the world, who might resist the 
colonial state’s imperialist designs. The fact that religious affinity might cause Muslims in West 
Africa to identify with the German-aligned Ottoman Sultan caused considerable anxiety. 
Insisting on a natural difference between Black African Muslims and other Muslims, and 
reinforcing that difference with policy, was one product of the theory of Islam noir. West 
African Muslims, as French subjects, needed to have a general orientation to France to allow for 
the fulfillment of French interests. In that way, the theory of Islam noir was an instrument of 
colonial governance.  
 Second, the theory accompanied a major shift in policy practice. As Christopher Harrison 
has pointed out, William Ponty’s politique des races encouraged a kind of ethnic particularism. 
Encouraging ethnic particularism, and in some ways producing ethnicity, was part and parcel of 
the transition from an assimilationist to an associationist policy. Under the French 
assimilationism, the colony was tasked with making subjects, Muslim or otherwise, French 
citizens. The history of the four communes, particularly in Saint-Louis, had certain models of 
making that happen. For Senegalese historian Mamadou Diouf, the civility of the sons of Saint-
Louis, or Ndoom Ndar, is an important example.54 One of the consequences of the participation 
of Muslim intellectuals in public life in Saint-Louis was that they played critical roles as 
intermediaries in the functioning of the colony, and Arabic was an important medium of 
communication. Even in areas that were not primarily Muslim, the French would sometimes use 
Arabic to communicate with diverse ethnic groups who spoke different languages. As a result, 
the region saw an increase in the rate of Islamization during the period of colonization, as being 
Muslim and knowledge of Arabic facilitated movement through colonial space and access to the 
                                                
54 Mamadou Diouf, “The French Colonial Policy.” 
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colonial state. Commenting on such developments, Le Chatelier, the editor of the major French 
orientalist journal at the turn of the century, Revue du Monde Musulman, said: “Saint-Louis 
was…before the period of Muslim policy inaugurated by Faidherbe, a town of merchants who 
were indifferent in religious matters. Today it is an Islamic center, learned, devout, and 
restless.”55 Concerned with this Islamization, the secularist Ponty wanted to disfavor the spread 
of Islam through colonial channels. At the same time, he needed to oversee a policy akin to 
indirect rule in the rural areas. Instead of using Muslim intermediaries, as the colony would have 
done in the past, he determined that ethnicity would be the basis of representation. Village chiefs 
would be named according to the ethnic identity of the majority of the inhabitants of the village. 
It is worth noting that the politique des races preceded the elaboration of the Islam noir theory, 
but both are part and parcel of the paradigm shift that occurred in the first two decades of the 
twentieth century. In this new paradigm of inter-related policymaking and knowledge 
production, empiricism was foundational and racial difference was the object of that empiricism.  
 Importantly, the theory of Islam noir and the strategy of the politique des races implied a 
colonial understanding of the nature of West African social relations and their relationship to 
Islam. Ponty and other administrators thought that West Africa was a feudal society on the verge 
of a social revolution that France had to help actualize.56 They argued that Islam had encouraged 
rampant slavery in the region and that Muslim clerics had supported the institution. Islam was 
therefore synonymous with the aristocracy, and the diverse and numerous forms of servitude, 
understood as slavery tout court, would only end by neutralizing Muslim leadership and limiting 
the process of Islamization. The insistence on the analogy with Europe has long characterized 
                                                
55 A. Le Chatelier, L’Islam dans l’Afrique Occidentale, 1899, 348. Cited in Triaud, “Islam in Africa.” 
56 Harrison, France and Islam in West Africa, 50, 73. 
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historical thought and, in this case, made the fundamentally different experience of the ancien 
régime serve as a model of theory and praxis in the colonial present. The result was the 
suppression of Islam, although there were in fact no analogous structures between the Catholic 
clerisy and the Muslim ʿulamāʾ, a term that refers to a horizontal body of scholars. That Islam 
was viewed as a cause of slavery, or its key culprit in the region, dates from the largely Christian 
abolitionist discourse that, following the Orientalist tradition, presented Islam as a barbarous and 
totalitarian enemy of freedom.57 Ponty inherited these views, and they informed his 
understanding of the role of Islam as a tool of the aristocracy that had to be isolated and 
marginalized. The characteristics of Islam noir favored the eventual marginalization of Islam in 
the urban political life of the colonies while centralizing Islam in its administration of rural areas.  
 If Islam noir was a new theory of Islam, what was the old theory? It is much harder to 
find a clear, univocal statement on how the French theorized Islam in the decades prior to the 
turn of the twentieth century and the means by which they managed to know Islam. First, we 
should make an important distinction between French Orientalism and what Edmund Burke has 
called the tradition of French “sociology of Islam.”58 Since Silvestre de Sacy, metropolitan 
Orientalists, from their institutional locations in Paris, represented Islam to the rest of the 
academy and to French society through the concept of Islamic civilization, situating the study of 
Islam in the humanist tradition but locating Muslim societies at an intermediate stage of human 
progress.59 Inflected by historicism and the formalist study of canonical texts, French 
Orientalism operated at such an essentialist and universalizing level that its inadequacy for 
                                                
57 E. Ann McDougall, “Discourse and distortion: critical reflections on studying the Saharan slave trade,” Outre-
mers 89, no. 336 (2002): 195–227. 
58 Edmund Burke, The Ethnographic State: France and the Invention of Moroccan Islam (Oakland: University of 
California Press, 2014), 21–37. 
59 Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Pantheon, 1978), 123–48. 
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producing useful administrative knowledge necessitated a more direct empirical form of 
knowledge. Nevertheless, the Orientalists would maintain their authority over representing Islam 
to academic and popular audiences. Colonial science, in contrast, demanded a different kind of 
documentation, which we see in the famous Description de l’Égypte and Exploration scientifique 
de l’Algérie.60 This process of documentation produced useful knowledge that allowed the 
French to govern more efficiently. Although the metropolitan and colonial ways of representing 
Islam and Muslim societies differed, they nevertheless interacted, particularly for sourcing 
personnel tasked with administering the colonies, especially during the early periods until around 
1870.  
 One such interaction between the Orientalist and the pragmatic registers demanded by 
colonial governance in this early period dominated by the “Algerian school,” scholars and 
administrators who had formative experiences in the French colony of Algeria, demonstrates the 
interest in the utility of Islam for administration. According to Harrison and Burke, the French 
viewed Islam as an essential means by which they could achieve their goals throughout North 
and West Africa.61 Because Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl invoked religious grounds for the eventual resistance 
to the French in his war against their expansion in the upper Senegal river and eventual call for 
emigration away from areas of French rule, the architect of the colony of Senegal, governor 
Louis Faidherbe (mentioned by Le Chatelier above), could not afford to abandon the field of 
religious arguments and sensibilities.62 He discouraged Christian missionary activity in schools, 
                                                
60 Discussed in Burke, The Ethnographic State, 6.  Description de l'Egypte, ou Recueil des observations et des 
recherches qui ont été faites en Égypte pendant l'expédition de l'armée française (Paris: Imprimerie impériale, 
1809); Ernest Carette, Exploration scientifique de l'Algérie: pendant les années 1840, 1841, 1842, vol. 1 (Paris: 
Imprimerie royale). 
61 Harrison, France and Islam in West Africa, 11–24; Burke, The Ethnographic State, 38–51. 
62 For background on Faidherbe, see Leland Conley Barrows, “The Merchants and General Faidherbe: Aspects of 
French Expansion in Sénégal in the 1850's,” Revue française d'histoire d'outre-mer 61, no. 223 (1974): 236–83. 
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supported the establishment of a Muslim tribunal, and argued for an integration of the 
Senegalese colony into the colony of Algeria. This integration would have implied an approach 
to Islam that included the training of an indigenous civil service to work in Arabic and French, 
encouraged standardization of the interpretation of Islamic law, and used the writing of fatāwa 
(non-binding legal judgments) to achieve their goals. The use of Muslim intermediaries was an 
important part in this period of the colony’s history, even in areas with non-Muslim 
populations.63 The increased pace of Islamization, which was a byproduct of this practice, was 
long viewed as either benign or beneficial. Following the Orientalist view, Islam was a step-up 
for black Africans in the civilizational hierarchy and could serve to help Africans evolve and 
assimilate into Frenchness.64 Earlier European thinkers who influenced colonial scientists viewed 
Islam as a mediating civilizational force between the African and the European. This force gave 
Africa history, a connection to the world, writing, and religion.65 However, that religion was 
derivative, less textual than in the Islamic heartlands of the East. In this way, even though it tried 
to keep its distance from the impure work of colonial science, French Orientalism’s 
                                                
63 Tamba M’bayo, Muslim Interpreters in Colonial Senegal, 1850–1820: Mediations of Knowledge and Power in the 
Lower and Middle Senegal River Valley (London: Lexington Books, 2017). 
64 See Peter B. Clarke, West Africa and Islam: A Study of Religious Development from the 8th to the 20th Century 
(London: Edward Arnold, 1982), 189–90; Masuzama, The Invention of World Religions. See also Alain Quellien, 
quoted in Triaud, “Islam in Africa,” 171–2: “The Muslim propaganda is a step toward civilization in West Africa, 
and it is universally recognized that with respect to social organization, the Muslim peoples of these regions are 
superior to the populations that have remained fetishistic. We cannot claim to make it possible to climb in one sole 
generation, or even in five or six, the rungs of a ladder whose summit the old western world cannot yet see, even 
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civilizational-thinking nevertheless informed the strategies of textual and practical work that the 
colonial enterprise demanded.  
 The old, “Algerian” theory of Islam took shape within a structure of knowing Islam that 
favored philology within a temporal context of territorial expansion. Such an embrace of a 
textual method of producing knowledge and engaging with the world defined not only the study 
of Islam but also the European university more broadly. Philology was a master science that 
made sense of everything and everything’s relation to everything else.66 However, this 
“everything” was the everything of Man and of Civilization. Islam had to be known from the 
texts that it had produced, its textual monuments. Because these texts were in Arabic, a Semitic 
language, they came from a civilization that was inferior to that mythical Indo-European 
civilization that produced the genius of the Ancient Greeks, the Western Europeans, and the lost 
Aryan cousins in South Asia. This philologically informed structure of knowing Islam 
encouraged the development of the médrasa, a Muslim college for the formation of indigenous 
intermediaries, and the bureaux arabes, local offices staffed by agents knowledgeable enough in 
the Arabic language and Islam to give advice to the army, based on their largely textual 
knowledge. Administrators in West Africa tended to use this same structure until the turn of the 
century, often using personnel from Algeria and relying on the textual knowledge and strategy 
adopted there.  
 But as the turn of the century approached, the balance between these two ways of 
knowing Islam started to shift in favor of colonial science. The textual attitude, described by 
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Edward Said as the means by which the complex messiness of the world was approached and 
limited by an understanding of the word, was no match for more practical attitudes that prevailed 
in the resource-strapped and politically volatile context of French West Africa.67 Through its 
experience, the Algerian school had developed “an understanding which emphasized the power 
of Islamic structures and which attached particular importance to the role of the Sufi 
brotherhoods in providing the organizational infrastructure and the inspirational ideology.”68  
Even though this understanding had practical goals in mind, it was still informed by a 
desacralized Orientalist approach, which often depended on putting Islamic phenomena in the 
terms of Christian ones. This translation would often backfire, as many of the analogies between 
Islam and Catholicism, especially the one that equated learned Muslims with a clergy directed by 
a power similar to the Vatican, made colonial authorities misjudge the explicitly political 
purchase of different kinds of authority in Islam. The failures of the textual attitude, along with 
transformations internal to French Orientalism, precipitated a crisis to which the theory of Islam 
noir responded.69 
 Here I would like to propose that we understand the emergence of the theory of Islam 
noir in the first two decades in the twentieth century as coinciding with a change in the structure 
of knowing Islam. By referring to the structures of knowing Islam, I want to highlight the 
epistemological transformations of the moment that saw a transition from textualism to 
empiricism, as well as point to the specific institutions and practices devoted to the production of 
that knowledge, in full recognition of the power relations in which those institutions and 
practices have been embedded. As Edward Said has argued, “By the end of World War I both 
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Africa and the Orient formed not so much an intellectual spectacle for the West as a privileged 
terrain for it. The scope of Orientalism exactly matched the scope of empire, and it was this 
absolute unanimity between the two that provoked the only crisis in the history of Western 
thought about and dealings with the Orient. And this crisis continues now.”70  
 However, as Harrison points out, the appearance of Durkheimian secularist sociology, 
which posited that Christianity was no truer than Islam, flattened the civilizational hierarchies of 
religion. Traditional African religions, or animism, could be just as good in helping the French 
achieve their goals of liberalization, particularly now that the goal was no longer to assimilate 
them but to associate with them. This “sociology” emerged along with a wider turn to the 
empirical in knowledge production.71 The observation of phenomena and the production of facts 
in lieu of the interpretation of texts allowed colonialists to recognize the failures of the old 
philology in understanding the world outside of texts, thereby encouraging a shift to practical 
modes of knowledge based on observation. One of the facts that came to be observed was race 
and racial difference, and there is little coincidence that ethnology started to emerge in France 
around the same time.72 Ethnology did much in producing the idea of ethnicity that made the 
adaptation of colonial ethnic particularism a possibility. The convergence of the racially inflected 
empirical study of Islam and the achievement of the colonial political project is documented in a 
colonial report written by Ponty in 1913: 
It is our duty to study the Muslim society of our colonies in West Africa in the minutest 
detail. It is a study which demands almost a scientific method.  It presupposes special 
studies, a previous documentation and a serious knowledge of the sociological laws of 
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Islam which the great Orientalists of France and of Europe have now virtually succeeded 
in establishing…above all it is interesting for political and administrative reasons. It is 
almost impossible to administer an Islamic people wisely, if one does not understand its 
religious faith, its judicial system and its social organisation which are all intimately 
connected and are strongly influenced by the Coran and the prophetic tradition. It is this 
understanding of native society which, alone, will enable a peaceful and profound action 
on the minds of the people. It is, therefore, in this study…that we will find the surest 
bases and the most suitable directions for our Muslim policy.”73  
 
Ponty’s description of a field of knowledge about Islam in West Africa is revealing for the ways 
in which it shows the intimate connection between the move to an empiricist ethnology, racial 
and ethnic particularism, and colonial policy. The theory of Islam noir, then, became self-evident 
to the colonialists because of these shifts in the structure of knowing Islam that prioritized racial 
difference in its organizing of the world. It is also important to note that the theory was a colonial 
instrument to, in the spirit of Valentin Mudimbe,74 reformat African Muslim minds by changing 
the way they understood themselves and their orientation to liberal politics. The axiomatic status 
of Islam noir as an explanation of social reality has persisted well after the colonial period in 
Senegal because it has provided the interpretive grid for national self-understanding despite 
struggles for alternatives. Specifically, I refer here to the privileged place of Sufi orders in public 
life and the resistance to them. As I show in the next section, Islam noir has continued to 
structure the academic field of Islam in Africa in both explicit and implicit ways. It has 
continued to structure the field because of the persistence of a racialized epistemological and a 
global political-economic order that continues to subordinate African countries like Senegal in 
ways that resemble the colonial period. Instead of simply being satisfied with the disavowal of 
race, racism, and racialism in French colonialism, as much of the literature has been, we have to 
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consider how, as a hegemonic idea of an epistemological order, race continues to inflect 
discourses about Islam both within West African countries, Senegal in particular, and beyond. 
We also need a provisional field of knowledge to imagine new conceptual-theoretical 
possibilities that emerge from the historical specificity of the region while we await different 
epistemological and political orders. A critical Africanist philology is such a field, and this 
dissertation contributes to its development. 
  
Islam Noir in the Literature of Islam in Africa 
 The earliest phase of academic writing on Islam in Africa around the time of African 
independence in 1960 started with the premise of racial difference in Islam, as communicated by 
the theory of Islam noir. Starting from the idea that what was African was different, if not 
opposed, to what was Islamic, the task was to explain by what historical processes these Black 
Muslims could exist. In contrast to my approach, which sees difference in Islam as inherent to 
any statement made in an Islamic context no matter the speaker, the early explanation of racial 
difference between the essentially Islamic Arab and the Black Muslim was made in English 
scholarship by the missionary orientalist John Spencer Trimingham, who offered a very 
rudimentary dialectical model in which the African represented the thesis, Islam its antithesis, 
and African or Black Islam was the synthesis of the two.75 His model emphasized syncretism, 
derivativeness, and inauthenticity. In French, Vincent Monteil produced much more serious 
scholarship, and is known for serving as the bridge between the colonial and post-independent 
periods across which the theory of Islam noir was transported.76 It must be said, however, that 
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unlike Trimingham, Monteil’s use of Islam noir was not to discredit the quality of Islamic faith 
of African Muslims, but was part of a much larger Universalist project that saw in Islam the 
potential to unify humanity. If Islam could be qualified as Black, or Malay, et cetera, it is 
because anyone could be Muslim. Trimingham’s basic schema would eventually give way to a 
historical model that focused on conversion as the privileged means of explaining the process. In 
a well-known debate between Islamicist Humphrey Fisher and anthropologist of religion Robin 
Horton, Fisher proposed an essentially historicist stage theory to explain the Islamization 
process.77 Islam is said to arrive with outsiders of various kinds, who are quarantined from the 
general population during the earliest phases of contact. Next, the mixing stage is said to 
combine professions of Islam with so-called pagan survivals. In the final reform stage, after 
centuries of a superficial Islamization, clerics are able to impose true religion through the 
explosion of reformist movements. “The basic underlying progression,” Fisher argued “has been 
towards a purer faith.”78 Such teleological thinking now appears quaint, but has remained very 
much a part of the literature. One of the most important legacies of Fisher’s argument is the idea 
that Africans, in becoming Muslim, “make Islam their own.”79 This, I suggest, is another way of 
saying, following the early theorists of Islam noir, that African Muslims have made their own 
Islam.  
 The stagist theory of this iteration of the literature on Islam in Africa coincided with an 
interest in the period of so-called reformist Islam, or the Age of Jihād (1670s-1890’s). This 
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period saw the establishment of several Muslim political formations during the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries.80 The literature was as much concerned with political history as with a 
history of religion, but necessarily engaged with religious themes, as the political formations 
were products of movements that claimed an Islamic identity. Scholars necessarily had to exploit 
the Arabic and vernacular documents produced by partisans of these movements. However, these 
documents were typically treated as sources to be mined for historical data, as opposed to 
meaningfully composed texts. David Robinson’s The Holy War of Umar Tal is an exemplary 
work from this group. Marshaling an exhaustive range of internal and external sources, both oral 
and written and in several languages, Robinson reconstructs the history of Umarian movement 
and the establishment of the Tukoloor Empire. Against the preceding literature, he argues that 
the Umarian jihād was an instance of Fulbe imperialism, insufficiently explained by the larger 
narrative arc of Islamization. Despite his recourse to an ethnic explanation, Robinson’s work is 
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in many ways a masterpiece of African historiography and is definitive of the literature on the 
so-called Age of Jihād.   
 A next generation of the literature on Islam in Africa tended to be more sympathetic in its 
accounting of the complexity of ostensibly religious change. Nehemia Levtzion tried to establish 
a comparative approach to conversion, focusing on traditions that shed light on different agents 
of conversion, differences in communal versus individual conversion, and the reactions of 
different social groups to the process.81 In his view, the tradition of reform in Africa was a 
product of perfecting initial communal conversion. Levtzion and Randall Pouwels’ edited 
volume The History of Islam in Africa continues the notion from an earlier literature that Islam 
traveled through specific geographic gateways and by the agency of Muslim actors. Perhaps the 
clearest statement of the view of this phase of the literature is seen, again, in the work of 
Robinson. In an influential undergraduate textbook, Muslim Societies in African History, he 
posited the idea of the coexistence of two historical processes that shaped what we might 
understand as Islam in Africa.82 On the one hand was the Islamization of Africa and on the other 
the Africanization of Islam. At the very least, it encouraged a way of thinking about the 
persistent tensions that might be at play at any given moment when we want to think of Islam. At 
its root, though, this argument is a continued adjustment of a historicist-idealist dyad in which 
the difference between what is essentially Islamic and what is essentially African confront each 
other. As Roman Loimeier has pointed out, while it is important to think of processes of 
localization, the idea of an “Africanization” of Islam is especially problematic because those 
practices which are seen to be African as opposed to “Islamic,” such as ecstatic rituals, 
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divination, and amulet-making, are not only found in an incredible range of diversity throughout 
the continent but also throughout the Muslim world.83  
 Recent literature has become self-conscious of the field’s historicist tendencies, and has 
accordingly recognized the racialist assumptions at play in the earlier literature, as well as the 
teleological theories of development that the present reveal to be dubious. Since at least 
Christopher Harrison’s history of French policy in its West African colonies discussed above, a 
great deal of scholarship is premised on some critique of colonial racism and its influence on 
previous research.84 The trenchant critique of racism has climaxed in recent work by scholars 
such as Rüdiger Seesemann and Rudolph Ware, who spare the likes of Paul Marty none of their 
ire. As Ware says of Marty: “He was an artful and humorous racist, shrewdly tapping deeply 
held stereotypes of black civilizational and intellectual inferiority to make his administrative 
reports more persuasive. His ideas about the religious deficiencies of African Muslims and his 
relentless presentation of their biological (or perhaps bodily) predisposition to animism have cast 
a long shadow over the study of Islam in Africa.”85 A common thread in these critiques is some 
adoption of Foucauldian insights into the nature of discourse, as presented in the critiques of 
colonial knowledge production in Edward Said’s Orientalism and Valentin Mudimbe’s The 
Invention of Africa. From these kinds of critiques, which locate colonial discourses within the 
knowledge/power nexus of the colonial situation, it can confidently be said that the field has 
recognized something that a non-specialist might simply have assumed: that the colonists were 
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racist, and so was the knowledge produced to serve their interests. However, such a realization 
does not get around the problem of how the epistemological foundations and political realities 
have and continue to over-determine Islam in Africa. 
 In light of the field’s recognition of its racial underpinnings, recent works deploy a 
number of strategies to get around the theory of Islam noir. The first is to enlarge the frame of 
analysis and historical narrative. Instead of showing the particularities of West African Muslim 
groups, for example, these new authors show how West African Muslims move in global 
circuits, how they resemble Muslims anywhere else, and how they share in a larger, more 
universal Islamic community. Here historical narratives are trying to cross the color line, so to 
speak.86 John Hunwick was an early proponent of such a strategy. Throughout his career he 
insisted upon the necessity of thinking the connectivity of Muslim Africa to the rest of the 
Muslim world, as well as the use of Muslim textual production, which I will expound upon 
below.87 Continuing such a strategy, Ghislaine Lydon has argued for thinking of the Sahara as a 
connective space that bridges the racialist divide of North and sub-Saharan Africa by 
historicizing the networks of trade that were held together by “a paper economy of faith” in 
which traders entered into trade contracts enforced not by a state but by a religious moral 
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imperative.88 Ousmane Kane’s work on the global circuits of the Murīdiyya goes in this direction 
as well.89 Chanfi Ahmed has shown how West African scholars helped forge Wahhabism in the 
Arabian Peninsula.90   
 Another important strategy for disproving the theory of Islam noir has been to focus on 
internal discourses of Muslim actors, as opposed to external ones from colonial observers. The 
emergent interest in intellectual history is an important product of this move. Scholars are trying 
to show that, in fact, Muslims in Africa have been thinkers. This follows the historically 
established pattern of anti-racist intellectual strategy within post-Enlightenment thought. As 
disappointing as it is that this work is necessary, the move to intellectual history has added depth 
and texture by interrogating specific discourses. Conventionally this project of highlighting 
Islamic intellectual history has progressed by focusing on Muslim scholars. Charles Stewart 
examined intellectual production in the southern Sahara in the context of broader social relations 
in the late eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth century, though the life of Shaykh Sidiyya 
al-Kabir.91 Louis Brenner’s West African Sufi focused on the life and teaching of Tierno Bokar, a 
rural Qurʾānic teacher in present-day Mali who was memorialized by the author Amadou 
Hampaté Ba.92 Cheikh Anta Babou filled a major gap in the literature on the Murīdiyya by 
focusing on the intellectual and cultural dimensions of the order.93 A more recent trend has 
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followed similar lines by looking at the leadership of various brotherhoods, particularly the 
Tijāniyya.94 Although outside of our geographic focus here, Muhammad Sani Umar’s Islam and 
Colonialism is noteworthy as it assesses Muslim discourses about colonialism in Nigeria.95 All of 
these approaches do a good job of pushing past the anti-textual prejudices imposed by the theory 
of Islam noir.  
 Another form that the strategy that highlights internal discourses has taken is the interest 
in knowledge itself. Here is Louis Brenner’s most important contribution, which appears in his 
Controlling Knowledge.96 By writing a detailed history of Islamic schools in Mali in the 
twentieth century, he shows how notions of knowledge have transformed over his period, 
concluding that there has been a movement from an “esoteric episteme” to a “rationalistic 
episteme.” Similarly, Rudolph Ware has argued that a longue durée epistemological history of 
Qurʾānic education in West Africa can put back together a past that has been fractured by the 
slave trades, colonial conquest, and postcolonial nationalism, in order to restore our sense of a 
West African Muslim contribution to both Islamic and African history. Ware is interested in 
what he calls the implicit theory of knowledge as seen in the Qur’an schools.  
 In many ways, Ousmane Kane consolidates these various strategies in his argument, which 
brings together a critique of the hegemonic power of Western discourse that obscures non-
Europhone knowledge production, and a reflection on the contours of the Muslim space of 
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meaning and its internal discourses. Usefully, he gives a concrete form to the question of what 
epistemology existed prior to the colonial period in identifying what he calls the “Sankore 
Paradigm,” named after the complex of learning that grew up around the main mosque at 
Timbuktu. Kane characterizes it by its emphasis on the memorization of the Qurʾān, a close 
master/disciple relationship, the ijāza system of instruction, and its ultimate goal of forming a 
virtuous Muslim subject. More a historical sociology of knowledge production than an 
intellectual history, Kane is most concerned with identifying the “contribution of Muslim 
scholars in the production and transmission of knowledge and in shaping state and society in 
West Africa,” as a way to move past Western discourse.97 In this way, Kane is also very much 
participating in a shared attempt to move beyond colonial knowledge production, often referred 
to in this literature short hand by reference to Islam noir, while providing a historical narrative 
for today’s Muslim intellectuals in West Africa.  
 That a strand of the literature preoccupies itself, or at least presents itself as being 
preoccupied, with the question of epistemology requires further comment. Islam has provided, it 
would seem, its own epistemology, perhaps more than one. This epistemology is either esoteric, 
as with Brenner, or embodied, as with Ware. These epistemes come into conflict with modern 
and “modernist” epistemes, in which rationalism and disembodiment are foundational. 
Originally, Brenner saw in this conflict a historical movement in which the esoteric episteme 
would eventually be washed out or perhaps subsumed by rationalism. His detractors, largely 
anthropologists, disagreed with his historicist logic.98 To them, the esoteric episteme persists 
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today, and coexists with the rationalistic episteme in dynamic ways. Ceding ground to such an 
analysis, Brenner accepted the persistence of the so-called esoteric epistème. For Ware, the 
embodied epistemology present in West Africa is also the original episteme of Islam, which must 
be preserved if Islam is to be authentic to itself. Underlying ideological and economic conflicts 
of various kinds is actually an epistemic conflict, in which to know means to embody. An 
implication of Ousmane Kane’s argument is the call for a kind of epistemological pluralism in 
which different forms of knowledge can coexist. 
 The entire discussion appears to involve a certain misapplication of Foucauldian theory 
without the benefit of a Foucauldian method. There is the particular problem of Foucault’s 
notion of episteme presented in The Order of Things. First, an episteme is singular; it cannot 
coexist with others.99 An episteme and its framing of knowledge is what makes knowledge true 
and how it finds its opposite false. As the space of knowledge, an episteme defines itself by the 
designation of its opposite as ideology. Further, esoterism is a feature of what Foucault calls the 
(pre)classical episteme, in opposition to the modern episteme.100 Importantly, the transition from 
the classical to the modern does not mean that esoterism disappears in the West, but that it 
assumes a different status. It becomes magic and unreliable, but it is nevertheless present in the 
modern episteme, relegated to a subordinate role. To define the epistemes as more or less 
esoteric or rationalistic directs the lens to the wrong object. In Foucault’s account, both 
rationalism and esoterism play important roles in both the classical and modern epistemes. We 
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should instead pay attention to the ensemble of elements that make up the episteme and their 
relative positions in relation to the others, that is, “the general space of knowledge, its 
configurations, and to the mode of being of the things that appear in it.”101 It is easy to lose sight 
of this when the point of emphasis is on the singular elements of rationalism or esoterism. 
Furthermore, the idea of epistemological pluralism does little to account for the power relations 
among knowledges and knowledge systems. It does not help us understand the nature of the 
subordination of one knowledge to another, nor does it help us apprehend how any knowledge 
manages to make its world. In short, the epistemological turn in the field of Islam in Africa has 
tried to grapple with the transformations in knowledge wrought by modernity and called 
attention to the politics of knowledge production; but it has yet to offer a convincing analysis of 
that epistemological transformation in a way that permits a turn to critique the theory of the 
political that defines our global political modernity. This work is the task that theorist David 
Scott set out for postcolonial criticism, to which I direct my efforts.102 
 While it makes sense to group the recent literature by the strategies they use to enlarge the 
analytic frame and pay attention to internal discourse, another way of grouping this literature 
highlights its engagement with the problem of racial difference in Islam initially posed by the 
theory of Islam noir, that is the problem of race as a unique form of social difference. In this 
schema, we note three groups: 1) works with little to no “race” in their optic; 2) works that take 
race straight on as an important lens, but do so by insisting upon the universality of race-
consciousness in human experience; and 3) works that affirm the virtue of racial difference, 
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sometimes in the form of Blackness or African-ness. In short, “race” has, structured and 
continues to structure, the field of Islam in Africa.103  
 The first group tends to try to jump over race, as if, by avoiding the race discourse that 
characterized the colonial period, they can represent the true Islam that is beyond the distortions 
of Islam noir. Sean Hanretta’s exceptional history of the community of followers of Yacouba 
Sylla is one example of this desire to limit the experience of colonialism to a small episode in a 
much larger macro-history.104 In resisting what he recognized as a dominant focus on colonial 
institutions, projects, and discourses in the literature, Hanretta expressed a desire to write a 
history of “insubmission” that highlights the invisible histories of “African inventions in social 
technology, political rhetoric, and self-fashioning that took place during the ‘colonial era,’” but 
which owed little to colonialism.105 While I am sympathetic to this project, it seems to be on 
loose political ground. The histories of insubmussion of the Yacoubists that Hanretta narrates 
give way to the economies of a (post)colonial entrepreneurial group who were important in the 
management of production. As Abdourahmane Seck has shown, and others have also argued, the 
concept of Islam noir has over-determined Muslim discourses to such an extent that it is 
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impossible to distinguish colonial imposition and African agency.106 To further the Foucauldian 
insight, we might say that the racial discourse is not inherently false, but rather speaks to 
something that has become visible within an entire complex of forces and process. Therefore this 
first group of scholarship, which is premised on the critique of Islam noir, and consequently 
avoids race, remains inadequate because it falls short of interrogating the durable effects of the 
racial discourse, particularly for politics within Francophone Africa.  
 In contrast, the second group makes race the primary lens of analysis and insists on its 
universality in human experience. The key example is Bruce Hall’s A History of Race in Muslim 
West Africa.107 Itself a response to Mahmood Mamdani’s argument that colonialism 
manufactured racial difference in Rwanda in ways that were preserved after independence,108 
Hall argues that racial thinking preceded colonial control of the region and followed its own 
logic, which eventually confronted French racial ideologies, thus producing its own meanings 
locally.109 For Hall, racial thinking is reflected in the use of color terminology (white and black) 
to describe social hierarchy. Paradoxically, this color terminology, while its meaning changed 
throughout the period he studies (1600-1960), tended on the whole to distinguish genealogy 
more than phenotypic differences. Nevertheless, the use of this color terminology had real 
consequences in the world, as “blackness” rendered a person subject to predation and 
enslavement regardless of an individual’s status as a Muslim, a theoretical protection of equality 
that often went unrecognized near the Niger bend. Hall’s argument is successful: Race, or 
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something like it, does work in the Western Sahel well before the colonial presence. However, 
the test for race in pre-colonial Africa lends itself to a kind of universalizing of a certain racial 
instinct of humanity, an impulse Hall himself assiduously avoids. In Hall’s able hands, race 
teaches us a great deal about the specificity of the Western Sahel. And yet without a framework 
that situates this Sahelian racialism coevally with the development of racial thought in the world 
more generally with the emergence of capitalism, the argument lends itself to a logic which ends 
in the “natural” instinct of societies to resort to race for social differentiation. When it comes to 
race and racism, colonialism is not the critical hinge, the major break in the social organization 
of the Sahel, as the conventional periodization of African history would suggest. Race must be 
understood not so much in relation to colonialism in West Africa as to the emergence of the 
capitalist world system.110 In short, while attention to race in Muslim contexts can help us gain 
some critical insights, it must be understood in its historical singularity, even as we allow room 
to reflect on other forms of difference in our analyses, if we are to truly recognize the work of the 
theory of Islam noir. 
 The last group attempts to negate claims about African and Black particularity in Islam 
by insisting on the Islamic authenticity of Muslim experience in West Africa. Here, if racial 
difference exists, it is as a virtue. Black African Muslims have a unique value to offer the world. 
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In its hard form, this tendency appears as a kind of Muslim Negritude or an Islamic 
Afrocentrism. Islam’s autonomy, or remoteness perhaps, from the rest of the Muslim world has 
preserved the real Islam where it has been abandoned everywhere else. The arguments of Ware 
and Fallou Ngom, for example, lend themselves to this kind of reading, which Seck has called 
Senegalese Islamo-nationalism, or as I would prefer, the Senegalese ideology. In the soft form of 
this tendency, someone such as Ousmane Kane can formulate an argument that is opposite to the 
stereotypic image of an ethnically divided Africa: “Large sections of West African peoples have, 
in the past and the present, proven their ability to transcend parochial identities and differences in 
a common cause and have indeed claimed their independence of thought and common 
destiny”111—and they did this through the discursive resources and religious registers of Islam. 
Nevertheless, this negation of the negation appears to be a hopeful reaction not all that different 
from the strategic essentialism that has been used to define Negritude. While these are important 
perspectives, they do not help us cut through racial discourses but in fact reaffirm them in less 
obvious ways.  
  If I have lingered too long over the question of Islam noir, it is because it still looms over 
the field of Islam in Africa and over the real experiences of Muslims of African descent in the 
world. This is because both its epistemological foundations and the political-economic 
subordination of West African Muslims for which it was used persist. The question both runs 
parallel to and is embedded in the much larger question of race. No amount of critique will erase 
that history, nor should it. It has impacted both scholarly understanding and popular notions and 
manifested itself in policy. Perhaps most importantly, in the case of Senegal, Islam noir saw a 
mutual strengthening of the State and Sufi orders. The fact that both research and public life in 
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Senegal today revolve around these orders is an indication of the durable effects of both the 
theory of Islam noir and the broader structures that made it possible to know Islam in that way at 
the beginning of the twentieth century. For that reason, I do not expect to get beyond Islam noir, 
as many scholars have expressed their desire to do. Instead, I want to intervene in a very 
different way from much of the literature, by doing two things. First, recognizing that Islam noir 
was a theory based on the idea that Islam in Africa, unlike in other places, was not to be known 
from reading its texts, I pose the question of what theories and concepts a reflexive practice of 
reading can produce. In contrast to the historical anthropology that has defined the field until 
now, an approach that centers problems of text, textuality, and textual practice can yield valuable 
insights to help define new intellectual resources with which the present can be thought. Second, 
I would like to turn to a text by a Muslim intellectual composed at the moment in which Islam 
noir had come to reflect a general political-economic-social consensus, so as to retrieve and 
think with a scholar who was on the margins of that system. The interwar colonial period saw a 
particularly Senegalese social formation taking shape, which solicited Kamara’s indirect 
commentary. In this way I see my project as aligning with the work of Abdurahmane Seck, who 
approaches Islam in Senegal not as an object to be known, but as a problem, that is, “a 
conflictual situation whose nature is at once delicate and urgent,” politically and historically.112 
What he does with a political anthropology of Islam, I do as a student of texts. Such an approach 
permits us not to think beyond Islam noir, but to think it through. 
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The Promise of Arabic Writing in Francophone West Africa 
My turn to develop the field of research that takes Arabic textuality as its primary object 
as opposed to a means of studying something else occurs in a moment in which the Arabic script 
has gained a new, increased visibility in West Africa. Although Arabic writing has a long history 
in the region—at least some one thousand years–—its graphic ubiquity in the volume of books, 
signage, graffiti, and ornamentation is new. Along with this increased visibility, the rate of 
Arabic script literacy in West Africa has quite probably been the highest in history. Higher rates 
of education, the proliferation of communication technologies, and an increased rate of 
Islamization linked to urbanization have been some of the driving forces behind the increased 
visibility of Arabic writing and Arabic-script literacy. In the current context of these processes, 
Arabic writing and reading has become increasingly political. Actors as diverse as members of 
saintly lineages, liberal Muslim modernizers, and Islamist activists increasingly call upon Arabic 
texts, both as material objects and as discursive references, to do work in contemporary Senegal. 
The study of Arabic texts in Francophone Africa today, such as my own of Shaykh Mūsā 
Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm, needs to be undertaken with that problem-space in mind.   
 Reading the current literature on Islam in Africa, one gets the impression that academic 
scholars have only recently paid attention to Arabic writing. The narrative is that, after decades 
of neglect, we are finally paying the attention due to this treasure trove of sources. This view is 
expressed most clearly in Ousmane Kane’s critique of Europhone African intellectuals, who 
insist on the centrality of the colonial library—the sum of European representations of Africa and 
Africans and the epistemological order to which those representations belong—in knowledge 
production on Africa.113 Kane posits the existence of the Islamic library in Africa, which offers 
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another space of meaning, structured by Islamic belief in Africa and filled out by an abundant 
production of Arabic writing. Although Kane is particularly interested in hybrid intellectuals 
who pull from both libraries, the idea that there are two autonomous discursive spaces marked by 
language seems to me to have defined the spirit of much of the contemporary discussion of 
Arabic writings in Africa. Arabic writing facilitates the scholar’s attempt to somehow get around 
colonialism, which has traditionally avoided or encouraged an avoidance of the Arabo-Islamic 
discursive tradition. This narrative, however, strikes me as historically incomplete. It also 
obscures the important stakes of Arabic writing in the present. The colonial state, nationalist 
governments, and scholars of different kinds have long been interested in and exploited the 
promise of Arabic writings well before the recent surge in interest. The fact that they hold such 
discursive purchase today is tied to the emergent visibility of Arabic writing in Francophone 
West Africa, and the echelon of Arabic-trained intellectuals who claim them. In what follows, I 
review the place of Arabic writings, which includes both texts and documents in Arabic and 
other languages that use Arabic script, in colonial archives, post-independent projects of working 
with Arabic manuscripts, and more recent attempts to develop our knowledge of these materials. 
Because Arabic texts are so often thought of as providing an alternative to the colonial library, it 
is important to foreground the colonial conditions in which many of them were produced or have 
come to be accessible.  
 The French, as mentioned earlier, depended on Arabic-speaking and writing 
intermediaries to conduct their affairs. Accordingly, French colonial archives contain Arabic 
writings obtained through the day-to-day activities of administration. Letters to and from 
notables were sometimes written in Arabic, as were major announcements in the colonial 
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newspapers.114 Some of the activities of the Muslim tribunal, a colonial institution, would have 
been documented in Arabic. In addition to the colonial archives, there were large collections of 
manuscripts taken to France for metropolitan archives and libraries, partly as intelligence 
gathering, partly as the pillage of war. A highly notable case here was the working library of 
Amīr Aḥmad al-Kabīr that was once the property of his father Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl.115 To be sure, the 
shift in French Islamic policy under William Ponty discouraged the further propagation of 
Arabic literacy, and transformed the mode of collection from one of documentation to one of 
surveillance and censorship.116 In the surveillance file on Shaykh Mūsā Kamara, for example, we 
find an entire book, albeit a small one, that Kamara wanted published.117 The work was abridged 
and translated into French, and potentially sensitive topics were highlighted. The governor-
general reviewed the work and approved publication, pending the excision of sensitive elements. 
Administrators were also concerned with the Arabic-language press, which they took great 
lengths to suppress. Such interest in what colonial subjects were reading and writing in Arabic 
made it so that colonial archives today hold a substantial amount of Arabic writing. Their 
location in the archives, dispersed throughout the collections, suggests that Arabic writings were 
by no means autonomous from the colonial experience, and must be read as embedded in their 
moments of composition as interventions in that moment.  
 In addition to the Arabic writing generated by the day-to-day activities of the state, which 
would eventually be preserved in the archive, the main colonial research institution also collected 
a large amount of Arabic writings. Tasked with producing knowledge of the societies being 
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governed, the Institut Français d’Afrique Noir gathered Arabic writing that would be useful for 
this objective. During an early phase of this knowledge production, there was an interest in texts 
as important sources of the history of the region. There was even an attempt to encourage 
original compositions through writing contests. As the first and only director of IFAN during the 
colonial period, naturalist Théodore Monod developed a large archival collection, library, and 
museum between 1938 and 1965.118 The archived documents consisted of two types when 
Johnson surveyed them in 1965: Islamic manuscripts, and personal papers of governors, 
administrators, etc.119 These documents were divided between six collections which had been 
donated to the institute before the end of the Second World War; notable among them was a 
large collection by Shaykh Mūsā Kamara.120 Eventually, the interest in texts gave way to an 
ethnological paradigm that was skeptical of what words could say about the world, as compared 
to observation.121 Nevertheless, IFAN had amassed a sizable collection of documents that are 
available today for scholarship. Its location within colonial institutions must also be considered 
when we read the texts found there, as their presence in these institutions tells a story that goes 
beyond the content they contain.  
 At independence, the new nation-states in West Africa inherited these archives of Arabic 
writing and structures of knowing Islam, along with the other state apparatuses with which we 
are familiar. Similar to the nationalist historians of the Ibadan school who were exploiting Arabic 
sources to write pre-colonial histories and narratives of anti-colonial resistance, and the Pan-
African ideological interest of political leaders like Kwame Nkrumah, scholars and politicians in 
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Senegal were eager to develop Arabic textual scholarship.122 Amar Samb, Senegal’s first 
Western-trained scholar of Arabic language and literature, pursued a project of nationalizing its 
Arabo-Islamic tradition in three ways. First, Samb produced one of the earliest surveys of Arabic 
writing in West Africa.123 Limited in scope to the national (colonial) borders of Senegal, Samb 
organized his volume by “schools” of writing. For Samb, the term “schools” referred both to the 
abstract sense of thematic and stylistic tendencies, and to the physical institutions where writers 
were educated, often under the auspices of the various Sufi orders that dominated Senegal’s 
religious establishment. The schools surveyed span the period of French colonization (from the 
mid-nineteenth century until 1960) and the first decade of independence. Bringing together 
intellectual genealogies of Arabic writers and Muslim leaders of Senegal with descriptions and 
excerpts of their work served to achieve his goal of showing the world “Negro genius” and its 
ability to participate in a world civilization. However, Samb does so within a transparently 
nationalist paradigm. Second, he collected and catalogued a number of manuscripts. With the 
support of Senegal’s first president Leopold Senghor and the institutional resources of the 
renamed Institut Fondamental d’Afrique Noire, Samb conducted two large collection trips 
throughout Senegal in 1966 and 1974. This process of collection greatly diversified the contents 
of the national archive, covering a near totality of the Islamic sciences. Significantly, Samb 
appears to have managed to obtain texts from notable marabouts. Third, Samb and other scholars 
such as Moustapha Ndiaye set themselves to the task of making these writings accessible to the 
francophone public through translation, edition, and popular publishing. These two decades of 
work, made possible by the nation-state’s commitment to producing its own knowledge for its 
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own purposes, thus played a critical role in both making available what we have at our disposal 
today and conditioning how we read it. As a result, in addition to thinking through the colonial 
conditions of the production or collection of certain Arabic texts, we also have to assess and peel 
back the layers of the nationalist period of the scholarship. Many texts in the so-called Islamic 
library come to us already read by the interpretative grids of earlier periods; they are by no 
means simply or innocently available for our objective use.  
 Outside of the former capital of French West Africa, other Arabic archive-building 
projects also developed during the two decades of decolonization. Following the 
recommendation of the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural organization, the 
government of Mali established the Centre de Documentation et de Recherche Ahmed Baba 
(Cedrab) in 1970. Mali's government tasked the center with the collection, organization, and 
preservation of documents written in Arabic and other African languages as well as the general 
task of using research to cultivate Mali's relationship with and standing in the Arab and Muslim 
worlds. Mahmoud Zouber, who has written on the sixteenth-century Timbuktian scholar Ahmad 
Baba, led the center’s activities from in 1976. In Nouakchott, the Institut Mauritanian de la 
Recherche Scientifique worked for over thirty years to acquire and catalogue a sizable collection 
of manuscripts from the Southwestern Sahara.124  
Engaging with scholars of the independence era, a number of African-American scholars 
gravitated to the promise of Arabic writing for African history in general and intellectual history 
in particular, at a time when there was no such field. John Ralph Willis was among the first. 
Gaining access to Seydou Nourou Tal’s private library, which held many texts from his 
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grandfather Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl’s conquest of the upper Senegal and Niger river valleys, Willis 
placed particular emphasis on the doctrinal basis of ʿUmar’s war. William Allen Brown also 
exploited manuscript sources in his efforts at writing the history of Hamdullahi.125 Brown’s first 
teaching position was at Ahmadu Bello University, which at the time was one of the institutions 
innovating the use of Arabic sources for African history. Lastly, Constance Hillard translated 
Kamara’s Majmu’ al-Nafis, and wrote more generally on the emergence of various identities and 
statuses in the Senegal River valley as they appeared in Kamara’s works.126 In many of the 
narrations of the field today, these names are often not remembered, particularly in comparison 
to figures like John Hunwick and Nehemia Levtzion. Such a lapse fits into the larger pattern of 
the marginalization of African Americans in African studies generally.127  
 Hunwick and Levtzion, for their part, were also engaged with the African-led initiatives 
of the first two decades of independence. Levtzion finished a project initiated by the University 
of Ghana that sought to make Medieval Arabic sources available to historians of Africa.128 
Hunwick has long been an important and consistent voice insisting on the Arabic language’s 
status as “the Latin of Africa,” having been involved in a number of Nigerian initiatives in the 
sixties to catalogue and disseminate information about West Africa’s manuscript heritage. As a 
young scholar, he helped set up the Centre of Arabic Documentation at the University of Ibadan 
in Nigeria. While there, he published the center's Research Bulletin, which published catalogs of 
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archives, translations, and other studies on the Arabic documentation of Nigeria's history. 
Notably, he also worked on the development of what became the journal Islamic Africa. Along 
with Sean O’Fahey and many other scholars, Hunwick developed the Arabic Literature of Africa 
(ALA) series, which is an essential reference for Arabic writings from Saharan and Sub-Saharan 
Africa. The ALA series was conceived to produce the type of guide that scholars of Arabic 
writing have available for the rest of the Muslim world in works such as the Encyclopedia of 
Islam and Brockelmann's Geschichte der arabischen Literatur. Divided mostly by region, the 
different volumes collect scholarly research and records of archives of Arabic texts from 
Western Sudanic Africa, Eastern Sudanic Africa, the Horn, etc., in an encyclopedic format. In his 
own scholarship, Hunwick also published translations of major texts including the Tarikh al-
Sudan and Maghili’s replies on slavery. Hunwick’s intellectual and institutional contribution to 
the field has been undeniable.  
The dean of French scholarship on Islam in Africa, Jean-Louis Triaud, also obtained his first 
position in a newly independent African university in Côte d’Ivoire. He has specialized in French 
colonial relations with Islamic institutions, particularly with the Sufi brotherhoods.129 He has 
emphasized the deeply ingrained fear and opposition to Islam among the French, as well as their 
insistence on comparing Islam with secret Christian orders which secularist republicanism 
sought to suppress. His work has long integrated Arabic writing, thereby providing complex 
insights into the colonial period. Most important to the current study is the critical edition and 
                                                
129 Jean-Louis Triaud, La Légende noire de la Sanûsiyya: une confrérie musulmane saharienne sous le regard 
français, 1840–1930 (Paris: Les Editions de la MSH, 1995). 
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translation that he completed with Mahibou of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl’s Bayān mā Waqaʿa, which is 
cited at length in Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm.130 
Somewhat less well-known for his use of Arabic writing, David Robinson has nonetheless 
fully integrated Arabic writing in his scholarship, and has worked to encourage its use in African 
history. Having conducted research in the vast Archinard collection that was captured by the 
French in 1890, Robinson brought together an impressive range of Arabic writing with other 
internal and external sources, both oral and written, to reconstruct the Umarian movement. 
Robinson, along with John Hanson, has translated a number of these documents and made them 
available for other historians.131 Robinson has noted that these writings reflect a growing 
awareness of French hostility and document Muslim strategies for dealing with colonial 
expansion. 
 Working in public collections in Mauritania, Charles Stewart is responsible for 
organizing and cataloguing the Haroun Ould Sidia Collection, an archive produced from the 
contents of a family library in Boutilimit, Mauritania. The core of this collection had once been 
the property of Shaykh Sidiyya “al-Kabīr” (1775-1868), but also passed through the possession 
of Shaykh Sidiyya Baba (1860-1924), whom David Robinson has called the co-architect of 
colonial Mauritania. Stewart’s Islam and Social Order is partly based on that work.132 During his 
work in the Haroun Ould Sidia collection in 1986, Charles Stewart began creating a database of 
the bibliographic entries, which has grown into the very useful West African Arabic Database, 
containing the metadata of over 21,000 documents dating from about 1625 to 1925, in 80 public 
and private collections throughout West Africa. Using this database, Bruce Hall and Stewart 
                                                
130 Mahibou and Triaud, Voilà ce qui est arrivé. 
131 Hanson and Robinson, After the Jihad. 
132 Charles Stewart, Islam and Social Order. 
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have tried to reconstruct the West African “Core Curriculum.”133 Undoubtedly, the list of works 
that fill out the “Core Curriculum” represent an empirically grounded starting point for more 
critical scholarly reflection on the entire field of Arabic writing in the Western Sahel.  
 In addition to the pioneering work by Amar Samb in the first two decades after 
independence, another generation of Senegalese scholars has also done much to recover the 
country’s traditions of Arabic writing. A central figure in Islamic affairs post-independence, 
Rawane Mbaye has edited and translated Ifham al-Munkir by al-Hajj Malik Sy, the Tijāni leader 
most responsible for the rapprochement with the colonial state, as well as writing Sy’s 
biography. Similarly, Khadim Mbacké translated the official biography of the Murīdiyya order 
founder Amadou Bamba Mbacké. Ousmane Kane has documented the library collections of 
contemporary Muslim figures by cataloging the collections of Shaykh Mor Mbaye Cissé, Hajj 
Malik Sy, and Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse.134 Finally, Thierno Kâ has been publishing on the life and 
works of various religious figures within Senegal.135  
 While I have demonstrated that Arabic writings have played an important role in the 
scholarship on Islam in Africa throughout the last century, I do agree with Ousmane Kane and 
Shamil Jeppie’s claim that the visibility of these writings and support for their preservation and 
                                                
133 Bruce S. Hall and Charles C. Stewart, “The Historic ‘Core Curriculum’ and the Book Market in Islamic West 
Africa,” in The Trans-Saharan Book Trade: Manuscript Culture, Arabic Literacy and Intellectual History in Muslim 
Africa, ed. Graziano Krätli and Ghislaine Lydon (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 109–74. 
134 Ousmane Kane, Fihris makhṭūṭāt Maktabat al-Shaykh Mūr Mubay Sīsī wa-maktabat al-Ḥājj Mālik Sih wa-
Maktabat al-Shaykh Ibrāhīm Niyās fī al-Sinighāl (London: Muʼassasat al-Furqān lil-Turāth al-Islāmī, 1997). 
135 Thierno Ka, “Vie et doctrine d'Ahmad Saghir Mbaye, le soufi de Louga (Sénégal), 1864–1946,” Bulletin de 
l'Institut Fondamental d'Afrique Noire, Série B: Sciences humaines 46, no. 3–4 (1986): 284–304; Oustaz Thierno 
Kâ, Sayda Maryam Niass: serviteur du Saint Coran (Dakar: IFAN, 2013); Thierno Kâ, Cheikh Moussa Kamara 
(1864–1945): vie et pensée (Dakar: IFAN, 2014); Thierno Ka, École de Ndiaye-Ndiaye Wolof: histoire, 
enseignement et culture arabo-islamiques au Sénégal (1890–1990) (Dakar: IFAN, 2009); Thierno Ka, 
“L'enseignement arabe au Sénégal: l'école de Pir-Saniokhor. Son histoire et son rôle dans la culture arabo-islamique 
au Sénégal du XVIIème au XXème siècle” (Doctoral thesis, Université Paris-Sorbonne / Paris IV, 1982). 
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further exploitation in scholarship has increased considerably in recent decades.136 Most 
importantly, the 1990’s initiative of the Saudi-financed Al Furqan Foundation’s World Survey of 
Islamic Manuscripts brought attention to the wealth of manuscripts in West Africa in particular. 
Thabo Mbeki’s government in South Africa, with its vision of the African renaissance, also 
brought financial support and attention to West Africa’s manuscript heritage. Private and public 
initiatives at the local and global scale have been directed to “doing things” with Arabic texts, 
with the focus of the energy being directed to the areas around Timbuktu in Northern Mali. The 
2013 conflict that jeopardized the continued existence of manuscripts there, and their smuggling 
out of harm’s way, have now generated a narrative of an African Indiana Jones.137 Given the new 
visibility of Arabic writings in West Africa, there is a danger of too eagerly fetishizing them as 
objects. While they are absolutely important for reconstructing the past, their seeming novelty in 
today’s discourse situates them at the intersection of contemporary processes and conscious 
intellectual and cultural projects of both the Islamic and the African worlds. Arabic writings 
from West Africa therefore provide us a means to think with and think through these processes 
and projects. By approaching Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm as a problem, my project interrogates both 
the problem-space of the original composition as well as the sedimented meanings of the text 
inflected by different historical moments since. This approach is particularly important at a 
moment in which Kamara has come to be a key reference in describing the autonomy of a 
Senegalese Islam reconcilable with global political modernity. 
 
                                                
136 Kane, Non-Europhone Intellectuals; Shamil Jeppie and Souleymane Bachir Diagne, eds., The Meanings of 
Timbuktu (Dakar: CODESRIA, 2008), Introduction. 
137 Joshua Hammer, The Bad-Ass Librarians of Timbuktu: And Their Race to Save the World’s Most Precious 
Manuscripts (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2017). 
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Chapter Breakdown 
Part One: The Umarian Tradition 
 In Part One I define the sources of the Umarian tradition and trace its development along 
diachronic and synchronic axes. By Umarian tradition, I mean the space in which written and 
oral discursive practices that claim as their theme the life, lineage, and legacy of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl 
make meaning. ʿUmar is one of the region’s most memorialized figures who played a pivotal 
role in the intellectual and political history of the region during the mid-19th century. As a 
tradition, these discursive practices take on the function of transmitting the Umarian story from 
one historical moment to the next, thereby producing a space of signification and intervention. In 
contrast to an idea of tradition as an ahistorical essence that must be represented in its 
monological singularity, I approach the collective value of tradition as the condition that makes 
difference in interpretation, argumentation and debate possible. Where historicism collapses 
these differences, a critical philological approach that reads dialogically insists on thinking 
through the differences within and among texts. Notably, the borders of the Umarian tradition are 
not demarcated by linguistic difference; rather the tradition is constituted by it. Texts in Arabic, 
Pulaar, French and Wolof have all defined the space of signification of the Umarian tradition. 
Part One, then, outlines the space of signification in which Ashhā l-ʿulūm intervenes and makes 
meaning.  
Chap. 1: Sources of the Umarian Tradition 
 Although many works have been articulated within its space of signification, ʿUmar’s 
own works are nevertheless the principal sources of the Umarian tradition. In particular, complex 
works of Arabic poetry, a handbook explaining Tijāni doctrine and practices, and the polemic 
attacking a rival sovereign, Aḥmad b. Aḥmad, establish the terms with which his followers, his 
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opponents, and subsequent tradition would describe and discuss him. These representations 
featured ʿUmar’s mastery of transparent textual knowledge, esoteric insight, model conduct, and 
proximity to God through Muḥammad. In effect, these claims make ʿUmar a walī, a close friend 
of God who has been designated as an authority on earth. I argue that, already in the sources of 
the Umarian Tradition, we can read the attempt to resolve what would become the central 
contradiction around which the internal difference of the Umarian tradition develops. That 
contradiction is that the Umarian expansion of Islamic space ends with the loss of Muslim life. 
Chap. 2: The Making of the Umarian Tradition  
 I argue that the claims, representations, and controversies that defined the life and legacy 
of Hajj ʿUmar Tāl have created an ever-expanding textual field best understood as the Umarian 
tradition. As a tradition, this textual field is defined through difference in argumentation, 
interpretation, and debate. Furthermore, the ambiguity and ambivalence of the histories and 
memories of Ḥājj ʿUmar have contributed to the tradition’s utility in furnishing the substance of 
Senegalese memory. I present this space of signification in three parts. First, I argue that The 
Story of The Shaykh vernacularizes ʿUmar’s works and narrate the contradictions of the Umarian 
moment. I then explore the representations and interpretations of ʿUmar made by his opponents, 
who called his jihād into question. Third, I identify the political questions to which the Umarian 
tradition has responded since ʿUmar’s death. What emerges in my treatment is that the 
problematics of the Umarian tradition has revolved around making sense of the Umarian 
contradiction and its political meanings. 
 
Part Two: The Problem of the Text 
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In Part Two, I move from the space of signification of the Umarian tradition to consider 
how Ashhā l-ʿulūm makes its meaning within that space. I do that by undertaking a reading 
practice oriented towards the problem of the text, that is, the ensemble of contradictory elements 
that warrant questioning. I propose that the text is characterized by three different modes: the 
narrative, the archival, and the genealogical. These modes describe the dominant characteristic of 
the textual composition in each of those sections, that is, the way in which the text is put together 
follows the logics, presents the content, and deploys the forms associated with narration, 
archivization, and genealogy. Taken together, these three problems show that Ashhā l-ʿulūm was 
a composition of sainthood that responded to and intervened in the problem-space of what was 
becoming an African Islamic modernity. 
Chap. 3: Narrating the Contradictions of Sainthood 
 The problem posed by those parts of the text composed in the narrative mode is the 
narration of the Umarian contradiction. I argue that Ashhā l-ʿulūm makes sense of the Umarian 
contradiction by presenting its events as having resulted from the contradictions of sainthood —
that is to say, the tensions, ambivalences, and unavoidable dilemmas that result from navigating 
the difficulty of resolving the ideality of friendship with God and the materiality of possessing 
authority on earth. In order to make this argument, I read Ashhā l-ʿulūm for its own explicit 
terms and implicit categories, and determine their interrelation. First, I discuss the text’s framing 
by showing the limits of approaching the text simply as biography, and instead follow the lines 
promised by the text’s explicit terms of manāqib, karāmāt, and faḍāʾil. Then, I demonstrate what 
the text suggests are the contradictions of sainthood by showing how the asbāb al-siyāda 
function as implicit categories of narration that form an asymmetrical and antagonistic relation 




Chap. 4: The Archive of Argumentative Difference: A Dialogical Approach  
 The problem posed by those parts of the text composed in the archival mode is the 
preservation of argumentative difference in the explanation of the event that resulted from the 
Umarian contradiction. I argue that Chapters Two and Three of Ashhā l-ʿulūm archive two key 
exchanges surrounding this descent into what the text refers to as the fitna between Ḥājj ʿUmar 
and the alliance between Māsina and Timbuktu, in order to preserve the space of argumentative 
difference. Excerpted at length in Ashhā l-ʿulūm, ʿUmar’s Bayān mā waqaʿa, presented with the 
title Fīmā waqaʿa, and Yūrkuy Ṭalfi’s Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy contain the arguments by the 
opposing sides of the conflict and show the differing premises, positions, and conclusions the 
two sides reached. In this chapter, I deploy Bakhtinian insights in order to recognize how Ashhā 
l-ʿulūm’s dialogical character—that is, the way in which it is always a response to and an 
anticipation of another text—functions to make its meaning. 
 
Chap. 5: Genealogies of Contestation  
 The problem posed by those parts of the text composed in the genealogical mode is the 
contestation of the naturalization in genealogical terms of the Umarian lineage’s mediation of the 
relationship between Muslim subjects and the colonial state. I argue that the disproportionally 
large final chapter on the Tāl “tribe” (qabīla) uses a sophisticated approach to genealogical 
knowledge that integrates autochthonous traditions of genealogical reckoning with the formal 
Islamic discipline of ʿilm al-nasab (genealogy) in order to contest the naturalization of power as 
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a function of descent within the colonial space. It is here that the problem Ashhā l-ʿulūm most 
clearly makes meaning with its intervention into the problem-space of the foundational moment 
of Senegalese modernity, in which a negotiation between the colonial state and saintly lineages 
established a durable set of institutions, practices, and discourses that supported their role in the 
mediation of the relationship between the state and the majority of Muslim subjects. As one of 
the more influential saintly lineages, the Umarians naturalized their position by claiming to have 
descended from the Prophet Muḥammad. In response to the emergent influence of the Umarians, 
Kamara uses the critical apparatus of ʿilm al-nasab in order to contest their claim and assert the 
normativity of Muslim affiliation. 
Part Three: Textual Afterlives 
Chap. 6: The Rationalization of a Saint: Contradictions of Senegalese Islamologie 
I provide a reception history of Kamara’s oeuvre, and particularly Ashhā l-ʿulūm, calling 
attention to the construction of the idea of Senegalese Islam that is compatible with the 
Enlightenment. I pay particular attention to Senegal’s first academic scholar of Islam, Amar 
Samb, and his part in framing Kamara as the essential resource for Senegalese modernity. That 
reception insists on Kamara’s identity as a rationalist historian who provides the material 
evidence of the mutual accommodation, if not compatibility, of Senegalese history and society 
with modernity, and is himself proof of that modernity beyond the time and space of colonialism. 
I trace this reception by describing the interpretations of Kamara in general, and pay special 
attention to his Ashhā l-ʿulūm. I do this by reading a number of citations, translations, and 




 In this introduction, I have shown how Islam is as much a terrain of struggle in 
Francophone Africa today as is any other realm of human activity, and particularly in Senegal. 
The primacy of the place of Islam in the conduct of politics emerges from the region’s own 
historical specificity, which is complex and contradictory. Within a complex and contradictory 
space of signification, texts make meaning. We should be skeptical of academic attempts to 
represent Islam, or the texts associated with it, in its singularity or its essence. Instead, such 
difference invites politically grounded interpretation. By showing that Shaykh Mūsā Kamara’s 
Ashhā l-ʿulūm wa aṭayab al-khabar fī sīrat al-Ḥājj ʿUmar is a problem, that is, a contradictory 
composition that nevertheless makes meaning, I call attention to the need for interpretation. In 
this introduction, I have shown the formal and substantive paradoxes that make this particular 
text a problem and gestured to the kinds of questions that those paradoxes might allow us to ask. 
I have also identified other texts and sources that are useful in understanding the problem of the 
text. Finally, I have surveyed and analyzed the historical anthropology of Islam in Africa, paying 
particular attention to the way in which the colonial theory of Islam noir has impacted and 
continues to impact the field. In the dissertation that follows I document my reading practice of a 
problematic Arabic text from an important Senegalese historical moment in order to identify 
conceptual resources for thinking the political today.
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Chapter 1: Sources of the Umarian Tradition 
 
“This is the Explanation of What Happened between us and Amīr of Masina Aḥmad b. Aḥmad b. 
al-Shaykh Aḥmad Lobbo, and its detailing (tafṣīlahu), and its investigation (taḥqīqahu), and its 
facts as it happened (tanzīlahu). It is explained to show to him who has attained the truth of what 
happened, and to give insight for whoever was missing and whoever was present, and ‘that those 
who perished would perish upon evidence and those who lived would live upon evidence.’”1 
 -- From Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl’s Bayān, Folio 2 Recto 
 
1 Sūrat al-Anfāl 8:42 
 
Introduction 
 Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl looms large in the history and memory of West African peoples formerly 
colonized by France. This statement is perhaps most true for Senegal. The militant saintly figure, 
who waged a jihād against so-called unbelievers and polytheists between 1852 and 1864 in the 
upper Senegal and Niger River valleys, and the resistance to his initiatives, redefined the political 
and religious landscape of the area that would come to be known as French West Africa (1895 to 
1960). Over the course of the war, the populations of the greater western Sahel, those areas from 
the southern Sahara to north of the Savanna, west of Timbuktu, were displaced; the composition 
of societies were reconstituted, directly and indirectly affected by the wars. ʿUmar’s Sufi order—
the Tijāniyya—also became firmly entrenched throughout the region. In areas where there was 
an absence of other political structures, it took on the political-economic and socio-cultural 
attributes of state apparatuses. In areas where there were strong political formations, it served as 
an alternative social infrastructure. In popular memory in Senegal today, ʿUmar symbolizes even 
more than what historians might find in their records. He is mostly remembered as an anti-
colonial hero who fought against the expansion of French colonial space, a defender and 
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proselytizer of Islam, and an intellectual and a mystic. In a less popular memory, ʿUmar—his 
wars and the trail of death that followed him—prepared the feast for colonialism’s vultures.1 
Taken together, the histories and memories of ʿUmar, of his thought and actions, have created a 
space of signification in which subsequent intellectuals have articulated differing arguments 
about the nature of authority, membership in community, and the relationship of Islam to French 
colonialism and modernity more broadly. It has also been the space in which diverse actors have 
made opposing claims of authority and conflicting claims on resources. For these reasons, ʿUmar 
remains important in the greater Western Sahel in general and in contemporary Senegal in 
particular.  
 One way of understanding what it meant for Shaykh Mūsā Kamara to write about the life 
of ʿUmar in the problem-space of the inter-war moment requires us to situate his Ashhā l-ʿulūm 
wa aṭayab al-khabar fī sīrat al-Ḥājj ʿUmar within a textual field of narratives that make up the 
space of signification of the Umarian tradition, by which I mean the space of written and oral 
discursive practices that claim as their theme the life, lineage, and legacy of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl. As a 
tradition, these discursive practices take on the function of transmitting the Umarian story from 
one historical moment to the next. Together they form a space of signification that moves 
through time but is internally anti-historical. Their collective value as tradition conditions the 
possibility of difference in interpretation, argumentation, and debate. According to the context of 
iteration, either in performance or reading, a narrative episode might take on a different meaning 
or an argument might produce an alternative effect.  
Although many different kinds of works have been articulated within its space of 
signification, ʿUmar’s own works are nevertheless the principal sources of the Umarian tradition. 
                                                
1 This image comes from Yambo Ouologuem, Devoir de violence (Paris: du Seuil, 1968). 
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In particular, I argue that his complex works of Arabic poetry, a handbook explaining Tijāni 
doctrine and practices, and the polemic attacking his Muslim opponents provide the 
representations and problematics that would come to define the terms of the Umarian tradition. 
ʿUmar’s followers, his opponents, and the subsequent tradition would come to use these terms to 
remember, describe, and make arguments about him. These representations feature ʿUmar’s 
mastery of transparent knowledge, esoteric insight, model conduct, and proximity to God 
through Muḥammad. In effect, these claims made ʿUmar a walī, a close friend of God who has 
been designated as an authority on earth. His last work in particular presents the problematics 
that would preoccupy the tradition: how to explain that ʿUmar’s expansion of Islamic space 
ended with the loss of Muslim life. In this chapter, I survey the ways and terms in which ʿUmar 
represented himself in his own writing. 
 
A sketch of the basic Umarian narrative  
 The Umarian tradition is a narrative space demarcated by memory and historical record.2 
Between the two, there is agreement over the broad contours of Ḥājj ʿUmar’s life. He was born 
near 1796 in Halwar in Western Fuuta Tooro, in the wake of the establishment of an Islamic 
political formation by Ceerno Soulaymane Baal and its subsequent decline under Abdul Kader 
Kane. Positioned as it was in the middle Senegal River valley, where the flood plains allowed 
two annual harvests instead of the one as in other areas, and riverine transport was the key to the 
                                                
2 The scholarly and popular literature on ʿUmar is vast. Indeed, one of the arguments of Chapter Two is that the 
textual field on the life of ‘Umar is a large and ever-growing one. That being said, the primary academic treatments 
that I use in writing this chapter are Robinson, Holy War of Umar Tal; John Ralph Willis, In the Path of Allah: 
‘Umar, as Essay into the Nature of Charisma in Islam (Abingdon, UK: Frank Cass, 1989); Madina Ly-Tall, Un 
Islam militant en Afrique de l'ouest au XIXe siècle: la Tijaniyya de Saïku Umar Futiyu contre les pouvoirs 
traditionnels et la puissance coloniale (Paris: Harmattan, 1991); Amir Syed, “Al-Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl and the Realm of 
the Written: Mastery, Mobility, and Islamic Authority in 19th Century West Africa” (PhD diss, University of 
Michigan, 2017). 
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gum trade for export, Fuuta Tooro was agriculturally productive and an economic center. 
However, Fuuta Tooro’s status as economic center was often threatened by the insecurity created 
by Bīḍān marauders from the north, and political competitors for regional power to the east such 
as the Bambara-dominated political formation of Kaarta. David Robinson argues that it is this 
context of a “failed revolution, discriminatory regime, and vulnerable society” that forged 
ʿUmar’s personality and informed his eventual political project.3 
 Beyond the general historical context of his early life, traces of ʿUmar’s  first thirty years 
are scant. Yet, the popular memory of ʿUmar, which presents him as a model of saintliness, fills 
in the details with the kind of miraculous motifs common in the region to describe saintly 
figures.4 In these traditions, ʿUmar’s mother Adama demonstrates superlative piety and ʿUmar’s  
precocity is emphasized. His birth is said to take place during Ramadan, and he immediately 
refuses to nurse during daylight hours. During his early studies, he is said to refuse manual labor 
in preference of study and reflection. When forced to collect wood like the other students, ʿUmar 
never leaves his mat, where a bundle of sticks miraculously materializes. Robinson interprets 
these traditions as signifying that ʿUmar simply excelled as a student and was given the time and 
space to study.5 The traditions recount him as studying in all the major centers of Islamic 
education in Fuuta, in Mauritania, and as far south as Pir, the center of Islamic learning in the 
important pre-colonial political formation Cayor. ʿUmar eventually leaves Halwar definitively in 
1820, which is when the story of his life really begins to take off and historical documentation 
abounds.  
                                                
3 Robinson, Holy War of ʿUmar Tal, 71. 
4 Ibid., 34. 
5 Ibid., 70. 
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 During the 1820s ʿUmar establishes affiliations with the Tijāniyya—an emergent Sufi 
order at the time that had been established in North Africa in the 1780s—and sets out on the ḥajj. 
He takes the more secure trans-Sudanic route that runs across the continent below the Sahara. He 
passes through the Islamic political formations that had already been established in a wave of 
Islamization, including Māsina and Sokoto. He eventually crosses the Fezzan to arrive at Cairo. 
He then performs ḥajj three times, in between which he serves Muḥammad al-Ghāli, the khalīfa 
of the Tijāniyya in the Ḥijāz. By the end of his stay, ʿUmar earns the unlimited authorization of 
the Tijāniyya to spread its litanies and to authorize others as lieutenants of the order. He then 
travels through the Levant and Cairo, where he is said to have performed a number of marvels 
and bested the scholars of al-Azhar, the oldest continuously operating institution of learning in 
the Muslim world. He then returns to West Africa in 1831, now as the khalīfa of the Tijāniyya 
for the “land of the Blacks,” and becomes embroiled in controversies with the established 
political, economic, and social order dominated by the opposing Qādiriyya Sufi order. After 
some turbulent time in Bornu, ʿUmar finds a post as a qāḍi jurist in Sokoto, where he also leads 
several successful military expeditions on behalf of the Sulṭān Muḥammad Bello.  
 Eventually ʿUmar goes back west towards the highlands of what is presently Guinea. He 
settles in Jegunko, where he commits himself to a period of intense study, prolific scholarly 
production, and instruction of his followers. His entourage and notoriety grows steadily, and the 
swell of people who follow him make the local sovereign take notice and ultimately decide to 
expel the community. ʿUmar establishes a new fortified settlement at nearby Dingiray in the area 
of Tamba. The local sovereign Yimba feels threatened by the growing force of ʿUmar’s 
settlement, which continues to amass weapons and build fortifications. Yimba attacks, starting 
what comes to be known as ʿUmar’s jihād against the so-called unbelievers, casting ʿUmar as an 
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important historical actor. At first, ʿUmar is careful not to enter into conflict with the French, 
maintaining an understanding of mutual non-aggression. This understanding eventually 
deteriorates, and ʿUmar’s military forces attack the French fort at Médine, bringing about the 
first significant pivot in his campaign, and eventually the representations of him.6 Losing the 
battle against the French, ʿUmar turns his guns east and seeks to dominate the political economy 
of the western Sahel, seeking to command the good and prohibit the bad. Eventually, this project, 
although following the precedents established by the Sokoto jihād in particular, encounters its 
fundamental crisis. The process of Islamization that expanded the space of Islamic governance in 
West Africa doubles back on itself. ʿUmar’s conquests threaten the territorial claims by Māsina, 
an Islamic political formation established in 1818 by the messianic figure, Aḥmad Lobbo. 
Lobbo’s grandson Aḥmad b. Aḥmad exerts his claim over the non-Muslim areas that ʿUmar was 
conquering, basing his claim on his having received authority by right of birth. ʿUmar ultimately 
dismisses this claim, arguing that it is illegitimate and is an example of the concept of muwāla, 
the befriending of the enemies of God. The two sides come to blows, and ʿUmar’s side wins. 
However, a coalition led by the Timbuktu-based Aḥmad al-Bakkāy, who led the strongest branch 
of the Qādiriyya at that time, eventually revolts and hunts down an isolated group of the 
Umarians in the caves of Bandiagara, where ʿUmar leaves the temporal world in an explosion.  
 This constitutes a basic sketch of the dominant narrative in the Umarian tradition. It 
forms the narrative center of gravity of how one might be able to speak of ʿUmar. Going too far 
beyond it would make the narrative unrecognizable as belonging to the Umarian tradition. 
Within these limits, the countless representations by chroniclers, poets, griots, colonial 
administrators, and historians vary in their details, and in their literariness—some having been 
                                                
6 See Chapter Two of this dissertation for a discussion of these representations. 
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intended as entertainment, or for dramatic effect. This sketch does not offer the facts of ʿUmar’s 
life any more than the tradition of Umarian narratives offer fictions. They all have been made 
following certain rules, and have been used in specific moments for specific ends. Taken 
together, these traditions compose a space of signification, which would have been available to 
Kamara when he wrote Ashhā l-ʿulūm, and which were further elaborated by his intervention. In 
what follows, I will detail the primary sources of this space of signification by outlining ʿUmar’s 




 The representations of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl found in the narratives of the Umarian tradition, 
take as their source writings that ʿUmar himself composed. The first images of ʿUmar that we 
see in the tradition are drawn from his first poem, Tadhkirat al-Mustarshidīn, his Rimāḥ, later 
poetry and letters, and what might be considered his terminal statement on his project, as 
articulated in the conflict with the leaders of Māsina. In these texts, ʿUmar appears as a walī, a 
close friend of God who has been designated an authority on earth by virtue of his proximity to 
God through closeness with Muḥammad. This closeness had been granted to him because of his 
vast learning, esoteric knowledge and model conduct. These representations would come to 
circulate among ʿUmar’s followers in different forms. They would also be contested or 
minimized by his opponents and critics. Considered together, then, Umar’s own representations 




Performing Sainthood in Poetry  
 In his first authored work, Tadhkirat al-Mustarshidīn wa Falāḥ al-Ṭālibīn [Reminder for 
those Seeking Guidance and Success for the Disciples], ʿUmar consolidates the essential 
knowledge of how to be a rightly guided Muslim, and makes a claim to his own closeness to the 
Prophet.7 Written as an acrostic of the Qurʾānic verses 63:9-11, which emphasize the primacy of 
remembrance, or dhikr, the qasīda has long enjoyed a wide reception in Senegal, particularly in 
spaces affiliated with the Tijāniyya.8 In the introduction to the poem, ʿUmar states that he started 
writing it while en route to Mecca for his first ḥajj. But he spontaneously felt the urge to redraft 
and complete it while in the presence of Muḥammad during a visit (ziyāra) to his tomb in 
Madīna. 
Know that I did not compose this poem to demonstrate my rank in the knowledge of 
verse, and grammar, and morphology, and vocabulary, and expression, and rhetoric, and 
other things. Rather, my intention is to make it useful for the believers who concern 
themselves with nothing but making righteous their souls. However, this qasīda will be a 
benefit if God wills it to he who relies upon it and practices what it has contained in it. It 
is called a ‘Reminder for the ones seeking right guidance and success of the disciples.’9    
  
ʿUmar’s expressed intention of benefiting righteous Muslims speaks to the explicit content of the 
work, a statement on the most important elements of Muslim practice. With embellished 
language, ʿUmar admonishes his audience to perform the requisite and supererogatory prayers, to 
pay zakat, to observe Ramaḍān, and to fulfill the farḍ kafiyya (communal obligation) of jihād 
when necessary. Despite this pious and modest intention, the poem had effects that exceed his 
stated goal. In insisting that it was not his goal to demonstrate his knowledge in so many 
different fields, ʿUmar implicitly concedes that the poem Tadhkirat al-Mustarshidīn does in fact 
demonstrate his possession of such diverse knowledge. Given that this text is his first 
                                                
7 Compare my reading of Tadhkirat al-Mustarshidīn with that of Amir Syed. We both converge and diverge in our 
interpretations. Amir Syed, “Al-Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl and the Realm of the Written.” 
8 Claudine Gerresch-Dekais, “Tadkirat al-Mustarsidin,” 525.  
9 Ibid., 531. 
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composition, we can say that Tadhkirat al-Mustarshidīn does not simply “document” ʿUmar’s 
knowledge as an ijāza might; the poem performs it. 
 Beyond the apparent knowledge that ʿUmar demonstrates in composing Tadhkirat al-
Mustarshidīn, he also endows the poem with esoteric significance by mentioning his physical 
proximity to the Prophet at the time of its composition. Composing the poem in the mosque of 
Madīna, ʿUmar stood between the Prophet’s tomb and the place where he had preached. With his 
face turned to the face of the Prophet, ʿUmar gave the poem a spiritual value that it would not 
have had were it composed anywhere else. The physical proximity of being face-to-face with the 
Prophet symbolizes the spiritual closeness that ʿUmar was granted, as he further explains in 
subsequent work, through the founder of the Tijāniyya, Aḥmad al-Tijāni. Certainly, there were 
other works composed by ʿUmar in prose and poetry that outlined the requirements of the path, 
but none would be closer to the Prophetic ideal than Tadhkirat al-Mustarshidīn, because it 
offered both exoteric and esoteric knowledge.   
 For example, the entire poem focuses on the central proposition of the superiority of the 
esoteric practice of dhikr. This practice should be understood both as the abstract remembrance 
of God, and as a set of concrete practices that the seeker on the path performs. From its title, its 
opening Qurʾānic citation, and its repetition of the word dhikr throughout, it is obvious that the 
presence of the word dhikr is not arbitrary. But if this is not sufficiently clear to the audience, 
ʿUmar explicitly notifies them of the special benefits of dhikr in the poem: 
When you all preoccupy yourselves with the dhikr of your lord God helps you 
against your enemies 
Our God guaranteed to support those who support his religion without breaking 
false promises 
Whoever is preoccupied with dhikr and with worship will really be enriched  
Whoever performs dhikr has fifteen qualities of excellence that God mentioned 
(dhakara) 
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I mean by that those who are engrossed in dhikr, with the conditions known by 
those who remember (dhakara) 
In fact, dhikr must be accompanied by piety, for dhikr is the sustenance for the 
pious, and his refuge. 
This is because dhikr is a kind of practice (ʿamal). Take it up with its brilliant and 
clear order 
Gnosis (maʿrifa), guidance (hodā), assistance (ʿawwan), success (falāḥ), love 
(muḥiba) accepted by the righteous (ṣalāḥ) 
Sainthood (walāya), joy, preservation from Hellfire, entry into paradise with the 
righteous (al-abrār)  
The performer of dhikr has a way out of worries, a livelihood, and ease from 
whence he does not expect10 
 
ʿUmar reports in stylized verse that the Sufi practice of dhikr, if performed according to the right 
rules, results in both spiritual and tangible outcomes. It has political benefits against enemies, as 
well as the capacity to improve life on earth. Dhikr must be seen as a powerful and efficacious 
practice that is only known by those with secret knowledge. Tadhkirat al-Mustarshidīn 
announces this secret knowledge without revealing it. Nevertheless, what we know of the 
particularity of Tijāni doctrine, which emphasizes the recitation of specific formulae as an 
efficient means to achieve gnosis and a structure of relationships that cut through centuries of 
transmission to access the Prophet directly, suggests that the poem is densely packed with 
different kinds of meaning.11 In writing it, ʿUmar performatively demonstrates in verse his deep 
knowledge, penetrating insight, and closeness to Muḥammad. These are themes that make up the 
space of signification of the Umarian tradition.     
 
Arguing Saintly Authority  
 While ʿUmar suggestively performs his knowledge and proximity to Muḥammad with the 
poem Tadhkirat al-Mustarshidīn, he eventually does the same in an explicit argumentative 
                                                
10 Ibid., lines 24–34, 532. 
11 Jamil Abun-Nasr, The Tijaniyya: A Sufi Order in the Modern World (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1965). 
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register by directing himself to resolve some of the intellectual problems posed by the Tijāniyya 
Sufi order. Written in 1846 at Jegunko in Fuuta Jallon (Guinea highlands), the text Rimāḥ ḥizb 
al-Rahīm ʿalá nuhūr ḥizb al-rajīm [Lances of the Party of the Merciful One against the Necks of 
the Party of the Accursed One] synthesizes Umar’s advanced studies and allows him to clarify 
and defend Tijāni thought, thus establishing him as an authority in his own right.12 That 
authority, or wilāya, is based on walāya, or proximity to God through Muḥammad and the 
eponymous founder of the Tijāniyya Sufi order Aḥmad al-Tijāni. This proximity rests on both 
the exoteric knowledge of the sharīʿa and the hidden esoteric knowledge of ḥaqīqa (the Truth), 
which he successfully demonstrates in the Rimāḥ. Taken together, these claims establish ʿUmar’s 
status as a walī: both a close friend of God and a recognizable authority on earth.13 Addressed to 
himself, to the brothers in the path (ṭarīqa, presumably the Tijāniyya), as well as whoever from 
among the jurists and the gnostics God wills it to benefit, the Rimāḥ offers an explanation of 
                                                
12 The Rimah is a problem for contemporary scholars. John Hunwick, considered the dean of the scholarship on 
Arabic in Africa, said almost a quarter century ago: “The book still lies unstudied by Africanists and Islamicists like 
a hard lump in the stomach – massive and undigested.” See John Hunwick, “Sufism and the Study of Islam in West 
Africa: The Case of Al-Hâjj  ’Umar,” Der Islam 71 (1994): 308–28. However, that is not to say that the Rimāh has 
not been used by historians, for it has been mined extensively for its political, economic, social, and historical data. 
David Robinson's Holy War of Umar Tal and Fernand Dumont's L'Anti-sultan (Dakar: Nouvelles Éditions Africains, 
1974) use the work to write a narrative of ʿUmar's life and provide the background for the wars of conquest that he 
started six years later. John Ralph Willis’ In the Path of Allah similarly provides a life narrative, although it falls 
short in its attempt to trace the ideas with which ʿUmar wrestles. Bradford Martin and Jamil Abun-Nasr also use the 
Rimāḥ to discuss ʿUmar's relevance to the Tijāniyya and his intellectual contribution. See Martin, Muslim 
Brotherhoods; Abun-Nasr, The Tijaniyya. Maurice Puech published a partial translation in French as a thesis for the 
Université de Dakar in the late sixties. See Maurice Puech, Les Rimah: “Les Lances Du Parti de Dieu 
Miséricordieux à L’attaque Du Parti Du Diable”. Rimah Hizb Ar-rahim Ala Nuhur Hizb Ar-rajim (Dakar: 
University of Dakar, 1967). Around the same time, Yves Marquet published an interpretative essay that  describes 
the model of illumination that places Tijāni as the  channel for God’s grace only after Muḥammad, noting that it is 
striking to discover that the Rimāh is in line with the mystic works of the East as well as the West. See Yves 
Marquet, “Des Iḫwān al-Ṣafāʾ à al-Ḥāǧǧ ʿUmar (b. Saʿīd Tall) Marabout et Conquérant Toucouleur,” Arabica 15, 
no. 1 (February 1, 1968): 6–47, doi:10.2307/4056122. A later work translates and analyses certain chapters to a 
limited extent. See Saïd Bousbina “Un siecle de savoir islamique en Afrique de l’Ouest, 1820-1920: analyse et 
commentaire de la litterature de la confrerie Tijaniyya a travers les oeuvres d’al-Hajj Umar, Ubayda ben Anbuja, 
Yirkoy Talfi et al-Hajj Malik Sy” (Doctoral thesis, Universite Paris 1 [Pantheon-Sorbonne], 1995). Jean-Louis 
Triaud has also written on the practice of khalwa, or seclusion, described by ʿUmar in the work. See Jean-Louis 
Triaud, “Khalwa and the Career of Sainthood: An Interpreative Essay,” in Charisma and Brotherhood in African 
Islam, ed. Donald B. Cruise-O’Brien and Christian Coulon (Oxford: Clarendon, 1988), 53–66. 
13 Amir Syed has recently argued along similar lines. See Amir Syed, “Al-Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl and the Realm of the 
Written.” 
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Tijāni doctrine, theory, and practice, as well as a polemical defense of the order. Among Tijānis 
today wherever they are found globally, the text is read as the definitive statement of the order 
alongside the hagiography of the order’s founding saint, Jawāhir al-maʿānī wa-bulūgh al-amānī 
fī fayḍ Abī al-ʻAbbās al-Tijānī [The Jewels of Meaning and the Achieving of the Aspirations in 
the Flood of Abī al-ʿAbbās al-Tijānī].14 The Rimāḥ and Jawāhir have appeared together as the 
Tijāniyya’s central texts in print at least since a 1901 edition published in Cairo. 
 The Rimāḥ can be considered to be within the genre of Sufi manuals. It resembles, to 
some degree, works such as Ibn Mubārak al-Lamaṭī’s Al-Ibrīz min kalām sayyid al-ghawth ʿAbd 
al-ʿAziz [Pure Gold from the Words of Sayyid, the Succor, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz al-Dabbāgh] and ʿAbd 
al Wahhāb al-Shaʿrānī’s Al-Baḥr al-mawrūd fī al-mawāthīq wa-al-ʿuhūd [The Flowing Sea in 
Covenants and Treatises], both of which ʿUmar uses as important sources of extended excerpts.15 
Sufi manuals give practical, detailed instructions on a particular order’s methodology of attaining 
gnosis. Topics include how and when to perform ablutions, fasting, khalwa, and dhikr, as well as 
the proper conduct for interacting with the shaykh, peers, and inferiors. All of these texts share 
the feature of including extensive citation of other works. Indeed, full and direct citation is a 
characteristic component of scholasticism broadly, of which Islamic texts are but one kind. Even 
within the broader scholastic mode of writing, the Rimāḥ’s extensive citations stand out.  
 According to Islamicist Bernd Radtke, who studied the sources of the Rimāḥ, eighty to 
ninety percent of the book is citation of other works.16 Radtke divided the themes to which these 
                                                
14 ʻAlī Ḥarāzim ibn al-ʻArabī Barādah, Jawāhir Al-maʻānī Wa-bulūgh Al-amānī Fī Fayḍ Abī al-ʻAbbās al-Tijānī 
(Casablanca: Dar al-rashad al-haditha, 2007). 
15 Bernd Radtke, “Studies on the Sources of the Kitab Rimah Hizb al-Rahim of al-Hajj ʿUmar,” Sudanic Africa 6 
(January 1, 1995): 73–113; John O'Kane and Bernd Radtke, Pure Gold from the Words of Sayyidī ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz al-
Dabbāgh: Al-Dhahab al-Ibrīz min Kalām Sayyidī ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz al-Dabbāgh (Leiden: Brill, 2007). 
16 Radtke, “Studies on the Sources”; see also Bernd Radtke, “Ijtihad and Neo-Sufism,” Asiatische Studien  : 
Zeitschrift Der Schweizerischen Asiengesellschaft = Études Asiatiques  : Revue de La Société Suisse – Asie 48 
(1994): 909–21. http://dx.doi.org/10.5169/seals-147115. 
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citations are applied into three broad groupings: Islamic law, specifically the relationship of the 
jamaʿa Tijāniyya (community of the Tijāniyya) to non-Tijanis; the organization of the jamaʿa; 
the role and status of Aḥmad al-Tijāni, and the place of ʿUmar; and “mystical themes.” In 
producing the source list for the nearly 650 direct quotations from 125 sources, Radtke makes 
provocative observations that demand investigation.17 A third of the citations come from 27 
sources by nine authors, half of which come from a number of different works by ʿAbd al 
Wahhāb al-Shaʿrānī, the founder of an early modern Sufi order who had written a definitive 
abridgment and commentary on the classical Sufi master Ibn ʿArabi. Following al-Shaʿrānī, ʿAlī 
Ḥarāzim ibn al-ʻArabī Barradah, the author of Jawāhir al-maʿanī, provides the next highest 
volume of citations in the Rimāḥ. Notably, ‘Umar’s citations in the Rimāḥ demonstrate a 
familiarity with both classical fiqh works and more recent works by Azhari authors that do not 
appear in the comparable al-Ibrīz. This analysis reveals the extent to which Ḥājj ʿUmar engaged 
with the ongoing major debates of Sufism throughout the Muslim world and Muslim history. In 
citing these works so extensively, ʿUmar’s Rimāḥ performatively demonstrates the author’s 
exhaustive knowledge of the tradition, which is constituted as an intertextual field.  
 Approaching the Rimāh as an example of the particularly intertextual genre of the Sufi 
manual allows us to appreciate the way in which ʿUmar uses established discourses to authorize 
new speech, a challenge that faces any writer in a traditionalist mode of writing, which privileges 
the old over the new. For linguistic anthropologists Charles Briggs and Richard Bautnan, genre is 
not simply the formal characteristics of how a text engages in mimesis and representation, as 
Aristotle suggests, but is more the result of a text’s relationship with other texts which situate it 
historically in a social world and constitute it synchronically in the way in which it provides the 
                                                
17 Radtke, “Studies on the Sources,” 111. 
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models of cohesion and coherence.18 A work’s proximity to or distance from the generic ideal, 
what Briggs and Bautnan call the intertextual gap, functions to establish the place of an 
“utterance” within a tradition. The Rimāḥ, as a Sufi manual, composed as it is with abundant 
citations of similar and related works and constant references to the textual authorities of the 
Qurʾān, prophetic speech, and scholarly consensus, collapses the intertextual gap by densely 
networking itself with the utterances of the tradition. As a result, the command of the Islamic 
tradition in its temporal and geographic scope authorizes ʿUmar to speak in the name of Islam.  
 The documentation and performance of knowledge, and its relation to authority, in the 
Rimāḥ corresponds to the explicit theme of the relationship between knowledge and authority in 
the work itself, and suggests that ʿUmar was not simply copying from older works but thinking 
them through for use in his own moment. Academic scholars have commented on this theme of 
the relationship of knowledge and authority as it relates to ijtihād (personal critical reflection) 
and taqlīd (imitation) in matters of jurisprudence. In Sunni Islam, there are four accepted schools 
(madhāhib) of law. West Africa has historically followed the Maliki school almost exclusively. 
However, ʿUmar devotes two chapters to declaring the walī’s autonomy from these schools of 
thought, arguing that ijtihād is an available resource for saintly authorities such as himself. “The 
walī who has received fatḥ (illumination), does not adhere exclusively to one determined 
juridical school, but follows the truth of God wherever it is found.”19 Scholars have found this 
view of the madhāhib to be evidence of an important historical development.20 Radtke, in 
particular, concludes that the movement away from the madhāhib “indicate[s] a rejection of  
                                                
18 Charles Briggs and Richard Bautnan, “Genre, Intertextuality, and Social Power,” Journal of Linguistic 
Anthropology 2, no. 2 (December 1, 1992): 131–72. doi:10.1525/jlin.1992.2.2.131. 
19 Tal, Rimāḥ ḥizb al-Raḥīm ʿalā nuḥūrḥ al-rajīm, 371.  
20 John Ralph Willis, “The Writings of a;-Hajj  ’Umar al-Futi and Shaykh Mukhtar B. Wadi at Allah: Literary 
Themes, Sources, Influences,” in Studies in West African Islamic History, vol. 1: The Cultivators of Islam, ed. John 
Ralph Willis (London: Franck Cass, 1979): 184. 
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‘supra-personal’ authority.”21 Nevertheless, this rejection was done, Radtke says in agreement 
with Islamicist Rudolph Peters, within “a wholly traditional framework.”22 In short, ʿUmar’s 
knowledgeable use of tradition supported his claim to the possibility of creative knowledge and 
its importance in constituting authority on earth.  
 Umar’s principle assertion in the introduction to the Rimāḥ is that zuhd, the ascetic 
practices of the Sufi brothers, results in powerful benefits in this world and the next. Basing his 
argument on a Ḥadīth of uncertain authenticity,23 he presents these benefits in a chain of 
paradoxes. “Know that asceticism in the world bequeaths knowledge without instruction, 
guidance without a guider, might without a clan, and wealth without money . . . and the fifth of 
the benefits of asceticism is God’s love of the ascetic.”24 On the surface, the concern with 
asceticism, the use of paradox as a rhetorical device, and the ultimate benefit of God’s love 
makes ʿUmar’s text wholly conventional in the long history of Sufism. However, ʿUmar’s 
moment in the middle of the nineteenth century endows his words with a particular meaning. As 
ʿUmar explains in Chapter Five, zuhd did not require a retreat from the world and a renouncing 
of wealth, but a detachment of the heart from that wealth. In the context of the dramatic social, 
economic, and political change of the nineteenth century, Tijānis offered an alternative to 
knowledge claims based solely on uninterrupted transmission or on the narrowly defined 
rationality of the sharīʿa. Aḥmad al-Tijāni provided a methodology, particularly through dhikr, 
khalwa, and istikhāra, for gaining inspiration and insight in this world in the present—an insight 
that had yet beeb transmitted. Embracing an alternative source of knowledge was radical in so far 
                                                
21 Radtke, “Sufism in the 18th Century,” 361. 
22 Radtke, “Ijtihād  and Neo-Sufism,” 916; Rudolph Peters, “Idjtihād and Taqlīd in 18th and 19th Century Islam,” 
Die Welt des Islams 20, no. 3/4 (1980): 131–145. 
23 I am grateful to Moustafa Foad for pointing this out to me in our reading of the text.  
24 Tall, Rimāḥ, 310.  
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as it sought to cut through the established order of knowledge transmission, and its associated 
hierarchies, in order to provide answers to the new problems and questions that were emerging. 
As a master in this methodology, which is another way of translating the word ṭarīqa, and as a 
deputy of Aḥmad Tijāni, ʿUmar represented himself in the Rimāḥ as someone who enjoyed 
God’s love, and as someone who knew the answers to the questions posed to his moment on 
earth. In this way, ʿUmar explicitly argued for his own saintly authority against that of 
established figures of authority in the region. 
 
Politics and the Language of Love 
 Although the representations of ʿUmar within the Umarian tradition are already 
established by ʿUmar’s own early works, such as the Tadhkirat al-Mustarshidīn and the Rimāḥ, 
his later works of poetry and polemic also contributed to the eventual interpretations of ʿUmar’s 
life. Most, importantly for our purposes, they allow us to interpret ʿUmar’s understanding of the 
political. These later works and correspondence were composed after he established his own 
community, grew a large following, and engaged in military conflict with established rulers in 
the region. They include letters, poetry, and most notably his justification for attacking another 
Muslim sovereign, Aḥmad b. Aḥmad of Māsina. In these texts, love and friendship become 
operative terms for both spiritual and political commitments 
 Of his mature poetry, Safīnat al-Saʿāda li-ahl ḍuʿf wa-l-najāda [The Vessel of Happiness 
and Assistance for the Weak] stands out because of its importance for later Umarian narratives. 
Safīnat al-Saʿāda was composed in 1852 at a critical juncture in ʿUmar’s, career just before the 
first hostilities with a non-Muslim sovereign that would begin twelve years of fighting. In a 
subtle reading of the form and content of Safīnat al-Saʿāda, historian Amir Syed has argued that 
before the beginning of the military conflict ʿUmar linked his love for the Prophet with religious 
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authority, which became the basis of a new politics in the region.25 The long praise poem is 
conventional in the way it follows the formal rules of devotional poetry and in the theme of love 
of the Prophet. But, as Syed has shown, it is exceptional in the way it executes the poetic 
elaboration and commentary of a well-known supplicatory ode in the region, al-Fāzazi’s 
ʿIshrīniyyāt [The Twenties]. Taking on the challenge of building on such a canonical text 
allowed ʿUmar to perform his learning and demonstrate the new claim that he was making about 
being the Prophet’s khalīfa, or deputy, according to Syed. While ʿUmar had already claimed to 
be the khalīfa of the Tijāniyya in his Rimāḥ, he had not yet claimed the position of leadership 
over all Muslims. Importantly, ʿUmar makes this claim using esoteric evidence in the prose 
introduction of the poem: 
 I saw in a dream Anas ibn Mālik, while I was in Māsina. I said to him, “are you Anas ibn 
Mālik who narrated aḥādīth from the Prophet? He responded “yes.” God placed the 
interpretation of this dream in my heart. [The dream meant] that I had attained closeness 
to God and his Messenger, and that I was among his inheritors, his servant and the 
servant of his way. God made apparent to me, both inwardly and outwardly, that the 
Prophet loves me by his bounty like he loves his children. For this I have more proof and 
evidence, which I would rather not disclose.26 
 
In the poem, the visitation of one of Muḥammad’s companions leads directly to an interpretation 
that establishes ʿUmar’s status as an inheritor to the Prophet who enjoys his love. Syed argues 
that this indicates that ʿUmar was uninterested in secular power and preferred religious authority. 
However, this distinction does not adequately expresses ʿUmar’s understanding of the 
relationship between what might be called secular and what might be called religious. Love of 
the Prophet and friendship with God was the basis of authority in this world and in the next. The 
                                                
25 Amir Syed, “Poetics of Praise: Love and Authority in al-Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl’s Safīnat al-saʿād ali-ahl ḍuʿf wa-l- 
najāda,” Islamic Africa, 7, no. 2 (2016): 210–238. 
26 ʿUmar Tāl, Safīnat al-saʿād ali-ahl ḍuʿf wa-l- najāda, cited in Amir Syed, “Poetics of Praise,” 232 fn 72. 
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“religious” was not demarcated by its difference from temporal power but by its superiority over 
it. In this framework, the “secular,” if we insist on using that term in this context, is 
epiphenomenal to the religious. One could intervene in the so-called secular through so-called 
religious means. The constant insistence in all his writings of his possession of exoteric and 
esoteric knowledge, of the outward and the inward, was the basis of ʿUmar’s understanding of 
how the material and spiritual worlds are connected. Inhabiting the space between the two was a 
major feature of how he would be represented in later traditions.  
 Admittedly, the ambiguity of ʿUmar’s writing in texts such as Tadhkirat al-Mustarshidīn, 
the Rimāḥ, and Safīnat al-Saʿāda, which oscillate between explicit and implicit meaning and 
sometimes operate through the interaction of the two, presents a challenge of interpretation to the 
academic scholar. When he writes of love (muḥiba), for example, does ʿUmar mean the natural 
affection between two people, the spiritual bond between brothers on the Sufi path, the affiliation 
of one ruler to another, or some combination of the three? In order to clarify this question, it is 
useful to make a detour through a series of letters ʿUmar wrote to the French before moving to 
ʿUmar’s final major text. These letters reflect, to some extent, ʿUmar’s theory of politics, and 
document his attempts at negotiating a modus vivendi with the French before his forces 
attempted to siege the fort at Médine in 1857. That battle constituted a turning point in ʿUmar’s 
conquest, and in French colonial Islamic policy. In short, ʿUmar’s use of a language of love and 
friendship to describe his relationship to non-Muslims in a transactional context suggests that 
there is a more political content to a vocabulary that otherwise appears to have mystical 
meanings. 
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  The first letter was written after ʿUmar’s return tour through Fuuta Tooro in 1846–47, 
and was addressed to the French Governor Bourdon de Gramont and Directeur Caille. It uses a 
language similar to what we would find in texts designated as “Sufi”:  
I am in friendship with you, and I am at your service. I am guarding and protecting the 
pact between us, and will expend all my effort to maintain it. You will learn, if the Master 
wills, that I am a believer, who is generous and free. If God wills that I return back to you 
safely, it will become apparent to you that in the way of Muḥammad are people who keep 
their commitments. You must also be righteous, patient and protect the pact between us 
during my absence.27 
 
This letter is conventionally used by historians as evidence that ʿUmar was preparing to establish 
a state in the upper Senegal valley and was seeking an alliance with the French to support him. 
Amir Syed has recently argued that that interpretation is not grounded in the evidence of the 
moment, but rather in representations of ʿUmar after the battle at Médine, which retroactively 
ascribed motives to ʿUmar’s visit to the colony and to his pact with the French. My interest in the 
letter is less about what it documents in terms of ʿUmar’s political intentions, and more about his 
concept of the political. As I will argue further in the next section, ʿUmar expresses a very well-
developed understanding of politics as friendship. Friendship, or affiliation, was incumbent upon 
all Muslims. However, what makes this letter interesting is that ʿUmar extends his friendship to 
Christians. He also uses the language of service. Both of the terms are used in his descriptions of 
the nature of the relationship between the shaykh and his disciple. But unlike ʿUmar’s other 
texts, where the meaning might be multiple and ambiguous, this letter is devoid of mystical 
content. In the absence of esoteric content, the political content of the language of friendship is 
revealed.  
                                                
27 Pending my return to the archives, I have used Amir Syed’s translation of ʿUmar’s letter held in ANS 13G 139 
pièce 16, cited in “Al-Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl,” 154–5. 
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 The second letter, written in 1854, after ʿUmar had already conquered a large territory, also 
reveals the temporal significance of ʿUmar’s lexicon of political affiliation. Strikingly, ʿUmar 
uses the word love to describe his relationship with the French, one that was becoming 
increasingly strained:  
This letter is to inform you that I love you. I know that you also love me and my students. 
Those who love my students are beloved to me. I want to inform you that a trial (fitna) 
has befallen between the people of Galam and Me. Except those who are the scholars and 
the learned among them. I urge you not to give those who flee [protection]. Know that the 
actions of your brothers, who refused to [sell me] arms of war, including guns, powder 
and bullets, and other weapons, do not affect me. Nothing harms me.28 
 
The changed political conditions in the wake of ʿUmar’s conquest made whatever pact he made 
in 1847 even more pertinent. Now, following a formula that ʿUmar articulates in his argument 
against Aḥmad b. Aḥmad of Māsina (discussed in greater detail in the following section), he 
called upon his friend Commadant Giradot, a personification of state power, to be an enemy of 
his enemy. Their mutual love meant that the French should not protect his enemies. If the letter 
had been directed to other Muslims, the use of the language of love might suggest more mystical 
meanings. However, his use of love in the letter to Christians is stripped of such significance. In 
fact, the strained political affiliation that he describes as love lacks any enthusiasm, as ʿUmar 
was well aware of the arms embargo against him. Despite it being a lackluster relationship, 
ʿUmar still described his affiliation with the French as love. The use of spiritual language to 
describe mundane political affairs speaks to the ways in which the political was not distinct from 
the religious but continuous, even when non-Muslims were involved. In order to understand how 
ʿUmar represents himself and how he is represented within the later Umarian tradition, we have 
to appreciate this absence of a polarized division between religion and a secular politics. 
                                                
28 Cited in Syed, “Al-Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl,” 166. 
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Problematics of the Umarian Contradiction  
An examination of ʿUmar’s earlier writings, such as his complex acrostic poem Tadhkirat 
al-Mustarshidīn and his manual for the Tijāniyya Sufi order, the Rimāḥ, has demonstrated how 
ʿUmar represented himself as a walī, a close friend of God who is a master of all knowledges and 
a model of proper conduct. Furthermore, a comparison of ʿUmar’s use of language in his late-
career poem Safīnat al-Saʿāda and in letters he wrote to French authorities directs us in how to 
understand the concept of the political operative in the Umarian moment. Of all of his writings, 
ʿUmar’s final text, the Bayān mā waqaʿa bayna-na wa bayna amīr Māsina Aḥmad b. Aḥmad 
[Explanation of what happened between us and the prince of Māsina Aḥmad b. Aḥmad],29 
responds most explicitly and directly to what might be called the Umarian contradiction: 
ʿUmar’s expansion of Islamic space ends with the loss of Muslim life. ʿUmar writes the Bayān in 
order to resolve the Umarian contradiction by arguing that his opponent, Aḥmad b. Aḥmad, was 
no Muslim at all. Insofar as it captures this first attempt to deal with the Umarian contradiction, 
the Bayān is the founding text of the of the Umarian tradition. In short, while the other texts 
written by ʿUmar already discussed in this chapter establish the primary discursive elements of 
the Umarian tradition, particularly the terms with which he would be represented, the Bayān 
establishes the tradition’s primary problematics.  
Some historical background will be useful here. Until the period known in the historical 
literature as the Age of Jihād (1673-1890), to be a Muslim in West Africa resembled caste 
membership as much as it meant membership in a community of faith.30 It was one form of life 
among others. Many sovereigns of the largest political formations did profess Islamic faith, most 
                                                
29 Mahibou and Triaud, Voilà ce qui est arrivé. 
30 Loimeier, Muslim Societies in Africa, 77–107. 
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notably the rulers of the Mali and Songhai trade empires. However, the dominant pattern in the 
region was that Muslims were specialists in trade, literacy, and court affairs who operated 
alongside other non-Muslim specialists. In exchange, Muslims were offered quasi-autonomy in 
spaces adjacent to, but clearly separate from, power. The emergence of the Atlantic economy and 
the desiccation of the Southern Sahara and Sahel in the seventeenth century contributed to the 
conditions that would make dramatic change possible.31 Through a diverse set of initiatives, 
Islam became more central to many West African societies, providing the dominant models for 
individual behavior, social interactions, and most importantly statecraft. A sequence of jihāds 
resulted in several new Islamic political formations throughout this period — Mālik Sy’s (d. 
1699) Bundu,32 Ibrāhīm Sori’s (d. 1791) Fuuta  Jallon,33  Sulaymān Bal’s (d. 1776) Fuuta 
Tooro,34 Usman Dan Fodio’s (d. 1817) Sokoto Caliphate,35 and Aḥmad Lobbo’s (d.1844) 
Māsina.36 These movements sought to deepen the place of Islam where it had already been 
important through processes of reform and renewal. These political formations were Islamic in 
so far as they created geographic spaces in which principles of Islamic governance were 
enshrined, most notably the sanctity of a Muslim’s life, the protection of a Muslim’s wealth, and 
the preservation of a Muslim’s honor. It should be said, however, that these spaces were 
discontinuous, forming pockets of Islamic polity within a larger geography of non-Muslim 
governance. In short, the wave of military struggles leading up to the one ʿUmar waged had 
                                                
31 See Barry, Senegambia and the Atlantic slave trade; James Webb, Desert Frontier: Ecological and Economic 
Change along the Western Sahel, 1600–1850 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1995); Phillip Curtin, The 
Atlantic Slave Trade: A Census (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1972); Paul Lovejoy, Transformations in 
Slavery: A History of Slavery in Africa (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983). 
32 See Gomez, Pragmatism in the Age of Jihad. 
33 See Ghali, Mahibou, and Brenner, Inventaire de la Bibliothèque 'umarienne. 
34 See Robinson, Chiefs and Clerics. 
35 Usman, Studies in the History of the Sokoto Caliphate. 
36 Brown, William A., “Toward a Chronology for the Caliphate of Hamdullahi (Māsina),” Cahiers d'études 
africaines (1968): 428–34; Bintou Sanankoua, Un empire peul au XIXe siècle: La Diina du Maasina (Paris: 
Karthala, 1990). 
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changed Islam from being one form of life among many to being the normative model of living 
inside the frontiers of their political formations. 
As historians David Robinson, Murray Last, and John Hanson have argued, ʿUmar’s 
jihād differed from these earlier movements because ʿUmar directed himself to the conquest of 
dominant non-Muslim political formations (Kaarta and Segu) that threatened the viability and 
continuity of Islamic space in West Africa.37 Fuuta Tooro in the Northwest, Fuuta Jallon in the 
Southeast, and Māsina to the West had triangulated a zone of disbelief, to use the language of the 
sources. In conquering this domain of war, ʿUmar could connect and integrate the space of 
Islamic governance, making it unified and continuous. However, by the time the Umarian forces 
marched up the Niger river to take Segu, its Mande ruler ʿAli Munzu had become a vassal of 
Aḥmad b. Aḥmad, the amīr of neighboring Māsina. As the head of an established Islamic 
political formation, Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s claim on Segu and the purported conversion of ʿAli 
Munzu to Islam posed a problem for ʿUmar’s conquest: his expansion of Islamic space through 
sanctioned violence could not include spaces that were already Islamic. It is useful to note here 
that beyond wanting to control the same territory, ʿUmar and Aḥmad b. Aḥmad had different 
orientations to politics, claimed differing bases of political legitimacy, and deployed opposing 
ideological defenses associated with competing economic interests. They also belonged to 
opposing Sufi affiliations, which I discuss in the following chapter.    
Written sometime between 1861 and 1862 near Segu, as a statement directed towards the 
region’s Muslim scholarly elite about his conflict with Aḥmad b. Aḥmad, ʿUmar uses the Bayān 
to resolve the contradiction he faced in his attempts to expand Islamic space. The text, also 
                                                
37 Robinson, Holy War of Umar Tal, 319–334; Murry Last, “Reform in West Africa: the Jihad movements of the 
nineteenth century,” in History of West Africa, vol. 2, ed. J.F.A. Ajaye and Michael Crowder (London: Longmans, 
1987); Hanson and Robinson, After the Jihad, 3–7. 
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known by several variant titles, particularly Sayf al-Ḥaqq fī mā waqaʿa [The Sword of Truth 
Concerning What Happened] among the Umarian branch of the Tijāniyya and in present-day 
Mali, is available in a thorough critical edition published as Voilà ce qui est arrivé by Sidi 
Mohamed Mahibou and Jean-Louis Triaud.38 In addition to the versions of the text used for the 
critical edition, which were captured by French commander Louis Archinard in 1890, copies of 
the text can be found in public archives and private collections throughout contemporary 
Sahelian countries, including Senegal, Mauritania, Mali, Nigeria, and Niger. This distribution 
confirms that the text circulated widely in the region. Shaykh Mūsa Kamara had access to a 
version of it when he wrote Ashhā l-ʿulūm, as the second chapter of that work is mostly an 
excerpt of the Bayān.39  
The Bayān follows the conventions of the scholastic and polemical mode of writing that 
flourished in West Africa in the middle of the nineteenth century. ʿUmar’s argument can be 
summarized as the following: Aḥmad had violated the core principles of Islamic governance (the 
inviolability of Muslim blood, wealth, and honor) in affiliating and providing support for the 
enemies of God. In being a true friend of God, ʿUmar claims to act for the sake of the Muslim 
community, whereas Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s friendship with God’s enemies puts that community in 
moral and physical jeopardy. Written on twenty-nine recto-verso folios, the slim text is made up 
of three sections: an introduction, which outlines the sequence of events that led up to the final 
standoff between the Umarians and Māsina; the first part, which presents ʿUmar’s refutation of 
Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s claims to authority and demands for ʿUmar’s recognition; and the second 
                                                
38 Mahibou and Triaud, Voila ce qui est arrivé. As the translators point out, the variant title here is an apparent 
allusion to Osman Dan Fodio’s vision in which the Qadiriyya founder ʿAbd al-Qadir al-Jīlānī offered the founder of 
the Sokoto Caliphate the “Sword of Truth” to be unsheathed against the enemies of God. See p. 17.  
39 In Chapter Four of this dissertation, I discuss Ashhā l-ʿulūm’s archival function that it performs for and with the 
Bayān. 
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part, which features ʿUmar’s exposition on muwāla, the concept of political affiliation that, 
according to ʿUmar, rendered Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s authority null and his status as a Muslim void. 
Each section is ordered according to the relevant textual authorities of the Qurʾān, Sunna, and 
ijmāʾ, or legal consensus.  
As its founding text, the Bayān inaugurates the problematics of the Umarian tradition. 
These problematics—that is, these productive contradictions and dilemmas that must somehow 
be dealt with and decided upon through diverse strategies that include but are not limited to 
explanation, narration, and symbolism—include, as we have already seen, the contradiction 
between the Umarian expansion of Islamic space and the loss of Muslim life, as well as the 
conflict between a traditional “pre-Islamic” politics of genealogical filiation and a politics of 
Islamic affiliation. ʿUmar uses the filiation/affiliation problematic to respond to the contradiction 
he faced. 
 At the center of the Bayān is the preoccupation with the invalidation of traditional 
authority based on genealogical filiation, and the insistence on affiliation with the friends of God 
who have knowledge and enjoy the love of God. By filiation, I mean both the articulation of 
material, social, political, and intellectual levels of a historical conjuncture organized through 
and made to relate by genealogical bonds between a parent and a child, as well as a driving 
principle of social reproduction. In the representations of social relations, societies in which 
filiation is a dominant principle likely employ genealogical charters as their primary 
representation of the relations of production. These charters allow groups to situate themselves in 
relation to other groups on the basis of a shared ancestry, however remote or mythical. Filiation 
is pre-Islamic, because it precedes it and is characteristic of the jāhiliyya, the time of ignorance 
before the revelation. However, jāhiliyya is not simply a historical period; it is also category of 
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being. Similarly, filiation as a concept that favors a logic of tradition in which authority and 
status is passed on from parent to child coexists and maintains a presence in Islam, thereby 
creating a spectrum of possible but contingent arguments for claiming authority.   
 ʿUmar’s legalistic presentation of the conflict, as opposed to a narrative representation of 
it, sought to demonstrate Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s departure from Islam and his own position as the 
Islamic authority in the region. The Bayān cites a series of letters Aḥmad b. Aḥmad wrote to 
ʿUmar during the latter’s campaign through the areas of Karta, Baghuna, and Sandsandi. The 
letters, as presented by ʿUmar, show that Aḥmad demanded that ʿUmar abandon hostilities 
against Segu, which had already pledged allegiance to Aḥmad and converted to Islam. From the 
beginning of his refutation of Aḥmad, ʿUmar presents Aḥmad b. Aḥmad as descriptively and 
categorically ignorant:  
As for his citation of the Almighty: {This indeed is My Path made straight; so follow 
it…}.40 It is a citation that comes from ignorance and his argument originates from a self-
satisfaction and a satisfaction with [his] family. This is a proof against him in his leaning 
away from the path of truth by permitting the blood of Muslims and calling for the 
sparing of the blood of polytheists.41  
 
ʿUmar’s commentary on Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s use of a verse from the Qurʾān points out that the 
particular citation is made without reference to the context of revelation, which is what endows it 
with meaning. The verse is from the Meccan period and details the challenges confronted by the 
Muslim community against the idol-worshipers and polytheists of Mecca before the hijra. 
Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s use of this verse when he is protecting the lives of non-Muslims against 
Muslims, ʿUmar implies, shows that Aḥmad’s use of the textual authorities is shallow and 
empty. Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s only authority is based upon authority that he has inherited as a son 
                                                
40 Qur’ān 6:153 
41 Folio 6 recto; Mahibou and Triaud, Voila ce qui est arrivé, 84. 
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of his father. This form of authority is traditional and pre-Islamic by nature, according to 
ʿUmar’s argument. 
 In order to more thoroughly undermine Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s claim to inheriting authority 
through filiation, ʿUmar cites a letter from Aḥmad al-Bakkāy, the contemporary leader of the 
Azawad-based Kunta. This letter takes apart Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s claim of having changed 
“nothing in the path drawn by [his] two shaykhs,” which in this case refer to his grandfather 
Seku Ahmad Lobbo and his father Aḥmad II. 
The majority of the people of ignorance take up their fathers and their shaykhs as the 
proof of the law. So they follow them in what they determine to be lawful and forbidden 
until they reach the point of imitation, which drives them to unbelief.42    
  
Using the letter from al-Bakkāy, ʿUmar is able to paint a picture of Aḥmad b. Aḥmad as 
someone who relies not on his own knowledge but on his fathers’ reputation, while betraying 
that reputation. Such a claim, ʿUmar shows, is based on filiation, a traditional and non-Islamic 
concept of authority and political obligation.  
 In contrast, ʿUmar argues for a concept of authority and of the political based on the 
obligation of affiliation with the scholars and knowers. ʿUmar’s deployment of the concept of 
muwāla, or affiliation, achieves this. Affiliation of the believers, or put it much more plainly, 
friendship, is the concept that defines the limits of political community and suggests the guiding 
precept of the inviolability of a Muslim's life, wealth, and honor. We then have three elements of 
ʿUmar’s concept of the political: (1) definition of the limits of community; (2) the obligation of 
mutual support; and (3) rights of membership in that community. The second part of the Bayān 
opens with a statement of Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s departure from that community, his failure to 
fulfill his obligation, and his violation of other Muslims’ due rights. ʿUmar’s argument against 
                                                
42 Folio 7 recto; ibid., 87. 
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Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s authority and the politics based on traditional genealogical filiation, and 
preference for Islamic affiliation, hinged on representing Aḥmad b. Aḥmad as his opposite. 
Where ʿUmar’s mastery of exoteric and esoteric knowledge, his ideal conduct, and his closeness 
to God through Muḥammad made him a friend of God, Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s ignorance, adherence 
to his filial lineage, and affiliation with non-Muslims made him an enemy of God. As a result, 
ʿUmar’s argument in the Bayān rendered Aḥmad b. Aḥmad a non-Muslim, subjecting him to 
sanctioned violence and thus offering a resolution to the Umarian contradiction.  
 
Conclusion 
 In this chapter, I have argued that the oeuvre of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl constitutes the 
foundational sources of the Umarian tradition. In particular, ʿUmar’s self-representation in the 
pages of works such as Tadhkirat al-Mustarshidīn, the Rimāḥ, Safīnat al-Saʿāda, and the Bayān 
ma waqaʿa establish the terms with which he is discussed in the subsequent tradition. The most 
important of these terms was walī, which indicated that ʿUmar was a man of considerable textual 
learning and esoteric insight, who was close to God through Muḥammad and therefore an 
authority on earth. Furthermore, the Bayān ma waqaʿa has a privileged status as a foundational 
source of the Umarian tradition because it inaugurates the problematics engendered by the 
contradiction between the Umarian expansion of Islamic space and the loss of Muslim life, as 
well as the contested legitimacy of inherited authority through traditional filiation as opposed to 
Islamic affiliation. In the following chapter, we will see how these sources are engaged in the 
elaboration of the space of signification that is the Umarian tradition.  
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Chapter 2: The Making of the Umarian Tradition 
 
This day is known as Mene-Mene. On this day the Muslims and the hypocrites alike wept. It will 
not pass under silence. We will not stop speaking about it. 
From Masina to Segu, they will not be quiet. From Nioro to the Fuuta, no one will be quiet. 




 The Umarian tradition is an expanding space of meaning-making. Made up of differing 
representations and interpretations of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl’s life, lineage, and legacy, the Umarian 
tradition is the space within which statements and narratives make sense of saintly authority, 
Islam, and modernity in parts of West Africa formally colonized by France. As the speaker in 
Muhammadu Aliyu Caam’s poem cited in the epigraph of this chapter says, people in the region 
cannot stop speaking about ʿUmar, because speaking about him allows his friends and enemies 
alike to make sense of a deeply important historical transformation that created a new geography 
and a new space of signification. This operation of meaning-making is made possible by the 
internal difference of the tradition itself. The difference of the tradition stems from and enshrines 
as central references the contradictions of the conjuncture that defined ʿUmar’s life. As a text 
within this tradition, Shaykh Mūsā Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm composes these references, 
representations, and interpretations in order to say something meaningful, and to intervene in a 
subsequent historical moment that is conditioned by the memory of ʿUmar.  
                                                
1 Caam, La vie d'El Hadj Omar, 193.  See also Wise, Archive of The Umarian Tijaniyya, 153. 
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 In this chapter, I move away from an examination of the sources of the tradition in 
ʿUmar’s own works to explore how the tradition was made in his absence. First, I show how 
ʿUmar’s works were vernacularized in a process that translated and popularized what would have 
otherwise been inaccessible to the majority of ʿUmar’s followers. Then, I show some of the 
counter-representations by the regional elite and the budding French colonial power, paying 
careful attention to the material and ideological differences that was the basis of their antagonism 
with ʿUmar. Finally, I consider how ʿUmar’s death necessitated the tradition’s response to three 
political questions that marked the duration of the colonial period.  
 
Vernacular representations of ʿUmar 
 Even before the end of ʿUmar’s life, his followers began to represent him in narrative 
form. According to David Robinson, ʿUmar encouraged his disciples to write about the early 
phase of the jihād. One follower, Muhammad Nabbaji, wrote a Pulaar poem, which sings the 
praises of ʿUmar and recounts his exploits between 1852–55.2 Robinson also mentions a very 
short anonymous chronicle as well as the chronicle of succession written by Muḥammad Ibrahim 
Umar, a teacher for ʿUmar’s children.3 This latter text documented ʿUmar’s investment of power 
in his son Aḥmad al-Kabīr. These texts tended to be laudatory, and were available to authors of 
later Umarian narratives as source material, although many of the manuscripts were eventually 
captured and sent to France as a part of the colonial conquest of Segu.4  
 One text in particular stands out among these early Umarian narratives, and circulated 
within and beyond his community of followers. The Story of the Shaykh al Hajji Omaru 
                                                
2 Robinson, Holy War of Umar Tal, 16–30. 
3 Hanson and Robinson, After the Jihad, 53–65. 
4 Ghali, Mahibou, and Brenner, Inventaire de la Bibliothèque ‘umarienne. 
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appeared in the appendix of one of the first English language grammars of the Pulaar language. It 
is from this Pulaar text written in Arabic script that the German missionary C.A.L. Reichardt 
tried to systematize the language’s grammar. He had received the manuscript from one Alfa 
Muhammad Sadi, a Yoruba cleric who had studied in the center of learning at Timbo in Fuuta 
Jallon and had subsequently lived as a scholar among the Muslim creole community in Sierra 
Leone. Reflecting on the events leading up to the capture of Segu, Robinson suggests that the 
text was written in the early 1860s by a member of the early Umarian community at Dingiray 
who did not participate in the latter parts of the jihād, and accordingly focuses on the life of the 
early community and on ʿUmar’s first military conflicts.   
 The Story of the Shaykh emphasizes ʿUmar’s karāmāt, or marvels—which feature both 
miraculous events and his exploits in battle—as well as feats of esoteric insight and 
demonstrations of ʿUmar’s commitment to learning. The beginning of the narrative emphasizes 
the latter, while the end emphasizes his karāmāt; the exercise of esoteric practice and its 
resulting insight is distributed throughout. For the purpose of defining the space of signification 
of the Umarian tradition, we can focus on the demonstration of commitment to learning and its 
esoteric manifestations. Indeed, all the narrative tells us of ʿUmar’s youth is that he “learned the 
Koran and different books” and that “God gave him learning.” That there are no other details 
about his early life suggests that what made ʿUmar the person he was to become was his 
commitment to knowledge. It is from this that all of his subsequent accomplishments, 
particularly his marvels, follow. 
 Even when faced with the fighting between the Hausa and Bornu armies while en route to 
Mecca, ʿUmar’s first recourse is to scholarship. Instead of joining a side and picking up arms, he 
picks up a pen. The narrative informs us that Umar composes a commentary on some verses of 
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the Qurʾān as he passes through the conflict on his way to Mecca.5 After undertaking the 
pilgrimage, thereby gaining the title al-ḥājji, he sits between the tomb of the Prophet and the 
pulpit, and finishes his composition, Tadhkir fi Mustarshidīn, which I discussed in the previous 
chapter. The implication here is that ʿUmar’s first poem is not only a scholarly and artistic feat, 
but also a text devoted to the remembrance of the Prophet and of God. Not only does the text 
have a manifest meaning that offers benefits to its listeners, it also has a hidden benefit because 
of ʿUmar’s proximity to the Prophet at the moment it was composed. Establishing ʿUmar’s 
priority for exoteric learning and esoteric inspiration over military conflict at the beginning of the 
narrative sets the terms of ʿUmar’s persona: a man of God endowed with knowledge who was 
close to the Prophet.  
 It is ʿUmar’s status as a pilgrim and as a recipient of God’s favor that grants him the 
ability to eventually solve the longstanding conflict between Hausa and Bornu. Upon ʿUmar’s 
return from Mecca, he admonishes the two sides to stop fighting. They eventually do, and the 
walī Muhammad Bello, the son and successor of the founder of the Sokoto Caliphate, ʿUthman 
Dan Fodio, graciously receives ʿUmar and defers in ʿUmar’s presence. In this narrative of The 
Story of the Shaykh, Bello is said to order a scribe to copy ʿUmar’s volume of Jawāhir al-
Māʿanī. He also takes ṭarīqa, becoming a member of the Tijāniyya. If this is true, it would have 
been quite the feat, for Sokoto, and indeed most of West Africa, had until then been dominated 
by the Qādiri Sufi order. Regardless of the veracity of the text, within the narrative, such a claim 
establishes the motive and necessity of ʿUmar’s next work: “Muhammad Bello told Sheikh 
Omaru to write a book concerning the Kadiri people (i.e. The sect of Abd-el-Kadiri) exhorting 
that there be no hostile rivalry between them . . . Sheikh Omaru wrote a book and called it suyūfu 
                                                
5 Reichardt, Grammar of the Fulde Language, 87. 
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al-shaḥīli.”6 The work commissioned by Muhammad Bello most likely refers to ʿUmar’s Rimāḥ, 
which takes up a polemical tone against possible detractors, most likely coming from the 
Qādiriyya.7 Given the overall theme of The Story of the Shaykh, it stands to reason that ʿUmar’s 
greatest single work emerges out of a conflict that only he was able to resolve as the mediator 
between the Prophet and West African Muslims.  
Until he settles in Jegunko in Fuuta Jallon, ʿUmar appears in this narrative as a recipient of 
knowledge from God and as a composer of texts who worked by God’s grace. At this point that 
the reader gets a spontaneous glimpse ʿUmar’s passion for learning as materialized in an 
attachment to books: 
Before he had thought of building Dingirawi the town of Jegunko took fire and three 
houses full of books were burnt. When he saw this he was grieved and wished that he 
himself had been burned. His house containing goods was burnt, but this did not grieve 
him; but when he saw the house containing the books being consumed this pained him 
exceedingly. He sat down in his house and did not wish to come out. The people came to 
him and entreated him to come out, but he would not, but said, why should I come out, 
seeing that my books are all burned. They exhorted him but he would not come out. 
When the people saw the fire increasing one of his pupils, whose name was Ahmadu 
Yeru, entered the house and took him by force and put him on his back and said to him: it 
is you who have written all these books and if God wills you may still write others. He 
answered him, you speak truly, but now so many books like these cannot be had in this 
country. After that he trusted in God. Then he took much money and paper and sent his 
brother’s son to Tumbuctu (sic) to have different books made.8  
 
Of all of the images of ʿUmar that we encounter, whether created by ʿUmar himself, his 
followers, or his adversaries, there are few like this, in which we catch a glimpse of him 
vulnerable, immobilized, and taking counsel from another. Usually, narratives in the Umarian 
tradition represent ʿUmar as steadfast, directing everyone around him, commanding obedience 
                                                
6 Ibid., 288–9. 
7 See the previous chapter for my discussion of the Rimāḥ. 
8 Ibid., 291. 
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on the pain of death. To see him grieve is difficult to imagine, but it nevertheless speaks to how 
deeply ʿUmar felt about knowledge.  
 This critical moment in the narrative, which describes ʿUmar’s loss, reveals a disjuncture 
between the perception of ʿUmar, his own projection of himself, and the mundane materiality of 
what it means to be a person of learning. After he saves ʿUmar, Yeru consoles him by reminding 
him that he had written these books and that, with God’s will, he will write more. Yeru’s 
response coheres with the image of ʿUmar that we have so far encountered: a recipient of 
knowledge and a composer of texts by God’s grace. For ʿUmar’s followers, ʿUmar’s grief for his 
loss of books is incomprehensible; surely, he could write more. Then, as if reminded of his own 
election, ʿUmar reassumes his composure but recognizes the problem. The books that were lost 
were not actually books he had written. Rather, they had been acquired through his travels to 
Mecca, the Levant, and centers of learning in West Africa. ʿUmar’s only recourse was to try to 
retrieve the knowledge lost in its exoteric form. Their esoteric value, or the fact that they 
belonged to a particular scholar, perhaps, was irrevocably lost. Nevertheless, the narrative 
portrays ‘Umar as dispatching a book agent to the most important center of learning, a center that 
was accessible to him, to retrieve other copies. Although this spectacular moment passes by 
without much commentary in The Story of the Shaykh, we can see that even though ʿUmar 
projected an image of himself, more or less accepted by friend and foe alike, that emphasized a 
God-granted knowledge, he also actively pursued knowledge in the habitus of collecting books.  
 After the notable scene of the burning library, The Story of the Shaykh turns towards a 
description of life at Dingirawi, the community he founded after the fire in Jegunko, its 
associated marvels, and growing political tensions with Jimba, the king of Tamba. The narrative 
clearly shifts from the earlier focus on knowledge and its manifestation in marvels and in books 
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to a focus on marvels of insight and military exploits. These marvels are linked to ʿUmar’s 
powerful practices of dhikr, khalwa and istikhara, performed as they are at critical moments in 
the plot. After a week of heated battle with the people of Minyin, ʿUmar’s soldiers refuse to 
fight, having been exhausted by the skirmishes.9 ʿUmar tries to encourage them to continue, but 
without success. He then decides to leave it to God. They sit down, and ʿUmar takes up his 
prayer beads, immediately after which he tells his men to look to the road, where they would find 
seven people. Those seven people were the ruler of Minyin and his sons, whom they had been 
fighting. Here, the insight gained by following an esoteric practice of dhikr leads directly to a 
military victory. It was the confidence in such knowledge that encouraged would-be followers to 
rally to ʿUmar’s camp. This may have been one of the intended benefits of the narratives that 
circulated about ʿUmar while he was alive.   
 The representations of ʿUmar in The Story of the Shaykh resemble the way in which 
ʿUmar represents himself in the Rimāḥ, as discussed in the previous chapter. The themes are the 
same: ʿUmar undertook the ḥajj, became close to the Prophet in physical space and in imitating 
his conduct, and studied and served under Muhammad al-Ghālī, thus granting him exoteric and 
esoteric knowledge. Because of this proximity to the Prophet through al-Tijāni on the spiritual 
plane, and his proximity to the Prophet Muḥammad in Madina on the earthly and spiritual one, 
Umar is a walī and a khalīfa who is not subject to another’s authority. He is his own authority. 
However, while the audience of the Rimāḥ would have likely been limited to intellectuals, or a 
literate elite who read Arabic, The Story of the Shaykh had the ability to reach a much larger 
Pulaar-literate audience through its written form, and to an even wider Pulaar-speaking audience 
through performance. In this way, we can say that The Story of the Shaykh translates the Rimāḥ 
                                                
9 Ibid., 306. 
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in two ways. The first, of course, is linguistic, while the second is a translation of form. Where 
the Rimāḥ is densely intertextual, and in scholastic style carries its evidence with it by reference 
to the Qurʾān, Sunna, and scholarly consensus, The Story of the Shaykh uses marvels delivered in 
verse to demonstrate ʿUmar’s mastery of the exoteric and esoteric sciences. Just a few texts are 
casually referenced by name in The Story of the Shaykh, while others are referred to only to 
demonstrate ʿUmar’s bookishness as opposed to being used to make any specific argument “of 
the book.” The two audiences and modes of representing ʿUmar provided by the Rimāh and The 
Story of the Shaykh coincide and complement each other, and both are important in constituting 
parts of the space of signification of the Umarian tradition. However, it was the vernacular text, 
The Story of the Shaykh, that likely played the important role of representing ʿUmar to popular 
audiences.   
 
Counter-Representations of Umar  
 In addition to the representations of ʿUmar that were internal to the Umarian community, 
the Umarian tradition has also been defined by representations of him by his opponents. These 
opponents included the region’s established elite, to which ʿUmar had been an outsider, and the 
French, who were fundamentally aligned with the interests of the region’s elite. The alignment of 
the French with the quietest Muslim elite oriented to trade was encouraged by the French 
experience of Islamic militancy in the resistance led by ʿAbd al-Qādir in the colonization of 
Algeria. As for the non-Muslim regional elites, their reliance on traditional authority as opposed 
to Islamic authority made them a target of Umarian politics.10 For the Muslim regional elite, 
                                                
10 Robinson, Holy War of Umar Tal, 42–4. 
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ʿUmar challenged the theological-political status quo that had defined their place in regional 
dynamics. Ultimately, the interests of the region’s Muslim and non-Muslim elite converged with 
colonial French interests. As a result, their contemporaneous representations of ʿUmar in their 
own texts complemented each other, and served to undermine the legitimacy of ʿUmar’s claims 
to authority. These negative representations of ʿUmar, too, define the ambivalence of the 
Umarian tradition as a space of signification.  
 In order to understand the representations of and arguments against Ḥājj ʿUmar by his 
opponents, it is essential to make a few points about the political economy and social formation 
of the Umarian moment, the elements of which have remained a point of reference for 
subsequent discursive projects. In locating the creation of the Umarian tradition in the conflicts 
of the mid-19th-century Western Sahel, I argue that the Islamic arguments made by the alliance 
between regional elites and colonial French interests contradicted the desires of the mass-based 
messianic movement led by ʿUmar. This has been persistent in the terms with which authority 
and community have been defined in the greater Senegambia. As mentioned in the last chapter, 
for centuries prior to the emergence of the modern Atlantic world in the seventeenth century, 
Muslims in West Africa resembled members of a caste group as much as they did a community 
of worshipers. They carved out space for themselves alongside traditional sovereigns, offering 
them knowledge and services in administration, trade, education, and religion.11 But after Shurr 
Bubba (1673), a conflict that pitted Zwaya lineages of religious specialists against Hassani 
warrior lineages in what is now Mauritania, and the founding of Bundu by Muslim scholars 
further to the south in the upper Senegal River valley thereafter (1698), the prospect of 
                                                
11 For an example of how this worked out in a different sub-region see Nehemia Levtzion, Muslims and Chiefs in 
West Africa: A Study of Islam in the Middle Volta Basin in the Pre-Colonial Period (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1968). For general patterns, see Loimeier, Muslim Societies in Africa, 77–107. 
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independent Muslim communities became increasingly real.12 In contrast to the earlier model in 
which Islam, understood as one form of life among others, existed apart from power either near 
or far, the new political formations that emerged in the eighteenth and nineteenth century took 
Islam as the normative source of knowledge and practice. In other words, where Muslim scholars 
once had a prescribed place in society, the so-called of Age of Jihād (c. 1700–1900) put on the 
table the possibility for Muslim scholars to take the central positions of power for themselves. 
These two understandings of Islam co-existed in the Umarian moment, and pulled on both a 
specifically regional history of Islam as well as the canonical basis of Islamic thought.  
 By the eighteenth century, a new formation had emerged that would become an important 
part of West Africa’s political, social, and economic dynamics. The Kunta family led by Sīdī al-
Mukhtār, based in and around Timbuktu, integrated a vast network of spiritual relationships 
based in the centuries-old Qādiriyya ṭarīqa, a productive trade in tobacco, slaves, and many other 
goods, as well as intellectual production, to become a veritable power in the region with a wide-
ranging presence.13 It is important to note that until this time, to be a Muslim scholar likely 
meant to engage in some form of ritual—what we would identify with Sufi practice. That 
practice, whether individual or collective, would likely have been transmitted through a Qādiri 
chain of transmission. What was new at the end of the eighteenth century was that ṭarīqa became 
an institution that subsumed other social relations. Growing out of a geography in which 
decentralized authority was a rule, ṭarīqa itself was not necessarily a political formation, but it 
                                                
12 Curtin, “Jihad in West Africa”; Gomez, Pragmatism in the Age of Jihad. 
13 See Mohamed Labib Nouhi, “Religion and Society in a Saharan Tribal Setting: Authority and Power in the Zwâya 
Religious Culture” (PhD diss., University of Alberta, 2009), 73–105, 134–49; Brenner, Louis, “Concepts of Tariqa 
in West Africa: the case of the Qadiriyya,” in Charisma and Brotherhood in African Islam, ed. Donal B. Cruise 
O’Brien and Christian Coulon (Oxford: Clarendon, 1988), 33–52; Aziz A. Batran, “Sīdī Al-Muk̳h̳tār Al-Kuntī and 
the Recrudescence of Islam in the Western Sahara and the Middle Niger, C. 1750–1811” (PhD diss., University of 
Birmingham, 1971). On the economic bases of Kunta authority see E. Ann McDougall, “The Economics of Islam in 
Western Sahara: the Rise of the Kunta Clan,” in Rural and Urban Islam in West Africa, ed. Nehemia Levtzion and 
Humphrey J. Fisher (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1987), 39–54. 
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nevertheless compensated for the absence of sovereigns where they did not exist, and it 
complemented the work of rulers where they did. To be a Qādiri came to mean that one had a 
certain cosmology that put initiates in a spiritual–social hierarchy with other initiates, 
participating in a political economy of trade, knowledge production, and ritual services, and 
ascribing to a set of attitudes and practices that both signaled membership and conditioned one’s 
experience in the temporal world. In many ways, the Qādiriyya, specifically that branch led by 
the Kunta, balanced the two positions current in the region on the relationship of the Muslim 
scholar to the sovereign: pious distance from power and Islamic rule. They maintained a non-
political identity at their highest echelons, but achieved their goals and fulfilled their commercial 
interests through strategically placed agents in the courts of the region’s rulers. The alignment of 
commercial interests, political order and spiritual organization subsequently became a standard 
in much of the greater Sahel and Sahara.14  
 After its founding in the Saharan desert at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the 
upstart Tijāniyya threatened the Qādiriyya and the broader status quo with their conflicting 
theology, competing material interests, and adoption of similar organizational forms. The major 
Tijāni claim was that its founder Aḥmad al-Tijāni (d. 1815), as the seal of saints, received cosmic 
emanations that kept the universe in motion directly from the Prophet Muḥammad. All other 
saints, no matter their temporal location, also received their emanations from al-Tijāni. 
Adherents of the Tijāniyya based this claim on a radical conception of knowledge in which 
knowledge could be acquired without learning, through vision. In contrast, the Qādiri claim to 
authority was based on a conservative conception of knowledge that required unbroken 
transmission. At stake in asserting ideological dominance of the region was control over the 
                                                
14 See the similar case of Shaykh Siddiya in Stewart, Islam and Social Order in Mauritania. 
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integration of trans-Saharan and intra-regional trade in acacia gum, gold, salt, kola, and slaves. 
These contests began to play out throughout the region over the course of ʿUmar’s life, but came 
to a fever pitch after his conquest of Māsina in 1862, when a Kunta-led coalition, which largely 
defined itself through its Qādiri affiliations, revolted. This particular conflict established the 
terms of a specifically Tijāni-Qādiri polemic that has raged ever since. The third chapter of 
Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm cites at length Yūrkuy Ṭalfi’s Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy, which has set the 
terms of this polemic.15 
 Aḥmad al-Bakkāy, the grandson of Sīdī al-Mukhtār al-Kuntī, led the most historically 
important opposition to ʿUmar, first in polemic and then in battle.16 In a number of epistolary 
exchanges with and about the Umarians that have since circulated thorough the larger region, al-
Bakkāy and his followers tried to undermine Umarian legitimacy, which was based on the claim 
of proximity to Muḥammad and superior knowledge.17 Since at least 1846, when Aḥmad III 
requested that the Timbuktu-based leader of the Qādiriyya pledge fidelity to him, al-Bakkāy took 
umbrage to the idea of a Black Fulani claiming to have greater knowledge and authority than 
himself. He continued that attitude in the letters that he subsequently wrote to ʿUmar, adding to 
them a presumption of moral superiority because of the position he had taken since against jihād 
in earlier correspondences with Muhammad Bello. “Jihad leads to kingship, and kingship to 
oppression, and our state as it is now is better for us than jihad, and safe from the error to which 
it leads.”18 Eventually, after realizing ʿUmar would not accept another’s authority over his own, 
al-Bakkāy began to build a coalition throughout the Niger delta against the man who he called 
                                                
15 See my treatment of this in Chapter Four of this dissertation. 
16 Robinson, Holy War of Umar Tal, 301–13; for a brief biographical profile and bibliography of his works see 
Hunwick, Arabic Literature of Africa, Vol. 4, 118–34. 
17 Robinson has discussed this material in relation to the later phases of the Umarian Jihad: see Robinson, Holy War 
of Umar Tal, 303–6. 
18 Robinson’s translation. Bakkay’s first letter to Umar, BNP, MO, FA, 5259 fo. 67 cited in Robinson, Holy War of 
Umar Tal, 305. 
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“the imposter who does evil and against whom God has ordained Jihad.”19 Of course, such 
armed opposition did not simply emerge as a result of intellectual differences on the nature of 
Islam or of knowledge; rather, they emerged as a result of the region’s contradictory social 
formations, of which the intellectual cleavages between ʿUmar and al-Bakkāy were one 
articulation. Al-Bakkāy worked on behalf of the interests of the region’s elite and the material 
basis of their power. ʿUmar’s implementation of the radical Tijāni position sought to overturn the 
region’s social order and reorganize it according to the attainment of exoteric and esoteric 
knowledge, and proximity to Muḥammad as theorized by the Tijāniyya. In rejecting ʿUmar’s 
claim to superior knowledge and proximity to Muḥammad on the grounds that he was an 
imposter, al-Bakkāy contributed to the anti-Umarian representation that would become 
foundational for early colonial policy.  
 From the outset of the French colonial strategy to establish its hegemony in what became 
French West Africa, several prominent Muslim notables decided that their interests coincided 
with those of French merchants. One figure in particular stands out as a pioneer for the colony’s 
Arabic-language and scholarly apparatuses, as well as Islamic legal institutions that, in effect, 
sought to make France a Muslim power during the late 1840s.20 This figure, Bou el-Mogdad 
Seck (1826-1880), born to an influential Saint-Louisian trading family from a lineage of 
religious specialists, worked as the chief interpreter, translator, guide, and mediator for the 
colony.21 Already a key player in the civic life of the Muslim community in Saint-Louis by 1848, 
Bou el-Mogdad was an attractive personality for the French to achieve an alliance with a native 
Muslim elite. By 1853, he became a salaried employee of the colonial administration as chief 
                                                
19 “al-dajjak al-mufassid aladhi awjaba Allahu jihadihi”; see ibid., 305. 
20 David Robinson, “France as a Muslim power in West Africa,” Africa Today 46, no. 3 (1999): 105–27; Harrison, 
France and Islam in West Africa. 
21 M’Bayo, Muslim Interpreters in Colonial Senegal, 39–46. 
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interpreter under Gouvernor Auguste-Léopold Protet. Recognizing the opportunity to more 
firmly establish his standing, Bou el-Mogdad persuaded the following governor Louis Faidherbe 
to sponsor his pilgrimage to Mecca, arguing that France needed its own ḥājji to compete with 
ʿUmar in his ability to attract followers: 
You know, M. Le Directeur, how important it is in this country for any man who wishes 
to do either good or evil to possess authority; this authority is achieved by enjoying 
superiority over one’s compatriots. Al Hajj is an example of this. He was only an 
unknown inhabitant of Alwar who, having been expelled by his own people, profited 
from the bit of Arabic he knew to undertake the pilgrimage to Mecca; it was this journey 
which allowed him subsequently to play such an important role. During his travels he 
perfected his Arabic, became learned in the Koran, and read a large number of good 
books. Having thus become the most learned of all his compatriots he was able on his 
return to set up as a Master and to interpret the Koran in his own way. If some noted 
marabout raises an objection he always silences him by saying, “You have not seen what 
I have seen; I have visited the cradle of Islam for myself and read books unknown on the 
banks of Senegal.” Sensible people who did not believe in Al-Hajj were overwhelmed by 
the dominant position, which his own merits gave him; they were dragged along by the 
crowd of ignorant people who regarded him as a demi-god.22 
 
Bou el-Mogdad’s argument focused on the rarity of the status of pilgrim—a status which, he 
says, ʿUmar superficially used to dismiss his peers. ʿUmar’s knowledge rests on the basis of a 
reference to the pilgrimage. Interestingly, this representation corresponds to the one that we have 
already seen in ʿUmar’s own texts and the vernacular representations of him by his followers. 
The only difference is that Bou el-Mogdad ascribes to ʿUmar a lowly origin, whereas internal 
narratives emphasize ʿUmar’s pious parentage. Bou el-Mogdad also tries to undermine the idea 
that ʿUmar speaks on behalf of Islam. He points to the fact that his interpretations were unique 
and clashed with the “sensible people” of the region. Such an argument must have been 
convincing, as the French decided to sponsor Bou el-Mogdad’s ḥajj, setting a new precedent for 
                                                
22 Cited in John D. Hargraves, ed., France and West Africa: An Anthology of Historical Documents (London: 
MacMillan, 1969), 148–50. 
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the administration of the pilgrimage, and publishing a profile of him in an imperial publication.23 
In Bou el-Mogdad, the French cultivated their own ḥājji to compete with ʿUmar, while Bou el-
Mogdad used his position and status to influence the affairs of state.  
 Given the official status of the Arabic language from 1846, when the Bureau of External 
Affairs was established to manage the colony’s diplomacy with various African sovereigns, until 
1911, when the colonial governor William Ponty ended the use of Arabic as an administrative 
language for the colony, it is of little surprise that Arabic was used as a colonial language. In the 
case of ʿUmar, the colony disseminated Arabic-language propaganda which sought to discredit 
him. One example of this propaganda is the dissemination of poetry attacking the intentions of 
ʿUmar’s pilgrimage. Writing in the colonial journal of record, Le Moniteur, Governor Faidherbe 
included two rhymed Arabic couplets that he said were circulating through Khasso during the 
1857 campaign in which the French were chasing ʿUmar out of the area. They read: “Al-Ḥājj did 
the ḥajj in order to obtain rank, women, and money // And he changed the Sunna after Aḥmad 
[Muhammad], saying ‘I did it as a mujāhid.’”24 These lines show that even ʿUmar’s critics had to 
contend with the basic claims that ʿUmar made. They could not contest ʿUmar’s status as a ḥājji 
outright, but they could call his motivations into question. Being an outsider to the region’s elite, 
ʿUmar had to leave in order to obtain rank, money, and women—which it must be added was a 
major form of wealth at the time. To make the attack on ʿUmar’s ambition worse, the poet 
clarifies that what ʿUmar gained was not the product of following the normative model of the 
Prophet (al-Sunna) as ʿUmar often claimed, but the product of of militancy. It is unclear who 
authored these specific lines—perhaps someone in the corps of interpreters, or a Muslim notable 
                                                
23 Edouard Charton, Le tour du monde: nouveau journal de voyage, vol. 3 (Paris: Hachette, 1861). 
24 “Al-Hājju qad ḥajja likay yanālān // martabataan wa niswataan  -- wa mālān wa badala al-sunnata baʿad Aḥmadān  
// wa qāla qad faʿeltuhu muhāhidān” Gerresch, “Jugements du Moniteur de Sénégal,” 582. 
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whose interests were challenged by ʿUmar. Either way, these lines of poetry concisely capture 
the common criticism against ʿUmar that we eventually encounter in the wider space of 
signification of the Umarian tradition: ʿUmar overstepped his place, was motivated by worldly 
gain, and instead of following the Sunna of Muḥammad, he replaced it with his own.  
 This critical interpretation of the Umarian project during his life was further expressed in 
an Arabic-language letter that was spread as part of the colonial propaganda campaign. Although 
Governor Faidherbe admits that such letters had scarcely worked previosuly, the levels of 
devastation and neglect in the wake of Umarian campaigns in the middle and upper Senegal 
valley by March 1859 had primed the countryside to entertain an alternative to ʿUmar’s 
entreaties. The letter is entitled “From some of the believing brothers living in the lands of the 
West,” the West referring to the lower Senegal valley and in particular to Saint-Louis. Similar to 
the language used by Aḥmad al-Bakkāy, the letter refers to ʿUmar as a false prophet (al-rajjal al-
muttanaba) and highlights the cost to human life and its toll on social harmony. The primary 
claim of the letter is that ʿUmar’s acts reveal that his only desire was to be a king on earth and to 
have authority over the Blacks and their wealth. Interestingly, this letter calls into question the 
nature of ʿUmar’s knowledge, which, as we have seen, was the bedrock of his claim to authority:  
And his interest was indeed attached to this (i.e. to have authority over the Blacks). And 
he went around with an arrogant and haughty idea for a number of years in the Levant 
and in Egypt doing kinds of base occupations for a livelihood. And in this he learned a 
few things of the sciences of the Christians.25 
 
Similar to the anti-Umarian poetry, the letter accepts as true ʿUmar’s central claim of having 
undertaken the ḥajj and of having obtained special knowledge. However, the letter introduces an 
interpretation that undermines those claims, emphasizing ʿUmar’s low status and wealth as well 
                                                
25 “Wa li-qad taʿlqat himatuhu bi-dhalik wa jāl fī fikra takabirān wa tajbarān muddataan sinnīn ʿadīdataan 
makathahā fī al-shām wa fī miṣr yafaʿalu anwāʿan al-ḥarf al-dunya ṭalabān lil-maʿīsha wa fīhuma taʿalam baʿaḍ 
ashiyyāʾ qalīlān min ʿulūm al-naṣārā.” Cited in ibid., 587. 
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as questioning the nature of ʿUmar’s knowledge. In the Western Sahel, naṣārā, or Christians, 
referred to Europeans. In the letter, “the sciences of the Christians” refers to a knowledge that is 
not founded within the space of Islamic epistemology, that is, it is not based on the authorities of 
the Qurʾān, the Sunna, or scholarly consensus. As a result, the sciences of the Christians have a 
questionable moral character. In the middle of the nineteenth century, in a moment of rapid 
technological change that introduced the steam engine, more advanced weaponry, and new 
building techniques to the Western Sahel, “the sciences of the Christians” signified technical 
knowledge and an overall rationalization of the river-based trade. To suggest that ʿUmar’s 
successes were linked to these sciences, as opposed to esoteric knowledge inspired by God, cast 
him as a disruptive and dangerous force in the region that needed to be isolated. The letter voiced 
preference, instead, for Muslim leadership that adhered to sound and sensible knowledge. The 
letter is a unique interpretation, but it nevertheless belongs to the larger field of anti-Umarian 
perspectives that we find within the Umarian tradition, which began to develop even before 
ʿUmar’s death.   
 
ʿUmar’s death and the elaboration of the Umarian tradition  
 The events surrounding the death of Ḥājj ʿUmar have been subject to a range of 
interpretation, just like his life in general. Ultimately, it was ʿUmar’s absence that necessitated a 
tradition that could respond to the shifting political demands faced by his community of 
descendants and disciples, both within the geographic space his conquest created and in the 
political space of French West Africa into which it would be absorbed. In this last section, I 
describe the three political questions to which the Umarian tradition responded between ʿUmar’s 
death in 1864 and the apogee of colonial rule in the interwar period, when Kamara wrote Ashhā 
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l-ʿulūm in 1935. The first question was who would succeed ʿUmar within the space of Islamic 
governance that he established? Second, what constituted the primary threat to colonial rule once 
that space had been reconfigured? Third, how could a history of opposition to and conflict with 
French colonialism be used to legitimize late colonial order? These questions do not neatly fall 
into periods or phases—they overlap with each other and run parallel. In fact, long after they 
were politically relevant in and of themselves, these questions have persisted and become 
refracted by new questions germane to questions of authority, status, and the Muslim’s 
relationship to modernity. In highlighting these different questions, I emphasize the differing sets 
of stakes that conditioned the elaboration and entrenchment of the Umarian tradition in Senegal 
and French West Africa after ʿUmar’s death, which continue to inform political possibilities 
today.  
 In defining a corpus of Umarian narratives as produced by ‘Umar’s followers, Robinson 
has argued that the Umarian tradition, narrowly understood as the narratives transmitted by 
ʿUmar’s descendants and disciples, took shape in a historical process that lasted from the time 
just before ʿUmar’s death until around 1900.26 I do not contest this argument on historical 
grounds. However, my argument about the Umarian tradition hinges on a broader understanding 
of the Umarian tradition as the entire set of representations of ʿUmar that, I argue, became of 
much broader significance than merely for the Umarian community. The narrative outline may 
have been established by 1900, but the continued elaboration of the tradition through writing and 
performance did not by any means cease. With respect to the durability and inexhaustibility of 
the Umarian tradition, the question posed some forty years ago by Fernand Dumont, one of the 
first French academics to write about ʿUmar as an intellectual, comes to mind: What else can be 
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said about al-Ḥājj ʿUmar?27 The proliferation of the Umarian tradition, which we can only trace 
broadly in this chapter, and the central place ʿUmar holds in the pantheon of national saintly 
figures in Senegal suggest that there is always something to say about him. Indeed, one is 
obliged to speak of him in order to speak of the nation, of modernity, and of Islam.  
 
Defining the Umarian succession 
 In order to show the different political questions to which the Umarian tradition 
responded from the establishment of the colonial state until its apex in the inter-war period, it is 
useful to examine one of the most polished and well-known written versions of the tradition. 
Muhammadu Aliyu Caam’s (d.1911) untitled 1,200-line Pulaar-language poem about the life of 
ʿUmar shows, in its history of composition and in the substance of its content, the various 
transformations and purposes to which the Umarian tradition has been used.28 Caam was born in 
Haayre-Law near the more northerly stretches of the Senegal river, in the environs of Umar’s 
birthplace. He joined ʿUmar as one of his earliest disciples at Jegunko in 1846.29 This was the 
stage of intense study and devotion described in The Story of the Shaykh, quoted above. As the 
Umarian community was drawn into war at Dingiray, Caam became a soldier, participating in 
every major phase of the Umarian jihād and eventually serving ʿUmar’s son Aḥmad al-Kabīr at 
Segu. He wrote the qasīda in metered verse over a period of more than twenty years, hoping to 
have the pleasure of performing it before Aḥmad al-Kabīr. However, Aḥmad’s hijra away from 
the sweep of French forces in the Western Sudan would make that dream an impossibility. After 
the French occupation of Segu in 1890, Caam returned to Haayre for his retirement. The ode was 
                                                
27 Fernand Dumont, L’anti-sultan ou al-Hâjj Omar Tâl de Foûta (Dakar: Nouvelles Éditions Africains, 1974). 
28 Tyam, La vie d'El Hadj Omar (Paris: Institut d'ethnologie, 1935). 
29 This biographical information comes from Gaden’s introduction to the qasīda. 
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eventually circulated among the Umarians and came to represent the canonical tradition of the 
jihād, its succession, and its legacy.  
 Notably, when the ethnologically-minded governor of Mauritania, Henri Gaden, decided 
to publish an internal Umarian account, it was Caam’s poem that he published in 1935.30 Prior to 
its publication, the poem had received notoriety in the Western Sahel. Gaden notes that the 
poem’s success was partially attributed to its form and partially to the way it bridged history and 
poetry. “Some may ask why he did not record this important chronicle in simple Arabic, rather 
than a long poem in Pulaar . . . This is also the form that black scholars of Arabic in the Sahel 
could adopt to reach the illiterate masses. Regional odes written in indigenous languages are 
memorized, sung in a public setting, and sometime modulated . . . In this way, these poems 
become available to all, whereas the Arabic tarikhs and qasīdas are only available to a small 
number of elite scholars.”31 In other words, the form of Caam’s poem ensured that it would be 
heard and understood by all, and some would even memorize it. This wide access to Caam’s 
poem made it so that whoever heard it would have a shared set of references available for claim-
making and debate.  
 Indeed, the poem itself engages in this larger process of claim-making by representing the 
hegemonic view of Aḥmad al-Kabīr’s status as ʿUmar’s full heir. At several points in the text, 
Caam proclaims that Aḥmad al-Kabīr was ʿUmar’s successor. All of these references to Aḥmad 
al-Kabīr use a laudatory language that highlights his disposition for governance. The first such 
moment comes within the first hundred verses of the poem: “As to the first born heir to Shaykh 
al-Mortada [ʿUmar], the Arab [Aḥmad al-Kabīr] obeyed his father in all things. For, he inherited 
                                                
30 For biographical information on Gaden, see Roy Dilley, Nearly Native, Barely Civilized: Henri Gaden’s Journey 
through Colonial French West Africa (1894–1939) (Leiden: Brill, 2014). 
31 Wise, Archive of the Umarian Tijaniiya, 6. 
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from his father his many qualities of infinite goodness. He is a gentle saint of God, who has 
performed endless acts of goodness . . . he remains the gold standard among men.”32 It is unclear 
why Aḥmad is referred throughout the poem as “the Arab.” Gaden, the editor and translator of 
the poem, glosses it as “the noble.”33 Given the history of the racialization of authority in Muslim 
West Africa and the countless origin stories that attribute the beginning of a lineage to a wise 
Arab stranger,34 such a title suggests a naturalized authority that relied on racial identities. As I 
discuss in Chapter Five, the genealogical basis for Umarian claims to Arab lineage is weak, 
although widespread. Furthermore, Aḥmad al-Kabīr’s mother, ʿAisha Diallo, a woman from 
Sokoto, was not known to have an Arab lineage any more than his father. In fact, dissenting 
traditions from another of ʿUmar’s sons, ʿAqību, suggested that ʿUmar’s first born’s mother 
came from a slave lineage. While such a claim follows a trope common in the region, it 
demonstrates the ambiguity of genealogy upon which Caam’s poem and the wider Umarian 
tradition depended on as support for their arguments about who was ʿUmar’s rightful successor.    
 Caam’s poem further affirms Aḥmad al-Kabīr’s status as ʿUmar’s successor by twice 
explicitly narrating ʿUmar’s selection of Aḥmad al-Kabīr. The first episode narrates the 
campaign that culminated in the seizure of Segu, arguably the apex of the jihād. Having been 
spared the worst of the fighting, the twenty-four year-old Aḥmad al-Kabīr had been in Dingiray 
with ʿUmar’s wives and other children. But as the Umarian armies prepared to take Segu, ʿUmar 
sent for his entourage, despite the difficulties of feeding them on the war trail. Sometime 
between Jummada al-Akhīr and Ramaḍan (January 19 and April 3 1860), ʿUmar declared his 
successor to his community while at Madikuya: “At this time, the Shaykh designated the Arab as 
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his replacement. He proclaimed aloud, ‘With God as my witness, I enjoin you to put your faith in 
Him alone. I now bestow upon you all of my powers. I hold nothing back from you.’”35 
Historically, this account matches accounts given in other sources, in particular the account 
known as “the chronicle of succession” by Muhammad ibn Ibrahim the teacher of both Aḥmad 
al-Kabīr and his brother Muhammad Makki.36 Caam likely based his poem on this source, as did 
Kamara, using a similar language in his own account of the scene. Within the text of the poem, 
though, this transferal of authority resembles the exchange between Muhammad al-Ghālī and 
ʿUmar in Medina at the tomb of the Prophet, when ʿUmar received the awrād, dhikr, the method 
of istikhara, and the command to sweep heathen lands clean.37 The resemblance between the two 
scenes effectively establishes the transmission of authority and justifies Aḥmad’s continuation of 
the Umarian project.  
 While the first episode in the poem demonstrates the simple transfer of personalized 
authority from ʿUmar to his eldest son by decree in the presence of the Umarian community, the 
second installation of Aḥmad’s succession is far more elaborate, and is performed in the 
presence of the elite of the recently conquered Māsina. This episode is more complete in its 
pomp and circumstance and in its stipulation of the conditions of Aḥmad’s legitimacy:   
The Shaykh told Muhammad Makki to go and greet the Arab among men, the fair 
one who never committed any injustice.  
When his oldest son arrived, the Shaykh rejoiced and praised God, for the Arab 
among men. The Arab was an intelligent man, who always did what was 
appropriate.  
He feared God and believed in the Messenger. He also obeyed his Shaykh, who 
was indifferent to this world and never committed sin, for he had his sights 
upon the other world. 
He was a careful guardian of this world’s secret teaching as well as a savant, who 
was just in all things. He was also scrupulous, hospitable, and generous. 
                                                
35 Line 784, in Wise, Archive of the Umarian Tijaniiya, 109. 
36 Hanson and Robinson, After the Jihad, 56–65. 
37 Lines 61-70, in Wise, Archive of the Umarian Tijaniiya, 17–19. 
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He was well educated, physically fit, and sound in mind. He was a brave man. 
When his enemies approached, he never grew confused.  
He was courageous and eloquent in big assemblies of men. He drove back the 
enemy and their heathen flags like a herd of cattle. In battle, he was quick and 
never held back.  
The Shaykh consulted the people of the two Fuutas regarding his nominated 
replacement. All agreed that the Arab among men was a gentle and kind man, 
who treated everyone with respect. 
They responded to the Shaykh, “He is a worthy successor to your power. From his 
youngest days until now, he has always understood the limits that you have 
fixed and has never encroached them.” 
The Shaykh said, “Listen! Be my witness. Let it be known that we have made 
Amadu our replacement in all things. We hold nothing back from him.” 
“From Timbuktu to Odedyi, I have turned over everything. To him, all these 
things are now given. He has received them all, and we have refused him 
nothing.” 
When the ceremony was concluded, the shaykh summoned the Masina Fulani. 
After they gathered before him, he informed them that the Arab who never 
committed injustice had been ordained as his successor.  
The Shaykh counted out 200 thoroughbred horses and made a gift of them to 
Ahmadu, his well raised son, who never spoke when he had nothing to say. 
Then he sent his eldest son to Sikoro. The great and unique one whose mother 
was the Sokna Satura had made his decision. The deed was irrevocable.  
The Shaykh was master from Timbuktu to our Fuuta, He had made these lands 
safe for everyone. When a woman put on her pagne and went out for a walk, 
no harm would ever come to her.38 
 
This lengthy citation has been necessary to show three things. First, Aḥmad was recognized as 
ʿUmar’s successor by the Muḥammad al-Makki, who presumably had the next most reasonable 
claim of succession. Second, it shows that ʿUmarian leadership was not based on the whims of 
arbitrary and personalized sovereignty but on the consultation of the governed, consensual 
decision-making, and the protection of honor. Finally, it outlines what exactly Aḥmad al-Kabīr 
was inheriting: the space from Timbuktu to Odeydi (in the middle Senegal River Valley), hidden 
and manifest knowledge, and the strength and ability to govern. The thoroughness of the 
representation of Aḥmad al-Kabīr’s status as ʿUmar’s successor, the elaboration of the basis of 
his legitimacy, and the laudatory language that Caam lavishes on Aḥmad al-Kabīr, cohere with 
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the hegemonic perspective of Aḥmad al-Kabīr’s court at Segu. This correspondence with the 
hegemonic position on succession also likely accounts for the qasīda’s prominence within the 
Umarian tradition. 
 Although historical documents and the most widely circulated traditions alike make clear 
that ʿUmar was unambiguous about his choice of successor, other traditions offer dissenting 
interpretations. In particular, the personalities around the Umarians of Bandiagara have sought to 
pluralize succession so that the Umarian legacy would be diffuse, not concentrated on a single 
person. We see this position most clearly in ʿAbdullah ʿAli’s Dhikr Ibtidā Jihād Shaykhuna, an 
account of the jihād that favors ʿUmar’s nephew Aḥmad Tijāni.39 Unlike many of the other 
chronicles, which are concerned with narrating the marvels and characteristics that constitute 
ʿUmar’s sainthood, ʿAbdullah ʿAli’s text is a military history written by a trusted officer. The 
result is an account that makes clear ʿUmar’s identity as a man of war who conquered in the 
name of God. Completely excising ʿUmar’s early life and pilgrimage, the narrative of Ibtidā 
Jihād Shaykhuna starts in the ribāṭ, a fortified religious center of Dingiray. Starting the narrative 
there, as opposed to in Jegunko, for example, demonstrates the importance of Dingiray in the 
formation of a group identity for the Umarian inner circle. If Jegunko was a center of learning, as 
other versions reflect, Dingiray is where study was combined with martial discipline—in 
preparation for the jihād—forming the essential Umarian esprit de corps. The focus on ʿUmar’s 
martial qualities in Ibtidā Jihād Shaykhuna is itself a departure from the hegemonic iterations of 
the Umarian tradition, just as is the text’s position on who was ʿUmar’s successor.  
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 ʿAbdullah ʿAli’s account of the jihād unequivocally names ʿUmar’s nephew Aḥmad Tijāni, 
the son of ʿUmar’s older brother, as ʿUmar’s successor. After the revolt of Māsina, the coalition 
led by the leader of the Timbuktu-based Kunta, Aḥmad al-Bakkāy, pursued ʿUmar to his death in 
the caves at Deguembere in the Bandiagara cliffs. Following this, the Umarian forces were 
scattered and lacked the direction offered by the Shaykh. For at least a decade, Aḥmad al-Kabīr 
hid the fact of ʿUmar’s death because his youth, his inexperience in war, and his lack of Islamic 
learning compared to that of his father diminished the substance and force of his authority.40 
Moreover, the immediate task of suppressing a rebellion was likely a task for ʿUmar’s more 
experienced generals. The memory of this complex situation is translated textually in ʿAbdullah 
ʿAli’s chronicle as being part and parcel of ʿUmar’s insight into future events. Near the end of 
the chronicle, when anti-Umarian forces have besieged and famished the court and at Segu, the 
text reads:  
In the midst of the general anguish, Shaykh Umar called a meeting with the chiefs of his 
contingents to decide what measures they should take. Then, on the night of Thursday to 
the morning of Friday, the 11th of Shaban, he assigned a mission to the most brilliant man 
of his time. The man was as distinct from all other men as gold is distinct from carbon or 
other inferior substances: His name was Shaykh Ahmadu Tijani (God increase his power 
and give him assistance on all occasions!)41 
 
In the final pages of the chronicle, ‘Umar’s nephew Ahmad Tijāni emerges distinguished from 
the rest, and is entrusted with the mission that would come to establish the post-Umarian order in 
Bandiagara. What is interesting here is that Aḥmad Tijāni is discussed in the same manner that 
Aḥmad al-Kabir is discussed in Caam’s poem. They are both compared to gold as distinguished 
from other elements. The imagery of a valuable metal among ordinary matter communicates the 
exceptional and elite nature of the successor. That both works use this image is likely 
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coincidental. ʿAbdullah ʿAli seems to have composed his work in the 1880s, before the Caam 
poem began to circulate, and Ibtidā Jihād Shaykhuna probably did not circulate far beyond 
Tijāni’s sphere of influence in the Eastern stretches of the Umarian domain, outside of which it 
would have been subject to an audience’s correction.  
 Beyond poetic imagery, the representation of Tijāni as ʿUmar’s successor in Ibtidā Jihād 
Shaykhuna relies upon an esoteric explanation that establishes the origins of a durable and 
localized post-Umarian political order in Bandiagara. In the text, Tijāni successfully executes the 
mission for which ʿUmar dispatched him, thereby setting in motion the re-establishment of 
Umarian dominance over Māsina and implicitly achieving revenge for ʿUmar’s death: 
Shaykh Ahmadou Tijani departed with three companions. All four of them left on 
horseback. He was instructed to go to nearby mountains that were in habited by the 
Fulani and the Blacks in order to raise more troops. He invited the local chiefs to unite 
under his command and to abstain from taking any initiative of their own. This 
recommendation had come to him from Shaykh Umar himself and was dictated by his 
prescience in all things, for the shaykh knew for certain that Shaykh Tijani was to 
become the successor that God designated for him. Shaykh Tijani accomplished his 
mission.42 
  
This account of Tijani’s recruitment of the pastoralist Fulbe and the Dogon of Bandiagara 
corresponds to other historical records that demonstrate the existence of an Umarian alliance of 
groups that had been subject to Māsina’s elite. With the help of that alliance, Ahmad Tijāni re-
conquered Māsina and made a capital in Bandiagara that claimed independence from Aḥmad al-
Kabīr and the court based at Segu. His power stemmed from success in combat, control of the 
area in which ʿUmar died, and possession of the relics the shaykh left behind.43 Aḥmad Tijāni 
even named himself the “Commander of the Faithful.” Writing as an adviser and lieutenant of 
Aḥmad Tijāni, ʿAbdullah ʿAli textualizes this historical situation in Ibtidā Jihād Shaykhuna, a 
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situation that continued ʿUmar’s jihād but forged a new social composition that did not rely on 
the Senegambians, as the other Umarian leaders did. If the chronicle narrates the beginning of 
ʿUmar’s jihād as the title says, then the placing of Aḥmad Tijāni’s mission at the very end of the 
narrative suggests that Aḥmad Tijāni is the jihād’s conclusion.44 It must be said, however, that 
ʿAbdullah ʿAli links that historical development to the esoteric knowledge that allowed ʿUmar to 
divine future events. In this chronicle, Tijāni’s successful re-conquest of Māsina is foretold and 
justified by ʿUmar. While ʿAli is unambiguous in Ibtidā Jihād Shaykhuna about Tijāni’s status as 
ʿUmar’s divinely designated successor, he relies on commentary that highlights implicit and 
hidden connections between the two.  
 Although the long qasīda by Muhammadu Aliyu Caam and the chronicle Dhikr Ibtidā 
Jihād Shaykhuna byʿAbdullah ʿAli resemble each other in many ways, they make two radically 
different claims about who was to succeed Ḥājj ʿUmar. The immediate stakes in these different 
claims were tied to the question of who would lead and enjoy the support of the Umarian 
community. However, the implicit debate between the two views expressed reveals the more 
fundamental and long-lasting political questions of the region: what was the basis of the 
legitimacy of authority, and by what means would it be transferred? Aḥmad al-Kabīr, having 
been ritually invested with authority twice, and being ʿUmar’s first son, had the apparent claim 
to succession. This claim follows what one might expect from purely genealogical reckonings of 
traditional filiation. On a strictly genealogical basis within an Islamic paradigm of inheritance, 
Aḥmad Tijāni could not compete. Yet, Tijāni’s martial triumphs and political successes are 
proofs of “election” that nevertheless have to be explained. It is here that an esoteric logic 
appears to be effective. Aḥmad Tijāni’s position of power reveals what would otherwise be 
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unseen—the fact that ʿUmar must have divined that Aḥmad Tijāni would be his successor. 
Narrating these otherwise implicit or hidden connections after the fact allows ʿAbdullah ʿAli to 
justify and make sense of a subsequent reality that is in conflict with the premises of the 
hegemonic positions of the Umarians at Segu. These two narratives indeed resemble each other 
enough in substance to belong to the same space of signification, even though they differ in form 
and narrative strategy. But it is their differences in the argument about who would be ʿUmar’s 
successor, and their interpretation of events, that constitute the space of the Umarian tradition.  
 
Islamic peril and the Umarians 
 The second question to which the Umarian tradition has responded is what, or who, 
constituted the most dangerous threat to the expansion of the colonial space and the conduct of 
colonial rule? In the middle of the nineteenth century, Governor Louis Faidherbe, backed by 
French commercial interests such as the Maurel and Prom trading company, instituted a riverine 
gunboat policy to develop so-called free trade up and down the Senegal River Valley. From this 
period until well after the conquest of the Western Sudan in the early 1890s, the answer to the 
question of who threatened colonial rule could readily be found in the figure of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl.45 
When speaking of colonial representations of Ḥājj Umar and the Umarians or the Umarian 
Tijāniyya, I would argue that it is appropriate to speak of a tradition. Here, I use tradition in the 
sense of a way of thinking, speaking, and doing that founds its basis and legitimacy upon having 
been passed down from previous sources. Accordingly, there is no irony in the phrase “colonial 
tradition,” despite the fact that colonialism is often thought to have brought modernity to Africa 
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and to be a mode of thought and action that is based on reason as opposed to tradition. Indeed, 
“tradition” typifies the way colonial authorities represented the Umarians. Those representations 
provided the analytical framework through which administrators made sense of a chaotic world. 
The tradition held for decades, despite being repeatedly contradicted by evidence, and interacted 
as well as complemented other versions of the Umarian tradition.   
 The representations of ʿUmar that came to define the colonial tradition were conditioned 
by established beliefs about Muslim fanaticism and Islam’s enmity with Christian Europe. These 
views were already available, but became activated and made useful by the conflict over control 
of the Upper Senegal River valley. Having already conquered Tamba, ʿUmar’s forces set their 
sights on the strategic areas of Bundu, Bambuk, Gadiaga, Gidimakha, and Khasso, as precursors 
to taking Kaarta, which had been the dominant power in the sub-region.46 Competing for the 
dominance of trade in these areas, the French aggressively asserted a new military presence to 
accompany their established mercantile interest in the same area. The competition between the 
expanding colonial space and the Umarian space resulted in the battle of Médine. Paul Holle, a 
mixed-race Saint-Louisian who had long worked for French interests in the Upper Senegal, led a 
small contingent that held off a large Umarian force for several months until French 
reinforcements came. Following the Umarian attempt to siege Médine in the Upper Senegal, 
propaganda campaigns were first used to garner more resources from Metropolitan France and 
more authorization for expansion. The representations of Umar as a fanatic without regard for 
human life, who fought in the name of Islam, and who was an obstacle to the expansion of the 
colonial domain from the period leading up to and following this experience, later defined 
colonial “common sense” about the Umarians and the Tijāniyya.  
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 Appearing in a work intended to encourage interest and investment in the budding colony 
in Senegal, the first text to offer what would become the colonial view of ʿUmar shares the broad 
contours of the Umarian tradition but makes a number of key additions and interpretations that 
would preoccupy the colonial tradition.47 Frédéric Carrère and Paul Holle outline the career of 
“al aguy Oumar”: his birth in Halwar, his youthful devotion to God, his miraculous 
accomplishments, his noted intelligence and his pilgrimage to and return from Mecca. They 
place a particular emphasis on his accumulation of wealth and followers through esoteric 
practices, especially miracle-working and talisman-writing. They also add that he was supported 
financially on his ḥajj by the Muslims of Saint-Louis. In contrast to many of the traditions 
circulating among the Umarians, Carrère and Holle insist that from at least 1846, when ʿUmar 
made a tour of his native country, he had set his sights on ruling Fuuta Tooro, which by the time 
of writing had already become dominated by the French. Citing the letter we have already seen 
above in which ʿUmar declares his love for the French, but attributing it to a conversation 
witnessed by Holle, the authors italicize the part of the reported speech that states: “when a 
Christian has paid the custom.” They then comment, “one already sees clearly, at that time, that, 
under the mask of religious proselytization, he had wanted to create a grand empire in 
Senegambia.”48 At stake in the contest over dominating the space of the Upper Senegal River is 
the expansion of the space of free trade. The threat of a trade barrier enforced on the basis of 
religion went afoul of colonial philosophy more generally. Their opposition to ʿUmar, then, was 
not so much about religion, per se. What troubled them was that the religious language by the 
man they alternatively call the prophet and the impostor covered up backward, anti-economic, 
and disingenuous ideas of political order. They then include ʿUmar’s famous letter to the 
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Muslims of Saint-Louis, in which he lists his grievances against the French and calls for the 
inhabitants of Saint-Louis to join his cause.49 Proclaiming their position on the antagonism with 
ʿUmar, they conclude: “Once he is the master from Cayor to Kaarta, he will close the river to us 
in one word: he is therefore an enemy to destroy.” These representations of ʿUmar as the enemy 
on religious and economic grounds follow well-worn clichés associated with the longue durée of 
Orientalist discourse. From false religion to economic unproductivity, the perceived irrationality 
of the Umarian movement represented a threat to the budding colonial order and its modernity.  
 Some three decades after the battle of Médine, the former governor Louis Faidherbe also 
made his own iteration of the colonial tradition of Umar.50 At this time, France’s colonial project 
had come to its fullest elaboration as a civilizing mission in the midst of the uncivilized scramble 
of European states to conquer African territories. Having since become a national war hero and a 
senator, Faidherbe published a book about his time in Senegal to a wide Metropolitan audience. 
In the book, Faidherbe starts the section that deals with ʿUmar by framing the conflict as a 
challenge to the the civilizing process and as an obstacle to the movement of progress. “An 
immense effort was made by the cheikh el hadj Omar, Senegalese marabout, with all the 
fanaticized forces of Islam, in the Western Sudan, for destroying the still idolatrous Black states 
and throwing the Europeans of the coast into the ocean.”51 After recapitulating the account as 
described by Carrère and Holle, Faidherbe emphasizes a few crucial elements in order to 
elaborate the colonial version of the Umarian tradition. First, ʿUmar was an instantiation of the 
historical movement of messianic reform in a region that had seen the establishment several 
Islamic political formations by these movements. Second, ʿUmar’s message, and the rites of the 
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Tijāniyya, came from influences that were fundamentally external to the region. Third, the fake 
prophet came from a race of “Toucouleurs” who were liars and thieves by their nature, because 
they had been “vitiated by Islamism.”52 The subsequent version represents episodes in the life of 
a disingenuous charlatan who promises booty and miraculous events, but who only delivers 
indiscriminate death. As a result of the conflict, the frontiers of Senegal are set, diplomatic 
relations with the Umarians are established, and free trade is promised. Nevertheless, Faidherbe 
leaves no doubt that the Umarians, by their racial and religious constitution, are enemies of 
French colonialism.  
 As discussed in my introduction, the paranoia of an Islamic peril in general, and of the 
Umarians in particular, dominated colonial understanding of regional politics. This was 
particularly true after hostilities with the Umarians were rekindled by the French advance into 
the Western Sudan. The French commander Louis Archinard’s conquest of the Umarian territory 
held by Aḥmad al-Kabīr and others reaffirmed the idea that Umarians were enemies of the 
French. Most of the Umarians of the second generation were either killed or forced to take flight, 
recalling ʿUmar’s repeated calls for hijra as an obligation of a good Muslim. Meanwhile, 
regional elites, particularly those associated with the Qādiriyya, capitalized on the colonial fear 
of the Umarians by presenting themselves as the peaceful, commerce-friendly alternative to the 
Umarian-dominated Tijāniyya. They delivered fatwas that encouraged the acceptance of French 
rule and generally cooperated with French command.53 Historian Christopher Harrison argues 
that for decades after the dramatic military expansion of the colony in the 1880s, any public 
disturbance or threat of resistance was thought to be either from an Umarian or, eventually, a 
                                                
52 Ibid. 165. 
53 Robinson, Paths of Accommodation; Alan Verskin, Oppressed in the Land?: Fatwas on Muslims Living Under 
Non-Muslim Rule from the Middle Ages to the Present (Princeton, NJ: Markus Wiener Publishers, 2013), 104–12. 
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Tijāni, plotting against their interests.54 The mildest suggestion of a bad Tijāni link could justify 
a major use of force by the French, thereby allowing influential mediators the ability to use the 
power of the state against their competitors. This suggests that the durability of the Umarian 
tradition and its colonial interpretation of the Umarians as the enemy helped determine the 
political question of what constituted the primary threat to colonial control. 
 
A convergence of the tradition 
 So far in this section, we have seen how the Umarian tradition developed through the 
processes of resolving the political questions of who would be ʿUmar’s successor, for the 
Umarians, and who was the enemy of the colonial state, for the colonists. The third political 
question to which the Umarian tradition has responded builds upon and renews the previous 
questions: What political arrangements could hold together the contradictions of colonial rule, in 
which few were citizens and most were subjects? In order to answer that question, it is useful to 
return to Caam’s poem, which started our discussion of the political utility of the Umarian 
tradition.  
 Given the history of the Umarians that this chapter has explored, and in particular their 
tradition of antagonism with French interests, the publication of Caam’s laudatory poem seems 
unlikely. In 1935, the French were now circulating a long ode, praising a figure who had long 
embodied the threat of Islamic peril.55 What had changed from the turn of the century, when 
William Ponty’s anti-Islamic policies actively distanced Senegal’s administration from a history 
of reliance on Arabic-literate Muslim intermediaries? Had the memory of hijra and jihād lost its 
                                                
54 See Amadou Hampaté Ba’s defense of his teacher Tierno Bokar. Amadou Hampaté Ba, La vie et enseignement de 
Tierno Bokar: le sage de Bandiagara (Paris: Du Seuil, 1957).  
55 On the appearance of the poem and the emergent accommodation of the Umarians and colonial authorities, see 
Robinson, Colonial Politics and Historical Texts. On the French policy of containment against the Islamic peril, see 
Harrison, France and Islam in West Africa. 
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relevance? Indeed, when scholar-administrator Henri Gaden had worked with Maurice Delafosse 
to publish a local account of the region’s past in 1913, there had been minimal reference to Ḥājj 
ʿUmar.56 The conditions that made the publication of La Vie d’el Hajj Omar possible were a 
drastic change from the period before the First World War, when the terms of colonial rule had 
yet to be settled. In contrast, the second half of the 1930s, a period that might be described as the 
peak of colonial rule in French West Africa, saw several different attempts to publish different 
versions of the Umarian tradition.57 The story of the provenance of Caam’s poem offers 
perspective into the conditions that made these publications possible, and the role the Umarian 
tradition played in making those conditions meaningful. 
 As stated above, the colonial administrator Gaden translated and published Muhammadu 
Aliyu Caam’s panegyric poem on the ʿUmar’s life in 1935, twenty-four years after its author’s 
death. Although Gaden had developed a large range of relationships among Muslim scholars of 
the western Sahelian zone, he had not known Caam personally, and had acquired the cherished 
work from other sources. David Robinson has pointed to the active role played by Seydou Nouru 
Tall, ʿUmar’s grandson, who had become a key player in colonial politics, and Amadu Mokhtar 
Sakho, a judge from Boghe who descended from one of ʿUmar’s close disciples, in providing 
different versions of Caam’s ode. Robinson has argued that the publication reflects a 
convergence of interests between the Umarians and the colonialists. The Umarians wanted to 
represent ʿUmar as a hero who had opposed the French, and by extension, also present 
themselves as the rightful protectors of the people—particularly in the Senegal and Niger river 
valleys. The French, on the other hand, simply wanted to instrumentalize that legitimacy for their 
                                                
56 Robinson, Colonial Politics and Historical Texts, 9 fn 27.  
57 In addition to the Caam poem, Mamadou Sissoko translated the ʿAbdullahi ʿAli chronicle discussed above in a 
series of articles in 1936 and 1937. A third, of course, is Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm. 
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administration. It was in this period that the mediating role of saintly lineages in the relationship 
to the state came to define what is a noticeably Senegalese social formation. The publication of 
Caam’s poem and other Umarian narratives in the interwar period is just one indication of a 
larger process of the formation of the Senegalese ideology that naturalized that social formation.  
 
Conclusion 
 In this chapter, I have argued that the claims, representations, and controversies that 
defined the life and legacy of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl have created an ever-expanding space of 
signification best understood as the Umarian tradition. As a tradition, this space is defined 
through difference in argumentation, interpretation, and debate. Furthermore, the ambiguity and 
ambivalence of the histories and memories of ʿUmar have contributed to the tradition’s utility in 
furnishing the substance of Senegalese memory. I have presented this space of signification in 
three movements. First, I explored the vernacular representations of ʿUmar by his followers 
during his life. I argued that these representations translated and popularized ʿUmar’s more 
scholastic texts. Second, I considered two counter-representations and interpretations of ʿUmar 
made by his opponents that called his jihād into question, as well as the historical conditions that 
made their antagonism real. I paid particular attention to the way in which the regional elite sided 
with French trade interests against ʿUmar’s popular messianism. Third, I identified the political 
questions to which the Umarian tradition has responded since ʿUmar’s death. These questions 
were: (1) Who would succeed ʿUmar within the space of Islamic governance that he established;  
(2) What constituted the most dangerous threat to the expansion of colonial space and the 
conduct of colonial rule; and (3) What political arrangements could hold together the 
contradictions of colonial rule, in which few were citizens and most were subjects? Describing 
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this vast textual field has allowed me to contextualize Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm and to underline 
the ambivalences that frame the memory of its subject. In the following three chapters of Part 
Two, I describe the work itself by identifying the problem of the text.
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Chapter 3: Narrating the Contradictions of Sainthood 
 
 
The essence of what is of benefit [in this] is that God indeed sustained the house of Elimān 
Gideh with the paramount sources of sovereignty (asbāb al-siyāda). The most important 
sources of sovereignty number four: knowledge, praxis—the two together make up pietistic 
righteousness (ṣalāḥ)—the third and the forth are dominion and wealth.1 
 




 I argued in Part One that the contradiction between Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl’s expansion of the 
space of Islamic governance and the resulting loss of Muslim life has been the central 
contradiction in the elaboration of the Umarian tradition. Differences in the representation of, 
argument about, and interpretation of this contradiction has created a space of signification in 
which texts pose and respond to political questions in Francophone West Africa by way of the 
region’s past. Some of these questions have centered on the designation of authority, the 
constitution of community, and the defining of the relationship between colonial modernity and 
Islam. Because of the status of the Umarian tradition in regional textual practices, the production 
of texts relating to the life, lineage, and legacy of ʿUmar is inexhaustible. His is a story that is 
told and re-told, and whose meanings multiply with every iteration. Samba Dieng, the scholar of 
Senegalese vernacular literature, has referred to the ambiguity of the memories of ʿUmar as “the 
                                                
1 “Wa ḥāṣala al-fāʾida an bayt Elimān Gideh qad razaqahum Allah min asbāb al-siyāda aʿlāhā. Fa-in aʿlā asbāb al-
siyāda arbaʿa: al-ʿilm wa l-ʿamal, wa majmūʿuhumā huwa l-ṣalāh wa l-thālith wa l-rābiʿ al-mulku wa l-māl.” Muusa 
Kamara, Ashhā l-ʻulūm, 131. 
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double vision or the crossed gaze.”2 It is this ambiguity that makes ʿUmar, in all his attraction 
and repulsion, useful in writing about the complexities of the past and the contradictions of our 
present. When Kamara wrote Ashhā l-ʿulūm wa aṭayab al-khabar fī sīrat al-Ḥājj ʿUmar, he 
engaged this ambiguity productively, like others who engaged the Umarian tradition 
contemporaneously and since in script and in speech. Because of this ambiguity, the larger 
argument of the dissertation is that Arabic texts from West Africa such as Ashhā l-ʿulūm are 
problems; they contain contradictory, paradoxical, and exceptional elements that demand 
questions worth asking.  
 In Part Two, I turn from the making of the Umarian tradition as an anti-historical space of 
signification to Ashhā l-ʿulūm as a unique instance of meaning-making in and against that 
tradition. I argue that the problem of the text is the composition of sainthood in the colonial 
period, that is to say, the making meaningful of saintly authority, its transmission, and the 
relationship between Islam and colonial modernity. In this chapter, I turn to the specific problem 
of those narrative portions of the text. The problem posed by those parts is the narration of the 
Umarian contradiction. I argue that Ashhā l-ʿulūm makes sense of the Umarian contradiction by 
presenting its events as having resulted from the contradictions of sainthood—that is to say, the 
tensions, ambivalences, and unavoidable dilemmas that result from navigating the difficulty of 
resolving the ideality of friendship with God and the materiality of possessing authority on earth. 
In order to make this argument, I read Ashhā l-ʿulūm with its own explicit terms and implicit 
categories, and determine their interrelation. First, I discuss the text’s framing by showing the 
limits of approaching the text simply as biography, and instead follow the lines promised by the 
text’s explicit terms of manāqib, karāmāt, and faḍāʾil. Then, I demonstrate what the text 
                                                
2 Samba Dieng, Sur les Traces d’el-Hadj Omar: regards croisés sur l’homme et l’oeuvre (Dakar: Les Nouvelles 
Éditions Africaines du Sénégal, 2009). 
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suggests are the contradictions of sainthood by showing how the asbāb al-siyāda function as 
implicit categories of narration that form an asymmetrical and antagonistic relation among 
themselves.  
 Before beginning, I should first offer a few notes about the overall composition of the 
text. Ashhā l-ʿulūm features three distinct textual modes. The first is a narrative textual mode. 
The work’s introduction, which narrates ʿUmar’s life from his travels to the lands of the East 
until his return; the first chapter, which narrates “from the first of his jihād and his conquests to 
his killing of the people of Māsina after his killing of their Imām Aḥmad b. Aḥmad”;3 the fifth 
chapter on the life, reign, and death of ʿUmar’s son and successor al-Amīr Aḥmad; and the 
conclusion on the historical narrative that situated ʿUmar’s conquest as an act of revenge are all 
primarily written in the narrative mode. The second textual mode is archival. In Chapters Two 
and Three, the text archives two of the most important documents that were produced during the 
climax of hostilities between Umarian forces and the anti-Umarian coalition, ʿUmar’s Bayān mā 
waqaʿa and Yūrkuy Ṭalfi’s Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy. Both texts appear with little commentary, but 
nevertheless transmit the layered dialogical exchanges in which these saintly figures debated 
their competing claims to friendship with God. The third textual mode is genealogical. Chapter 
four offers ʿUmar’s intellectual and spiritual genealogy by providing biographical profiles of his 
three teachers: the Shaykh ʿAbd al-Karīm al-Fuutajalī, Sīdī Mūlūd Fāl, and the Shaykh 
Muḥammad al-Ghālī, as sourced from a prosopography of the Tijāni order, Rawḍ shamāʾil ahl 
al-Ḥaqīqa fī l-taʿārīf bi-akābir al-ṭarīqa [Garden of the Virtues the People of the Truth in the 
introduction of the Greats of the Order]. The final, hypertrophic sixth chapter offers a genealogy 
in the most literal sense of identifying the lineages of descent to which ʿUmar belonged. It also 
                                                
3 Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulūm, 24. 
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features extended commentary on the genealogical claims of the Umarians to have descended 
from the Prophet Muḥammad, refuting them squarely. These three textual modes of narration, 
argumentation, and genealogy are not discontinuous. They overlap and blend with each other 
considerably. Nevertheless, I have designated each section of the text with a corresponding mode 
based on its dominant characteristics. This designation allows a closer reading of the text. In the 
present chapter, I will address those portions of the Ashhā l-ʿulūm that feature the narrative 
mode. In Chapters Four and Five of this dissertation, I address those portions of the text written 
in the archival and genealogical modes.  
The limits of translation 
 It is tempting to read Ashhā l-ʿulūm through an interpretive grid suggested by a 
translation of its title. Kamara names Ashhā l-ʿulūm the sīra of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl, a term often 
translated as biography and accordingly viewed as a kind of historical writing, a genre with 
which we are familiar.4 Already, we have encountered a permanent problem of translation. From 
Kamara’s language to our language, from his moment to our moment, the categories of 
classification and the organization of knowledge differ. This difference makes our work 
consciously or unconsciously a task of modification and adaptation, a putting into relation of two 
terms that are not identical. Recognizing the inescapability of this fact is not to surrender to the 
futility of the exercise of historical thought, or of reading; rather it is an attempt to recognize 
their limits and to register a difference that will fail to disappear, as well an expression of a 
desire to think generatively with that difference, particularly with regard to the formation of 
concepts. The first act of translation we are faced with in this exercise is one in which we take 
                                                
4 The first person plural and first person plural the possessive here refers to my own positionality as an American 
academic even though, as we know, my social position as an African American forces me to utter that first person 
plural with a great deal of ambivalence. 
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our concern with the past and the ways in which we know it in the form of academic history and 
try to apply it to, or find examples of it that measure up from another tradition and language. 
This task requires more than finding the equivalences of two genres; it demands the 
accommodation and negotiation of different modes of thought and representation. As a result, 
translating sīra as biography, particularly as a mode of historical representation, is a treacherous 
act. Our notions of fact and fiction as well as individual and subjective agency that frame and 
make possible our idea of biography render that translation both incomplete and excessive. For 
that reason, although I gloss key terms of the text, I suspend the urge to translate them and 
instead use their difference as a generative conceptual resource. Nevertheless, sīra, even without 
its translation as biography, is a misleading cue for how to interpret the text.  
 If we allow ourselves the temptation of the text to be read as sīra, even in reference to the 
mode of thought and representation associated with Islamic traditionalism, to which it obviously 
belongs, we only get so far. Within that mode, which has been accepted and used by a diverse 
array of peoples, geographies, and historical situations that span the globe and have lasted for 
some 1,400 years, but itself claims to be universal and timeless, sīra invokes the life of the 
Prophet Muḥammad. The Encyclopedia of Islam identifies it as “a genre of early Islamic 
literature” with the literal meanings “way of going,” “way of acting,” “exemplary conduct,” and 
“way of life.”5 Accordingly, the use of the word sīra to describe the written representation of the 
life of the Prophet is already an extension of a way of thinking about the past, or perhaps a 
moment outside of time, as an exemplary model for living in the present. In fact, early Muslim 
scholars used sīra as a synonym of sunna, the standard practice of the Prophet and his early 
community that eventually became enshrined as the basis of the sharīʿa. As a genre, sīra took 
                                                
5 W. Raven, “Sīra,” in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., ed. P. Bearman et al. (Leiden: Brill, 2012). 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1089 
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some time until it took its definitive form as found in Ibn Hishām’s framing of Ibn Isḥāq’s notes 
on the sīra of Muḥammad.6 Some of its elements include maghāzī, or accounts of Muhammad’s 
military expeditions and conquests, accounts of faḍāʾil and mathālib or accounts of the merits 
and faults of companions and their genealogies, Qurʾānic references, as well as other relevant 
texts associated with the life of the Prophet. That formal standard was then available as a 
resource, as the sīra form would eventually be adopted for more varied uses, ranging from the 
narration of the lives of saints to those of popular heroes.7 This more general use of sīra as a term 
has the connotation of “memorable action” and “record of such action.”8 In that respect, reading 
Ashhā l-ʿulūm within the discursive space of the Islamic tradition, the use of the word sīra in its 
title suggests that, at the least, ʿUmar’s life was worth memorializing and, at the most, that his 
life provided some kind of model for subsequent generations. However, as I showed in the 
previous chapter, these were already givens when Kamara composed Ashhā l-ʿulūm, as the 
Umarian tradition had long inaugurated the memorialization of ʿUmar, and for some, the 
tradition provided a model. How do we go further? How can we interpret the ways in which 
Ashhā l-ʿulūm in particular memorializes ʿUmar?   
 Superficially, Ashhā l-ʿulūm, in its engagement with the Umarian tradition, does indeed 
appeal to the model of the narration of Muḥammad’s life as a resource for narrating the life of 
ʿUmar. His preaching, persecution, and subsequent jihād are narrated in a way that resembles the 
                                                
6 Abū Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Malik Ibn Hishām, al-Sīra al-Nabawiyya, 4 vols., ed. Muṣṭafa al-Saqqā, Ibrāhīm al-
Abyārī and ‘Abd al-Ḥafīz Shalabī (Cairo: Dār al-Ma’rifa, 1355/1937), repr. Beirut: 1391/1971; Ibn Ishaq, The Life 
of Muhammad: A Translation of Ibn Ishaq’s Sirat Rasul Allah, trans. Alfred Guillame (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1994); Harald Motzki, The Biography of Muhammad: The Issue of the Sources (Leiden: Brill, 2000); Michael 
Cook, Muhammad (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983); Omid Safi, Memories of Muhammad: Why the Prophet 
Matters (New York: Harper Collins, 2009). 
7 “Sīra” was notably used to describe oral epics whose circulation is difficult to ascertain but is often thought to 
emerge from the late medieval period. The Sira Beni Hilal and Sira ‘Antar are two notable examples. See P. Heath, 
“Sīra S̲h̲aʿbiyya,” in Bearman et al., Encyclopaedia of Islam. 
8 Raven, “Sīra.” 
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life and trials of Muḥammad, in much the same way as other messianic movements from western 
Africa that make the Umarian tradition part and parcel of the broader Islamic tradition. After 
Yimba, the king of Gimba,9 attacked ʿUmar at Dingirawi, the shaykh prepared his forces for a 
battle that recalled the most important battle in the history of the Islamic community when, 
facing impossible odds, Muḥammad led his followers to victory. “He led them to Tamba and his 
army numbered three hundred and thirteen in accordance with the number of the Prophet and the 
people of Badr.”10 By equating the beginning of ʿUmar’s jihād with the beginning of 
Muḥammad’s, Ashhā l-ʿulūm and the Umarian tradition more broadly draw upon the Prophetic 
model, which is itself the measure of truth within Islamic traditionalism. In terms of theme, 
subject, and narrative models, Ashhā l-ʿulūm does not make any great departures from what 
would be expected from the normative understanding of leadership of the community as 
sanctioned by God and made manifest in the life of Muḥammad. In that way, Ashhā l-ʿulūm 
resembles the sīra form and its associated means of memorialization 
 However, a comparison of the structure and organization, if not the contents, of the 
paradigmatic Prophetic sīra and the so-called sīrat al-ḤājjʿUmar reveals some significant, if not 
signifying, differences. Where the structure of Prophetic sīra follows the chronological 
emplotment of Muḥammad’s life—starting with his lineage, before describing his early life and 
historical context, continuing with the Prophetic call, his subsequent preaching and prosecution, 
and crescendoing with the hijra to Madīna, jihād, and eventual triumph, before ending with his 
death—the structure of this sīra violates the generic expectation of structure by instead following 
a logic that centers the Umarian biography around the conflict with Māsina, for which there was 
                                                
9 Known in the historical record as the king of Tamba. I use Gimba here because it appears in this form in Ashhā l-
ʿulūm. 
10 Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulūm, 37. 
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no imaginable equivalent in the Prophetic tradition. This structure resembles some of the 
iterations of the Umarian tradition discussed in the previous chapter much more than Prophetic 
sīra. Notably, Kamara’s narrative chapters ignore much of ʿUmar’s early life, and he reserves a 
discussion of ʿUmar’s genealogy for a disproportionately long final chapter, which I discuss in 
Chapter Five of this dissertation. Kamara also uses the middle chapters to archive two key 
epistolary exchanges between the Umarians and the pro-Māsina camp. Such a difference in 
structure between Prophetic sīra and the sīra of ʿUmar’s “biography” suggests not so much that 
Kamara did not follow the rules of genre but that the Umarian tradition had developed a space of 
signification that was distinct from the broader Islamic space of meaning-making, even though it 
pulled from, was nourished by, and based its legitimacy upon reference to the tradition of 
Muḥammad. To use an image for illustration, if Islam was a tree rooted in the revelation and life 
of the Messenger, the Umarian tradition was a branch that sprouted with its own specificities in 
its own space, but nevertheless remained a part of the tree. In short, reading Ashhā l-ʿulūm as 
sīra or, worse still, biography dramatically limits our reading of the text.   
 
The explicit terms of the text: Manāqib, karāmāt, faḍāʾil 
 Given the specifics of the Umarian tradition and the inadequacy of sīra, and by extension 
its translation as biography in interpreting that tradition, we should read Ashhā l-ʿulūm through 
the explicit terms and implicit categories of the text and their internal synchronic relations. 
Turning to the text itself, the first lines of the work offers the key terms that will allow a more 
robust reading: 
O God, bless our lord Muḥammad and grant him salvation. Praise God who opened to his 
awliyāʾ the doors of his blessing and benefits and his most excellent of his prayers and 
his acceptance upon the lord of the people of his earth and his heavens, our lord 
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Muḥammad, and upon his family, and his companions, and upon his children, and upon 
his wives. And after: Mūsā bin Aḥmad [Kamara speaking of himself], may God forgive 
his sins of the heart and the body, has chosen to serve (yakhdimu) the Shaykh al-Ḥājj 
ʿUmar (may God be satisfied with him) by mentioning some of his manāqib and karāmāt 
to get him closer to God and hoping to return to him his barakāt and his nafaḥāt.11 
 
With these first lines, the text has entered into a semantic field with a specialist vocabulary. The 
terms awliyāʾ, manāqib, karāmāt, barakāt, and nafaḥāt as well as the description of the authorial 
activity as service to the shaykh, indicate a Sufi milieu of composition and its attendant concerns 
and conventions. This vocabulary features layers of meaning, making translation as much an 
exercise in asymmetrical commentary as the semantic transfer of one word in one language to 
one word in another. Some of these layers of meaning are more or less accessible, while others, 
because of the esoteric character of this field, are reserved exclusively for the initiated. As a 
result, my reading cannot pretend to exhaust the text’s meaning. Nevertheless, the opening 
reference to God’s friends (awliyāʾ) in the invocatory prayer emplots a subsequent discussion 
about friendship with God or, at least, a story about one of God’s friends, thus offering us a set of 
key terms to frame our reading.  
 Opening the text with reference to God’s awliyāʾ foregrounds the contradictory position of 
the saint. Vincent Cornell’s work on the Sufi-spiritual complex of the Maghrib is useful here.12 
He argues that the walī (singular of awliyāʾ) is recognized as such because he or she has both 
walāya, or closeness to God, and wilāya, authority granted by God based on that closeness. 
These twinned concepts reflect both Sufi epistemology and Sufi metaphysics. To reduce things 
considerably, phenomena have both hidden (bāṭin) and manifest (ẓāhir) meanings within Sufi 
                                                
11 “Allahuma ṣala ʿalā sayyidina Muḥammad wa salam. Al-ḥumdulillah aladhī fataḥa li-awliyāʾihi abwāba naʿimihi 
wa ālāʾhi  wa afḍal ṣalawātihi wa taslīmātihi ʿalā sayyid ahl arḍihi wa samāwātihi sayyidina Muḥammad wa ʿalā 
ālihi wa aṣḥābihi wa awlādihi wa zawajātihi. Fā Inna Mūsá bin ʾĀḥmad, ghafur Allah lahu dhanub al-qalb wa aj-
jisid, Ikhtāra ʾān yakhdamu ash-shaykh al-ḥājj ʿumar (raḍī Allah ʿanhu) bidhikri baʿḍ manāqibihi wa karāmātihi 
tuqrabaan ilá Allah taʿālá wa rijāʾ ʿūd barakātihi ilīhi wa nafaḥātihi.” Kamara, Ashhā l-ʻulūm, 23. 
12 Vincent J. Cornell, Realm of the Saint: Power and Authority in Moroccan Sufism (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 2010), xvii–xxi. 
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epistemology. Walāya is a hidden reality that is internal to the saint but also beyond this world, 
whereas wilāya makes itself manifest in the world and is observable. As for metaphysics, the 
walī functions as an intermediary between this world and the next and serves as a channel 
through which blessings and grace, or baraka, flows. These channels are organized in a 
hierarchy, and the categorization of that structure is tracked, recorded, evaluated, and debated in 
a sort of spiritual sociology that has its own methodologies and vocabulary, including words 
such as barzakh, quṭb, and ghawth. Kamara gestures towards this structure of nestled 
intermediaries in the opening, invocatory lines of prayer we have just read. God grants blessings, 
benefits, and the best of what the universe offers to Muḥammad who is the lord of God’s earth 
and His heavens. The significance of Muḥammad’s location between God’s earth and God’s 
heavens is that it makes Muḥammad the paradigmatic intermediary, in the sense that he is the 
central intermediary through which all other intermediaries must attach themselves and the 
model of subsequent mediation, which carries the challenges and reaps the rewards of having 
been chosen by God to occupy such a station. While the prayer is formulaic—it is offered 
whenever the Prophet is mentioned—its reiteration functions to ensure abundant flow from God 
through his intermediary. Following Muḥammad, God’s grace flows from him to his family and 
his companions. However, God has not limited his grace to these groups. God has also “opened 
the doors,” in a more literal-minded translation, to his awliyāʿ, who thereby accede to the role of 
intermediaries. Similar to Muḥammad, then, the walī is charged with the burdens and offered the 
benefits of being in between the temporal realm and the spiritual one. Unlike Muḥammad, 
though, the walī’s occupation of this intermediary position between closeness to God and earth 
produces contradictions in many forms. In the absence of Muḥammad in the temporal world, the 
walī in every time and place is charged with holding these contradictions together.   
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 The opening lines explicitly recognize ʿUmar’s status as a walī and detail the textual 
elements that support that recognition. The fact that Kamara chose to serve the shaykh “by 
mentioning some of his manāqib and karāmāt to get him closer to God” demonstrates that 
ʿUmar, as a recipient of khidma, or service, is in a superior spiritual position in relation to the 
authorial persona of Kamara. ʿUmar thus becomes an intermediary between Kamara and 
Muḥammad, who is the intermediary between God and earth. The implication here is that the 
closer ʿUmar gets to God, the closer Kamara gets. The fact that ʿUmar has the grace of barakāt 
and the fresh breeze of nafaḥāt is because he is a walī. Indeed, just a few lines down, Kamara’s 
shaykh Saʿad Buh confirms that ʿUmar is a “walī without doubt,” after Kamara reports seeing 
ʿUmar in his dreams. Manāqib and karāmāt are both phenomena in the world associated with a 
walī and the laudatory textual genres that narrate those phenomena; they are both the objects of 
hagiographic representation and the narration of those objects. Specifically, manāqib are both 
virtues, exemplary traits of character, and narratives of exemplary acts.13 But virtue and 
exemplary traits of character do not exist outside of their narration and emplotment. The 
narration shows behaviors and dispositions that people should try to emulate. The narratives of 
exemplary behavior establish the piety of a saint and his commitment to right action. A karāma, 
however, is the token of nobility, a marvel that is the proof and manifestation of God’s favor 
because of the walī’s exemplary behavior.14 If we read Ashhā l-ʿulūm with the explicit terms of 
manāqib and karāmāt, we begin to read with the grain of the text’s own logic, which, ultimately, 
in memorializing ʿUmar, outlines the contradictions of sainthood.   
                                                
13 Charles Pellat, “Manāḳib,” in Bearman et al., Encyclopaedia of Islam; Cornell, Realm of the Saint, 41, 42, 63–92. 
14 Modern scholars of Islam have distinguished karāma—including miraculous happenings in the material world, 
predictions of the future, and feats of interpretation—from the prophet’s miracles, which have a much stricter set of 
criteria. The prophet publicly announces his miracles whereas the saints often hold their marvels as some secret gift 
of grace. Gardet, L., “Karāma,” in Bearman et al., Encyclopaedia of Islam. 
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 One example from Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm illustrates the relationship between manāqib 
and karamāt, and suggests their function in the recognition of wilāya. In the Introduction, based 
on unnamed Umarian chronicles, ʿUmar’s pious acts are narrated plainly as manāqib. 
Specifically, his ḥajj and his designation as the chief deputy of the Tijāniyya in the Lands of the 
Blacks are reported as a matter of fact: 
[ʿUmar] went with [his entourage] until he arrived to the land of the Ḥijāz and he 
performed the ḥajj to the sacred house of God. Then when he completed his ḥajj and his 
rites, he advanced to al-Madīna the illuminated for his ziyāra (God bless him and grant 
him salvation). He visited our Prophet (upon him be peace). He completed for himself the 
objective. He stayed there working for his perfect shaykh Muḥammad al-Ghālī (May God 
be pleased with him) three years, becoming his doorman. So he pushed the people aside 
until the shaykh Muḥammad al-Ghālī (may God be pleased with him) said: “You are 
among the deputies of the Shaykh al-Tijāni not among his muqaddamīn.” He stayed with 
the Shaykh Muhammad al-Ghālī, what thing of God, until he obtained what he was 
hoping for and his objectives were completed and his desires fulfilled.15  
 
In this part of the manāqib, the reader learns of ʿUmar’s travels east and how they allowed him 
to carry out virtuous and exemplary acts. In so doing, he fulfills what was during his life the most 
challenging and rare pillar of Islam for a West African Muslim: he performs a ziyāra to the 
Prophet’s tomb, benefiting from rare physical proximity to the paradigmatic intermediary; he 
serves a shaykh with a particularly high rank; and he eventually achieves the exceedingly high 
status of khalīfa of the order. All of these actions are exceptional, but they do not ask us to 
suspend our incredulity in the way that a karāma might. They seem perfectly plausible and 
within the realm of what can, and probably should be, strived for by the ordinary Muslim, even 
though he or she would never likely reach such high levels of spiritual achievement. In narrating 
the memorable life of ʿUmar, most of the first part of Ashhā l-ʿulūm resembles this narrative 
form of manāqib, and forms the basis of the memorialization of ʿUmar. 
                                                
15 Kamara, Ashhā l-ʻulūm, 26–7. 
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 However, the narrative flow of the manāqib of Ashhā l-ʿulūm is punctuated, and even 
interrupted, by the description of karāmāt. Immediately following the narration of ʿUmar’s 
exemplary acts in the Ḥijāz, the text moves to an episode in which ʿUmar travels to the Levant, 
at which point the reader is made to wonder: 
Then he travelled to the land of the Shām with a coterie of pilgrims until they 
reached the time of the fast. It is wondrous what came to pass to him when he 
advanced to the Shām. He found over there a son of a sulṭān of the Shām who had 
gone crazy.16  
 
To paraphrase the account, ʿUmar was asked to heal a notable person who had gone mad to the 
point of needing to be chained. ʿUmar visited the ill man in his place of detainment and asked 
him if he knew who was speaking to him. The son of the sulṭān replied that he did know him, 
and that his name was ʿUmar al-Fūti. ʿUmar then returned to the family and told them to remove 
the man’s chains. When the ill man emerged from his detention, he was cured, and ʿUmar’s fame 
spread through the region and was rewarded generously. “And from there, his status among the 
people of the East increased and they ennobled him and they placed him in the position of 
sayyid.”17 As a walī, ʿUmar is granted the power to heal through God’s grace, of which he is an 
intermediary. Such a karāma is a marvelous event, because the power to heal is an important 
feature of saint’s ability to intervene in the world and communicate God’s favor, through baraka.  
 In Ashhā l-ʿulūm, karāmāt exist in the space of contradiction that defines sainthood, or 
more generally, the space made from the difference between closeness to God and authority on 
earth. They interrupt the narrative flow of manāqib and compel the reader to marvel at the saint. 
They are the demonstration of saintliness and qualify sainthood. These marvels typically include 
miraculous events in the material world, predictions of the future, and the interpretation of 
                                                
16 Ibid., 27. 
17 Ibid. 
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secrets. However, there is an important distinction to be made from miracles (muʿjiza), which are 
reserved for prophets and have a strict set of rules that indicate prophethood. Marvels, in 
contrast, are of a much more general nature and are often subject to varying degrees of secrecy 
that simply cannot be completely known by the means accessible through conventional 
knowledge. But who knows the nature and extent of sainthood? Only God. The rest of us can 
only conjecture what is and is not a true marvel, or which account might be in excess of the truth. 
Kamara’s evaluation of these marvels, his commentary on them, and even his attempts to provide 
rationalizations of how they might have occurred without God’s intervention are part and parcel 
of a knowledge that recognizes the way the materiality of the world imposes itself on and strains 
the ideality of the Word. For Kamara, judging ʿUmar’s karāmāt in Ashhā l-ʿulūm allows him to 
rein in exuberant accounts of ʿUmar’s saintliness by his more enthusiastic disciples, and to 
introduce the ambivalences, dilemmas, and contradictions navigated by the saint while at the 
same time granting ʿUmar due recognition for his closeness to God and his legitimate authority 
in the world. 
 One particular pattern of the unfolding of marvels emerges in the text. In many ways, the 
narrative plot hinges on various ruses, deceptions, and betrayals. Deception often creates a 
situation in which vision into what is invisible is necessary to proceed. Despite long odds, the 
shaykh provides a way forward and succeeds against an enemy or in the face of a trial. For 
example, in what is called one of his greatest karāmāt in the text, Kura, the leader of a village, 
swore allegiance to ʿUmar after losing a battle.18 As the war party moved on, it needed to cross a 
river between Kanjaa and Jialafra. Kura is believed to have directed the army to a place in the 
river that was impossible to ford. The soldiers tried putting down trees and mud but the water 
                                                
18 Ibid., 38–9. 
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proved too deep. At the same time, the forces were running out of food. ʿUmar eventually 
declares that the army will be able to cross the river on the third day if it is the will of God, and 
they cross the river without difficulty. On the other side, he feeds 1,100 men to their satisfaction 
with only a small amount of food. This pattern of a deception or a betrayal followed by the 
appearance of a karāma repeats itself time and time again in the text.  
 These marvels range in kind, and can be found throughout the work but are concentrated 
in those parts of the text that I have identified as following the narrative mode. Importantly for 
our purposes, Kamara expresses his working method as one of collection of available materials 
and selection of those most accurate: 
I contented myself with transmitting what I found in it [i.e. the various textual sources, 
particularly the Umarian chronicles] as I found it on the condition of my belief in its 
truthfulness, or on my own understanding, and left out its excesses, and I refrained from 
copying it except for other parts of it.19 
 
This process of collection and selection constitutes the foundation of Kamara’s method, whose 
result only leaves traces in the text. Contemporary scholarship on Kamara has begun to identify 
the depth and scope of Kamara’s thought and method. Senegalese Arabist Abdel Malal Diop, 
who translated the fourth and final unpublished volume of Zuhūr al-Basatīn, defines Kamara’s 
general approach as comprising a three-part method which includes (1) collecting as much 
relevant written and oral material as possible, (2) exploiting those materials, and (3) evaluating 
the materials in relation to the Qurʾān and Sunna.20 I understand the third part to be the process 
of commentary based on the rationality of the sharīʿa. That is, it primarily follows the legalistic 
logic of the letter of the law. This knowledge of the identification and evaluation of marvels  and 
their narration confirm ʿUmar’s status as a friend of God without doubt. The marvels range in 
                                                
19 Ibid., 24. 
20 Conversation with Abdel Malal Diop in Saly, Senegal on March 5 2017. Diop is currently preparing his 
dissertation for the Doctorat d’État for publication. 
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kind and can be found throughout the work, but are concentrated in the Introduction and first 
chapter, which make up the bulk of the narrative portion of the text. 
 One trace of Kamara’s judgment is in fact a non-trace: exclusion. Because the Umarian 
movement left considerable documentation in written form and as animated popular memory in 
the form of oral tradition, which together I have described as the Umarian tradition, we can 
measure narratives against each other and consider the contrast effect that difference produces.21 
Unlike many of the internal Tijāni accounts of ʿUmar’s life, which emphasize his precociousness 
and similitude with the prophetic model of Muhammad’s life, Kamara spends only a clause of a 
sentence on ʿUmar’s childhood, almost immediately taking the scene to Māsina, the site of the 
future conflict.22 He has no patience for the many stories that have ʿUmar refusing milk from his 
mother’s breast during daylight hours because his infancy happened to fall during an inevitable 
observation of Ramadan.23 Such exclusion of a pious act of the putative subject of the text is 
contrasted by the inclusion of an opposing figure of Aḥmad Lobbo, who Kamara praises for his 
justice, knowledge and pious activity. Exclusion, particularly of staple narrative elements, shows 
the extent to which Kamara selected which marvels to take seriously and evaluate as plausible. 
 The other trace of Kamara’s judgment presents itself in the suggestion of doubt by the 
invocation of God’s knowledge. The various formulae expressing God’s knowledge (such as 
Allahu aʿlam) as an outer limit of human knowledge are found abundantly throughout the text. 
Despite their frequency, these expressions are by no means arbitrary. They express a degree of 
doubt or of suspicion, or identify a matter that requires a suspension of human judgment. This 
suspension of judgment necessarily accompanies the transmission of a marvel, whose very 
                                                
21 The sources are abundant. See the preceding chapter for a discussion of some of these traditions. 
22 Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulūm, 26. 
23 Robinson, Holy War of ʿUmar Tal, 34. 
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nature represents God’s favor in the form of an intervention in the quotidian, the normal order of 
things. The first marvel represented in Kamara’s text requires precisely this kind of suspension in 
judgment. While ʿUmar makes his way to the land of the east for his ḥajj, he visits Aḥmad 
Lobbo’s family in Māsina. When presented to ʿUmar for the purposes of blessing with a 
talisman, a practice which had become something of a trade for him as we have seen in the 
tradition, the child Aḥmad bin Aḥmad, who the reader, having been informed by the text, already 
knows will enter into direct conflict with ʿUmar years later, cries loudly. Aḥmad Lobbo and 
ʿUmar have an exchange that presages the future conflict.24 Immediately, Kamara names his 
source as one of ʿUmar’s disciples, but calls its veracity into question by invoking the superiority 
of God’s knowledge. Knowledge of ʿUmar’s life, that is the conduct of right, ideal behavior 
(manāqib) and the revealing of his marvels (karāmāt), is, as we shall see, subject to the limits of 
human knowledge and superseded by God’s knowledge, which is the final adjudicator of truth 
beyond human temporality and reasoning. Between the upper limit of God’s knowledge and the 
lower limit of outright exclusion lay the degrees of certainty that provided the space of judgment 
for the Muslim scholar. 
 Although many of these marvels compel the reader to suspend their sense of the 
quotidian, Kamara registers the fact that the marvels approach the limits of credulity, even 
though they do not necessarily pass them. In the case of the marvel of the river crossing, Kamara 
offers an in-depth commentary that calls into question what really happened at the river. After 
announcing the marvel, Kamara immediately suggests that perhaps someone from the area had 
secretly shown ʿUmar a shallow part of the river where the army could cross.25 Kamara’s 
suggestion of a different possibility of explanation (yumkan an aiḍān) effectively introduces 
                                                
24 Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulūm, 26. 
25 Ibid, 39. 
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doubt about the inclusion of the marvel in the narrative. This strategy reflects a desire to call a 
particular marvel into question, to contain the explanatory recourse to God’s intervention, but it 
does not express a desire to dismiss the possibility that the marvel in fact did happen.  
 In effect, this example demonstrates the key feature of the mode of commentary as 
opposed to the mode of criticism.26 Kamara’s representation of marvels coincides with a 
suspension of judgment that should be understood on two levels. At one level, the marvel is held 
apart from the rest of the narrative in a kind of isolation. It is a suspension for the purpose of 
judgment. At the second level, the suspension is a way of refraining from having to act on a 
decision about the material being judged by excluding it. It is a suspension from judgment. This 
suspension represents a productive possibility as manifested in Kamara’s text, at the same time 
as it reflects the very real limits of what was possible for Kamara’s mode of thought. 
 What I have so far described is the dynamic between manāqib and karamāt in the text. 
Presumably, pious acts and exemplary behavior alone do not guarantee the appearance of 
karāmāt, even though in the case of healing the son of the sulṭān the proximity of the mundane 
manāqib of fulfilling Islamic obligations suggest a relationship that resembles causality. 
However, more generally, without his karāmāt it is doubtful that ʿUmar, or any walī for that 
matter, would be memorialized, much less remembered. While manāqib are to be emulated by 
everyone, karamāt reveal a special election that is exclusive to the walī. The revealing of a 
karāma signals a hidden knowledge that allows us to begin to recognize what we do not know, 
that is, everything implied by the walī’s closeness to God. That meaning of the karāma maintains 
and carries with it a relationship with the previous manāqib, even as the narration of manāqib 
continues on to another episode. Our knowledge of the truth is not changing. It definitely does 
                                                
26 Foucault, Order of Things, 86–90. 
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not become more comprehensive as the narrative oscillates from the flow of exemplary 
behaviors to their interruption with proofs of grace. What we get is an increased awareness of 
what we do not know, and a deeper sense of the magnanimity of the walī and God for whom he 
is an intermediary. In short, the relation between the narration of the virtues and exemplary acts 
in the manāqib and the revealing of the marvels of God’s grace in the karāmāt, and their 
evaluation, allows for recognition of the walī and contributes to his memorialization. 
 Where Ashhā l-ʿulūm opens with the key terms manāqib and karāmāt, it closes with the 
narration of faḍāʾil. As a term, faḍāʿil is not limited to the awliyāʿ; it refers more generally to a 
kind of writing that highlights the qualities of excellence of a given subject, such as things, 
individuals, groups, places, and so forth.27 However, within this text, the faḍāʿil claim that ʿUmar 
is not only a walī, but the walī of his time and place: 
And of the shaykh al-Ḥājj ʿUmar’s truthful faḍāʿil, which are unblemished, is his being a 
ghiyāth and a ghawth for the people of Fuuta Toro. He took revenge for them and 
avenged them against their enemies Masala as enough had gone on.28  
 
The conclusion thus posits that ʿUmar’s qualities of excellence are based on his exceptional 
saintly status. Not only was he a friend of God, but he had also achieved the quality of being the 
ghawth, that is, similar to the quṭb, the source of aid that all other awliyāʾ depend on for their 
emanations of God’s grace. Interestingly, Kamara makes this spiritual argument on the basis of 
wholly temporal reasons. The people of Fuuta had long been subject to the predations of the 
Bambara of Khasso and their vassals. Kamara cites the assassination of the Fuuta founding father 
Almamy Abdul, the enslaving of noble Fuutanke women and their being married off to Bambara 
slaves, as well as the mutilation of Fuutanke captives. The conclusion narrates these historical 
events that defined ʿUmar’s context. Unlike the manāqib and the karāmāt, this faḍāʿil is 
                                                
27 R. Sellheim, “Faḍīla,” in Bearman et al., Encyclopaedia of Islam. 
28 Kamara, Ashhā l-ʿulūm, 161. 
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composed by the narration of a preceding history. ʿUmar’s superior status in the saintly realm as 
the ghawth is tied to the fact that he subjected the enemies of Muslim Fuuta to his dominion and 
rule.29  
 Taken together, the use of the key terms of manāqib, karamāt, and faḍāʿil in the 
Introduction and Conclusion justify a reading of Ashhā l-ʿulūm that sees in the narratives of 
exemplary acts, of marvels, and of qualities of excellence a central concern with praise for 
ʿUmar’s as a walī whose significance both stood out for his time and lasted beyond it. 
Nevertheless, these narratives do not portray perfection. They also outline the contradictions of 
sainthood, which the walī is faced with and forced to resolve by God’s grace.  
 
Implicit categories and the contradictions of sainthood 
 If the explicit terms manāqib, karāmāt, and faḍāʾil identify what to read in Ashhā l-
ʿulūm, the asbāb al-siyāda as a hermeneutic immanent to the text itself indicate how to read it. 
They provide a set of categories and an implicit principle of organization of the text for both its 
narrative portions. In this section, I demonstrate that those portions of Ashhā l-ʿulūm that narrate 
ʿUmar’s manāqib, karāmāt, and faḍāʿil can be organized into four categories that Kamara 
designates as the asbāb al-siyāda. I also argue that the tension between the first two sources of 
sovereignty, knowledge and praxis, which in isolation produce ṣalāḥ, are in tension with the last 
two, dominion and wealth, which combined with the first two, produce siyāda. This conflict 
between ṣalāḥ and siyāda is what animates the narrative and thus serves as an interpretive grid 
for the work at large. In this way I argue that Ashhā l-ʿulūm, as a text, is concerned with the 
                                                
29 Ibid., 172. 
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contradictions of sainthood. These contradictions emerge from the conflict between the ideality 
of the Word and the materiality of the world. As the intermediary figure between the two, the 
walī is viewed as the entity that is uniquely able to hold together contradiction of the two.  
 After a discussion of ʿUmar’s death, the various contestations over the direction of the 
Umarian community, and the eventual succession by his son Amīr Aḥmad and his eventual 
death, Kamara comments upon the included material by implicitly identifying some key 
categories:  
The essence of what is of benefit [in this] is that God indeed sustained the house of 
Elimān Gideh with the paramount sources of sovereignty (asbāb al-siyāda). The most 
important sources of sovereignty number four: knowledge, praxis — the two together 
make up pietistic righteousness (ṣalāḥ) — the third and the forth are dominion and 
wealth.30 
 
Knowledge, praxis, dominion, and wealth are the implicit categories that organize the manāqib, 
karāmāt, and fadāʾil, while the assertion that the Umarians have been granted these foundations 
of sovereignty by God is an endorsement of their “sovereignty.” In some ways, this brief 
statement summarizes the content of the entire Umarian tradition, identifies the legitimate basis 
of the memorialization of ʿUmar, and suggests the contradictions thereof. In this section, I 
demonstrate how the narrative portions can be read as the narration of sovereignty, and what that 
sovereignty means in relation to walāya.  
 Some discussion of siyāda is necessary here. It is the abstract noun form of several 
variations of sayyid, which originally referred to a chief in the pre-Islamic era, and came to be a 
title of honor first for descendants of the Prophet, similar to sharīf, but eventually in a more 
                                                
30 “Wa ḥāṣala al-fāʾida ʾān bayt Elimān Guede qad razaqahum Allah min ʾāsbāb al-siyāda ʾāʿlāhā. Fa in ʾāʿlá ʾāsbāb 
al-siyāda ʾāʿrbʿa: al-ʿilm wa al-ʿaml, wa majmūʿahumā huwa al-ṣalāh wa al-thālith wa al-rābiʿ al-mulku wa al-māl.” 
Kamara, Ashhā l-ʻulūm, 13. 
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general use to describe someone in a position of power.31 Accordingly, I gloss siyāda here as 
sovereignty, as it refers to the abstract power held by a sayyid. In the greater Maghrib at the time 
Kamara wrote, variations of sayyid were commonly used as titles for a broad range of people, 
approaching the trajectory of the English title sir. Within the text itself, siyāda appears to be a 
particular form of walāya, a form of closeness to God that has manifested as temporal power. 
ʿUmar, and his line of descent, stretching from Elimān Gideh to at least ʿUmar’s son Aḥmad, had 
been granted by God this particular form of sainthood, which had been bequeathed and inherited 
many times over. Given Kamara’s rejection of the Umarian claim to sharifian status in the sixth 
chapter of Ashhā l-ʿulūm, it does not appear that siyāda was synonymous with noble descent 
from the Prophet, but was a result of the temporal manifestations of God’s grace and sustenance 
in the form of knowledge, praxis, dominion, and wealth.  
 The first source of sovereignty in Ashhā l-ʿulūm is knowledge. To be sure, knowledge has 
had a privileged place within the Islamic tradition. It has been suggested as being a foundational, 
“civilizational concept” within Islam.32 At an early point in the tradition, knowledge is 
considered to be knowledge of the sharīʿa as communicated in the Qur’ān and Ḥadīth, but also 
includes instances of esoteric knowledge. Within the narrative, ʿUmar acquires and dispenses 
knowledge mundanely or by some obvious gift of God’s grace, the first typically appearing as a 
part of the flow of manāqib with the second as a karāma. After his return from the ḥajj and his 
subsequent stay in Sokoto, ʿUmar travels through Fuuta Jallon on the road to Kannaqaba, where 
he encounters the king of Kankan, Alfa Maḥmudu, who learns the wird (litany) from ʿUmar and 
receives the foundational text of the brotherhood, the Jawāhir al-Maʿānī, and its explanation.33 
                                                
31 Bosworth, C.E., “Sayyid,” in Bearman et al., Encyclopaedia of Islam. 
32 Franz Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant: The Concept of Knowledge in Medieval Islam (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 1. 
33 Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulūm, 29–30. 
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Then, according to this version of the episode, ʿUmar travels to and stays in Jegunko, where over 
the period of four years people came to him in droves and “he taught the disciples in all of what 
was needed of knowledge.”34 Ashhā l-ʿulūm, like much of the Umarian tradition it engages, is 
marked by the demonstration of exoteric knowledge of scriptural learning.  
 Importantly, the text’s representation of ʿUmar’s knowledge is by no means limited to the 
exoteric. Instances of and references to ʿUmar’s knowledge of the unseen (ʿilm al-ghayb)35 also 
constitute a significant portion of the narration and establish the first source of his siyāda. A 
general pattern of the unfolding and revealing of karāmāt relating to esoteric knowledge is 
discernible in the text. As stated in the last section, the narrative plot hinges on various ruses, 
deceptions, and betrayals. The deception often creates a situation in which vision into what is 
invisible is necessary to proceed. Despite long odds, the shaykh provides a way forward and 
succeeds against an enemy or in the face of a trial. One critical example comes just before the 
narrative climax when, after defeating Māsina, ʿUmar perceives the coming plot against him led 
by Aḥmad al-Bakkāy: 
The people of Māsina acted treacherously by them sending the message to Bakkāy, the 
leader of the people of Timbuktu of the people of the Kunta and who was the son of the 
Shaykh Sīdī Muḥammad al-Khalīfa bin al-Shaykh Sayyid al-Mukhtār al-Kuntī. They 
asked of him for support and invited him to their fight with the Shaykh ʿUmar. After 
several days, ʿUmar exited from his home going to the community. He leaned his back in 
his miḥrāb and turned his face towards them. And he informed them with his speech that: 
“I would not believe that Bakkāy would betray me. But he missed what he intended and 
he will not ever rule this land if it be the will of God Almighty. A Tijāni man will rule it 
not a Qādirī.” So the community said: “What is this speech, oh you the Shaykh?” So 
[ʿUmar] said to them: “As if it were yesterday, I saw what the sleeper sees as though al-
Bakkāy pulled from under me the place of prayer and fled with it. However, I noticed 
him frightened. So the place of prayer fell from him. And he could not pick it up when 
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35 Ibid., 62. 
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Tijāni came and picked it up. And so I have informed you of it before its occurrence.” 
Then, after a few days, the people of Māsina, all of them recanted and joined together 
with Bakkāy’s great army.36 
 
In this episode, ʿUmar perceives the coming battle between the Tijāniyya and the Qādiriyya for 
organizational and doctrinal dominance in the region, and prepares his followers for it. He sees it 
taking place in a sleeping vision, which—as we have seen in the previous chapter—was a special 
capability that ʿUmar claimed to posses. In this sleeping vision the contest over the place of 
worship speaks to the Tijāni–Qādiri contest for control over geographical space. In that contest, 
the people of Māsina, who had previously been affiliated with the Qādiriyya, would side with 
Bakkāy. Although ʿUmar anticipates the event, in this case there is nothing that he can do to 
prevent it. Nevertheless, he foresees the eventual victory of a Tijāni having possession of the 
space. Elsewhere in the narrative, we read of ʿUmar’s nephew, who happens to be named Tijāni, 
avenging his uncle’s death and ruling over the area inhabited by Māsina. As a source of 
sovereignty, it was this esoteric knowledge of insight into future events that helped ʿUmar and 
his descendants maintain their power and navigate challenges to it.  
 In addition to the demonstration of manāqib and karāmāt associated with knowledge, 
Ashhā l-ʿulūm represents a number of manāqib and karāmāt associated with model behavior, 
ideal practice, and discrete pious deeds that fit into the second category of ʿamal, which I refer to 
together as praxis. It has often been noted that Muslim ethics requires proper action, the 
fulfillment of obligatory practices in addition to knowledge to find its fulfillment.37 The text 
documents much of ʿUmar’s practices and specific pious acts. The example that we have already 
seen in the previous section falls into this category. Completing the ḥajj, serving Muhammad al-
                                                
36 Ibid., 66–7. 
37 Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant, 246–51. 
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Ghāli, and receiving an office in the Tijāniyya are all exemplary acts, practices, and behaviors 
that are the foundation of Umarian sovereignty. ʿUmar’s success in healing the son of the sulṭān, 
too, as a karāmāt, fits into this category. The relationship of this particular group of manāqib and 
karāmāt to Umarian siyāda is particularly illustrative, as it shows ʿUmar becoming a person with 
siyāda where before he had not been one. To cite from the same passage: “And from there, his 
status among the people of the East increased and they ennobled him and they placed him in the 
position of sayyid.”38 Where the first karāma in the narration of the life of ʿUmar was linked to a 
foreshadowing insight involving the baby Aḥmad b. Aḥmad—that is, to knowledge—the second 
karāmāt explains how ʿUmar begins to acquire rank and wealth as a result of his pious praxis. 
Becoming a sayyid, a person who possesses siyāda, in the East, when he had only been the son 
of a teacher and leader of a village, rested upon his acts of piety. This string of manāqib and 
karāmāt and others like them detail and provide ample evidence of praxis, the second source of 
Umarian sovereignty.  
 Mulk, which I gloss as dominion, as the third source of sovereignty, along with māl, 
which I gloss as wealth, the fourth source, dominate the manāqib and karāmāt, and also 
encompass Kamara’s claim that ʿUmar’s faḍāʿil was that he was ghawth. Because this power is 
more abstract, this kind of dominion has to be described through narration. Accordingly, Ashhā 
l-ʿulūm presents ʿUmar’s dominion in a few key ways. Using some of the chronicles that 
resemble maghāzī literature, or narrative descriptions of conquest, as sources in Chapter One and 
in the Conclusion reflect a preoccupation with accounting for the instances of the exercise of 
dominion. The description of battles that populate the pages of the text give evidence that ʿUmar 
held decisive dominion in areas where no previous Muslim government had reigned in the 
                                                
38 Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulūm, 67. 
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beginning of his jihād, and over areas that had been under previous Muslim rule in the later 
stages of his conquests along and in between the “two Niles,” that is, the Upper Senegal and 
Niger Rivers. This dominion is conventional in that it corresponds to the kind of martial power 
that violence establishes and sustains. Ashhā l-ʿulūm documents ʿUmar’s many victories in 
battle—from the early days in Hausaland to the beginning of his jihād, and until his final days 
that descended into fitna—showing the favor that has been bestowed upon him. In this vein, the 
many estimates and surveys of ʿUmar’s forces and weaponry attest to his dominion in the region, 
and thus to his siyāda.  
 In addition to martial dominion, Ashhā l-ʿulūm narrates a kind of contractual dominion 
held by ʿUmar over his followers. This contractual dominion refers to the different kinds of 
agreements into which people enter with ʿUmar, which in effect grant him some kind of power 
over them. The first clearly temporal claim to power that ʿUmar could make is made possible by 
a land grant that Yimba, the sovereign of Gimba, makes to him.39 The land was a barren stretch 
that the Umarian community names Dingirāwi. This place serves as the setting that allows the 
Umarian community to truly take shape. Would-be followers flock to ʿUmar and, together, they 
build the foundation of the movement. When Yimba finally feels threatened by the amassing of 
arms and building of fortifications at Dingirāwi, he moves to attack the community. Having 
received the land grant, ʿUmar and his followers defend their claim in a victory that the tradition 
holds mirrored Muḥammad’s victory at Badr. The other contractual manifestations of dominion 
are the many oaths of allegiance the disciples give to ʿUmar. So many of these oaths are made 
that entire sections of the narrative first chapter read like a rhythmic listing of those who had 
                                                
39 Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulūm, 34–5. In most other traditions “Yimba” appears as “Jimba,” the sovereign of Tamba. 
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pledged their fidelity to ʿUmar, just as the companions did to the prophet Muḥammad.40 These 
commitments by followers represent an important form of dominion that ʿUmar had over the 
actions and lives of individual people. Although these two contractual forms of power differ—
one is a grant from a sovereign to an individual while the other is the surrendering of one’s own 
autonomy to create sovereignty for another—both demonstrate ʿUmar’s growing dominion, 
which constitutes a major category of representation in the text. 
 We also get a sense of the shape of ʿUmar’s dominion by the resistance to it. One such 
example is when Niyāmu Galājo of the village Kulumina decries the expropriation of the means 
of reproduction. ʿUmar suppresses the number of wives for the nobility to four, the number 
allowable by the sharīʿa: 
The Shaykh commanded his namesake (waṣfyy) and deputy Alfā ʿUmar Sārin Baylā to go 
through to all of the countries in order to divide the wives of the people of Mansassī. So 
Alfā ʿUmar divided the women in the villages that he arrived to, for every man, four 
women and he sent the rest of them to al-Ḥājj ʿUmar until he encountered an issue in 
Kulumina village, which was a big village of the villages of their kings. The patron of the 
village was named Niyāmu Galājo. When Alfā ʿUmar did with it as he did in the 
countries, this one [Galājo] said to his people: “This is not about religion, rather this is in 
search for women. We have to deceive them.”41 
 
Galājo thus leads a rebellion against the suppression of the number of wives, which within the 
slave mode of production of the period must be seen as a form of wealth. The rebellion was 
strong enough to make Alfā ʿUmar send for reinforcements. What is surprising in this account is 
that it questions the Umarian policy and its basis in Islam. By including such criticisms of the 
overreaching of dominion into the conjugal and economic life of subjects, Ashhā l-ʿulūm shows 
ʿUmar’s dominion, and introduces the inconsistencies and contradictions of ʿUmar’s sovereignty.  
                                                
40 See, for example, page 32: “fa-bāyiʿahu bayaʿat al-raḍwān.” 
41 Ibid., 49. 
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 It is worth pointing out here that the faḍāʿil in the conclusion to Ashhā l-ʿulūm makes the 
claim that ʿUmar is the ghawth, precisely because of his ability to stretch his dominion over the 
enemies of Fuuta Toro. Having suffered the predation of groups including the Mansassī, Fuuta 
had faced violations of their honor by the enslavement of their women and other indignities. The 
revenge that ʿUmar obtained against them gave his people succor from their enemies, elevating 
him to being the primary channel through which God’s grace travelled in his era. “Indeed, the 
Shaykh al-Ḥājj ʿUmar broke all of these parts . . . He extinguished their lights. So all of them 
became his dominion and under his governance.”42 The narration and the explanation of this 
faḍāʿil at the end of the text fits into the category of dominion, which is a source of sovereignty. 
 Finally, the definitive and explicit instance of dominion in the text comes when ʿUmar 
transfers it to his son Aḥmad. Ashhā l-ʿulūm provides two different accounts of this important 
event. The first one asserts that during the uprising of Māsina, ʿUmar dispatches his son to lead 
the army as the uncontested amīr.43 The second account has ʿUmar granting Aḥmad the signs of 
royalty at a ceremony in Segu in front of the nobility of Fuuta.44 ʿUmar could not transfer what 
he did not have. Such an act of transferal not only identifies a new successor but legitimizes both 
the transferor and the transferee. Through these different approximations of power, Ashhā l-
ʿulūm shows that ʿUmar had temporal dominion. The collection and narration of the objects of 
representation that prove ʿUmar’s dominion make the point that the lineage of Elimān Gideh did 
indeed have the third source of sovereignty. But even this was exceeded by the fourth source of 
sovereignty: wealth. 
                                                
42 Ibid.,172. 
43 Ibid., 65. 
44 Ibid., 115. 
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 Discussion of wealth and money is virtually ubiquitous in the narrative portions of Ashhā 
l-ʿulūm. While they do not necessarily elicit extensive commentary, the frequency of the 
discussion of gold and booty and slaves, major forms of wealth, does call attention to the 
importance of wealth as a prominent category of manāqib and karāmāt. Almost every interaction 
or experience ʿUmar has is punctuated by an exchange in wealth, usually towards him and in 
exchange for some service. To return to the manāqib and karāmāt that narrate ʿUmar’s travels 
east, we see an illustration of this pattern. In return for healing the sulṭan’s son in the Levant who 
had gone mad, ʿUmar was lavished with enough money, gifts, slaves, and concubines to change 
his social status to that of a sayyid.45 And while he served as a judge in Hausaland, he acquired a 
considerable amount of money, gifts, women, and slaves of various kinds. The pattern is 
continued throughout his life.46 Such wealth constituted a basis for ʿUmar’s sovereignty and 
provided the fourth organizing category for those objects of representation that Ashhā l-ʿulūm 
narrates. 
 However, instances of wealth and the accounting of riches are not only positive 
observables that make up a category to be narrated. Similar to dominion, criticisms of and 
resistance to ʿUmar’s wealth provide a negative approximation of his riches. The first conflict 
with Māsina appears during ʿUmar’s return from the East. After passing through Māsina, the 
Māsinians decide to assassinate ʿUmar, arguing that he is only concerned with accumulating 
wealth. They eventually fail in their attempt to kill our protagonist, but this account does solidify 
the building antagonism between ʿUmar and the people of Māsina.47 In a very subtle way, it 
introduces sympathy with the Māsinans and opens the doors to a negative assessment of ʿUmar 
                                                
45 Ibid., 27. 
46 Ibid., 28. 
47 Ibid., 30. 
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that Kamara himself had made previously in his invalidation of the practice of jihād: that ʿUmar 
preoccupied himself with accumulating wealth.48  
 Taken together, the sources of sovereignty encompass the various manāqib, karāmāt, and 
faḍāʾil found in Ashhā l-ʿulūm. However, there is a marked imbalance among the four 
categories. Representations of dominion and wealth far exceed those of knowledge and praxis. 
Furthermore, the representations of dominion and wealth are ambiguous, whereas the 
representations of knowledge and praxis are unambiguously good. What accounts for this 
difference? How do the different sources of sovereignty differ from one another? Looking back 
at the brief discussion of the asbāb al-siyāda, already quoted, may give some insight into the 
question: “The most important sources of sovereignty number four: knowledge, praxis—the two 
together make up righteousness—the third and the forth are dominion and money.” Syntactically, 
Kamara separates the first two sources, knowledge and praxis, from the last two, dominion and 
wealth, by a qualifying phrase. This separation suggests a difference in the nature of the first two 
from the nature of the last two. Knowledge and praxis concern the individual’s cultivation of 
ṣalāh. Within the lexicon of sainthood in northwestern Africa, ṣalāḥ, which we might gloss as 
pietistic righteousness, was a modest form of walāya that was withdrawn and avoided the 
corrupting effects of the temporal world.49 Dominion and wealth, however, concern the world 
and the walī’s place in it. Ṣalāh and siyāda, then, are two different, perhaps even conflicting, 
models of sainthood. Considering the ambiguities that Kamara introduces in his discussions of 
dominion and wealth as opposed to the clearly positive descriptions of ʿUmar’s knowledge and 
praxis, the sources of sovereignty create an internal tension among themselves: while knowledge 
                                                
48 Kamara, Akthar al-rāghibīn, 48–62. 
49 Cornell, Realm of the Saint, 3–31. 
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and praxis together make up righteousness, dominion and wealth put a strain on that 
righteousness even though they grant sovereignty to the walī.  
 As the primary categories of representation for the narration of manāqib and karāmāt, the 
tension between those categories—that is, righteousness and temporal power—reflect a larger 
dynamic in the text as a whole. The tension, which we will call the contradictions of sainthood, 
animates the narrative, archival, and genealogical portions of the text both individually and in 
their relationships to each other. Considering the primary narrative chapter, for example, the title 
reads: “[from] his jihād and his conquests to his killing of the people of Māsina after his killing 
of their Imām Aḥmad b. Aḥmad.”50 Implicitly, the jihād against the unbelievers stands in stark 
contrast with his killing of the people of Māsina. The first is righteous, while the second is a 
violation, as captured in the use of the a different word to describe it qitāl (lethal fight). What 
begins in the narrative as a legitimate endeavor that follows Islamic ideals devolves into the 
moral dilemmas of realpolitik. Internal to the narrative of manāqib and the revealing of karāmāt, 
then, are the conflicts that inevitably emerge when the walī has to balance proximity to God and 
his authority on earth. The recognition of this conflict is not a critique offered by the text itself, 
as we have seen that the text ultimately closes with the claim of ʿUmar’s superior saintly status 
as the ghawth. Nevertheless, we are compelled to read Ashhā, at least partially, as a cautionary 
tale about the deleterious effects of being a master in the world on being a master of the self, 
which is the pious man’s vocation.  
 This discussion of the sources of sovereignty has focused on the categories of 
representation that can be discerned in Ashhā. Knowledge, praxis, dominion and wealth are the 
implicit categories of manāqib, karāmāt, and faḍāʾil that the text narrates. They give us insight 
                                                
50 Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulūm, 24, 34. 
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into some of the assumptions, priorities, and criteria of evaluation that operated in narrating the 
life of ʿUmar. More importantly, they develop a narrative tension in their relationship to each 
other. They may have been conscious categories for Kamara or not. Nevertheless, the categories 
are immanent to the text itself.  This conflict is the one between ṣalāḥ, a form of sainthood that 
did not necessarily translate to temporal power, and siyāda, a form of sainthood that did. Using 
the asbāb al-siyāda as a hermeneutic immanent to the text, then, allows us to see how Ashhā l-
ʿulūm can be read as an attempt to engage with the Umarian tradition and resolve its 
contradictions. In particular, it provides a parable of how good spiritual power can be transmuted 
to an ambiguous political one.  
 
Conclusion  
 In the introduction to this dissertation, I described Shaykh Mūsā Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm 
as a problem. By referring to the text as a problem, I propose that the text demands 
interpretation. This chapter has sought to respond to two questions, the first methodological, the 
second substantive. How do we interpret the text? What does that interpretation tell us? In 
strategically suspending the urge to translate, I identified the text’s general theme, its explicit 
terms, and its implicit categories that define the content and form of the narrative and 
argumentative portions of the text. I demonstrated that the general theme of the text was the 
contradictory position of the saint as expressed in the dilemmas of closeness to God and 
authority on earth. I then showed that manāqib, karāmāt, and faḍāʾil are the objects of the 
hagiographic representation that the text narrates. I then organized them into the implicit 
categories of the asbāb al-siyāda, or sources of sovereignty: knowledge, praxis, dominion, and 
wealth. Using the relations among these categories as a hermeneutic immanent to the text, I 
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revealed the contradictions between different forms of sainthood understood as ṣalāḥ, 
righteousness, and siyāda, temporal power.  
 In suspending the urge to translate immediately and permanently, I identify conceptual 
resources with which to understand a text that is a problem. Had I immediately and permanently 
translated walī, sīra, or siyāda, for example, thereby establishing a one-to-one relationship 
between a word in one language with a word in another as opposed to establishing relationships 
among terms within the text, I would have likely not been able to identify these internal 
dynamics. Translation, in my approach, then, is as much a commentary as anything else. In this 
way, I take guidance from Kamara, who, in assembling relevant written texts on and oral 
accounts of the life, lineage, and legacy of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl, evaluating them on their own terms 
and opening them up, modestly tried to make sense of the Umarian tradition at a moment when 
that tradition had become a basis for answering political questions. However, my reading of 
Kamara follows a discontinuous genealogy. I have had to peel back the layers of late-colonial 
and nationalist reception that conditioned this reading. After the following two chapters, which 
discuss the problems of the archival and genealogical textual modes, I will explore the breaks of 
tradition for which Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm has been used in Part Three.  
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Chapter 4: The Archiving of Argumentative Difference: A Dialogical Approach 
 
Introduction 
 The portions of Ashhā l-ʿulūm that narrate the descent from sanctioned violence against 
non-Muslims on behalf of Islam to unauthorized violence against Muslims are succeeded by 
what I will call the archival textual mode. In Chapters Two and Three of Ashhā l-ʿulūm, the text 
archives—i.e., copies and thus preserves within it—two key exchanges surrounding this descent 
into what it refers to as the fitna between Ḥājj ʿUmar and al-Bakkāy: ʿUmar’s Bayān mā 
waqaʿa,1 presented with the title Fīmā waqaʿa, and Yūrkuy Ṭalfi’s Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy.2 These 
two texts, excerpted at length in Ashhā l-ʿulūm, provide the arguments of the opposing sides of 
the conflict and exhibit the differing premises, positions, and conclusions each side reached. 
Based on a range of evidence drawing its foundation from the rationality of the sharī’a, the 
weight of transmitted knowledge, and claims to esoteric insight these exchanges exhibit both 
difference in interpretation and a conflict between the ideality of the spiritual space of the word, 
and competitions that emerge in the materiality of the temporal world. In describing this conflict 
as fitna, civil disorder among Muslims, Ashhā l-ʿulūm superficially avoids designating which of 
the two was correct, thereby appearing not to take sides. The fitna between ʿUmar and al-Bakkāy 
was a calamity that affected the entire Muslim community and resulted in the loss of Muslim 
life, a violation of one of the touchstone values of Islamic constitution. As a violation, the events 
leading up to the fitna brought out arguments that sought to avoid or resolve the contradictions of 
                                                
1 Mahibou and Triaud, Voilà ce qui est arrivé. See also Chapter One of this dissertation. 
2 For information on this text see Hunwick, Arabic Literature of Africa, Vol. 4, 233–6. 
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sainthood, that is, the contradictions between the ideality of friendship with God and the 
materiality of authority on earth. Ashhā l-ʿulūm archives these different arguments. 
 In this chapter, I consider how the text’s dialogism archives opposing arguments from the 
two sides of the fitna associated with the Umarian contradiction. Following literary theorist 
Mikhail Bakhtin, I understand dialogism to describe the dynamics of meaning in a stratified 
world in which statements are always in relation to other statements.3 These statements may 
appear identical through the use of the same or similar language; however, because historically 
contingent conditions make every utterance heteroglossic—that is, each speaks differently—no 
two statements can be the same. Given that conventional Orientalist philology of the 
monological variety, which was concerned with representing the essence of the origin or the 
original genius, has avoided deep study of Arabic texts from West Africa because of the 
sedimentation of repetition, a dialogical approach that sees difference even in identity promises 
an effective approach to textual interpretation. Paying attention to dialogism permits an 
evaluation of the interaction of centripetal and centrifugal forces that hold together and pull apart 
every concrete utterance, whether it be a spoken word, a sentence in a manuscript, or an entire 
work in print.4 Recognizing Ashhā l-ʿulūm’s dialogical character, that is, the way in which it is 
always a response to and an anticipation of another text, is not so much an application of 
Bakhtin’s theory to this text as it is a starting premise with which I begin interpretation. For 
Bakhtin’s interest in the modern novel is sufficiently different from the material with which I am 
working. Nevertheless, his insights are useful in my attempt to forego the representation of 
identity in preference for the interpretation of difference.   
                                                
3 See Mikhail Mikhaĭlovich Bakhtin, “Discourse in the Novel,” in The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, trans. 
Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1982). 
4 Ibid., 272. 
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 Although both of the primary texts that compose the argumentative portions of Ashhā l-
ʿulūm have a level of variation common to manuscripts, I limit my discussion to how those texts 
appear within Ashhā l-ʿulūm, as opposed to the way in which the text has been established 
through the process of critical edition. This delimitation is justified given my central argument: 
that Ashhā l-ʿulūm is and should be read as a complete text, since citations are not simply 
references to other texts. Rather, they are part of Ashhā l-ʿulūm’s composition, and therefore the 
means by which it makes its meaning. Particularly in manuscript culture, where books were 
potentially scarce, a text needed to carry its references with it. The author could not be certain 
that the reader would have access to any given reference, as is more likely for the modern reader 
of print.5 In making up a new work, the extended excerpts perform particular functions that 
should be understood in relation to the text in which they appear, and not the “original” one from 
which they came. These functions and features should be regarded as composing the problem of 
any given text. Critical edition, as a kind of textual work, poses its own problems that sediment 
the meanings of a text. Even though that work is essential for making possible other kinds of 
reading practices, my hermeneutic approach here attempts to think through the textual specificity 
of the materiality of manuscripts. 
 
Dialogical structure, form, and the archival function 
 The dialogical structure and dialogical forms that characterize the dominant textual mode 
of Chapters Two and Three of Ashhā l-ʿulūm serve an archival function for the in the text. This is 
a feature of scholastic writing in general and Islamic traditionalism in particular, as Muslim 
                                                
5 In fact, the material limitations of this textual culture influence the formal tendency to produce compendia of 
various sorts. 
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scholars on the whole tended to consider transmitted knowledge to be more reliable than 
independent knowledge.6 I am therefore not making any claims that the dialogism of the text is 
what makes it original or unique. In fact, I am uninterested in the question of originality, as that 
is a question that makes sense within a particular academic historical paradigm. My interest is in 
that which a text does within itself, and how exactly it does it. This kind of approach, which 
attempts to read within an immanent textual logic by which the work was composed, is important 
for understanding what the text was doing in its moment and the possibilities of interpretation 
that it subsequently bears.  
 In emphasizing dialogism, we multiply the potential for reading Arabic texts from West 
Africa that have otherwise been regarded as derivative, unoriginal copies of texts that are more 
authentically Islamic. As I argued in the introduction to this dissertation, Islam noir was a 
colonial theory that obviated any imperative to read Arabic texts from the region. It presumed 
that because of their blackness, African Muslims were less oriented to textuality and more 
oriented towards charismatic authority and ecstatic devotion. From the monological perspective 
that defined the textual study of Islam during the colonial period, all Western scholars could see 
was repetition and the uncreative copying of texts written elsewhere. The specificity of how 
these texts intervened in their moment, whether in meaning or performance, escaped their 
perception. As I have been showing throughout this dissertation, the questions of the creative and 
the original and the general terms established by contemporary academic disciplines are starting 
points that promise failure. Attending to dialogism instead allows us to make sense of texts such 
as Ashhā l-ʿulūm as articulative of meaning.7 
                                                
6 Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant. 
7 Karin Barber’s writing on the anthropology of texts as well as on textual research of Medieval South Asia has been 
most useful in thinking about this. I am also grateful for Manan Ahmed’s suggestions, references, and insights. See 
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 The different voices of the deeply citational mode of Islamic traditionalism, as we will 
see in the passages below, resembles what Bakhtin refers to as heteroglossia, the always existent 
diversity of social voices and languages.8 In the stylistics of the novel, breaks in the flow of 
narrative prose that introduce the speech of different characters, or textual genres embedded via 
citation, reveal the heteroglossia of the world. For Bakhtin, it is the unique feature of the modern 
novel to create and stylize a world of difference within its artistic unity. To be sure, Ashhā l-
ʿulūm is no novel. Its internal difference does not reflect the extent of the social world of the 
moment in which it was written. After all, scholastics, by virtue of that which constitutes them as 
scholastics, engage in a very limited conversation with other scholastics. Therefore, texts such as 
Ashhā l-ʿulūm do not directly include the kinds of popular and folk voices that interested 
Bakhtin. Nor should Ashhā l-ʿulūm be thought of as an artistic or chiefly creative production. 
With that in mind, we can nevertheless employ Bakhtin’s insights into the ever-present condition 
of heteroglossia, difference in speech that introduces a centrifugal force which threatens to de-
compose a text, as a premise to think through the specificity of Ashhā l-ʿulūm. 
 In that vein, we should think of the specific features of Ashhā l-ʿulūm that make 
dialogism function in ways specific to similar genres and modes of writing. The first important 
feature to take into consideration is the status of scripture and prophetic speech in this text and 
similar genres. Because of their status in the Islamic discursive tradition, the abundant citations 
of the Qurʾān, Ḥadīth, or references to the model behavior of Muḥammad should not be treated 
                                                                                                                                                       
Barber, The Anthropology of Texts; Ronald Inden, Jonathan S. Walters, and Daud Ali, Querying the Medieval: Texts 
and the History of Practices in South Asia (Oxford University Press, 2000); Velcheru Narayana Rao, David D. 
Shulman, and Sanjay Subrahmanyam, Textures of Time: Writing History in South India (Ranikhet, India: Permanent 
Black, 2003). 
8 See Bakhtin, “Discourse in the Novel,” 272. 
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as ordinary utterances next to or alongside any other.9 Epistemologically, they serve as the basis 
of comprehension, comparison, and ultimately the measure of truth.10 Because of their central 
place, citations of divine and prophetic speech imply traditions of commentary and explanation 
that contribute to the meaning of the given utterance in a way that is not the case for other 
utterances. For example, in the part of the Bayān discussed in the Chapter Two of the 
dissertation, ʿUmar’s argument that Aḥmad b. Aḥmad had departed from Islam by relying on a 
form of traditional instead of Islamic authority makes an elliptical reference to the tradition of 
commentary explaining the context of revelation, which gives it its full meaning. ʿUmar uses 
Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s failure to understand the contextual meaningfulness of the cited verse as 
evidence of Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s ignorance.   
As for his citation of the Almighty: {This indeed is My path made straight; so follow 
it…}.11 It is a citation that comes from ignorance and his argument originates from a self-
satisfaction and a satisfaction with [his] family. This is a proof against him in his leaning 
away from the path of truth by permitting the blood of Muslims and calling for the 
sparing of the blood of polytheists.12 
 
Aḥmad b. Aḥmad seems to use this verse in a way to say that God’s path is his own. In 
submitting to Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s authority and following his path, ʿUmar would in turn be 
following God’s path. However for ʿUmar, this particular citation by Aḥmad b. Aḥmad was in 
fact evidence against Aḥmad b. Aḥmad. The verse was revealed in the Meccan period before the 
hijra and was directed to idol worshipers of pre-Islamic Arabia. Given that Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s 
                                                
9 Here, of course, I invoke Talal Asad: “If one wants to write an anthropology of Islam one should begin, as 
Muslims do, from the concept of a discursive tradition that includes and relates itself to the founding texts of the 
Qur'an and the Hadith. Islam is neither a distinctive social structure nor a heterogeneous collection of beliefs, 
artifacts, customs, and morals. It is a tradition.” Although I am not interested in an anthropology of Islam, I am 
interested in how texts make meaning within a specific space of signification that draws its forms, concepts, and 
models from Islamic resources. Talal Asad, “The Idea of an Anthropology of Islam,” Georgetown University Center 
for Contemporary Arab Studies Occasional Papers Series (Washington DC, 1986), cited in Talal Asad, “The Idea of 
an Anthropology of Islam,” Qui Parle, 17, no. 2 (2009): 1–30. 
10 Robinson, Islamic Historigraphy, Chapters 7 and 8. 
11 Qur’ān 6:153. 
12 Folio 6 recto; Mahibou and Triaud, Voila ce qui est arrivé, 84. 
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support for the polytheists of Segu was precisely what was in question, his citation of a scripture 
(whose context of revelation suggested his own wrong-doing) undermines his effort to make 
ʿUmar submit to his authority. That particular citation embarrassingly calls attention to Aḥmad b. 
Aḥmad’s superficial knowledge of scripture, without the related commentary, and affirms that he 
has erred in his political affiliation with non-Muslims against a Muslim. ʿUmar’s indictment of 
Aḥmad’s ignorance of the tradition, i.e., his disregard for the tradition of commentary about the 
context of revelation, speaks to both the normative weight of divine speech and the importance 
of the exegetical apparatus that accompanies it. ʿUmar is able to make a decisive political 
argument—a counter-argument, in fact—that uses the same scripture as his opponent by making 
a reference to language that Aḥmad b. Aḥmad did not include but that was nonetheless implied 
by virtue of the tradition of commentary. This example refers to the Qurʾān but equally applies to 
the speech and model behavior of prophetic Sunna. In brief, the elevated status of scripture and 
Sunna for Islamic texts such as Ashhā l-ʿulūm gives those citations a normative value in relation 
to ordinary utterances, and also implies a significant body of commentary and explanation that 
can potentially be used in the evaluation of their use in compositions. While these features are 
distinct from those of Bakhtin’s novels, attention to the dialogical thus permits us to interpret 
how the various utterances interact within a given text.  
 Another important feature of Ashhā l-ʿulūm that distinguishes it from the novel is the 
textual function necessitated by the materiality of manuscripts. The meta-textual language 
Kamara uses to describe the text of Chapters Two and Three indicate their function. The second 
chapter presents itself as being supplementary to the text. The chapter begins: “I transferred 
(naqala) this chapter from the words of the Shaykh al-Ḥājj ʿUmar’s As for what Happened 
between us and between Aḥmad b. Aḥmad for the purpose of adding (ziyāda) an explanation of 
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what has preceded.”13 Here, I would like to call attention to the two words that the text uses to 
describe what this chapter does and how it does it. Naqala refers to the practice of transmission 
that characterizes traditionalism, which operates by virtue of the fact that texts are constantly 
carrying older texts within them, as they will also be carried—if someone copies them down in a 
new manuscript, for example. In contrast to textual production that has been created from the 
mind, ʿaql, the practice of naql is a process whereby some material has been taken from a source 
that already exists—on the basis of revelation, prophetic speech, or scholarly consensus— and is 
carried into a new text. Therefore, the reference often becomes an extended direct citation, 
thereby serving the function of preservation. This practice of transmission can be understood as 
the archival function of manuscripts produced within the traditionalist mode, or what I call the 
archival textual mode. For this text in particular, Kamara would have known the rarity of access 
to the texts that were essential for the explanation of the Umarian contradiction. As a part of his 
larger service to the shaykh, as he declares in his introduction, he archives the text written by 
ʿUmar that explained the exceptional and contradictory events that led to the loss of Muslim life, 
including ʿUmar’s own. Importantly, by including such lengthy excerpts of ʿUmar’s text, the 
second chapter of Ashhā l-ʿulūm adds to the explanation of the event that had been narrated in 
the first chapter, thereby performing an archival function of preserving the dialogical encounter 
between Ḥājj ʿUmar and Aḥmad b. Aḥmad and their opposing arguments.  
 Chapter Three performs an archival function similar to the second chapter in its 
presentation and representation of Yūrkuy Ṭalfi’s Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy. But whereas Chapter 
Two provides an explanation of the conflict between ʿUmar and Aḥmad b. Aḥmad, the third 
                                                
13 Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulüm, 73. 
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chapter preserves the dialogical encounter between Yūrkuy Ṭalfi and al-Bakkāy that responded 
to the conflict of ʿUmar and the latter: 
With regard to what has preceded from the cause of the fitna between the family of the 
Shaykh al-Ḥājj ʿUmar and between the family of the Shaykh Aḥmad al-Bakkāy ibn al-
shaykh Sīdī Muḥammad al-Khalīfa b. Al-Shaykh Sīdī al-Mukhtār al-Kuntī, (may God be 
pleased with all of them, Amīn) as it is in Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy by the Shaykh Yūrkī 
Ṭalfi, disciple of the Shaykh al-Ḥājj ʿUmar, al-Māsinī (may God be pleased with both of 
them, Amīn) and what concerns it.14   
 
Speaking on behalf of ʿUmar, Yūrkī Ṭalfi responds to the many attacks and back-channeling of 
Aḥmad al-Bakkāy, who represented establishment interests in the region, as shown in Chapter 
Two of the dissertation. Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy, which Kamara is quoting here, was composed 
originally composed before the decision to attack Māsina. At that point, there was still an attempt 
to win the jurisprudential and theological argument of why Māsina and its supporters were in the 
wrong. The title of the text can be translated as Al-Bakkāy’s Tears, and is an early iteration of a 
regional polemic between the Tijāniyya and the Qādiriyya Sufi orders. In moving the words from 
that text into Ashhā l-ʿulūm, Kamara archives both al-Bakkāy’s objections to the Umarian 
movement and Ṭalfi’s attack on al-Bakkāy, sealing them both with a statement on the causes of 
the fitna. This particular chapter also archives other texts that allow the reader to make a 
judgment on Ṭalfi as a source, particularly the prosopographical work on the Tijāniyya cited by 
Kamara in Rawḍ Shamāʾil ahl al-Ḥaqīqa fī al-taʿrīf bi-akbār al-ṭarīqa [Garden of the Virtues of 
the People of the Truth in the Introduction of the Greats of the Order], as well as some of Ṭalfi’s 
poetry.15 Archiving this work was a service to the shaykh, as it preserved the texts that might 
                                                
14 Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulūm, 95. 
15 Aḥmad ibn Muḥam ibn al-ʻAbbās al-ʻAlawī Shinjīṭī, Rawḍ shamāʼil ahl al-ḥaqīqah fī al-taʻrīf bi-akābir ahl al-
ṭarīqah (Rabāṭ: Dār al-Amān, [2012?]); for Ṭalfi’s poetry see the qasāʾid listed in the Hunwick, Arabic Literature of 
Africa, Vol. 4. 
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help a reader identify ʿUmar’s walāya and explain the Umarian contradiction, that is, that the 
Umarian expansion of Islamic space ends in the loss of Muslim life.  
 In addition to performing an archival function, the third chapter on the fitna between 
ʿUmar and Aḥmad al-Bakkāy has a similar relation to the first narrative chapter as the second 
chapter on Umar’s conflict with Aḥmad b. Aḥmad does. Both Chapters Two and Three offer a 
large excerpt from a text that came out of the events that has been narrated in Chapter One. In 
contrast to the narrative parts that describe the just war against the so-called unbelievers, which 
warrant no explanation, the exceptional events resulting from the Umarian contradiction—the 
conflict between ʿUmar’s and Aḥmad b. Aḥmad and the fitna between ʿUmar and al-Bakkāy—
must be explained. Both of these chapters offer such an explanation by way of archiving 
dialogical argumentative encounters between the two sides. 
 In addition to the practice of transmission, naql, the dialogism of the texts’ transmission 
contributed to the archiving of difference in the Umarian tradition. The texts are dialogic in both 
their structure and internal form. By dialogical structure, I mean that the text as a whole is 
understood in the model of statement and response, what Bahktin sees as addressivity and 
answerability.16 This structure contrasts with a modern-historical model of writing in which the 
dialectics of cause and effect, at least implicitly, structure how an event might be narrated or an 
argument made. The second chapter’s citation of the Bayān demonstrates this dialogical structure 
particularly well. Immediately following the statement identifying the chapter’s archival function 
of naql, the text reads: 
                                                
16 See Martin Irvine, “Mikhail Bakhtin: Main Theories: Dialogism, Polyphony, Heteroglossia, Open Interpretation,” 
(Washington DC: Georgetown University, 2004), available at http://faculty.georgetown.edu/irvinem/theory/Bakhtin-
MainTheory.html: “An utterance/word is marked by what Bakhtin terms ‘addressivity’ and ‘answerability’ (it is 
always addressed to someone and anticipates, can generate, a response, anticipates an answer).”
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The beginning of what happened between us and between this Aḥmad b. Aḥmad had its 
origins when God helped us with his favor for the war of the polytheists and we 
undertook from him blessing for attacking the states of the arrogant ones among the 
criminals. Then we stayed in al-Nūr, what thing of God. We wrote documents spreading 
the good news among those we know among the Muslims of what God had made happen 
to their enemies among the polytheists. I ordered one to Fuuta and one to Māsina and 
another to the Bīḍān only to spread the news. Then, we were shocked by the army of this 
Ahmad b. Ahmad, headed by his prince ʿAbd Allah b. Abī Bakr b. Hamaṣṣālaḥa. It 
advanced towards the West until it came down in Dagna and Kuli. They mustered there. 
Al-Hajj ʿAli joined him and only the people of Kuli without those of the unbelievers. All 
of the people of Bāghuna agreed to fight them and they [Ahmad’s forces] remained there 
with nothing for them and nothing for their amīr. We were faced with his envoy who had 
his letter.17 
 
This excerpt from the beginning of the second chapter is characteristic of the statement–response 
structure of the entire text as it appears in Ashhā l-ʿulūm. Because causality ultimately rests with 
God, human agency is a matter of a circumscribed exchange of language. The event, or the 
“what happened,” started when God had given ‘Umar his favor in fighting the polytheists. In the 
context of what God has done, ʿUmar wrote documents. In response to those documents, Aḥmad 
b. Aḥmad dispatched his army and sent his own letter. Here, the dialogism of the text remains at 
the level of organizing principle, without including the utterances used in those exchanges of 
language within the body of the text. In other parts of the text, as we shall see, the cited utterance 
fulfills its dialogical character with direct discourses. This overall statement–response pattern 
structures the entire excerpt from the Bayān, contributing to the text’s archiving of difference.  
 The third chapter’s citation of Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy also executes the archival function 
through its deployment of dialogical forms. By dialogical form, I mean the sentence-level 
mechanism of citing direct discourse and responding to it with new discourse. Dialogical forms 
include certain rhetorical formulae, references to speech, and other linguistic cues. The citation’s 
opening is a good example. After stating the causes of the fitna, Kamara writes: 
                                                
17 Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulūm, 73. 
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Among that is what is in Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy addressing [al-Bakkāy] in his saying 
(qawl): “As for your saying in your writing to our Shaykh that is, al-Ḥājj ʿUmar . . . : 
‘Know brother prince that . . . ’ The response (jawāb) is that our shaykh is . . .’”18  
 
This excerpt exhibits two instances of citation. The first citation is the one Kamara makes of 
Tabkiyyāt. The second is the citation that Tabkiyyāt makes of a letter that al-Bakkāy has written 
to ʿUmar. The different instances of citation use dialogical forms to do the work of archiving 
other texts. The second citation closes and is punctuated by a response, thereby using a dialogical 
form in its execution of the dialogical structure discussed above. The top layer of Kamara’s text 
uses the qawl (speech) of Tabkiyyāt (“As for your…”) in its own composition, thereby making 
its meaning through the language of another. Internal to that utterance, Tabkiyyāt uses the qawl 
of al-Bakkāy’s letters (“Know brother prince . . . ”) for its own composition. Then, Tabkiyyāt 
offers a response to the utterance of al-Bakkāy’s letters (“The response is . . . ”). The dialogical 
form of qawl along with the response together make up the dialogical structure, as it uses 
language at the sentence level to represent the de-temporalized dialogue of interlocutors. 
However, the content of the qawl and the jawāb (response) constitute very different arguments 
about what happened, as we will see in the following two sections. In describing written words 
as speech, one of two possibilities could be operating. Either there is no distinction made 
between speech and writing, or speech remains the model of writing. Much in the same way that 
writing is the archivization of speech, the text archives other texts by thinking of them as though 
they were speech. For that reason, we can think of these dialogical forms of citation as 
performing the archival function of the text in its preservation of the differing arguments 
resulting from the Umarian contradiction.  
                                                
18 Ibid., 95. 
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There are limits to using dialogue as a metaphor in understanding text. By referring to 
these texts as dialogic, I do not suggest that they are either symmetrical or spontaneous, as we 
sometimes think of conversation. That the fixity of script transforms the spontaneous dynamism 
of the moment of speech into a static rigidity that nevertheless creates new possibilities by 
extending presence has been sufficiently theorized.19 And while speech may indeed at times be 
spontaneous, it is never symmetrical. Difference in power is shot through all dialogue.20 This 
insight is especially important in thinking through texts such as Ashhā l-ʿulūm, which uses other 
texts in its work of composition. Any citational act creates a new meaning for that which is cited 
by virtue of its relationship to the composition that performs the citation. When ʿUmar cites 
Ahmad b. Aḥmad’s letters in the Bayān, he makes meaning in its composition by manipulating 
sequence, elision, addition, and perhaps even misquotation. When Ṭalfi selects which parts of al-
Bakkāy’s letter to address in his polemic, he authors the meaning of al-Bakkāy’s letters anew. 
When Kamara cites both the Bayān and Tabkiyyāt at length, he creates even more meaningful 
text with its various strategies and methods of composition. Nevertheless, the new meanings 
being made with each layer of composition preserve the traces of older arguments and older 
meanings, because of the archival imperative produced by the materiality of manuscript culture. 
Thus, while Bahktin’s notion of dialogism is certainly operative, the materiality of manuscript 
culture additionally exhibits the more specific phenomenon of the archival textual mode.   
 It is also important to note the implications of the non-identity of writing and speech, 
although they are often used interchangeably in these texts. Writing de-spatializes and de-
                                                
19 See Jack Goody, The Interface Between the Oral and the Written (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1987); Jacques Derrida, “Signature, Event, Context,” in Margins of Philosophy, trans. Alan Bass (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1982), 307–30; Harold Innis, Empire and communication, (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1950). 
20 Diane P. Michelfelder and Richard E. Palmer, eds., Dialogue and Deconstruction: The Gadamer–Derrida 
Encounter (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1989). 
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temporalizes speech. Where speech operates by and within a logic of spontaneity that stands still, 
writing instead operates by a logic of fixity that is nevertheless movable. The techniques of 
citation that we see in both Chapters Two and Three of Ashhā l-ʿulūm call attention to the 
movability of script and draw out the contrast with the aurality of speech which, by its nature, is 
of a specific moment and place. Despite these key differences between speech and writing, 
thinking of texts as dialogic, i.e., as being in dialogue with other texts as well as containing 
within their own composition a dialogue of utterances, nevertheless permits us to interpret what 
texts do in a given time-space. Instead of trying to trace ultimate origins or identify instances of 
originality like old Orientalist philology, recognizing a text’s dialogism enables us to identify the 
space of signification within which it intervenes, as well as the meaning of its intervention. In the 
case of Ashhā l-ʿulūm in particular, both the dialogic structure and the dialogic forms of the 
text’s parts written in the archival mode reveal different arguments responding to the Umarian 
contradiction between the expansion of Islamic space and its resulting loss of Muslim life.  
 
The arguments from the Bayān 
 The second chapter, which is mostly composed of citations of ʿUmar’s Bayān mā 
waqaʿa, archives two opposing arguments. As the Bayān appears in Ashhā l-ʿulūm, it functions 
to present both the stakes of ʿUmar’s conflict with Aḥmad b. Aḥmad and ʿUmar’s attempt to 
resolve the contradiction from which the conflict resulted. As I discussed in Chapter One of this 
dissertation, the Bayān was composed at a critical moment in which the processes of 
Islamization in West Africa doubled back on itself, producing the fundamental contradiction: a 
war, normally limited to the expansion of Islamic space among non-Muslims, fought among 
Muslims. While it was originally written by ʿUmar to resolve this contradiction, the Bayān 
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nevertheless embeds the arguments made by Aḥmad b. Aḥmad in letters that he had written to 
ʿUmar. The way in which the Bayān appears within Ashhā l-ʿulūm dialogically demonstrates the 
archival function of Chapters Two and Three insofar as they preserve differing arguments about 
the conflict. The structure of this text was characteristically dialogic, that is, it takes as its 
expository model the statement-response structure of dialogue.  
The premise of Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s argument was that earthly temporality limited 
authority to one person. We discover this through a series of nested texts: Ashhā l-ʿulūm archives 
the Bayān, which documents the letters that show arguments made by Aḥmad al-Bakkāy against 
submitting to Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s authority (likely made sometime around 1854), and those 
letters include the direct quotation of Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s demand to be recognized as a singular 
authority by al-Bakkāy.21 At this fourth layer of text (speech from letters cited by letters in the 
Bayān included within the body of Ashhā l-ʿulūm), we find the premise that there can be only 
one authority in a given time and place.  
Choose for yourself one of two options: either entering under our allegiance as it is your 
obligation, as multiplicity (al-taʿadad) is not permitted in one age in one country or 
neighboring countries, according to legal consensus.22 
 
The premise of Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s argument forecloses the possibility of multiplicity of saintly 
authority and grounds that premise on the third pillar of the sharīʿa. Here, he assumes the voice 
of a self-confident sovereign who demands recognition as such. This model of authority follows 
the metaphysical architecture in which the walī is the intermediary between God and earth, so 
authorized by friendship with God. He is the channel through which the emanations of grace 
must flow. It is almost as if a multiplicity of authority would mean that that grace would be too 
diffuse or, to use a crudely mechanic and hydraulic metaphor, unable to gain enough pressure to 
                                                
21 Mahibou and Triaud, Voila ce qui est arrivé, 20. 
22 Ibid., 84. 
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flow efficiently. We also notice Aḥmad’s subtle attempt to extend his authority beyond Māsina 
to “neighboring countries,” which included al-Bakkāy’s Timbuktu. Al-Bakkāy’s arguments 
against Aḥmad b. Aḥmad are interesting in the way in which they rely on racialist arguments and 
call upon the idea that West Africa, being detached from the sovereignties of the sulṭāns of 
Morocco and Istanbul, requires a more modest and localized concept of imamate. Perhaps more 
noteworthy still is that ʿUmar then embeds Bakkāy’s arguments in his treatise against Aḥmad b. 
Aḥmad, the latter two having reconciled with al-Bakkāy nominally assuming the role of Aḥmad 
b. Aḥmad’s “shaykh.” All the same, the operative limitation that defined the shared claim by all 
three figures was that they were all friends of God, but that the materiality of time and space 
prevented the simultaneous translation of those friendships into temporal authority.  
 Imagining himself to be the sovereign of the Niger River valley, having inherited that 
authority from the state-founder Aḥmad Lobbo, Aḥmad b. Aḥmad also directs a similar demand 
towards ʿUmar when the latter begins hostilities with Segu. However, the stakes become much 
higher than in the exchange with al-Bakkāy. Aḥmad b. Aḥmad sends ʿUmar a number of letters, 
which the latter details and responds to meticulously. Aḥmad b. Aḥmad claims that Segu is now 
his vassal, because its leader, ʿAli Munzu, had given up his idols, converted to Islam, shaved his 
head, and pledged allegiance to himself and Māsina. As a result, when ʿUmar’s forces began to 
attack Segu, they also encountered, to ʿUmar’s shock and disapproval, Muslim fighters from 
Māsina mixed with the Bambara armies of ʿAli Munzu. Aḥmad b. Aḥmad thus gives ʿUmar an 
ultimatum similar to the one he had given al-Bakkāy years before:  
And if this writing of ours has come to you, then choose for yourself one of the two 
options: Either enter under our allegiance as it is your obligation or leave from these 
lands so that you can head to other lands so that you can fight in them the enemies of 
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God. If not, there is nothing between us but the battlefield, which was commanded by 
God’s messenger.23    
 
In contrast to the ultimatum he gives to al-Bakkāy, which highlights the premises of his 
demands, Aḥmad b. Aḥmad includes in his ultimatum to ʿUmar the consequences of his demand 
not being met. And where the premises of the first are based upon the weaker third foundation of 
the sharī’a, legal consensus, Aḥmad b. Aḥmad grounds the consequences on the stronger second 
foundation, prophetic speech. Nevertheless, the main premise is the same: there can be only one 
recognized authority in one time and place to mediate God and earth. That established authority 
in Māsina, sanctioned by two previous generations of commanding the good and forbidding the 
bad, is Aḥmad b. Aḥmad.  
 Instead of insisting on the superiority of his authority in spiritual and genealogical terms 
like al-Bakkāy, ʿUmar resolves the contradictions implied by the contest over the intermediary 
position of the walī in a given time and place by invalidating Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s claim to being 
a friend of God. He does so by a simple process of deduction. Kamara excerpts the most 
important parts of the argument, getting to the bottom line: 
The shaykh al-Ḥājj ʿUmar (almighty God have mercy on him) said: “Know, oh fair 
reader, that this Aḥmad disagreed with us about what God commanded of his awliyāʾ the 
believers and avoided, in all his circumstances, with us the righteous ancestors (al-salaf 
al-ṣāliḥīn al-muttaqīn) in order to fraternize with the polytheists combatting us” until that 
he said “it is known by the rational ones and the sincere ones that there are three friends: 
the friend, the friend of a friend, and the enemy of the enemy; just as there are three 
enemies: the enemy, the friend of the enemy, and the enemy of the friend.”24 
 
Umar’s attempt to resolve the contradiction uses the concept of muwāla. In the form that it 
appears here, muwāla distinguishes friends from enemies, thus defining the political. Umar 
                                                
23 Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulūm, 78. 
24 Ibid., 90. 
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extensively cites Najm al-Ikhwan25 by ʿUthman Dan Fodio, the founder of the Sokoto 
caliphate.26 Najm al-Ikhwan is itself a complex work that draws on the legal opinions that the 
Saharan jurist al-Maghīlī gave the emperor of Songhai, Askiya Muḥammad, during the fifteenth 
century.27 These opinions have defined a West African legal tradition that has debated the 
question of the relationship of Muslim rulers to religiously mixed populations at the edge of the 
domain of Islam.  
 ʿUmar’s use of the concept of muwāla can be understood, then, as a specifically West 
African iteration of a larger debate in Islam on takfīr, or the legal determination of Muslim and 
non-Muslim.28 However, its meaning is specific to a West African geography of the nineteenth 
century. Within what has been called the slave mode of production—a political-economic order 
in which a social formation requires enslavement and slave trading to maintain its existence—the 
muwāla-concept was particularly significant because the expansion of Islamic space in the 
nineteenth century reduced the size of the population that was potentially enslavable, as Muslims 
could not, theoretically, be enslaved. 29 Because in this period Muslim status followed that of the 
sovereign, the accusation of affiliation with non-Muslims or bad Muslims could be strategically 
deployed to expel an entire group from the Muslim community and subject them to enslavement. 
After his conquest of Segu, ʿUmar declares that he brought out the idols from the places of 
Bambara worship, proving that ʿAli Munzu had never actually converted, and that as a result the 
people of Segu were enslavable and Aḥmad b. Aḥmad was a liar. Having supported ʿAli Munzu 
                                                
25 U. F. Malumfashi, “Divergence of opinion in the law of Islam. Being editing, translation and analysis of Shaykh 
ʿUthmān b. Fūdī’s Najm al-ikhwān yahtadūna bihi bi-idhn Allāh fī umūr al-zamān” (PhD thesis, Bayero University, 
1989). 
26 For a brief biographical profile of Fodio see D.M. Last, “ʿUt̲h̲mān b. Fūdī,” in Bearman et al., Encyclopaedia of 
Islam. For background on the foundation on the Sokoto Caliphate, see Murry Last, The Sokoto Caliphate (London 
1967). 
27 John O. Hunwick, “al-Mag̲h̲īlī,” in Bearman et al., Encyclopaedia of Islam. 
28 Kane has briefly made this argument in Kane, Beyond Timbuktu, 106–13. 
29 Lovejoy, Transformations in Slavery. 
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by giving him money and providing him soldiers so that he could violate the sanctity of Muslim 
life, wealth, and honor, Aḥmad b. Aḥmad was a friend of God’s enemies, thus rendering him an 
enemy of God. Such an argument not only denied Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s authority as a friend of 
God, but rendered him non-Muslim as well. As a result, ʿUmar could assume the singular 
position as intermediary between God and his creation in the upper Senegal and Niger river 
Valleys, thus making an Umarian space. 
 In summary, because of the dialogic structure and the dialogical forms of Ashhā l-ʿulūm’s 
composition, two different and opposing arguments are archived in the text. The first argument is 
made by Aḥmad b. Aḥmad, who insists that ʿUmar recognize him as a close friend of God and 
the principle authority on earth in the area of the Middle Niger River. Such recognition would 
have required that ʿUmar take his wars of conquest elsewhere. ʿUmar’s response is to deny 
Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s status as a walī, using the concept of muwāla to strip him of his status. In 
archiving both arguments within the text of Ashhā l-ʿulūm with its dialogic mechanisms, the text 
adds to the explanation of what happened, thus explaining the Umarian contradiction and 
achieving Kamara’s service to the shaykh. 
 
The arguments in Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy 
 Similar to the second chapter’s dialogic preservation of the Bayān, Chapter Three of 
Ashhā l-ʿulūm archives the dialogical encounter between Ṭalfi and al-Bakkāy. It moves (naqala) 
text from Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy, which itself has moved text from letters written by Aḥmad al-
Bakkāy. However, to identify this process as simply copying would be to ignore the work of 
composition inherent to any text that seeks coherence against the opposing forces in potentia that 
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threaten to pull it apart. Citing from the first page of Chapter Three will allow us to observe this 
work of composition and the threat of decomposition: 
And among the causes of fitna between them was that the Shaykh al-Bakkāy was greatly 
denouncing (kān yankaru) the Shaykh Tijāni and encouraging [Tijāni’s] students to leave 
his tariqa and was linking it [the Tijāniyya] to falsehood. Do not ask of his 
denouncement of Ḥājj ʿUmar and his companions. From that came his [al-Bakkāy] taking 
sides with the rivals of the Shaykh [ʿUmar] and his support of everyone that was fighting 
him [ʿUmar] as will be related to you, which shows what has been said. And from that of 
what is in Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy addressing [al-Bakkāy] in his saying: “As for your saying 
in your writing to our Shaykh, that is, al-Ḥājj ʿUmar, God has made room in his mudad 
and pour out (afāḍa) upon us from his baraka and mudad: “Know brother prince that for 
you and me to be friends (walīyyin) of God, that we must be friends and agree and love 
and associate with each other in proximity to God.30 
 
As mentioned earlier, the dialogical structure of the text forms internal layers produced by its 
movement of language from one text to another. In this particular case, there are three layers: 
Ashhā, Tabkiyyāt, and al-Bakkāy’s letters. The first layer frames the meaning of the second and 
third layers through composition, just as the second layer (sourced from Tabkiyyāt) had done so 
for the third layer (sourced from al-Bakkāy’s letters) when it was its own text. However, now as 
a part of Ashhā, Tabkiyyāt’s compositional prerogative has been absorbed by the first layer of 
text. In short, each instance of textual movement offers the opportunity of framing previous 
statements anew through the work of composition. In this way, “copying” is creative in so far as 
it is a method of meaning-making. 
 For example, if we start at the third layer, which contains a statement from al-Bakkāy’s 
letter, what appears is an expression of good will and mutual recognition of the saintly walāya of 
both al-Bakkāy and ʿUmar. Standing alone, it suggests a degree of equality among the two 
saintly authorities. However, in relation to the layer of text that framed it in Tabkiyyāt, a 
difference between the two men is asserted. Even though it is simply a supplication on behalf of 
                                                
30 Kamara, Ashhā l-ʿulūm, 95. 
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his shaykh, Ṭalfi’s statement, “God has made space in his mudad and poured out (afāḍa) upon us 
from his baraka and mudad” (immediately following the mentioning of ʿUmar’s name while 
addressing al-Bakkāy), distinguishes ʿUmar as a recipient of God’s grace from al-Bakkāy, who 
does not receive any such supplication on his behalf. The effect of this framing of the second 
layer undermines the meaning of equality that would be suggested by the third layer had it been 
isolated. Notably, the noun mudad and the verb afāḍa are key terms in the Tijāni lexicon, with a 
specialist meaning.31 Without going into the layers of esoteric meaning (which is impossible for 
the uninitiated), we can still say that the very use of this vocabulary speaks to some of the 
doctrinal differences between the Tijāniyya, of which Ṭalfi was a member, and al-Bakkāy’s 
Qādiriyya. Therefore, the framing of third layer of text by the second layer changes a statement 
of saintly equality into an opportunity to assert ʿUmar’s spiritual supremacy. The second layer of 
text has indeed copied what is in the third layer, but it makes its meaning by introducing the 
difference between ʿUmar and al-Bakkāy. 
 Similar to the way in which the meaning of the third layer is preconditioned, if not made, 
by the framing statement of the second layer, the compositional prerogative of the second layer is 
absorbed by the first layer. As a statement of the causes of the fitna that places the responsibility 
on al-Bakkāy’s speech acts of denouncement, the first layer of text calls into question the 
seemingly conciliatory tone of the third layer read in isolation. In effect, the first layer takes up 
the task of the second layer when the first copies the second for itself; but where the second layer 
implicitly asserts ʿUmar’s spiritual superiority by the subtle signal of a supplicatory prayer, the 
first layer explicitly states that al-Bakkāy had erred in his denouncements. The reader is therefore 
directed how to understand the other two layers of the text. What is important to recognize is that 
                                                
31 Seeseman, The Divine Flood. 
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copying text is not a passive or neutral act of transmission. Citation is a kind of composition by 
which meaning is made and coherence achieved. The materiality of manuscript culture is 
essential to that achievement.  
 At the same time, this passage shows us that despite the intention of coherence that 
composition implies, an unintended incoherence threatens to decompose the text and pull it 
apart. The chapter frames the fitna as being caused by a negation: “The Shaykh al-Bakkāy was 
denouncing (kān yankaru) the Shaykh Tijāni greatly and encouraging [Tijāni’s] students to leave 
his tariqa and was linking it [the Tijāniyya] to falsehood.” Fitna, disorder and disharmony 
among Muslims, is caused by negative utterances about a friend of God. The utterances are 
negative not simply because they are not favorable, but because they work to make absent what 
is present and make false what is true. The root n-k-r, used in Kamara’s description of the causes 
of fitna, denotes a lack of knowledge. In grammar, the root is used to denote indefiniteness and 
indeterminacy. And in law, it appears in the fundamental imperative of governance: commanding 
the good and forbidding the bad (munkar). In this way, the text opens by trying to make sense of 
disorder by ordering it, producing method from madness. It does so by pointing to the deleterious 
effects of a negating language.  
 However, even as the text tries to make coherence out of chaos through its own 
composition, it cannot help but speak of its own incoherence and potential decomposition. 
Kamara follows this initial statement that straddles the line that separates being and nothingness 
with a negative imperative: “Do not ask of his [al-Bakkāy’s] denouncement of Ḥājj ʿUmar and 
his companions.” The negating effects of al-Bakkāy’s speech are so regrettable, so dangerous, 
that to ask about his arguments for his denouncing of ʿUmar could itself result in the disorder of 
fitna. Instead, Kamara will simply narrate what happened through the citation of Tabkiyyāt al-
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Bakkāy. Kamara’s negative imperative is contrasted by the imperative that opens al-Bakkāy’s 
cited utterance: “We must be friends and agree and love and associate with each other in 
proximity to God.”  Here, he does not seem to be antagonistic at all. In fact, he appears 
conciliatory in his efforts to find a common ground of mutual recognition between himself and 
ʿUmar. This language of reconciliation also uses an imperative, but an affirmative one that 
establishes their friendship with each other and God. The conflicting imperative of affirmation 
and negation reflects the larger compositional and decompositional energies embedded in the 
text, which both archive previous utterances and demand new interpretation. 
 Even in isolation, al-Bakkāy’s cited utterance in Ashhā l-ʿulūm features this contradictory 
tendency. The complete citation from the first page reads as follows:  
Know brother prince that for you and I to be friends (walīyyin) of God, that we must be 
friends (natawālā) and agree and love and associate with each other in proximity to God 
(bi-walāyat Allah). Or that one of us must be an enemy of God (and we seek refuge in 
God from such things), because it is not right for a friend of God to befriend and agree 
with the enemy of God.32 
 
Two possibilities are listed here. The first is that both ʿUmar and al-Bakkāy are friends of God. If 
that is the case they should affiliate with one another. The second possibility is that one of them 
is in fact the enemy of God. In the first statement that we’ve looked at from Ashhā l-ʿulūm’s 
citation of Tabkiyyāt, the question of friendship and enmity sets the terms of the debate. For al-
Bakkāy, the shared status as friends of God establishes a common ground upon which he and 
ʿUmar can converge and come to an agreement. The alternative of disagreement, he suggests, is 
something to be avoided, as it is tantamount to enmity with God. His tone is invitational and 
conciliatory, speaking to friendship as the basis of politics. In contrast to Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s use 
of his status as friend of God as a way to exclude or subordinate ʿUmar, al-Bakkāy references 
                                                
32 Kamara, Ashhā l-ʿulūm, 95. 
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their shared status as God’s friends as the foundation of politics. Where Aḥmad b. Aḥmad uses 
his friendship with God to establish a hierarchy of authority, al-Bakkāy uses it here as the basis 
of unity. In that vein, he calls ʿUmar a brother prince. Such language suggests that authority for 
him is multiple, at least more multiple than it was for Aḥmad b. Aḥmad. The citation of al-
Bakkāy’s letters from Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy in Ashhā l-ʿulūm shows that al-Bakkāy tried to use 
friendship with God as the basis of political unity and reconciliation at a moment when the threat 
of fitna and disorder was very real. Harmony and unity of Muslim authorities are favored, while 
disharmony and disunity are to be avoided, and refuge must be sought from it. This opposition of 
friendship and enmity in al-Bakkāy’s statement functions as a mechanism of difference operating 
internally within his utterance. In fact, the statement itself operates and makes meaning through 
its holding together of these two different possibilities.  
 In contrast, ʿUmar’s secretary and propagandist Ṭalfi uses friendship with God not as the 
basis of unity, as al-Bakkāy appears to do, but as the very justification of Umarian enmity with 
al-Bakkāy. Echoing the arguments that ʿUmar makes in the Bayān ma waqaʿa, Ṭalfi 
demonstrates that ʿUmar is a friend of God while al-Bakkāy is one of God’s enemies: 
The response is that our shaykh is the friend, the friend of God by the proof of his 
adherence to the path of the Prophet (SAWS) and his carrying out of jihād against the 
enemies of God and tearing of the gods other than God whom they worship. And his 
observing of the book of God, and his knowledge of the secrets of the book, an amount 
that only the greats know, which are also the most special of God’s servants. And you, by 
God, are the enemy, the enemy of God by the proof of your friendship of the enemies of 
God, the polytheist disbelievers of God, and your wish for them of long life and the 
lasting of their state (dawla) despite their not abandoning their polytheism and enmity 
with God.33  
 
Ṭalfi argues here that ʿUmar is the friend of God because of his following of the Prophetic 
model, his practice of fighting against disbelief, and his acquisition of exoteric and esoteric 
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knowledge. These arguments echo, or even repeat, the arguments that ʿUmar himself makes, 
particularly in the Bayān. In contrast to the model characteristics that ʿUmar is said to have, Ṭalfi 
presents al-Bakkāy as the enemy of God because of his support for and friendship with God’s 
enemies, specifically the sovereign of Segu, ʿAli Munzu. The premise of friendship with God 
being manifested as a singular recognition of temporal authority reemerges in Ṭalfi’s argument, 
where it had become less prominent in al-Bakkāy’s entreaty for unity and reconciliation. For al-
Bakkāy, friendship with God is the basis of the political unity of Muslims, whereas for Ṭalfi, its 
singularity marks the limits of political community. Both parties use the differentiation of friend 
and enemy as an organizing mechanism for their discourse. This mechanism operates both within 
al-Bakkāy’s and Ṭalfi’s utterances separately, as well as between their two utterances. The 
introduction of Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy inside of Ashhā l-ʿulūm, then, demarcates both the political 
constitution and textual composition of the space defined by the Umarian contradiction.    
 Although al-Bakkāy presents himself to the Umarians as conciliatory, what follows in 
Ashhā l-ʿulūm’s citation of Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy reveals him to be disingenuous and duplicitous. 
Al-Bakkāy had written letters to Aḥmad b. Aḥmad and to the accused polytheist ʿAli Munzu 
insisting that they stop the march of the Umarian forces up the Niger at all costs. When ʿUmar 
captured Segu, these letters were captured as well, which Ṭalfi archives in Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy. 
Writing to the sovereign of Segu ʿAli Munzu, al-Bakkāy writes: 
Do not leave Segu to al-Ḥājj ʿUmar. Do not leave it to him even if every Arab and every 
Fulani tells you to do that. Do not listen to them. Do not listen to them whether they are 
Muslims or unbelievers. Instead, make them your Muslims and your unbelievers. Do not 
leave them to al-Ḥājj ʿUmar.34 
 
From the Umarian perspective that Ṭalfi elaborates, this letter implicates al-Bakkāy as a friend of 
God’s enemies (ʿAli Munzu), an enemy of God’s friends (ʿUmar), and therefore the enemy, an 
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enemy of God. Al-Bakkāy’s enmity is so great that it transcends the ethnic and religious 
difference that otherwise organized relations in the region. Speaking to a Bambara king, whose 
blackness is a mark of unbelief and whose language professes polytheism, al-Bakkāy 
momentarily suspends the normal hierarchy he otherwise espoused (recall his comments above 
about his refusal to recognize Aḥmad b. Aḥmad’s authority because he was simply a black 
Fulani) in order to stop the Umarians. The social categories of Muslim and unbeliever and their 
operation of division are suspended. He tells ʿAli Munzu not to accept the command to acquiesce 
from anyone who would normally be considered to be above him in that ethnic hierarchy. In fact, 
al-Bakkāy goes even further to say that anyone, no matter their social status, who directly or 
indirectly supports ʿUmar should be subjected to Munzu’s rule. This command, that the 
unbelieving ʿAli Munzu should make Muslims his (jaʿalahum muslīmik), would have been 
particularly scandalous in the region, as it authorized a non-Muslim to subjugate a Muslim at a 
moment when Islamic political formations were dominant. For the Umarians, then, this was clear 
evidence that al-Bakkāy had supported the violation of the governing principles of the protection 
of a Muslim’s life, wealth, and honor. By including this utterance by al-Bakkāy, Ṭalfi documents 
al-Bakkāy’s duplicity. Al-Bakkāy’s statement to ʿAli Munzu contradicts the one he makes to the 
Umarians, revealing that despite the conciliatory tone of his letter to the Umarians, the only 
possibility was in fact enmity. In other words, the meaningfulness of the first citation, with all of 
its internal difference, is decomposed through subsequent citations. That is, al-Bakkāy’s first 





 The text of Ashhā l-ʿulūm achieves its coherence through the composition of what are 
ultimately mutually incoherent statements. The explanation of the calamity of fitna, which 
resulted from the Umarian contradiction, rests on this paradox, and is, in effect, the very 
argument that holds the competing energies of the archival portions of the text together. The 
causes of this particular instance of disorder among Muslims are to be found in al-Bakkāy’s 
negating speech, which not only differed from ʿUmar’s speech but also contradicted it.  In this 
chapter, I have argued that those portions of Ashhā l-ʿulūm that are best characterized as having 
been written in an archival mode archive different and opposing arguments from (and about) the 
moment defined by the Umarian contradiction, demonstrating an archival textual mode. These 
portions, Chapters Two and Three, preserve for subsequent readers dueling perspectives 
entextualized in ʿUmar’s Bayān mā waqaʿa, presented with the title Fīmā waqaʿa within the 
body of Ashhā l-ʿulūm, and Yūrkuy Ṭalfi’s Tabkiyyāt al-Bakkāy. I used a dialogical approach to 
identify the contradictory forces that compose the text and await to de-compose it with an 
interpretative practice. Finally, I demonstrated that in archiving the polemical exchanges 
between the competing parties of the fitna, the text maintains the space of difference that sought 
to resolve the contradiction of the ideality of friendship with God and the materiality of authority 
on earth.  
 In the previous chapter, I identified the antagonisms between different forms of sainthood: 
pietistic righteousness, al-ṣalāḥ, and temporal power, al-siyāda. Using those antagonisms as a 
hermeneutic immanent to the text of Ashhā l-ʿulūm, I argued that the introduction, the first 
chapter, the fourth chapter, and the conclusion narrate the contradictions of sainthood.  I argued 
that the problem of Ashhā l-ʿulūm resembles the problem of the Umarian tradition at large: how 
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does one narrate the exemplary acts, the marvelous feats, and the virtues of a clear friend of God 
whose quest to expand Islamic space in West Africa results in the loss of Muslim life? In a 
similar way, I have argued in this chapter that the problem of Ashhā l-ʿulūm in those portions of 
the text written in the archival mode have appeared as the imperative to archive different and 
opposing explanations of the Umarian contradiction. In Chapter Five, the final chapter of Part 
Two, the full problem of Ashhā l-ʿulūm becomes clear as it deals with a portion of a text that 
uses genealogical commentary in order to contest the naturalization of saintly authority.  
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Chapter 5: Genealogies of Contestation 
“The Genealogists are liars.”   
—Ibn Masʿud, cited in Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm 
 
Introduction  
 In the preceding two chapters I have explored those parts of Ashhā l-ʿulūm that are best 
characterized as having been written in the narrative and archival modes. Starting from the 
premise that the text is a problem, in Chapter Three I developed a hermeneutic immanent to the 
text, which identifies objects of hagiographic representation and the implicit categories of 
narration that make sense of the Umarian contradiction through the narration of the descent from 
sanctioned violence for the expansion of Islamic space to the loss of Muslim life. In Chapter 
Four, I showed how a dialogical approach allows a reconstruction of the space of argumentative 
difference that archived the very possibility of making sense of the Umarian contradiction. In 
this chapter, I explore the problem posed by those parts of the text composed in the genealogical 
mode. I argue that the disproportionally large final chapter on the on the Tāl “tribe” (qabīla) uses 
a sophisticated approach to genealogical knowledge that integrates autochthonous traditions of 
genealogical reckoning with the formal Islamic discipline of ʿilm al-nasab (genealogy) in order 
to contest the naturalization of power as a function of descent within colonial space. 
Furthermore, the text proposes a contrasting model for the transmission of authority based on 
intellectual and spiritual affiliation. 
 It is with its genealogical dimensions that Ashhā l-ʿulūm most clearly makes meaning as a 
specific intervention into the problem-space of the foundational moment of Senegalese 
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modernity, in which the negotiation between the colonial state and saintly lineages established a 
durable set of institutions, practices, and discourses that supported the role of the Sufi 
establishment in the mediation of the state and the majority of its Muslim subjects. The Umarians 
effectively used their status as descendants of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl as a basis of negotiation with the 
colonial state.1 In this transaction, the Umarians became key mediating personalities between the 
state and the subject Muslim population in French West Africa, granting them access to sources 
of cash, land, prestige, and authority. In return, colonial rule was legitimized in its having won 
over a lineage and a community of followers that had once been perceived as the leading threat 
to colonial order. The genealogical commentary in Ashhā l-ʿulūm calls the Umarian genealogical 
claim of noble, prophetic descent into question, as well as the validity of the claim to having 
inherited ʿUmar’s authority by virtue of filial descent from him.  
 What makes the genealogical portions of Ashhā l-ʻulūm so interesting is that instead of 
accepting the use of genealogy to naturalize power, as is so often the case, Kamara uses the 
space opened up by genealogy’s inherently speculative character as the terrain upon which to 
contest and undermine an emergent saintly power, and the basis upon which that power tended to 
transmit itself. Some of these claims were bold—for instance, that ʿUmar was a descendent of 
the Prophet Muḥammad—but within the social reality of Senegal at the time these claims were 
believable, as the memory of ʿUmar as a major saintly figure had contributed to making the 
space of Islamic signification in the greater Western Sahel. Kamara’s intervention re-casted these 
claims and showed how dubious they were, in an attempt to bring into question the emergent 
position of the Umarians, and other saintly lineages, in the mediation of the Muslim population 
and colonial state. He did this by identifying common mistakes in genealogies, of jamʿa wa 
                                                
1 My argument builds upon the one David Robinson makes about the consensus that emerged in the inter-war period 
and had warmed the two sides to each other. See Robinson, Colonial Politics and Historical Texts.  
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tafrīq, and well-known incidents of “genealogical parasitism.”2 He also enlisted the help of other 
Islamic sciences, particularly linguistic ones, to show the unsound nature of Umarian 
genealogical claims. By using another science to undermine genealogies and genealogical 
claims, Kamara employs a range of tools at his disposal, highlighting the inexact methodology of 
Islamic genealogy and its undependable speculative nature.  
 
Description of the genealogical textual mode 
 As it appears in Ashhā l-ʻulūm, the genealogical textual mode is characterized by the 
conventions, logic, and forms associated with autochthonous traditional and Islamic reckonings 
of descent and kinship. Notably, the text contains two different understandings of descent and 
kinship. In terms of its representation in the text, the dominant understanding of genealogy is of 
filial descent and kinship, that is, social relations based upon a patrilineal logic of father-to-son 
blood relation. The other understanding of genealogy reflected in the text is affiliational 
“descent” and kinship, based on spiritual and intellectual relationships of the teacher to the 
student. The genealogy of filiation is presented as ante-Islamic, whereas the genealogy of 
affiliation is presented as essentially Islamic. In the rest of this section, I describe the instances of 
these two varieties.  
 
Genealogy of traditional filiation  
 In the sixth chapter of Ashhā l-ʻulūm, Kamara discusses the lineage of the Tāl; the 
Hondorobe, the larger sub-ethnic group to which the Tāl belong; and the origins of common 
                                                
2 On “genealogical parasitism,” or the grafting of parts of genealogies to separate genealogies in a way that allows 
one to feed off of the status of another, see Dennis D. Cordell, Dar al-Kuti and the Last Years of the Trans-Saharan 
Slave Trade (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), 46. 
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ethnonyms in the greater Western Sahel. This section appears to be mostly a citation of his 
magnum opus Zuhūr al-Basātīn, presented within the body of Ashhā l-ʻulūm with its alternative 
title Intiṣār al-Mawatūr [Victory of the Mawatūr].3 Although it features an extended citation of 
another work, like many of the other chapters in text, this chapter is distinct in that it is a citation 
of Kamara’s own previous work, and in that this chapter is significantly longer than the others. 
Furthermore, the chapter densely documents Kamara’s method of collecting written and oral 
reports, evaluating them on their own terms, and making a judgment about them in relation to the 
Islamic textual authorities of the Qurʾān, Sunna, and scholarly references. The prose of this 
section is more animated than in many of the other sections, and expresses much more critical 
views on the included reports than do the narrative and archival portions of the work. 
 The chapter’s structure can be summarized as starting from the more specific and ending 
with the more general. The first section includes several different versions of the Tāl genealogy. 
The second section features Kamara’s criticisms of genealogical claims of and about the Tāl as 
descendants of the Prophet, comparing such genealogical claims to practices of pre-Islamic 
Arabia. The third section discusses Hondorobe genealogy more broadly and general problems 
with genealogical claims by various Pulaar-speaking groups throughout the greater Western 
Sahel. The fourth and final section reviews the origin and meanings of various ethnonyms, 
particularly in Fuuta Toro. Each section follows a general pattern: Kamara provides the 
genealogy from several sources, sometimes written and sometimes oral. He then refutes 
particular claims, and then tries to provide alternative solutions that make the sources work 
                                                
3 It appears as Intiṣār al-Mawtūr within Ashhā l-ʻulūm, as an abbreviation of Intiṣār al-Mawatūr fi dhikr qabāʾil 
Fūta Tūr [Victory of the al-Mawatūr in the mentioning of the clans of Fuuta Tooro]. The francophone translators of 
Zuhūr al-Basātīn translate al-Mawtūr as “les opprimés” or “the oppressed.” I am unsure of its meaning, and so leave 
it untranslated here.  
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within the larger framework of the tradition. Such an approach is best described as genealogical 
commentary.  
 Overall, Kamara comes across as very critical of the genealogy of filiation. He goes to 
great lengths to show that it is an intellectually suspect field of knowledge that relies on 
traditional modes of social relation based on birth, as opposed to an Islamic mode of social 
relation based in links forged through teaching and learning. Nobility in Islam, he argues, is not a 
product of birth but a function of pious practice. Compared to the narrative chapters where he is 
reserved in his skepticism about the likelihood of the authenticity of ʿUmar’s marvels, Kamara 
uses a much harsher language against the genealogical claims made about the status of ʿUmar’s 
descendants. One explanation for this is that ʿUmar was a saint, whereas his descendants are 
simply his descendants and thus are subject to a much greater degree of doubt.  
 
Genealogy of Islamic affiliation  
 In the fourth, relatively short chapter of Ashhā l-ʻulūm, Kamara includes ʿUmar’s 
biographical profile (tarjama), which briefly outlines the five features of his spiritual election: he 
saw the Prophet; he knew the greatest name of God; he could hear the language of hearts; he had 
a special permission for spiritual training, esoteric guidance, and proselytization; and he had 
special permission for jihād. It also includes the biographical profiles of ʿUmar’s three teachers: 
Shaykh ʿAbd al-Karīm al-Fuutajalī, Sīdī Mūlūd Fāl, and the Shaykh Muḥammad al-Ghālī. This 
chapter begins as an excerpt from a prosopography of the Tijāni order, Rawḍ shamāʾil ahl al-
Ḥaqīqa fī al-taʿarīf bi-akābir al-ṭarīqa [Garden of the Virtues the People of the Truth in the 
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introduction of the Greats of the Order].4 But it also includes several oral reports, and, notably, 
gives an account of a marvelous conversion at the hands of ʿUmar.   
 
Descent, kinship, and the naturalization of social difference 
 Kamara writes at the convergence of two traditions of genealogy, but his use of them is 
all his own. These traditions of autochthonous and Islamic provenance reflect a common concern 
with knowing and representing descent and kinship as natural forms of social difference. 
However, they also differ. The oldest tradition of the greater Western Sahel has long been a 
primarily oral one in which specialists are charged with the task of remembering the various 
lines of descent of different family groups, their accomplishments and titles, and other 
noteworthy information about the past.5 Known as a jeli or a gawlo in Kamara’s Pulaar-speaking 
context of the Middle Senegal River valley, members of an endogamous occupational group 
would perform these accounts at events or upon request to gain their livelihoods.6 As a specialist 
occupation, these appeared historically along with the system of social-economic division of 
“caste” they were tasked with remembering, sometime in the late medieval period.7 Since they 
depended on elite families to reward their performance with wealth and favors, the oral tradition 
they produced tended towards praise for whoever was potentially footing the bill, whether a host 
or a sovereign. However, if the performer did not receive what he or she thought that they were 
worth, they might change the tune and offer a less than laudatory assessment, thus encouraging 
                                                
4 Shinjīṭī, Rawḍ shamāʼil ahl al-ḥaqīqah. 
5 Abdoul Aziz Sow and John Angell, “Fulani Poetic Genres,” Research in African Literatures (1993): 61–77. 
6  I borrow the term endogamous occupational group from Tamari Tal to describe what is often called “caste” in the 
literature. Tamari Tal, “The Development of Caste Systems in West Africa,” Journal of African History 32 (1991): 
221–50. On the relationship between Muslim religious specialists and these casted groups in the Pulaar-speaking 
context of Northern Senegal, see Roy Dilley, Islamic and Caste Knowledge Practices Among Haalpulaar'en in 
Senegal (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2005).  
7 According to Tamari Tal, no later than 1300. Tal, “The Development of Caste Systems.” 
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the nobility to be more generous than not.8 As a set of representations, the meaning of a 
particular iteration of genealogical reckoning of the oral tradition was therefore ambiguous and 
contradictory. The same body of discursive material could be used in different ways.  
 By and large, however, the specialist of genealogical knowledge in the oral tradition was 
beholden to the dominant perspective of the nobility as a social group, internecine differences 
among them notwithstanding. As a result, oral tradition in general has been considered to 
represent a variable charter of social relations that reflect more the moment and conditions of 
performance than a fixed historical truth.9 Often called a “genealogical charter” by 
anthropologists, this traditional means of understanding and representing social relations uses the 
language and logic of lineage and descent as a way of naturalizing those relations as having been 
a product of birth.10 It is often the case that the claimed ancestor is so remote in time and 
geography that the stories associated with ethno-gentic origins have long been transformed 
through the operations of collective memory, forgetfulness, and re-imagining to the point of 
defying the credulity of a modern-historical sensibility. While the specialist of oral tradition 
would have mastered a repertoire of accounts, mnemonics to aid memory of different stories, and 
rhetorical techniques to adapt to the conditions of performance, and while many were no doubt 
innovators of the craft, their knowledge of specific lineages was hardly a systematized one that 
aspired either to universality or objectivity.  
 There are a number of parallels between the development of genealogy in West African 
oral tradition and in pre-Islamic Arabia; however, ʿilm al-nasab, the science or discipline of 
                                                
8 Amadou Hampate Ba, “The Living Tradition,” General History of Africa 1 (1981): 166–205. 
9 See Goody, The Interface between the Written and the Oral, Chapters 3, 7, and 8; Elizabeth Tonkin, “Investigating 
Oral Tradition,” The Journal of African History 27, no. 2 (1986): 203–13.  
10 Laura Bohannan, “A Genealogical Charter,” Africa (1952): 301–15; Paul Bohannan, Justice and Judgment among 
the Tiv (Oxford University Press, 1957); Edward E. Evans-Pritchard, The Nuer (Oxford: Clarendon, 1940). 
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genealogy, differs in so far as it eventually aspired to an impressive degree of systematicity, 
universal applicability, and, for some sincere nussāb (genealogists), truth.11 As a form of 
historical consciousness, nasab worked to explain the present and naturalized nobility as being 
transmitted by birth through prestigious paternal lineages, particularly that of the Prophet, the 
Quraysh. This consciousness is understood within the conventional interpretation as being one 
that emerges from the mostly oral tradition of a nomadic culture in the Arabian Peninsula. 
However, as Islamicist Zoltan Szombathy has convincingly argued, the dominant understanding 
of nasab within the Islamic tradition as the comprehensive organizing principle of pre-Islamic 
Arab Bedouin society was the product of a medieval construction by an urban, literate elite that 
sought to systematize a massive body of raw material from Bedouin “informants” in a context of 
Arab/non-Arab shuʿubiyya polemics and intense scholarly competition. As a refined discipline, 
ʿilm al-nasab tried to capture all of those who have descended in different branches from a single 
male ancestor and represent them as a comprehensive tree of relations. It did so by amassing an 
ever-expanding body of information from diverse sources gathered from far and wide, thus 
exhibiting a crush of erudite learning. This scholarly work during the medieval period resulted in 
a flexible system that developed relatively quickly in Iraq and was absorbed back into folk 
culture in ways that affirmed the idea of the importance of nasab as authentic Bedouin culture. 
For Szombathy, the many accounts of forgeries in the formative period of Islam reflect contests 
over the consolidation of durable power. Nevertheless, authorities on genealogy such as Hisham 
al-Kalbi managed to define what would be considered standard knowledge, as well as the 
                                                
11 My argument here is profoundly influenced by Zoltán Szombathy’s revisionist approach to genealogy in the 
Arabo-Islamic tradition. For a more conventional Orientalist view on genealogy see Rosenthal’s article. 
Interestingly, Szombathy’s critique of Orientalist scholarship is that it has uncritically taken Arabic sources on 
genealogy at their word without examining the context of their development. Zoltán Szombathy, The Roots of 
Arabic Genealogy: A Study in Historical Anthropology (Budapest: Avicenna Institute of Middle Eastern Studies, 
2003); see also Franz Rosenthal, “Nasab,” in Bearman et al., Encyclopaedia of Islam. 
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methods of how genealogical knowledge would be ascertained and represented.12 So, while 
genealogy in the Arabo-Islamic context is said to emerge as an oral tradition in segmentary 
societies much like those found in West Africa, it would be hasty to over-emphasize their 
common features, as ʿilm al-nasab eventually took on a more systematic character once it 
became a written tradition.  
 Nevertheless, given the similarities and differences of genealogy in West African oral 
tradition and in the formalized field of Islamic knowledge, Ashhā l-ʿulūm is particularly 
interesting, as it makes meaning in a space of signification defined by both. As I have shown in 
Chapter Two of the dissertation, the Umarian tradition is a space of signification made by 
various textualizations of the memory of the life, lineage and legacy of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl that draw 
on both Islamic models and regional historical experience.13 Specifically, Kamara exploits the 
content of specific regional traditions’ genealogical knowledge, presents them in the form of 
Islamic genealogy, and subjects those genealogies to the evaluative methods available to him as 
a Muslim scholar. An example of such a convergence is in the text’s treatment of what Kamara 
considers the source of error in all Fulbe genealogies, which comes within a larger discussion 
refuting claims of ʿUmar Tāl’s status as a descendent of Muḥammad: 
The source of such talk is found in some flimsy chronicles (baʿḍ tawārīkh al-wāhiyya) by 
the hands of Black Fulanis from the people of the two Fuutas that say that ʿUmar b. al-
Khaṭṭāb (may God be satisfied with him) sent ʿImaru b. al-ʿAṣī with armies to the 
Maghrib in a ship by sea. It said: “Indeed, they found the kings of the land. They 
dispatched a message to them that if they did not surrender then they would kill them. 
And when they reached the land of Ṭoro (and in one account, the land of Māsina) ʿImaru 
b. al-ʿAṣī dispatched to them ʿAqba b. ʿAmr (and in some copies ʿAqba b. Yāsir) to 
surrender. So they accepted and submitted. When ʿImaru b. al-ʿAṣī wanted to depart from 
their land, the king of the land of Ṭoro said to him: “Leave with us some of your army to 
teach us and instruct us in the religion of Islam.” ʿImaru said to him: “Choose who you 
like from our army.” So he chose ʿAqba b. ʿĀmr (and it is also said ʿAmār b. Yāsir). The 
                                                
12 Szombathy, The Roots of Arabic Genealogy, 5–11. 
13 See also my discussion of this textual corpus in the Introduction.  
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army went back with ʿImaru b. al-ʿĀṣī. ʿAqba bin ʿAmr b. Maʿādh b. Maghīth bin Fulān 
b. Salīm b. Saʿīd b. Murra, the seventh father of [the Prophet’s] fathers (ṣalā Allah ʿalīhi 
wa salam), married the daughter of the king of Ṭoro named Bajmaʿu. Four male children 
were born to him. The first of them is Daʿata Jallo, then Wayy Bari, then ʾIs Soh, then 
Raʿb Bah. So the Jallo tribe, and the Bari tribe, and the Soh tribe, and the Bah tribe were 
the source of the Fulāni. And each tribe of these tribes connects its nisba to ʿAqba b. 
ʿAmr in their claims. So they claim al-Qurayshiyya. (Wa kul qabīla min hathahi al-
qabāʾil yataṣalu nisbahu ilā ʿAqba b. ʿAmr fī zaʿamihim. Falidhalika yaddaʿūn al-
Qurashiyya). God Almighty knows best.14 
 
As an anthropologist would quickly note, this genealogy resembles common tropes and 
structures of oral tradition. The wise stranger is credited with being the forefather of four 
brothers from whom the names of the dominant groups of Fulbe society are taken. But as 
Kamara takes pains to point out, through a long exploration of Islam’s early history, the people 
cited could not have come west to marry the Fulbe King’s daughter. The only person who it 
could have possibly been was ʿAqba bin Nāfiʿ, who waged war against the Lawata and Mazata 
of the Berbers as far east as Ghadames and Wadan. But even Nāfiʿ never came as far west as 
Toro. While Kamara concedes that Nāfiʿ could have taken a Berber or Black (kor) wife, he 
makes clear that the claim to shurafa status, or descent of Muḥammad’s lineage, by any of the 
Fulbe is dubious. This treatment shows how Ashhā l-ʿulūm takes Fulbe oral traditions that had 
already been textualized in writing, and represents and refutes them with the analytical apparatus 
of ʿilm al-nasab.  
 This excerpt from the sixth chapter of  Ashhā l-ʿulūm warrants more commentary, for the 
sake of clarifying the specific means by which the traditional and Islamic genealogies interact 
and the implications of such interaction. In this account transmitted by “flimsy chronicles,” 
which commonly circulated in the areas of Fuuta Toro and Fuuta Jallon, both important Islamic 
political formations established during the Age of Jihād, the terms of the relationship between 
                                                
14 Kamara, Ashhá al-ʻulūm, 145–6. 
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Islam and local cultural formations are represented. As the second rightly-guided khalīfa, ʿUmar 
b. al-Khaṭṭāb represents unquestionable Islamic sovereignty associated with the rapid spread of 
the space of Islamic governance. He authorizes a certain ʿImaru b. al-ʿAṣī to spread Islam on his 
behalf where it is absent. It is in this situation—one in which capitulation is the only alternative 
to the threat of death—that the third figure, either ʿAqba b. ʿAmr or ʿAqba b. Yāsir depending on 
the manuscript, arrives in Toro, representing Islam. At that point, the people accept the 
ultimatum and submit (aslamū) in the face of violence, thereby becoming Muslims. The local 
sovereign requests instruction in Islam, and in exchange, he gives his daughter to the military 
representative of Islam who brought it to the country. It just so happens that this ʿAqba b. ʿAmr 
is a descendent of the seventh grandfather of Muḥammad, Murra. As a result, the children of 
ʿAqba b. ʿAmr and Bajmaʿu, the daughter of the local sovereign, found a new social order, in 
which their sons, and only their sons, define the noble lineages of the Fulbe. The symbolism of 
this genealogical story is striking. First, Islam is represented by the masculine, the martial, and 
the noble, whereas local autochthony of the land is represented by a daughter. The exchange here 
is key. The king, representing the old order, gets knowledge and becomes Muslim, and the noble 
ʿAqba b. ʿAmr gets the reproductive capacity that the country has to offer. The relationship, then, 
between Islam and “Toro,” as represented in this common genealogical account of the Fulbe, is a 
dynamic based on an exchange and subordination that produces a new social order. As a 
representation of the order that had emerged in the wake of Islamic political formations after the 
end of the eighteenth century, this account explains and naturalizes the dynamics of 
subordination between Muslim actors and Fulbe cultural tradition that preceded the jihāds, 
encoding them as a function of birth.  
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 Given the privileged place that Islam had in defining the terms of social order after the 
Age of Jihād, it is noteworthy that in Ashhā l-ʿulūm, Kamara brings together regional traditions 
of genealogy and Islamic genealogy with a sense of difference. He does not simply assimilate 
local ways of reckoning descent with the universalizing Arabic way of doing so. In his magnum 
opus Zuhūr al-Basātīn, Kamara addressed himself to the question of the descent of the 
Deeniyankooɓe, the group that dominated the Senegal River Valley from the beginning of the 
sixteenth century until Abdel Kader Kane’s successful establishment of the Imamate of Fuuta 
Toro in 1776. They, like many other Muslim groups in Africa and its vast diaspora, identified 
themselves as having descended from Bilal, one of Muḥammad’s first companions, who was an 
Abyssinian slave.15 Kamara surveys the relevant written sources on the topic, the first being a 
regional work titled Tārikh al-Sudān, which describes the Deeniyankooɓe as Sūdāniyyūn. He 
goes on to use various other sources from outside of the region, such as al-Futūhat al-Islāmiyya 
[The Islamic Conquests], Ibn Battuta’s Riḥla, Ibn Qutayba’s Kitāb al-Maʿārif [Book of Names], 
and others, to describe Sudanese pastoralism, allowing him to make the case that “fulāni” simply 
refers to any Black pastoralist.16 He then gives an oral account of the Deeniyankooɓe by Konko 
Hamme Sammba Diiye, a Deeniyanko descendent appointed as chief by the French, who gives a 
genealogy starting from Tenella going backward in time to Bilal. Kamara then explicitly 
expresses doubt about this genealogy, citing Diiye’s use of a non-regional genealogical 
                                                
15 David C. Conrad, “Islam in the Oral Traditions of Mali: Bilali and Surakata,” The Journal of African History 26, 
no. 1 (1985): 33–49; see also Souleymane Bachir Diagne’s comments on the rewriting of the self, in Jeppie and 
Diagne, The Meanings of Timbuktu; Edward E. Curtis IV, The Call of Bilal: Islam in the African Diaspora (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2014). 
16 It is worth noting that this first work was not a classical work like the other two. It was a late nineteenth-century 
work written by the Meccan scholar Ahmad Zayni Daḥlān. For background on the author, see Heather J. Sharkey, 
“Aḥmad Zaynī Daḥlān’s Al-Futuḥāt al-Islāmiyya: A Contemporary View of the Sudanese Mahdi,” Sudanic Africa 5 
(1994): 67–75. 
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convention. “However we, the Sūdān, start genealogies with the ancestors,”17 Kamara says, 
before giving the same genealogy with the appropriate convention. The difference is small: 
instead of saying that Tenella the founder of the Deeniyankooɓe was “the son of so-and-so the 
son of so-and-so” until Bilal, the way Arabs would list the genealogy, Kamara states that it 
should be “Bilal the father of so-and-so” until Tenella. Nevertheless, the difference was enough 
for Kamara to doubt the genealogy’s authenticity, arguing further that the gap between the time 
periods was too great for the number of names provided. These two examples show a unique 
feature of Kamara’s general approach, which integrates local traditions of genealogical 
reckoning with the sources and analytical apparatus of ʿilm al-nasab. This approach staked out a 
space for regional specificity in its genealogical practices.  
 To fully understand Kamara’s use of Umarian genealogy as a kind of ideological 
commentary in his colonial, inter-war moment, it will be useful to consider critical approaches to 
Arabo-Islamic genealogy. A key move that Szombathy makes is to distinguish the different uses 
of nasab as descent, kinship, and genealogy. He makes the point that early use of the term and 
similar terminology were wholly incoherent, and that an awareness of one’s descent or kinship 
with other people is by no means equivalent to the existence of a system of knowledge dedicated 
to making sense of those relations. He compares the difference between knowing descent or 
kinship and genealogy proper to the difference between the natural rhythm of oral, pre-Islamic 
poetry and the subsequent development of ʿilm al-ʿarud, the science dedicated to the 
investigation of poetic meter. By identifying the fact of its construction and the analysis of the 
conditions of that construction, Szombathy demonstrates the inherently ideological nature of 
                                                
17 Kamara, Florilège, 100. 
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genealogy as a science. Since its inception, then, ʿilm al-nasab has sometimes performed an 
ideological function for those who have made use of it.  
 The other critical view of ʿilm al-nasab that helps with our reading of Kamara’s use of 
genealogy highlights the paradigmatic nature of genealogy in the historically inflected writing of 
the Islamic tradition. Here, Aziz al-Azmeh provides a sophisticated understanding of the 
difference between modern historiography and what passes as Islamic historiography:  
Genealogy is constituted, as I have mentioned, of a string of instants that do not share 
conditions of emergence but are connected, at the end, by a purely serial succession.  
They purport to trace ancestry. It is common knowledge that genealogy is by no means 
history: history starts at the beginning, while genealogy starts at the end, recasting the 
beginning in the light of the present, by telescoping, displacement, and invention, and 
medieval Arabic historians were well aware of this. Genealogy is primarily a classifier, 
after the event. Social and political genealogies cultivate both a serial nobility and a myth 
of origin, and the same applies to epistemological genealogy.18  
 
Reading Kamara simply as history without allowing room for translation misses this important 
conceptual and functional difference between the way academic historians write about the past 
and the way Kamara did. Given the emphasis that Kamara places on genealogy and its extensive 
commentary in Ashhā l-ʻulūm and Zuhūr al-Basātīn, we must consider genealogy to be not 
simply one subject among others for the autodidactic polymath Kamara, but a paradigm of 
writing about the past and of ideological commentary.  
 It is for these reasons that I understand Kamara’s use of genealogy in a very specific way. 
In a context in which filiation, the producing of sons and maintaining relations among them, is a 
principle of articulation, that is, the way that different political, economic, and social levels come 
together in a moment, genealogy is the means by which power comes to make itself known, 
naturalized, and contested.  
  
                                                
18 Aziz Al-Azmeh, “Muslim Genealogies of Knowledge,” History of Religion 31 (1992): 410. 
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Why is genealogy ideological? 
 Genealogy, as an inherently speculative field of knowledge, has tended to offer an 
important space for potential ideological contestation in the Islamic discursive tradition.19 
Perhaps we should disentangle genealogy and its common uses. I use genealogy with two 
important meanings. The first, following Szombathy, is genealogy as the systematic knowledge 
of descent and lineages. As Szombathy argues, systematization emerges historically as an urban 
and literate phenomenon that then spreads beyond its sites of formation. The second meaning of 
genealogy is more figurative and follows Aziz al-Azmeh’s use: a backward projection of the 
present in a process of analogy-making that privileges the present over the past as the son over 
the father. I am not referring to genealogy here simply as descent or kinship, but rather as 
discursive structures of knowing and speaking about descent and kinship. Focusing on Muslim 
Africa, Szombathy shows the social and political power of genealogy, while making an 
important clarification. Genealogy always expresses power, and therefore is epiphenomenal to it; 
it is never autonomous. A group or person with low standing making a claim of noble birth 
would be laughed away for claiming noble descent, whereas a group or a person in power would 
be given the benefit of doubt as to the veracity of their claims. Only a change in fortune would 
force claims of descent to be reassessed and reconfigured, as they no longer mapped on to 
present reality. As for the various sciences within the Islamic tradition, then, one might argue 
that ʿilm al-nasab is among the most ideological. 
Compared to other fields of Islamic knowledge, ʿilm al-nasab invites a greater degree of 
speculation and revision that provide a space of debate, disagreement and refutation that was 
                                                
19 I use “ideology” in a broadly Althussarian way, that is, as representations of the relations of production. In 
emphasizing representation, this understanding maintains the ambiguity that is a precondition for polemic and 
conflict.  
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constrained in other fields. Unlike the meta-discipline of ḥadīth, for example, which aspired to 
limit itself to the actual sayings and actions of the Prophet—thereby providing the normative 
basis of Islamic social organization, daily life, and doctrinal formation—ʿilm al-nasab aspired to 
the impossible goal of a universal chart of human lineage and descent.20 To be sure, there were 
many forgeries of the ḥadīth and certain sources were more dubious than others, in addition to 
creative re-framings that followed the spirit more than the letter of sources. But there were well-
tested methods of controlling for such excess in ḥadīth, and even a diligence of tracking the 
appearance of specific instances of excess. ʿIlm al-nasab, however, only functioned by a 
willingness to accept a little fudging here and there, and copious amounts of “selective amnesia.”  
In many ways, then, ‘ilm al-nasab was the opposite of ḥadīth and its auxiliary sciences, which 
constituted the core of Islamic knowledge. However, I want to emphasize a certain 
complementarity of the two disciplines. There are traces, or perhaps signatures, of one in the 
other. And the two fields of knowledge allowed the same actors to do different things and make 
different kinds of arguments. It’s not simply that ʿilm al-nasab was the anti-ḥadīth or that ḥadīth 
was the anti-ʿilm al-nasab. One has to look at specific cases and reflect on the relationship of the 
two. The important point here is that ḥadīth, as vast as it was, was still limited by a discrete 
corpus of sayings and actions, while ʿilm al-nasab was unlimited in its attempt to cover all of 
humanity. Furthermore, which sayings and actions had pride of place in a given moment had to 
be determined by means that were not strictly within the field of ḥadīth itself, but relied on 
material conditions and specific people, or a group, to decide which sayings and actions of the 
Prophet would hold sway and to what extent would the Sunna would be followed. So while the 
investigation of prophetic speech formed the basis of an epistemology prior to its modern 
                                                
20 See Mohamed Hasim Kamali, A Textbook of Ḥadīth Studies: Authenticity, Compilation, Classification and 
Criticism of Ḥadīth (Markfield, UK: The Islamic Foundation, 2005). 
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transformations, the determination of who was authorized to make those decisions as an extra-
epistemological process and required representations that naturalized that determination. In this 
way, ‘ilm al-nasab complemented ḥadīth in so far as it naturalized, through the very question of 
birth, the matter of who made these determinations.  
Given the central importance endowed to status of birth in the Western Sahel, genealogy and 
its contestation becomes a powerful form of ideological critique. As discussed above genealogy 
in the Western Sahel comes in at least two forms: traditional and Islamic. The griot 
conventionally had authority in claims of birth and descent, whereas the various Muslim scholars 
of various kinds had the knowledge necessary to support major genealogical claims. An 
interesting difference here is that the griot could perhaps be said to specialize almost exclusively 
in questions of descent and relations, the very nature of oral tradition being used to understand 
the past as some function of or in the present. In contrast, the Muslim scholar for the most part 
would rarely have been a specialist in genealogy, but would have claimed some other knowledge 
(ʿilm) as his specialty. The sharīʿa, language, Qur’ān, and so on, would likely have constituted 
his specialization, together with a general knowledge of other varied disciplines. Genealogy for 
the Muslim scholar would likely have been an auxiliary field of knowledge or discipline. How 
can we understand this difference of the position of genealogy in Islam and the oral tradition? 
What does the difference between the two tell us about each?  
 Genealogy is a particularly productive means of ideological critique for a number of 
reasons. Given its subordinate position within the Islamic sciences, and the likelihood of people 
to exaggerate and fabricate their origins, it was far more subject to scrutiny, negative judgment, 
and skepticism. Unlike a legal precept or a given reading of the Qur’ān whose breadth of 
possible interpretation was relatively narrow, a genealogical claim could be subject to far greater 
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interpretative pressures. Indeed, in the western Sahel, from the point of view of a fact or an 
opposing ideological position, it had to be. Exaggeration was a known feature of griotage and 
was markedly different, supposedly, from the conservatism of the Muslim traditionalist.  
 
Kamara in his moment: Ashhā l-ʿulūm and its problem-space 
How had genealogy been used to naturalize authority in the Senegalese colony at the 
moment Kamara composed Ashhā, thereby giving the text an ideological meaning to its content? 
David Robinson’s historical work is most important here.21 From his rebellion against traditional 
authorities in Fuuta Jallon and the rejection of the complacency of the scholarly establishment 
that took off in the mid 1850s, ʿUmar made no distinction between temporal power and spiritual 
authority. ʿUmar’s claim of being a walī meant that his closeness to God authorized his right to 
govern, and his success in conquest validated his election by God. But after his death, this direct 
Umarian sovereignty was short-lived, because of the failure to establish institutions and because 
of the creep of colonial domination. By the 1890s, ʿUmar’s political successor and son Amīr 
Aḥmad called for a hijra East, away from the greater Western Sahel. The dissolution of their 
empire and loss of land forced the Umarian leadership to translate their indivisible power into 
particular forms. Another of ʿUmar’s sons in Madīna, Hashimi, claimed the inheritance of 
ʿUmar’s spiritual power, while Agibou tried to assume “traditional” power by accepting a 
French-granted kingship, a position that would eventually be abolished. ʿUmar’s sons largely 
failed in the short run, having faced the full weight of French domination over the course of two 
generations. The effect of the conflicts between ʿUmar and Faidherbe, as well as between Aḥmad 
                                                
21 In many ways this chapter is something of a direct response to Robinson’s essay on colonial narratives. Robinson, 
Colonial Politics. 
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and Archinard, left a deep colonial fear of the Tijānis in West Africa. Robinson has called this 
generation the “lost generation,” a cohort of descendants of ʿUmar and major disciples “who 
explore a number of options in the Western Sudan outside the horizons of the archival and 
published record.”22  
  The following generation of ʿUmar’s descendants, collectively known as Talbé (the 
people of the Tal family), were more successful in their translation of temporal power outside of 
the time and space of colonialism into a different kind of power within the colonial state. In 
Senegal, Seydou Nouru Tall accepted the hybrid position of Grand Marabout, an important 
office recognized and promoted by the French. In Soudan, Muntaqa Tāl, the author of the 
definitive Tijāni biography of ʿUmar and another grandson, wielded a considerable influence in 
the region near Segu because of his claim of descent, position within the Tijāni brotherhood, and 
religious persona, an influence recognized and utilized by the French. The Tāl representatives, 
with the guidance of the head of the Tivaoune-based Tijāniyya Malik Sy, were only able to 
negotiate this privileged position after a long fear of a supposed Tijāni fanaticism by openly 
embracing the the French and demanding loyalty from their followers and mediating conflicts 
among Muslims on behalf of the French. By the time of Ashhā l-ʿulūm’s composition, the Tāl 
family were well on their way to becoming insiders of the fused colonial-scholarly establishment 
based on the memory of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl, which they took great pains to represent within the 
colony. 23  
 This continued position of authority was naturalized by claims that ʿUmar had sharific-
nobility, and therefore his descendants were likewise descended from Muḥammad’s family. 
                                                
22 Robinson, Colonial Politics and Historical Texts, 10. 
23 Brenner, Controlling Knowledge, 35–6; Hanson Migration, Jihad, and Muslim Authority; Sylvianne Garcia, “Al-
Hajj Sydou Nourou Tall, ‘grand marabout’ Tijani,” in Triaud and Robinson, Le temps des marabouts. 
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Kamara’s primary task in the final chapter on Umarian genealogy is to refute these claims. He 
does so through his characteristic approach of collection, exploitation, and evaluation. Pulling 
from his primary research for Zuhūr al-Basātīn, Kamara surveys several different oral accounts 
of the Talbe family tree, the family’s place of origin and their current locations. During the 
course of these recounted genealogies, Kamara offers comments and clarifications on reports 
which inevitably are incomplete, forcing him to lament the poor state of knowledge among the 
Blacks.24 Notably, he reports not finding an expert on Talbe genealogy in Halwar, ʿUmar’s 
birthplace. He then makes a comment that colors all of the accounts he has provided up til then: 
I did not see anyone informed in the genealogy of the Talbe of Halwar . . . Some of the 
Tijāni people of Fuuta exaggerate the lineage of the Shaykh al-Ḥājj ʿUmar to the point of 
linking him to the sharaf, following their fantasies (huwā) and keeping to this worldly 
life, just as some of the Arabs in the jāhiliyya attached their lineage to the angels and 
some of them to the jinn when Almighty God made them his concern and raised their 
position.25 
 
This excerpt shows an important tension that Kamara maintains in this chapter. He recognizes 
that God has indeed elevated a particular group to power. But what that power means, and how it 
is represented, cannot exceed what is reasonable; it certainly cannot stray to the point of being 
false. When this happens, election no longer becomes a thing of God but a worldly strategy of 
power. Such commentary, along with the diversity of genealogical accounts he provides, invites 
the reader to question genealogical claims that naturalize power.  
 If inviting doubt by showing different versions of the Talbe genealogy was not sufficient 
to indirectly challenge the claim that ʿUmar descended from the prophet, Kamara then refutes the 
claim directly. At this point in the text, Kamara shifts registers and includes a letter from Sārin 
                                                
24 “Perhaps they do not know the narrative of their descent (sird nasabihim) because of the length of time and the 
victory of forgetfulness and the people’s neglect of these times especially and included in this is their being of the 
Sudan.” Kamara, Ashhā l-‘ulūm, 134. 
25 “lam ʾāra khabīran bi-nasbi Talbi Halwār li-qila laqāʾī li-ʾāhli tilka al-jiha at-tūriya li-asīmā al-halwārīūn 
minhum.” Ibid., 137. 
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Jāba of Ngudjilon written in his own hand. Jāba’s genealogy of ʿUmar attaches him to Murra, the 
Prophet’s grandfather, through his father’s mother, and to the important twelfth-century Sufi 
Shādhili through his father’s father. Kamara then responds:  
Along with this patent lie, there are also horrible grammatical faults. Among them is 
annexing (iḍāfa) an indefinite “shaykh” to the definite “the gatherer” (al-jāmaʿ). The 
thing cannot be annexed to itself, rather “the gatherer” qualifies “shaykh.” One must 
either make them both definite or both indefinite…Among them is his utterance 
“Maḥmūd bin al-Ḥassan al-Shādhili.” Instead it is ʾAbu al-Hassan al-Shādhili. And so on 
and so on of his mistakes the likes of which one cannot improve in Arabic.26  
 
Kamara then cites his earlier work again to point out that the lie that Murra had a son named 
Saʿid who was an ancestor of Fulbe nobility is a commonly transmitted fabrication that he 
identified from a Hausa tarikh. Together, the “patent lie,” along with the gross grammatical and 
onomastic faults, proves that the Tijāni ideologist Sārin Jāba is simply not credible. In 
discrediting Jāba, Kamara seeks to put to rest once and for all the naturalization of Umarian 
nobility as a function of descent.    
 While Ashhā l-ʻulūm presents itself as a biography of the walī ʿUmar, in a less apparent 
way it chiefly does the work of genealogy. The major part of the book is a genealogy in the more 
abstract sense argued by Azmeh: it traces backwards the contemporary generation of Umarians 
to ʿUmar and the claims that they make about ʿUmar’s descent from the Prophet Muḥammad in 
order to contest that claim. It is also a genealogy in the more literal sense of tracing lines of 
descent up from the Umarians to ʿUmar and his biological and intellectual predecessors. Kamara 
uses both senses of genealogy to dissent from the emerging ideology of his time and offer a 
potential rebuke. In the first sense, Kamara shows, by elevating ʿUmar, that the Umarians have 
not followed his legacy. Where ʿUmar corresponds to the prophetic model, the Umarians do not. 
                                                
26 “Rāʾaytu hadhihi al-waraqa bi-khaṭ yidihi. Wa maʿ hadhā al-kadhab al-ẓāhir aladhi fīhā al-llaḥanu al-fāḥish 
ʾāīḍān. Wa min dhalik iḍāfa shaykh bil-tankīr ilá al-jāmaʿ bil-taʿrīf. Wa il-shayʾ lā yaḍāf ilá  nafsihi bal al-jāmʿ naʿt 
lil-shaykh. Fā al-wājib taʿrīf uhumā maʿaan ʾāw tankīruhumā maʿaan.” Ibid., 138. 
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In the second sense, Kamara uses genealogies to show that the authority that the Umarians are 
claiming bases itself on baseless claims of nobility. The implicit effect is that the Umarians 
should not be taken as the unquestioned authorities on questions of Islam in the region. It is 
important to note the situated-ness of the argument. The elevation of ʿUmar was peculiar given 
Kamara’s previous writings.  
 Kamara had long been skeptical of these kinds of discursive formations. Genealogy, 
particularly genealogy of traditional filiation, generally betrayed any kind of certain knowledge 
of the past. He applied his deep knowledge of Islamic history, command of the Arabic language, 
and skepticism to highlight the excesses of commonly made genealogical claims. In Tanqiyat al-
afham, Kamara takes the field of genealogy to task and holds it to historical accountability. It 
was Kamara’s skepticism of genealogy in particular that made him so precious to later nationalist 
historians, who argued that Kamara’s work amounted to historical criticism.  
 But why did Kamara reject the use of genealogy and its major claims so emphatically? 
Ashhā l-‘ulūm provides two responses. First, kinds of nobility that simply relied on the privilege 
of birth without the necessary personal effort of acquiring knowledge and pious practice were 
both ante-Islamic and anti-Islamic. As mentioned above, noble birth that did not require proper 
conduct was a feature of the time of ignorance. Continuing any practice that resembled that time 
opposes the Prophetic mission. During Kamara’s life, Senegalese elites and French authorities 
were negotiating the invention of tradition, which would be an important instrument of 
governance. Nobility of birth was the primary means by which traditional authority would be 
transmitted. In contrast to this system of maintaining privilege recognized by the state, Kamara’s 
understanding of piety required breaking the links of parentage. Kamara himself broke ties with 
his family, and developed his own ties with his teachers and spiritual guides. Such a rupture in 
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the links of traditional filiation in favor of bonds of Islamic affiliation was necessary for piety, 
but operated within a logic distinct from the logic of temporal power. When Kamara disparages 
the genealogists as liars, he does so within a moment when genealogical claims are an instrument 
of power, and within an ideology that values the importance of noble birth.  
 It is at this intersection of the persistent importance of claims of noble descent and 
Kamara’s ideological commitments that we must read the final section of Ashhā l-‘ulūm, which 
focuses on the genealogy of ʿUmar’s family, the Tāl, and the Fulbe in general. It is notable that 
the longest chapter in the biography of ʿUmar is one that focuses on the lines of descent of his 
family. In many ways, we can consider the family tree to be the object of scrutiny. In the process 
of mapping out the many family relations of the Tālbe, Kamara also gives a taxonomy of the 
ethnic, occupational, and geographic subgroups in Fuuta Toro and surrounding areas. Such a 
mapping amounts to a representation of the relations of production, an ideology that includes all 
of Fuuta society and every group’s function within it and shows their relation to the whole. It is 
this ideological content of the sixth chapter that most directly connects the larger work to the 
outside world beyond the text. It is also the chapter with the most original prose, in lieu of the 
extensive excerpts used in the other chapters. By studying it closely, we can gain a greater 
appreciation of how Kamara used this historical text as a means of intervening in his moment.  
It is with this reflection on genealogy that we can return to one of the opening claim’s of 
Ashhā l-‘ulūm that posed a problem in our understanding of the text. In his statement of his 
purpose in writing the text, Kamara declares that it is he who is the spiritual and intellectual heir 
to ʿUmar.  
He was my shakyh in my sleep until he taught me words of the Arabic language 
with a group of his disciples. I was making a visit to our shaykh, al-Shaykh Saʿad 
Buh at that time. I told him of this vision. So he said to me that the Shaykh al-Ḥājj 




In contrast to ʿUmar’s desecendents such as Seydou Nourou Tal who rely on traditional 
filiation in their claims of inheriting ʿUmar’s walāya, Kamara here claims Islamic 
affiliation as the basis of his own inheritance. As we have seen, Kamara implicitly and 
explicitly claimed that this was a stronger foundation than that of traditional filiation for 
the transmission of saintly authority and defining the limits of the political more broadly. 
Islamic affiliation, then, is the means by which Kamara taps into those parts of the 
Umarian tradition as a part of the Islamic discursive tradition in order to contest the 
naturalization of power of Umar’s descdents in the colonial sphere that had been so 
formatively inflected by the memory of ʿUmar.  
 
Conclusion  
 When the Umarians say that ʿUmar descended from the Prophet Muhammad—that is, 
that ʿUmar’s relationship to the past is a relation to Muhammad—they are saying that they are 
the representatives of legitimate authority and the model of right conduct in the present. By 
calling this into question, Kamara undermines a contemporary claim to power using the various 
fields of knowledge at his disposal. If the critique of genealogy is the critique of ideology, that is, 
the critique of the representations of the relations of production, what are the social arguments 
that Kamara is making alongside the politcal ones? What does it mean for him to “clarify” the 
meaning of the names of the various ethnic and occupational groups? By using genealogy, 
                                                
27 “Fa-inahu qad kana lī shaykhaan fī l-manam hatā ʿulmanī kalamāt min al-lughat al-ʿarabiyya maʿ jumlati 
talāmidhatihi. Wa anā mutawajha ḥayinʾidh li-ziyārati shaykhinnā al-shaykh Saʿad Abīh (raḍī Allah taʿālā ʿanhu wa 
ʿan sāʾir muḥibīh). Wa qad ḥakītu hadhahi al-rūʾiyā ʿalá shaykhinna al-madhkūr. Fa-qāl lī in ash-shaykh al-ḥājj 
ʿumar walī bi-lā shakk. Wa qad akramaka Allah taʿālá bi-irthihi al-ghāmiḍ.” Ibid., 23. 
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Kamara pushes a critical wedge into the ideological claims, the vision of a social totality, of the 
Umarians, cutting into their authority based on a kind of inter-generational subjectivity. ʿUmar 
may be a saint without doubt, Kamara says to coax a would-be reader and pull them into his 
project, but his decedents are not. If the problem posed by Shaykh Mūsā Kamara’s Ashhā l-
ʿulūm is the composition of sainthood in the colony of French West Africa, then the parts of the 
texts written in the genealogical mode respond by contesting the naturalization of saintly 
authority by traditional filiation. They answer that sainthood is composed by the relationships 
formed by study and the links of spiritual affiliation that demand a rupture with the links of 
traditional kinship. In the Chapter 6, the final one of this dissertation, I show how the problem-
space in which Kamara has been obscured in the reception of his work since the composition of 




Chapter 6: The Rationalization of A Saint, or The Contradictions of Senegalese Islamologie 
 
 
Bakary Sambe had no patience for the worst insult imaginable for today’s African 
intellectual; on national television, Tariq Ramadan, a major figure of global Islam, accused the 
Senegalese professor of Islamic Studies of having a colonized mind. At a momentary lost for 
words, Sambe launched back at Ramadan, saying, “It is you who are the first colonizers, you 
Arabs.” An on-air discussion during the summer of 2014 about the Israeli occupation of 
Palestine had descended into an exchange of verbal fire. Once tempers cooled, Sambe wrote on 
his blog to clarify his statement, which first solicited Ramadan’s insult.1 He spoke neither from 
Paris nor Washington, as Ramadan had suggested, but from Ganguel, a small village on the left 
bank of the middle Senegal River. This small place, connected by a long, rough dirt road, is a far 
cry from the centers of Françafrique and the New World Order. Yet, for Sambe, it symbolized an 
autonomous tradition of enlightened Islam—an Islam that was peaceful, tolerant, and learned—
because it was the long-time home of Shaykh Mūsā Kamara, the prolific Muslim scholar known 
among the intelligentsia for his major historical work and his argument against the legality of 
jihād.2 Sambe’s invocation of Kamara as the primary figure of an autonomous, enlightened Islam 
follows a history of intellectual projects in Senegal that have sought to reconcile Islam, 
liberalism, and an African identity in order to shape a uniquely Senegalese modernity in step 
with the rest of the world. 
                                                
1 Bakary Sambe, “African Muslims and International Affairs: The Hidden Part of my Debate with Tariq Ramadan.” 
Islam, Diversité, Universalité, September 1, 2014, accessed August 8, 2017, 
http://bakarysambe.unblog.fr/2014/09/01/african-muslims-and-international-affairs-the-hidden-part-of-my-debate-
with-tariq-ramadan/ 
2 See the Introduction for a biographical sketch of Kamara. 
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Despite the significant intellectual work done to make Kamara cohere with global 
political modernity, the conversation regarding him among Senegalese intellectuals like Bakary 
Sambe today clings to a profound contradiction. His intellectual contributions to the represention 
of the pre-colonial past associate him with a time and space that precede and surpass the 
temporality and geography of French colonialism. Furthermore, evidence of Kamara’s 
rationalism is used to argue for the existence of an autonomous Islamic tradition of tolerance that 
is culturally distinct but politically compatible with the West, while simultaneously rejecting 
Arab racialist claims of religious authority as baseless and Islamist political violence as 
irrational. However, this view of Kamara fails to recognize that he lived under the expansion of 
the French colony-state and its administration. It also ignores those esoteric elements of 
Kamara’s work that defined his epistemological and rhetorical environment, that is, his problem-
space. Given the contradiction between Kamara’s biography and his after-lives, how did he come 
to symbolize an enlightened Islam, the foundation of Senegalese modernity?  
In this chapter, I answer this question by writing a reception history of Kamara, and 
contrasting that reception with my own reading of his work. I begin by showing how the figure 
of Kamara circulates in contemporary discourse in Senegal, before turning to the work of Amar 
Samb, Senegal’s first academic scholar of Islam, and his part in framing Kamara as the essential 
resource for Senegalese modernity. I argue that the work done on and with the figure of Kamara, 
and Kamara’s writings in the nationalist period, mark a major break in the space of signification 
in which Kamara intervened, because it has relied on the flattening of his texts. Amar Samb’s 
development of a Senegalese Islamologie, a nationalist iteration of monological, historicist 
Orientalism, sought to represent the meaning of Islam in Senegal, whereas Kamara’s texts sought 
to make meaning within an Islamic space of signification in French West Africa. The subsequent 
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reception of Kamara has thus emphasized Kamara’s identity as a rationalist historian who 
provides material evidence of the mutual accommodation, if not compatibility, of Senegalese 
history and society with modernity, and is himself proof of an alternative modernity beyond the 
time and space of colonialism. I trace this reception by describing interpretations of Kamara in 
general, paying special attention to his Ashhā l-ʿulūm, his text about the life, lineage and legacy 
of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl, which has been the primary object of this dissertation. I do this by reading a 
number of citations, translations, and annotations of Kamara’s work in post-independent 
francophone writing in Senegal. My reading of the Arabic original in this dissertation, in 
contrast, has emphasized the multiple and contradictory meanings of the text that are in excess of 
the rationalistic features that have been emphasized in the reception of his work. 
 
The symbolic and substantive value of Kamara 
 Kamara is mobilized both symbolically and substantively to express an autonomous 
tradition of enlightened Islam in Senegal’s public sphere today. He is often presented 
unambiguously as a saint, a savant, and a man of science, without the slightest hint of irony or 
contradiction. However, the Senegalese public sphere (or any public sphere, for that matter) is 
not a flat space in which the meaning of a discourse is transparent and equally accessible to all. 
The result is that subjects often speak publically in multiple registers and to multiple audiences 
simultaneously, each separated by levels of knowledge associated with group membership and 
status. The register most accessible to the modern academic is a rationalist one in which implicit 
values of transparency, empiricism, and democracy frame the comprehension of discourses. 
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Other registers that appeal to the unseen world of the spirit often evade comprehension.3 Today, 
Kamara is an especially attractive figure for Senegalese intellectuals—secularist and Islamist 
alike—to do things with because the multiple and contradictory receptions of him encourage a 
discourse that operates simultaneously in multiple and contradictory registers. Kamara, in his 
writing and in the memory of him, is legible to both the rationality of the state and the spirituality 
of society. 
 Such ambiguity is operative in the context of making arguments within a space of 
signification in which African identities, Islamic forms of life, and political liberalism have long 
coexisted in conflict and collaboration.4 Bakary Sambe’s comments after his encounter with 
Tariq Ramadan illustrate how effective mobilizing the figure of Kamara can be within the space 
of signification of this African Islamic modernity. “At the end of the debate, inspired especially 
by Cheikh Ahmadou Bamba, Cheikh El Hadji Malick and Cheikh Moussa Camara in my critique 
of jihadism and violence in the name of Islam, I reaffirmed that in Africa we have the 
appropriate resources for Islamic religious discourse and have no need to be Muslims supervised 
by others,” Sambe wrote on his website. “I even believe that our Arab friends might be invited to 
be inspired by the successes of the African experience of Islam, notably the harmony between 
social reality and religious principles that I call ‘the critical assimilation of Islam,’ and our 
                                                
3 The multiplicity of the “public sphere” in Africa has been a major theme in the postcolonial theory of Africa. See, 
for example Peter P. Ekeh, “Colonialism and the Two Publics in Africa: A Theoretical Statement,” Comparative 
Studies in Society and History 17, no. 1 (1975): 91–112. 
4 I use space of signification in engagement with but difference from the way Ousmane Kane, following Zaki Laidi, 
writes of an “Islamic space of meaning.” In contrast to Kane’s conceptualization, which proposes that the space of 
meaning is demarcated by the frontiers formed by difference in language, belief, and practice, my understanding of 
the space of signification is as an anti-historical discursive context that makes a statement, a text, an event, or a 
practice meaningful. For me, in the particular case of West African countries once colonized by France and with 
large Muslim populations, the space of signification is multi-lingual. In fact, meaning is made as much by the 
differences of languages within its space of signification. David Scott’s use of “problem-space” has been most useful 
in thinking about this. See Kane, Non-Europhone Intellectuals, 3; Scott, Refashioning Futures; Scott, Conscripts of 
Modernity. 
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peaceful coexistence—while of course acknowledging the inadequacies on both sides.”5 By 
referering to three notable saintly figures from Senegal, Sambe identifies an autonomous 
tradition that provides resources for and examples of the African nation praised both for its 
exceptional democratic values and its membership in the larger world of Islam.6 This rhetorical 
move extends Sambe’s claims from equality to superiority, based on a tradition that resembles 
liberal-democratic values. This is a move one often observes in the dominant discourse within 
Senegal about Islam.7 Kamara’s intellectual output, and the tradition for which he is but one 
figure, enables the rejection of the globally hegemonic view that Islam in Africa is derivative, 
and asserts that the history of African Muslims has a unique value for the world; indeed, it offers 
a contribution to civilization. 
 Even though Sambe describes the tradition to which Cheikh Amadou Bamba, Hajj 
Malick Sy, and Shaykh Musa Kamara belong as the “African experience of Islam,” he is actually 
referring to both a uniquely Senegalese history and a particular social formation in the present 
that has emerged from that history. That social formation, consolidated as it was over the course 
of about two generations of the mid-to-late colonial period—more or less the span of Kamara’s 
life—is one in which saintly lineages constitute an elite around whom social relations are 
organized. Outside the areas of the four communes (Saint-Louis, Dakar, Rufisque, and Gorée), 
the French developed a policy of association, which resembled British indirect rule far more than 
it did than the earlier French policy of assimilation. Meanwhile, the violence of pacification, 
upheavals in traditional social structures linked to the nominal emancipation of slaves, and the 
                                                
5 Sambe, “African Muslims.” 
6 On the role of Islam in the “Senegalese Exception” see Mamadou Diouf, “The Public Role of the ‘Good Islam’: 
Sufi Islam and the Administration of Pluralism” in Tolerance, Democracy, and Sufis in Senegal, ed. Mamadou 
Diouf (New York: Columbia University Press, 2013). Also see Ralph, Forensics of Capital. 
7 See the Introduction for my discussion of the strand of the literature on Islam in Africa that takes its Africanity as a 
special value. 
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imposition of colonial order made many vulnerable populations, particularly former slaves, seek 
protection with saintly figures. After a period of suspicion of Muslim leaders as violent fanatics 
who threatened colonial rule, saintly figures emerged as key intermediaries after the brutality and 
corruption of traditional leaders invested with power by the colony had proven them to be 
unreliable. Over time, the colonial state found it easier to negotiate with these representatives, 
who usually came from religious orders, referred to as confrèries or Sufi brotherhoods, than they 
did the masses in general. This became especially true in the groundnut basin of central Senegal, 
as religious leaders could ensure high levels of agricultural production from their masses of 
faithful followers. Since independence, this model calcified into what has been described not 
uncritically as the Senegalese social contract: a system in which elected officials collect their 
votes by either directly securing them from brotherhood leadership in negotiation for goods, 
services, and recognition, or by indirectly appealing to the general ethos of national culture by 
adopting the symbols and discourses of, or pledging fidelity to a particular order.8 The most 
important order used for this political effect is the Murīdiyya, founded by Bamba, although the 
Sy’s Tijāniyya has a deep presence in the state, having developed as the brotherhood of 
bureaucrats. In other countries of the region, such as Mauritania, Mali, and Guinea, history has 
produced markedly different societies in which Sufi brotherhoods do not hold as much power nor 
occupy a similar amount of public space. There, other identities such as caste, race, and status 
function as dominant organizing forms of difference.9 These forms of difference operate in 
Senegal as well, but they do not have the political effects, broadly understood, that the Sufi 
                                                
8 Mamadou Diouf, Momar Coumba Diop, and Donal Cruise O’Brien, eds., “Introduction” in La construction de 
l'État au Sénégal, (Paris: Karthala, 2002); Cheikh Anta Babou, “The Senegalese ‘Social Contract’ Revisited: The 
Muridiyya Muslim Order and State Politics in Postcolonial Senegal,” in Diouf, Tolerance, Democracy, and Sufis in 
Senegal, 125–46. 
9 Benjamin Soares, “Rethinking Islam.” 
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orders do. Whether in Senegal or in other parts of what was once French West Africa, the Sufi 
orders are durable institutions that took their present form during the colonial period.10 That three 
saintly figures—Bamba, Sy, and Kamara—who all come from roughly two generations at the 
peak of colonial rule are presented by Sambe as legitimating figures of an indigenous intellectual 
tradition indicates just how foundational that moment of trauma was for Senegalese modernity.  
 Where does Kamara belong in the pantheon of Senegalese saintly figures? Shaykh Musa 
Kamara exemplifies the life of a Sahelian Muslim scholar of his time.11 Although Kamara lived 
entirely during the span of the colonial period, the plot of his life does not completely cohere 
around the chronology of the establishment of colonial control, the so-called “pacification” of the 
region, and peak exercise of colonial authority until the end of the Second World War, when 
Kamara died. He followed the course of traditional Muslim education in the region, learning the 
Qurʾān, Ḥadīth, legal works and other subjects by traveling throughout Fuuta Tooro (now 
Northern and Northeastern Senegal), Brakna (Mauritania), and Fuuta Jallon (Guinea). During 
these peregrinations, he firmly inserted himself in the social network of the echelon of Muslim 
scholars developing attachments through years of work and study with his fellows and cementing 
ties through marriage into the families of his teachers. During this time he encountered Saʿad 
Buh, a noted mediator of colonial interests and local realities. By 1885 Kamara started to make 
preparations to undertake the ḥājj, appearing to choose the well-trod eastward trans-Sudanic 
route while acquiring wealth in the form of wives, slaves, and an entourage. However, the 
instability of the region resulting from the fallout from the decline of the political order that had 
                                                
10 In my discussion of Islam noir in the Introduction, I argue that Sufi structures became a colonial institution in part 
because of the colonial theory that perceived Black Islam as being defined by charismatic authority. The master–
disciple relationship was thus, in a certain sense, routinized in the colonial period by the state’s recognition of the 
orders.  
11 This brief sketch is based on Jean Schmitz’s introduction to Kamara’s magnum opus in Kamara, Florilège; 
Robinson, “Un historien et anthropologue”; Amar Samb, Essai sur la contribution du Sénégal, Chapter 3. 
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defined the Age of Jihād—the period characterized by the establishment of political formations 
that assumed principles of Islamic governance (c. 1670-1890)—and the expansion of colonial 
space discouraged him from pressing forward. Slowly making his way back to Fuuta Tooro, 
Kamara settled his growing following in Ganguel at the age of thirty. Kamara maintained a 
physical distance from the colonial centers, particularly Saint-Louis, which by the turn of the 
century had become a cosmopolitan Muslim center with a notable civic culture, and declined 
offers to serve as a colonial qaḍi, a judge for colonial Muslim courts, in nearby provincial 
centers.12 Nevertheless, Kamara developed his own relationships with French authorities by 
maintaining communications, supplying information, and at least on one occasion representing 
the Muslim community of French West Africa at the opening of the Cathedral of Dakar in 1935. 
It was likely his relationship with the ethnographically minded arabophone and Pulaar-speaking 
governor of Mauritania, Henri Gaden, that encouraged his exceptional literary undertakings.13 
Kamara’s most substantial project was to write a history of the region by consulting manuscripts 
and the region’s libraries of living memory, oral traditionists. His great ambition was to publish 
his over 1,700 manuscript-page work in a printed bilingual edition.14 His life may best be 
understood, following David Robinson, as a process of mutual accommodation: by conceding to 
colonial power, Muslim scholars were given some space, resources, and recognition to develop 
their own initiatives.15 Doing otherwise had proven untenable with the disintegration of the 
Umarian sovereignty after the 1890–3 French campaigns of conquest that forced ʿUmar’s son, 
the Amīr Aḥmad to flee, as well as the series of defeats of what may be called the anti-colonial 
                                                
12 Mamadou Diouf, “Hamet Gora Diop (1846–1910): Merchant and Notable from Saint Louis in Senegal” in The 
Human Tradition in Modern Africa, ed. Dennis D. Cordell (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2012); Mamadou 
Diouf, “Islam, the ‘Originaires,’ and the Making of Public Space in a Colonial City” in Diouf, Tolerance, 
Democracy, and Sufis in Senegal.  
13 For background on Gaden’s life see Dilley, Nearly Native, Barely Civilized. 
14 Pondopoulo, “Une traduction ‘mal partie.’” 
15 Robinson, Paths of Accommodation. 
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jihāds of Ma Ba Jaxu (d. 1867), Cheikhou Amadou Ba (d. 1875), and Mamadou Lamin Draame 
(d. 1887). In making this accommodation, Kamara resembles many of the other saintly figures 
who head the lineages around which the Senegalese social order is in large part organized.  
 Indeed, Kamara both resembles many other saintly figures and stands apart. Like Bamba, 
who after years of persecution established a semi-autonomous community in Touba, Kamara’s 
remoteness from the colonialists allowed him to perform an appearance of independence and 
piety. However, Bamba’s apparent distance concealed a form of cooperation in the way his 
followers undertook the management of economic production in the groundnut basin. In contrast, 
Sy’s strategy of accommodation required settling in Tivaouane, a colonial town well connected 
by colonial infrastructures, keeping him in full view of colonial surveillance. In return, Sy and 
his entourage influenced the state’s relationship to Muslim communities directly at the level of 
policy and personnel. Unlike either Bamba or Sy, however, Kamara never attracted a mass of 
followers, nor did his entourage build any durable organizational structure. Kamara’s time was 
spent in scholarly and agrarian activities rather than proselytization. As for his children, they 
pursued careers in the colonial bureaucracy on either side of the river that now separates the 
nation-states of Mauritania and Senegal. The Kamara family now claims that the fact of 
Kamara’s distance from the colonial state and his refraining from building a large following 
attest to his spiritual sincerity and attachment to knowledge. Their interpretation overlooks the 
historical context of the increasing marginality of the Senegal River valley in the colonial 
economy and as well as the decreased role of the Mauritanian-based Qādiriyya by the latter 
phase of Kamara’s life. The marginality of the river valley and of Kamara’s Sufi affiliations 
become significant when compared to the growing centrality of the groundnut basin and the 
Murīdiyya who operated there at that time. Despite the elision of Kamara’s context in 
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contemporary discourses, or perhaps because of it, Kamara is remembered as a pure, critical, and 
enlightened scholar who appeals to the public registers of discourse. Furthermore, unlike Bamba 
and Sy, Kamara has long been recognized in Senegalese and international academic circles for 
his prodigious scholarly output. This is not to say that other saintly figures from other orders 
have not also produced voluminous writing; they in fact have. But the larger brotherhoods 
preserved the writings of their major figures themselves, while Kamara bequeathed most of his 
manuscripts to the colonial-cum-national archives that provide the principal and primary material 
for academic study. Positioned unevenly as he is between the Senegalese saintly elite and the 
human-scientific archive, Kamara offers contemporary discourse an attractive figure to represent 
an autonomous tradition that has something to offer both the wider world of Islam and the world 
of Eurocentric knowledge. However, the unevenness of his position also reflects the fact that 
Kamara in many ways lived on the margins of the Muslim scholarly establishment during his 
life, a position from which he produced a set of Islamic intellectual resources that have enabled a 
critique of power relations within Francophone West Africa. But the quality of these resources as 
re-sources—that is, sources to be read, returned to, and engaged with anew—have yet to 
characterize the discussions that invoke Kamara today.16  
 The public register of discourse concerning Kamara at present, in Senegal and beyond, 
tends to revolve around those elements and material in his oeuvre that appear as modern, 
rationalist, liberal-democratic values. His critical position on violence, his ecumenicalism, and 
his maintaining of a pious distance from political power are usually the substantive ways in 
which Kamara is mentioned. As a recent unpublished note by Jean Schmitz makes clear, 
Kamara’s stance on jihād as an illegitimate practice in the context of West Africa has resonance 
                                                
16 I owe this notion of re-sources, as with many others, to the teaching of Souleymane Bachir Diagne.  
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today, as the Futanke diaspora in France, in particular in Mantes-la-Jolie west of Paris, have 
taken a similar stance in popular mobilization after terrorist attacks there.17 The basis of their 
critique of jihād comes from a reading of Kamara’s Akthar al-Rāghabīn fī al-jihād.18 In this 
work, Kamara argues that jihād is not an acceptable practice because of the loss of innocent 
lives, and a lack of prophetic leadership to authorize it. This text is familiar to a Senegalese 
audience mostly because of Amar Samb’s translation, entitled “Condemnation de la guerre 
sainte.”19 It has also been published in an Arabic critical edition by Khadim Mbacke and Ahmed 
al-Choukri. As Mbaye Lo has pointed out, Samb’s translation of this work as condemnation is, 
from the perspective of Islamic scholarship, incorrect.20 To condemn something is a much higher 
degree of disapproval that requires a certainty that Kamara likely avoided claiming. Instead he 
“invalidated” the use of jihād, claiming not that it was unacceptable transhistorically, but that for 
his context it was no longer valid. Such nuance is seldom invoked in discussions today, as the 
immediacy of the threat posed by political violence makes Kamara’s arguments critical in the 
sense that they respond to a present crisis in which the scale of the militarization of the Western 
Sahel is as high as its been since it was occupied by the French military during the colonial 
period. Kamara’s argument is decontextualized and stripped of its meaning within its own 
problem-space, in order to be mobilized as modern critique. That such a timely argument is made 
within Islamic terms against Islamist terrorism by a Senegalese thinker makes claims against 
Arab paternalism and imperialism, like those voiced by Bakary Sambe, possible and compelling.  
                                                
17 Jean Schmitz and Mbaye Bashir Lo, “Actualité de Cheikh Moussa Kamara (1864–1945): du Zuhûr à la critique du 
jihåd,” dated 20 November 2016, unpublished.  
18 Kamara. Akthar al-rāghibīn. 
19 Amar Samb, “Condamnation de la guerre sainte par Cheikh Moussa Kamara,” Bulletin de l'Institut Fondamental 
d'Afrique Noire, Série B: Sciences Humaines 38, no. 1 (1976): 158–99. 
20 Mbaye Lo, “‘The Last Scholar’: Cheikh Moussa Kamara and the Condemnation of Jihad by the Sword,” 




 Kamara’s views on the relationship between the major religions, the people of the book, 
are also often used to explain and justify a popular Senegalese discourse on ecumenicalism and 
tolerance. Any visitor to Senegal today will likely encounter a discourse about how religiously 
open the country is; how, despite religious differences, the Senegalese people are united by some 
underlying strata of cultural practices—even the first president was Catholic while the majority 
of the population was Muslim. These same discourses are echoed globally in various 
representations of Senegal and insistence on Senegalese Islam as being a “good Islam.” During 
my stays in Senegal, Kamara’s speech delivered at the opening of the Cathedral du Souvenir in 
Dakar in 1935 (which was eventually translated by Amar Samb)21 was often referenced. To be 
certain, Senegalese modernity is a result of Senegalese history, not simply of a reference to 
Kamara’s speech on ecumenicalism in order to justify its culture of tolerance; but the use of 
Kamara’s texts nevertheless adds to it and gives it scholarly weight, while providing the ideology 
of tolerance its historical authenticity. 
 Kamara’s representation of the historical political dynamics of the region, and his own 
relationship to politics, are also referenced in contemporary Senegal. For example, a frequently 
cited portion of Kamara’s Zuhūr al-Basātīn contains an important account of the history of the 
uprising of Almamy Ceerno Sulaymaan Baal, which started at the end of the eighteenth century 
in the midst of the trans-Atlantic slave trade. Revolting against the illegal enslavement of 
Muslims, the founding figure of the Imamate of Fuuta Tooro is said to have given a speech that 
serves as its constitution: 
I do not know if I will die in this battle, if I die name a knowledgeable imam, pious and 
ascetic, who does not interest himself in this world; and if you find that his possessions 
are growing, depose him and take his possessions from him; and if he refuses to abdicate, 
                                                
21 Cheikh Moussa Kamara, “L'islam et le christianisme,” Bulletin de l'Institut Fondamental d'Afrique Noire, Série B: 
Sciences Humaines 35, no. 2 (1973): 269–322. 
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fight him and hunt him so that he will not establish tyranny which his sons will inherit. 
Replace him with another, among the people of knowledge and action, from any of the 
clans. Never leave power inside one clan alone, so that it does not become hereditary. Put 
in power the one who merits it, one who forbids his soldiers to kill children and old men 
without strength, to undress the women, and most of all kill them.22 
 
This passage is often repeated today in diverse settings including performances by griots and 
scholarly arguments. The historian-cum-politician Iba Der Thiam once cited this speech to insist 
on a particular Senegalese modernity that emerged out of a deep historical experience that 
stretches back to the Pharaonic Book of the Dead and to the time of Prophet Muḥammad. For 
Thiam, this uniquely African Islamic modernity demanded the rotation of political power.23 This 
argument was a live political question when it was made, at a time when former president 
Abdoulaye Wade had refused to step down from power. Baal’s speech is something of a 
foundational moment, like the oath at the Bois de Caiman, or the Tennis Court Oath, or the 
meeting of the Second Continental Congress, and is represented in diverse sources. A recent slim 
volume that reviews Baal’s life and contributions appeared as a part of the Presses Universitaires 
de Dakar’s “I must know . . . ” series. The book reflects a larger set of discourses that are 
fundamental to the discourse about Senegalese modernity. It is likely not coincidental that the 
account of this speech comes down to us from no source other than Kamara. While some might 
argue that Kamara’s being the only written source for Baal does not mean that the oral tradition 
had not preserved this account, Abdel Malal Diop has argued that much of today’s oral tradition 
gets its representation of Baal from Kamara.24 In this way, Kamara is an important shaper of 
contemporary discourse, or at least provides it its substance.  
                                                
22 Kamara, Florilège, 323. 
23 See my argument on Thiam’s place in the elaboration of an African Islamic Liberalism in Wendell Hassan Marsh 
“Dehistoricizing Islam in Africa,” Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East 35, no. 3 (2015): 
656–66. 
24 Diop, personal communication. 
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 Further, Kamara’s pious distance from politics is often taken as a normative model for 
the relationship between religion and politics. Today, the Kamara family insists that their 
ancestor had no interest in politics, that he was a part of a quietest tradition.25 Academics, too, 
like to emphasize this point. This position would seem to be confirmed by Kamara’s own 
account of himself in his autobiography, as Amar Samb has argued.26 As the account goes, he 
could have been an inspector of Arabic instruction, or a qāḍi, and yet he decided to stay in his 
small village to cultivate the land, teach the Qur’an, and devote himself to God. Such a 
representation of Kamara is often accompanied by a criticism of contemporary religious figures 
who appear too interested in political power and saintly accumulation. While this representation 
might very well be true, what is most interesting is how smoothly it coheres with the liberal-
democratic premium placed on the separation of religion and politics since the Enlightenment, 
and offers itself as a normative measure against which to judge people today.  
 In fact, in all of the above ways in which Kamara is typically discussed in the dominant 
discourse of contemporary Senegal, his ecumenicalism and tolerance, his distance from politics 
as a man of God, and his position on political violence work together in such a way that, as a 
figure and through his work, Kamara is made to be the key symbolic and substantive resource by 
which a Senegalese modernity can be articulated. This alternative modernity is both distinct from 
and compatible with global political modernity, an African-Islamic liberalism of which a “good” 
public Islam is considered the source, beyond the influence of the West or the experience of 
colonialism. This dynamic is nearly made explicit in recent work by Mbaye Lo, who gives a 
                                                
25 Elsewhere this tradition has been described as the Suwardian tradition in West African Islam. See Umar, Islam 
and Colonialism. 
26 Samb, Essai sur la contribution du Sénégal. 
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quaint and romantic portrayal of Shaykh Mūsā Kamara as “The Last Scholar.”27 The implication 
here is that colonialism brought a deathblow to an older, more classic, and perhaps even timeless 
way of Islamic scholarship and moral rectitude. Kamara is somehow a remainder of a time 
passed by, who offers a window into a different way of thinking and of relating to people and to 
power, one that, if only we could get back to it, would put us on the right track. It is nostalgia for 
an innocence lost. This longing and projection into the past is as a well-worn trope, in African 
studies generally and in discussions of Islam in Africa in particular. Kamara is an attractive 
figure of such romanticism, especially for a liberalizing project looking for discursive resources 
and historical examples through which to forge its alternative modernities. That project reveals 
itself in Lo’s work in his attempt to put Kamara in conversation with Maḥmūd Muḥammad Ṭaha 
of Sudan and Shaykh ʿAli ʿAbd al-Rāzzaq of Egypt, a move that characterizes such liberalism as 
a quality of Sufi thought and practice.28 Kamara’s example encourages the type of political 
structures and relationships palatable to liberal democracy: tolerance, pious distance of religion 
from the state, and the controlled exercise of reason. At the same time, he gives the unique and 
specific cultural content needed to make modernity in a Senegalese image.29 In order to 
understand how Kamara became the symbol of enlightened Islam in Senegal, we must turn to the 
intervention of Amar Samb. 
Amar Samb’s reading of Kamara 
 The preceding discussion of Kamara as the symbol and his work as the substance of an 
enlightened Islam and, therefore, of Senegalese modernity, shows evidence of the effects of 
                                                
27 Lo, “‘The Last Scholar.’”  
28 Ibid. 
29 In contrast to the idea that the colonial period ended an older, essentially Islamic past, it is my contention that 
colonialism has profoundly marked the meanings of Islam in French West Africa in ways that are irrevocable. 
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Amar Samb’s intervention in the intellectual life of Senegal from the 1960s through the 1980s. 
Senegal’s first academic scholar of Islam, Samb framed the version of Kamara that would 
eventually be received today. This reception insists on Kamara’s identity as a rationalist historian 
and enlightened Muslim who provides the material evidence of the mutual accommodation, if 
not compatibility, of the Senegalese experience with modernity, and who is himself proof of that 
modernity beyond the French civilizing mission. In this section, I outline this reception by 
describing the various work done on and done with Kamara in general, and Ashhā l-ʿulūm in 
particular, by citation, translation, and annotation in post-independent francophone and 
arabophone writing in Senegal.  
 To understand the reception of Kamara in Senegal, we must consider Amar Samb’s 
mobilization of Islamologie (that is, French Orientalism, the discipline dedicated to knowing 
Islam) in order to nationalize the Arabo-Islamic tradition and to modernize the Islam practiced 
by Senegalese citizens. At independence, the concept of Islam noir had already colored the way 
in which Kamara’s work was read. The noted Orientalist Vincent Monteil, who oversaw the 
Institut Français d’Afrique Noire during the transition from colony to nation, had consolidated 
colonial thinking on Islam and presented it in his hallmark book L’Islam Noir. This book 
presents Islam in Africa as overly charismatic, superstitious and, worst of all for Monteil, useless 
for the modern historian. Referring to Kamara’s Zuhūr al-Basātīn, Monteil writes: 
The content of the Arabic manuscript is quite characteristic of the rambling aspect 
of this kind of work. 866 recto-verso folios contain a vast compilation in which, in 
the greatest disorder, the author mixes his own knowledge with information 
gleaned from works sometimes difficult to identify. . . 
Nothing is therefore more disappointing than a reading of this kind of work, and it 
requires deciphering never-ending digressions to pull out some useful nugget of 
the text. They are books of sorcery that the Portuguese call alfarrabios, that is to 
say, “gibberish.”30 
                                                
30 Monteil, L’islam noir. 
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Remarkably, in just two paragraphs, Monteil summarizes and dismisses a mammoth work. He is 
able to do so because of the interpretive schemes of Islamologie, and the embedded assumptions 
inherent to the theory of Islam noir. As a specific iteration of philology, Islamologie was 
primarily concerned with origins and originality.31 Accordingly, Monteil read Kamara’s text as a 
derivative work lacking an authorial voice. Kamara’s so-called gibberish also fit the rubric of 
what Islamologues and colonial administrators alike had come to expect from Islam noir. While 
the text resembled the Islamic tradition of letters with its Semitic script, it was the blackness of 
its author that rendered it into something not much more than the speech of barbarians.    
 Independence and its new horizons of possibility, however, necessitated a different reading 
of Senegal’s Muslim past. In contrast to the colonial state’s theorization, which preoccupied 
itself with isolating Muslim subjects in French West Africa from a newly self-aware global 
community at the turn of the twentieth century, independence-era intellectual production 
preoccupied itself with building the nation.32 In this moment, Samb’s response to Monteil was to 
prove that not only was Kamara useful for writing history, the explanatory mythological charter 
of the nation-state, but he was a rigorous historian in his own right. First in his dissertation, 
which reviews the contribution of Senegalese authors writing in Arabic, and later in the 
introduction to his translation of Kamara’s book on ʿUmar, Samb writes of Kamara: 
His qualities as a historian are not difficult to demonstrate: it only suffices to 
browse his book on The Life of El-Hadji Omar. Starting with material testimony, 
written and oral, the Cheikh proceeds, armed with a critical sensibility, always 
with an eye for discerning the authentic from what is not, the natural cause of 
legend, and the rationally admissible facts of miracles . . . [He cites Kamara 
speaking about the spurious Umarian claim to be a descendent of the prophet]. 
                                                
31 For a critique of the monologism of older philological studies, see the superb introduction to Inden, Walters, and 
Ali, Querying the Medieval. 
32 Cemil Aydin, The Idea of the Muslim World: A Global Intellectual History (Harvard University Press. 2017); 
Harrison, France and Islam in West Africa. 
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Such is the method of a real historian, that is to say, reasoning from real facts or 
from reliable information, or in the absence of the two, putting forward 
hypotheses that are not repulsive to a sane and rational explanation. This proves 
the intellectual honesty of a critical mind, which refuses any dogmatic endeavor.33 
 
Samb appears to be successful in his argument: yes, we have our historians, too. The methods, 
concerns, and kinds of arguments that Samb’s representation of Kamara uses makes him an ideal 
historian, who might as well have lived and written in nineteenth-century Europe. 
 For Samb, Kamara’s self-conscious method puts him in a class of modern European 
historians in the tradition of Ranke, Carlyle, and Le Bon. Samb makes much of Kamara’s 
introduction, which declares the contents of the text, and its primary sources. Commenting on 
this opening statement, Samb says: 
This is, we see it again, the same method of investigation: real facts, verifiable 
information and reasonable hypotheses. Yes, it is this method, this care for a clear 
outline and this bare style, which explains the superiority of the Cheikh. These are 
the literary virtues that good Arab writers envy in Senegal, and it is with these 
qualities that one creates if not a masterpiece at least originality, this being the 
capacity to know how to invent, order, and express one’s thought in a personal, 
unique way.34 
 
Such use of a mundane statement to illustrate exceptionality reveals an underlying tension in 
Samb’s interest in Kamara. On the one hand, Kamara represents an entire tradition of Arabic 
historical writing in Senegal, and puts this tradition on par with European and Arab writing. On 
the other hand, Samb’s preoccupation with finding an exceptionally great writer of a uniquely 
Senegalese tradition divorces Kamara from that tradition. Samb appears stuck between Romantic 
notions of the artist and his relationship to a tradition, a valorization of the Arabic language as a 
vehicle of nationalism, and an insistence on the need to develop tradition into something modern. 
It is unclear who precisely is Samb’s intended audience. If Samb were writing to European 
                                                
33 Samb, Essai sur la contribution du Sénégal, Chapter 3; Amar Samb, La vie d'El-Hadj Omar (Dakar: Hilal, 1974), 
9–10. 
34 Samb, Essai sur la contribution du Sénégal, 116. 
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scholars, we might say that his reading of Kamara portrays him as a genius with whom 
Europeans could identify the embodiment of an entire tradition. But to a Senegalese audience, 
Samb could use Kamara to show everything that the countless marabouts, the French designation 
for religious specialists, were not. And to a prospective Arab audience, Samb presents Kamara as 
a writer to be seen as an equal, if not a scholar to be envied. As a result, we are left with an 
ambiguous assertion that it is only Kamara’s Senegalese-ness that sets him apart from modern 
historians, but it is his rationalistic approach to hisory that puts him among their rank.  
 In addition to his rationalism, Kamara’s narrative style made Kamara a modern historian, 
according to Samb. In particular, Samb cites at length Kamara’s description of the battle between 
ʿUmar and Aḥmad b. Aḥmad, the ruler of Māsina, a neighboring Muslim state: 
It is at last the style of the epic in the action, the subject, the adventure, the 
dénouement, the protagonists, the setting, and the moral. See the sumptuous and 
emphatic vocabulary, the colors, the personification of the mountains . . . We 
must admit that we have a fresco worthy of the brush of Delacroix.35 
 
Throughout this work, Samb insists on the literary quality of Arabic writing from Senegal. And 
so he stresses those features that appeal to such an assessment. Notably, Samb says that the 
drama of the moment around which Ashhā l-ʿulūm is in many ways organized is worthy of a 
painted representation by Delacroix, the famous painter of Oriental scenes such as The Entry of 
the Crusaders into Constantinople, The Women of Algiers in their Apartment, and the Fanatics 
of Tangiers. This assertion by Samb inserts Kamara, after the fact, into the field of representation 
that Edward Said characterized as Orientalism, which itself insisted on a certain literariness of 
the so-called Orient. For many of Samb’s readers, the representation of Senegal as located in 
Europe’s Orient was likely tenuous. But his insistence on the literariness of Kamara’s work, and 
his representation of the confrontation between Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl and Aḥmad b. Aḥmad in 
                                                
35 Ibid., 117. 
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particular, functions to put it on a stage of history that it could share with civilization, broadly 
construed. In this way, Samb used Kamara the historian as proof of Senegalese participation in 
world civilization, and the basis for a Senegalese modernity. 
 Beyond the qualities of a historian that evidenced Kamara’s modern sensibilities, Samb 
also emphasized his ecumenism and spirit of tolerance. Citing from Kāda al-itifiāq, Samb 
presents a Kamara concerned with all of the gestures, material culture, and idioms shared 
between Muslims and Christians.36 “A curious and critical mind, Cheikh Moussa was also an 
open, indulgent, conciliatory and tolerant man,” Samb writes, before adding “not only is it rare to 
see his equal among the Senegalese marabouts but it is still difficult to find his peer among the 
Muslim Arabs.”37 In short, for Samb, Kamara was an enlightened Muslim who was exceptional 
within the Arabo-Islamic tradition. However, it is not Islam that that elevated Kamara; it was 
Kamara’s special spirit of modernity, one apart from his religion, perhaps even in spite of it. The 
texts highlighted in this essay on Kamara would eventually be translated and published in full by 
Samb during the following decade. In that way, the essay serves as a précis of Samb’s publishing 
to come, which would emphasize the Enlightenment character of the figure of Kamara, which he 
hoped would help modernize Islam in Senegal.  
 To understand Samb’s overall intellectual project, it is useful to consider his thinly 
fictionalized autobiography, Matraqué par le Destin, ou la vie d’un Talibé.38 Samb satisfies the 
Orientalist predilection for narrativizing the societies to which their textual study had been 
dedicated. Although there is no obvious reference to Kamara in the novel, its negative portrayal 
                                                
36 The full title is Kāda al-itifiaq wa-l ilti’ām an yakuna bayna dīn al-Naṣāra wa dīn al-Islām wa-l ilti’ām an yakuna 
bayna dīn al-Naṣāra wa dīn al-Islām [The Mending and Coming Together Almost Happened between the Religion 
of Christianity and the Religion of Islam]. 
37 Samb, Essai sur la contribution du Sénégal, 117 
38 Amar Samb, Matraqué par le destin, ou la vie d’un Talibé (Dakar-Abidjan: Nouvelles Éditions Africaine, 1973). 
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of Senegal’s Qurʾānic education system reveals Samb’s deeply critical position on Senegal’s 
maraboutic system. Marabouts in the novel are stupid and brutish. What little there is by way of 
characterization hinges on racist clichés. The text is a polar opposite of Cheikh Hamidou Kane’s 
L’Aventure Ambiguë, which celebrates the virtues of so-called traditional education and recounts 
the intellectual itinerary of one its students who also studies philosophy in Paris.39 At certain 
points in Matraqué, the narrative breaks down completely, and Samb indulges himself in 
essayistic pleas for modernizing Islam. He reserves no criticism of the Sufi orders, posing the 
question: why had it taken the French only a few decades to make Senegal francophone, when 
after centuries the Muslim scholars had failed to make the country arabophone? Matraqué was 
effectively censored in Senegal, lest it upset the religious establishment. Nevertheless, it gives 
insights into why Kamara was so attractive to Samb. In contrast to the typical religious figures of 
the colonial period, like Amadou Bamba or El Hajj Malik Sy, or even the older figures like 
Sulaymaan Baal or Abdul Kader Kane, Kamara gave Samb an example of a Senegalese Muslim 
who could be modern in a way that had little to do with French colonialism.  
 The traces of French Islamologie are clear in Samb’s reading of Kamara. It provides the 
interpretive grid through which Samb filtered Kamara’s abundant textual production. Beyond the 
references to the French Orientalists Ernest Renan, Charles Pellat, and Louis Massignon, which 
situate Samb’s work in the field of Islamologie, his concern with identifying Kamara as a 
historian emerges from the field as a primary criteria of evaluation.40 Kamara was a good 
historian because he was a rationalist historian. Such a framing inevitably puts Kamara and his 
written production in the terms of European history. This analogizing move to make Kamara 
                                                
39 Hamidou Kane, L'aventure ambiguë (Paris: Julliard, 1966). 
40 As a central figure in the field, Renan is known to have defined their work as the “historical science of the human 
spirit.” See Burke, The Ethnographic State. 
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legible to the field of French Islamologie is an act of translation in the dual sense of rendering 
Arabic writing into French writing, and more figuratively of establishing a relation between 
terms that are not identical, of carrying over something meaningful from one context into 
another. 
 Kamara’s insights into how to think about Senegalese society that I discussed in Part Two 
of this dissertation have not been a part of his reception, particularly his treatment of genealogy; 
instead, Samb’s Islamologie has rendered Kamara a source of information, and has reinforced 
Europe as the standard measure of what constitutes history. Samb’s Islamological interpretation 
of Ashhā l-ʿulūm flattens an otherwise complex work in which Kamara thought through 
Senegalese society on its own terms. Such a reduction has had important consequences for how 
people within and outside of Senegal have read Kamara’s oeuvre. Samb achieves his goal of 
demonstrating a Black contribution to the civilization of the universal (Senghor’s civilisation de 
l’universel41), but at what cost? As Samb announces in the preface to his first work, “it is time to 
show the world what Negro genius is capable of producing in contact with a civilization, or a 
foreign culture.”42 Black people, specifically Senegalese citizens, have had their historians, too, 
and therefore do not need the tutelage of European or Arab patrons to define their modernity, 
Samb is saying. However, in accepting the civilization-concept, in saying that the Negro has 
something to bring to civilization, Samb tacitly accepts the hierarchy in which Europe is on top, 
the Muslim world comes second, and the Negro third. In this way, we can see that by using the 
very terms, conventions, and methodologies of the colonial sciences, Samb ensures the continued 
epistemological subordination of the formerly colonized world. Moreover, the process of literal 
                                                
41 See Léopold Sédar Senghor, Liberté 1: Négritude et Humanisme (Paris: Seuil, 1964) and Liberté 3: Négritude et 
Civilisation de l’Universel (Paris: Seuil, 1977). 
42 Samb, Essai sur la contribution du Sénégal, 7. 
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and figurative translation necessarily eliminates those elements of Kamara’s work that make it 
comprehensible on its own terms, and that could be the theoretical basis of a dynamic form of 
social inquiry in Senegal today. 
 
Kamara according to the colonialists 
 The contradictory ways in which Kamara has been received date back to the varying 
perceptions of him during the colonial period. As Anna Pondopoulo has argued, Kamara’s 
exceptional body of work must be situated within the apparatus of colonial knowledge 
production that at one point concerned itself with and encouraged work produced by colonial 
subjects.43 Scholar-administrators Maurice Delafosse and Henri Gaden were particularly 
important in this respect. Between the two of them, they published several works written African 
authors.44 Following administrator Charles Monteil’s premise that the three pillars of colonial 
knowledge were built on history, languages, and customs, this productive duo started to produce 
new kinds of studies of local populations that differed from the works that had preceded them.45 
They were also publishing in a moment in which the discipline of history had achieved a central 
status in French universities. Such a context made a real demand for something recognizable to 
the colonialists as history. To Delafosse’s dismay, the long history of Islam in the Senegambia 
had not produced its own historiography. In the publication of Chroniques du Fouta by Siré 
Abbas Soh, Delafosse laments that the region had no equivalent of the major tarikhs of the 
                                                
43 Pondopoulo, “Une traduction ‘mal partie,’” 98–9. See also Smith and Labrune-Badiane, Les hussards noirs. 
44 Soh, Chroniques du Fouta; Yoro Dyao, Légendes et coutumes sénégalaises. Cahiers de Yoro Dyao, publiés et 
commenté par Henri Gaden (Paris, Ernest Leroux, 1912); Gaden, Henri, Proverbes et maximes peuls et toucouleurs: 
traduits, expliqués et annotés, (Paris: Institute d’Ethnologie, 1931); Mohammadu Aliyu Caam, La vie d'el Hadj 
Omar, qacida en poular (Paris: Institut d'ethnologie, 1935). 
45 Anna Pondopoulo, Les Français et les Peuls. L'histoire d'une relation privilégiée (Paris: Les Indes Savantes, 
2008), 173. 
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middle Niger, which he had helped translate with his father-in-law. The genealogies of Soh were 
the closest thing to history properly speaking, that is, a narrative prose representation of the 
region’s past. Although Delafosse said Soh’s text was of little historical value, it provided a view 
of a humanity in its infancy, preoccupied as it was with claims of nobility and tales of the 
miraculous—a common trope of European racist thought, to be sure.46 He did concede that the 
elaboration of family histories did have a political importance in the present. Within a context in 
which colonial authorities presumed the universality of history as a superior explanatory tool, 
almost any of Kamara’s representations of the past would be framed or at least evaluated by the 
terms of the discipline of history.  
 Importantly, as Pondopoulo goes on to argue, the policies of colonial knowledge 
production in the interwar period accompanied the preference for an “enlightened Islam.” 
Distinguished from its popular and ecstatic other, this Islam frowned upon the miraculous and 
stressed a rational sobriety, according to the articulations of Robert Arnaud in the 
administration’s policy manuals on Islam.47 Given this preference, there was much to appreciate 
in Kamara’s work. His method, which involved the scrutiny of miraculous events to find 
plausible and rational explanations, appealed in particular to the idea of an enlightened Islam, 
and partly accounts for the view of him as a reliable source of information during the colonial 
period. Kamara’s status as an enlightened Muslim has tended to function to suppress or obscure 
his esoteric qualities. 
                                                
46 Mudimbe, The Invention of Africa, 68. 
47 Robert Arnaud, Précis de politique musulmane (Algiers: Adolphe Jourdain, 1906), and L’Islam et la politique 
musulmane francaise en Afrique-occidentale française (Paris: Comité de l’Afrique Française, 1912). 
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 Such a view of Kamara is evidenced in the colonial archive. In 1912, Kamara appears in 
an article by Arnaud expressing criticism of abuses for material gain in the maraboutic system.48 
Arnaud also notes that Kamara had severed relationships with previous shaykhs because of 
lapses in their piety. Such independence stood out in a context of authoritarian master–disciple 
relationships. Paul Marty’s influential study of the personalities of Islam in Senegal also depicted 
Kamara’s intelligence: “Chek[sic] Moussa Kamara de Gouriki, à Ganguel (Damga) Ce dernier, 
né vers 1864, intelligent et instruit, tient une école coranique et professe les rudiments du droits 
musulman.”49 But the definitive view of Kamara was expressed in his 1936 surveillance file, 
with a note from one of Delafosse’s publications:  
We add that the Cheikh Moussa Kamara is a scholar and a fine man of letters, 
author of several works of Muslim theology and a very curious manuscript on the 
history and the traditions of the Soudanese populations, drafted in an excellent 
Arabic. Both by the dignity of his life and by his knowledge, he enjoys in Fouta 
and in all of Senegal a high reputation and a significant influence. (Governor  
Maurice Delafosse in the supplement to L’Afrique Française, October 1926)50 
 
Nowhere in the colonial file does Kamara appear as anything other than a sober and intelligent 
man of religion. He appears faithful to God and loyal to France.51 He was of interest because of 
his potential influence, as a number of his family members worked in the administration. And yet 
he tried without success to be enfranchised by the state through citizenship, publication, and 
local development projects. His polygamy, inability to speak French, and location in what had 
become the backwater of Matam kept him on the margins of the colonial sphere. However, his 
reputation as a serious scholar kept him in its major networks.  
                                                
48 Arnaud, L’Islam, 122. 
49 Paul Marty, Études sur l'Islam au Sénégal, 2 vols (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1917), 29. 
50 ANS 13 G 6 (17) Notice de renseignements. 
51 In many ways this was a requirement for Muslim notables in the colonial period. See Rüdiger Seesemann and 
Benjamin Soares, “‘Being as Good Muslims as Frenchmen’: On Islam and Colonial Modernity in West Africa,” 
Journal of Religion in Africa 39, no. 1 (2009): 91–120. 
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 Kamara’s status as a historian, at least, was not always unquestioned. While trying to get 
the compensation that was promised him for Zuhūr and inquiring about its long-delayed 
publication, Kamara wrote a letter to the administration around 1937, which set off a number of 
bureaucratic exchanges that sought to ascertain the conditions under which the project was 
initiated, its status, and its possibilities for completion. In these exchanges, correspondents 
describe Zuhūr as a history, following Delafosse’s description of the “curious manuscript.” 
Among these documents, however, there is a short note that insists that Zuhūr is not, in fact, a 
history of Fuuta Tooro, “but the study of the social organization of this region in castes, with the 
origin and the characteristics of each one of them.”52 The difference between these two framings 
is small but not insignificant. If Zuhūr is a history, then it must be read with the criteria of 
history, according to which it falls short of the ideal. However if the text is of a different nature, 
it invites a different kind of reading. For the most part, the reception of Kamara during the 
colonial and nationalist periods ignored any such distinction. When we ignore Kamara’s 
intervention in relation to its own problem-space we also ignore the resources he offers for 
thinking through Senegalese history and its social formation.  
A reading of the esoteric in Kamara 
 In contrast to the colonial-cum-nationalist “tradition” of Kamara, which interprets him as 
a figure of an enlightened Islam, the tradition of Kamara maintained by his descendants 
embraces the esoteric.53 Stories of miraculous events, feats of perception, and boasts of universal 
praise dominate their memory of him today. What is clear in their narratives, or what they make 
clear, is that Kamara was without doubt a saint. His prodigious intellectual production proves, in 
                                                
52 ANS 13 G 6 (17). 
53 As far as I am aware, Anna Pondopoulo is the first person in the scholarship to recognize these diverging 
receptions of Kamara. See “Une traduction ‘mal partie,’” 100–1. 
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one tangible way, that he was so. But his sainthood was expressed in countless other ways. This 
esoteric Kamara differs significantly from the enlightened Kamara, the Kamara of a Senegalese 
modernity inflected by race pride and religious identity, which has been elaborated above. 
 The esoteric Kamara is also the autobiographical Kamara. Unlike the works that have 
been translated into French, Kamara’s autobiography Tabshir al-khā’if al-ḥayran wa tadhkiruhu 
bisāʿat raḥmat Allah al-Karīm al-Mannān [The Good News of the Fearful and Confused and his 
Reminding of the Broadness of the Mercy of God, the Generous, the Bestower] in many ways 
presents Kamara at his most esoteric, using the text to claim his own sainthood. The text is by no 
means an outlier in the intellectual and geographical context from which it came. In many ways, 
major Muslim figures from the region wrote analogous works that served a similar function.54 
But it is notably different from the kinds of texts that have made it into the post-independence 
francophone sphere. In it, Kamara declares that he is a saint, lists his own various karamāt, 
reports visitations by other saints in his sleep, and so forth. This kind of information does not 
make it into the academic work on Kamara. Samb, for instance, uses the texts as the basis of his 
biographical sketch in the hallmark Essai. But Samb’s use of Tabshīr is limited to what can be 
gleaned as fact. The rest is passed over. Such an elision effectively suppresses the miraculous 
and esoteric, resulting in a Kamara compatible with modernity.   
 How Kamara presents himself in his autobiography and how his family has remembered 
him does not shy away from the esoteric elements that the colonial and nationalist 
representations of him have tended to avoid. He is remembered as a mystic, someone with occult 
powers. One story was recounted to me by Kamara’s grandson Cheikh Saad Buh Kamara, a 
noted sociologist of Mauritania, that has Kamara spitting on an earring that was then passed 
                                                
54 For instance, Ḥājj Umar’s Kitab al-Rimah, or Malick Sy’s Ifḥām al-munkir al-jānī. 
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around to the women in the family.55 With the earring in their possession, the women had male 
sons. However, the last woman never took possession of the earring and she had a female child. 
Another story has his son Tourad Kamara asking his father for help dealing with the colonial 
administration. Tourad had been a censor of sorts, who read Arabic texts and highlighted things 
that might be politically troublesome. The Lebanese merchants who were circulating some of 
this sensitive material accused Tourad of not speaking Arabic well. Mūsā Kamara told his son 
how to handle the situation and it was soon resolved. The point of that story was that Kamara 
had baṣīra, or insight into how things really worked beyond what is apparent. This ability to see 
the unseen has long been an important characteristic of saintly figures in the region.  
 The way the family today talks about Kamara’s relationship to the major saintly lineages 
is ambiguous. They recount that Kamara was often commended by his peers among the Bīḍān 
families of Mauritania and the major families in Senegal for his mastery of all forms of 
knowledge. And yet, when asked why Kamara is not celebrated more widely today, the Kamara 
family intimate that they are blocked by some of those same major families. The distinction 
seems to be the difference between past and present. In the past, Kamara’s peers recognized him 
for his accomplishments and talents, whereas today the descendants of his peers no longer do so. 
Instead, the living descendants in those saintly lineages feel threatened by the memory of 
Kamara because he was such a critical voice, according to the Kamara family. His message 
might undermine their standing, which is only based on having inherited authority through birth, 
a kind of claim that Kamara, as I have shown in Chapter Five of this dissertation, critiques.  
 A close reading of the opening paragraphs Kamara’s Ashhā makes clear that any 
translation of the work as history is incomplete. The neglect of the dense and layered realm of 
                                                
55 Interview, Nouakchott, February 2017. 
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the esoteric, which dominates Kamara’s self-presentation, in addition to its rational elements, 
blinds us to the considerable baggage that tethers history to the idea of progress without giving 
any sense of an autochthonous way of relating to the past. I cite the introduction at length: 
Mūsā bin Aḥmad [Kamara speaking of himself], may God forgive his sins of the 
heart and the body, has chosen to serve the Shaykh al-Ḥājj ʿUmar (may God be 
satisfied with him) by mentioning some of his virtues (manāqib) and tokens of 
nobility (karāmāt) to get him closer to God and to return to him his grace and 
blessings. Verily, it was he (may God almighty be satisfied with him) that was my 
shaykh in my sleep, to the point that he taught me words of the Arabic language 
in a group of his students. At that time, I went to visit my shaykh, the shaykh 
Saʿad Buh (may God Almighty be satisfied with him and all his loved ones). I 
told the mentioned shaykh about this vision. So, he said to me “this Shaykh al-
Ḥājj ʿUmar is a saint without doubt. God almighty has given you ‘Umar’s hidden 
inheritance, if it be the will of God. And so, I saw the Shaykh al-Ḥājj ‘Umar 
during the time I went to his son Aqibu in Dingiray. I stayed there around a 
month. The shaykh came to me in my sleep every night. At that time, I was 24 
years old. Perhaps these visions are what make me so close to him now.56 
 
Kamara does not present his text as either history (tarikh) or as biography (sīra or tarjama) in 
this introduction. Rather, Kamara presents Ashhā l-ʿulūm as a presentation of manāqib and 
karāmāt, making it closer to hagiography. I do not want to suggest that the reception of Ashhā l-
ʿulūm as a history or a biography is simply the product of a bad translation that might be 
improved by the use of “hagiography.” What I want to emphasize instead is that the act of 
translation is a type of work that conditions a text’s reception. The text’s introduction makes 
clear that Samb’s framing of Kamara as a rationalist historian follows the colonial perception of 
him, but is incongruous to Kamara’s self-presentation and mode of thought and writing. Kamara 
takes dreams seriously as a means of transmitting secret knowledge. Furthermore, the emphasis 
on inheritance reflects a relationship to the past that is distinct from the historians with whom 
Samb implicitly compares Kamara. For Kamara, our historical predecessors are those from 
whom we inherit something, as opposed to the modern academic-historical paradigm assumed by 
                                                
56 Kamara,. Ashhā l-ʻulūm, 23; Kamara, La Vie d’el Hadji Omar, 13. 
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Samb. The difference between these two perspectives on the past is neither equivalent nor 
analogous. Insisting otherwise obscures the intellectual work Kamara is doing on his own terms 
in his text, and evaluates him by a set of measures that reinforce the centrality of European 
history and historiography.  
 The objection might be raised that my argument relies on looking at francophone works 
in the nationalist period, and that a deeper engagement with non-europhone works might reveal a 
different, more esoteric Kamara. Kamara does appear as a source in later arabophone writings, 
but these citations might still be seen as a result of the intervention of Islamologie. In Muntaqa 
Tāl’s Jawāhir wa al-durur, the definitive biography of Ḥajj ʿUmar Tāl from the point of view of 
the Umarian family, Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulūm is cited abundantly in the large volume. However, 
it is unclear how Muntaqa accessed the text. There is only one manuscript copy of Ashhā l-ʿulūm 
that has been identified, and there is no evidence that the work circulated in any form before 
Samb’s translation into French during the 1970’s. Furthermore, the timeline of Tāl’s completion 
of Jawāhir falls well after Samb’s translation would have been available to the public. It is 
possible that the text was not appropriated from a discursive space distinct from the francophone 
one. Muntaqa Tāl may have based his citations from Kamara on Samb’s French translation, 
translating it back into Arabic for his own usage,57 although there is no mention of his using the 
Samb translation. Whether or not Samb was indeed the channel through which Kamara’s text 
entered into Jawāhir wa al-durur, it can be said that the scholarly and institutional apparatus of 
                                                
57 This requires more philological work to be said with certainty. Another possibility is that, knowing that Muntaqa 
was working on this book, one of the scholars at the university might have accessed the manuscript on his behalf. 
Oumar Kane, for example, was intimately familiar with Kamara’s sources as he had used them for his work on the 
history of Fuuta Tooro. I am grateful to Mamadou Diouf for suggesting this possibility. See Kane, La première 
hégémonie peule.  
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Senegalese Islamoglogie, which Samb had an oversized role in developing, likely played a part 
in conditioning Muntaqa’s citation of Kamara in what has become a canonical work.  
 Amar Samb’s strategy for disproving the colonial civilizing discourses by showing the 
African contribution to civilization fell short, because that strategy relied on the same 
frameworks for knowing Islam in Senegal as the colonialists’. Samb neglected the theoretical 
development of his predecessor Shaykh Mūsā Kamara and the internal capacity to critique the 
social structures that Samb saw as an obstacle to Senegalese modernity at the very same time that 
he was touting Kamara as the proof of that modernity. Therefore, the result is less a contradiction 
of the claims of the civilizing mission as it is a profound contradiction at the heart of the 
nationalist Senegalese Islamologie: the contradiction between the problematic of its discourse—
that is, its claim of the existence of an autonomist enlightened Islam that defines a uniquely 
Senegalese modernity—and its thematic—that is, the epistemological and ethical means by 
which it justifies and proves its claim through the work of a rationalist-historicist, monological 
philology.58  In this way, Samb produces knowledge as an ideal colonial subject. If civilization is 
indeed the manifestation of Reason in the world, and if indeed colonialism was the process of 
imposing a certain discipline based on rationality, then independence in Senegal meant taking on 
the civilizing mission for itself through applying the ways of knowing Islam established by 
colonial authorities.  
  
                                                
58 Here, of course, I lean heavily on the thinking of Partha Chaterjee: “There is, consequently, an inherent 
contradictoriness in nationalist thinking, because it reasons within a framework of knowledge whose 
representational structure corresponds to the very structure of power nationalist thought seeks to repudiate. It is this 
contradictoriness in the domain of thought which creates the possibility for several divergent solutions to be 
proposed for the nationalist problematic. Furthermore, it is  this contradictoriness which signifies, in the domain of 
thought, the theoretical insolubility of the national question in a colonial country, or for that matter, of the extended 
problem of social transformation in a post-colonial country, within a strictly nationalist framework.” Partha 
Chaterjee, Nationalist Thought and the Colonial World: A Derivative Discourse (Zed Books, 1986). 
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Conclusion 
 In this chapter, I have argued that the problem-space into which Shakyh Mūsā Kamara 
intervened by writing Ashhā l-ʿulūm no longer existed when Senegal’s leading Islamologue 
translated Kamara’s work into French. The questions that were worth asking and the answers 
worth finding in Kamara’s French West Africa had changed into a different set of stakes in Amar 
Samb’s nationalist Senegal. Instead of the internally-directed narrative, archival, and 
genealogical imperatives to which Kamara responded in his composition of sainthood, Samb 
responded to a geo-politically extroverted rationalistic imperative in his own conservation, 
translation, and editing of Arabic texts. And yet, both textual examples made meaning within the 
space of signification of the Umarian tradition. For a problem-space and a space of signification 
are not identical. The problem-space, the discursive context and set of conditions that interact to 
create a set of stakes, is historically singular, whereas the space of signification cuts across time 
and makes meaning possible in a way that de-historicizes discourse. As a tradition, the Umarian 
tradition has carried the potential of meaning-making across distinct problem-spaces in the 
region. For that reason, the Umarian tradition grows, and the interventions of both Kamara, 
Samb, and other producers of texts have contributed to the sedimentation of meanings through 
their work of composition. 
 In contrasting the two problem-spaces of Kamara and Samb, I do not want to imply that 
one is more correct or authentic than the other. I do, however, want to highlight the difference 
between these two in order to draw attention to a collective intellectual project that has sought to 
elaborate an African Islamic modernity in Senegal. I understand that modernity to be an African 
Islamic liberalism, the fusion of Black nationalism inherited from sources such as Cheikh Anta 
Diop’s Afrocentric inversion of the origin of civilization and Leopold Senghor’s literary 
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Negritude with the Muslim political identity that took shape during the colonial period. Kamara 
has been centrally important in this project, as he provides discursive materials that are 
sufficiently recognizable as “African,” “Islamic,” and “liberal.” Both the “histories” Kamara 
transmits and his very status as a historian help formulate the central elements of this modernity. 
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Conclusion 
 Let us be clear. The stakes are high. And they are numerous. They operate and impose 
themselves at every level: the material, the discursive, the epistemological, the economic, the 
political, the social, the ethical, and the ideological. To speak of Islam in Africa in the world 
today is to speak at the interstices of discursive formations that have been essential to the making 
of the modern world.  
Africa as Europe’s negation and Islam as the existential threat to “the West,” 
individually, have worked since the Enlightenment to explain the world-historical 
transformations that started to become visible towards the end of the eighteenth century, as a 
result of a new mode of production that was exhaustive in its global search for cheap raw 
materials, exploitable labor, and virgin markets. They also have worked individually to justify 
both who it was that benefited from those transformations (Europe), and the acceleration and 
expansion of the processes and practices that were the engine of transformations that depended 
on the theft of land, wealth, and labor-power from everyone and everywhere else. The 
representation of Africa as the absolute racial other and of Islam as the dangerous religious other 
were needed to justify Europe’s theft because it relied on a scale and scope of efficient violence 
not yet seen by humanity. And so, these representations (perhaps it is better to call them 
discursive formations) worked to push Africans and Muslims beyond the limit of the human, 
properly understood to be fully manifested in the rational, the White, and the male, so as to 
justify that violence. A result of the work of these discourses in relation to the material realities 
they represent is a series of dichotomies organized by the position of Europe as central reference. 
Everyone and everywhere are made, by the fact of violence and the effect of trauma, to think of 
themselves in opposition to Europe, whether as a subordinate inferior, a competitor, an inversed 
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mirror, or a superior whose true place has been obscured. Individually, modern discourses on, 
about, and in Africa, as well as discourses about, on behalf of, and within Islam, which speak in 
the comparative and analogical terms and languages established by their oppositional 
relationship to “Europe” (and its other names: the West, Whiteness, Capital, the North) function, 
then, in ways that strengthen this imbalanced relation of violence, and preserve the world it 
helped create.  
The solution to this very difficult ideological, epistemological, political, and practical 
problem is not at all the use of yet another binary of Africa and Islam. When we adopt the same 
logic and change the name of the variable from x to y, the operation remains the same and the 
results are similar. Diasporic African intellectuals—those whose presence outside of Africa is a 
result of the theft of African labor-power that made the modern world—since at least Edward 
Blyden have been attracted to the histories of Islam in Africa because they provided counter-
examples that proved the premises of White Supremacy to be false, and explained how the 
ideology operated through Christian icons: Africa did having writing, it did have states and 
empires, and it has not always been stuck in the state of nature. It has had civilization, too—so 
the reactive argument has gone. But this favorable orientation towards the idea of Islam among 
some Diasporic African intellectuals relies on a necessarily shallow and idealized understanding 
of Islam’s contradictory histories. It has to ignore the antagonisms of the history of Islam in 
Africa, in which Islam has provided the justificatory frameworks for hierarchies and oppressions 
within Africa north and south of the Sahara, in addition to its civilizational accomplishments. 
The globality of racial capitalism has made it such that the White Supremacist racisms that 
characterize “Europe” (or the other synecdoches of power) inflect and racialize modern Islamic 
discourses and discourses in the Muslim world. Egyptian justifications for independence from 
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British imperialism on the basis of its own putative imperial history in Sudan, and Gulf Arab 
paternalism expressed particularly in philanthropy are but two examples that come to mind 
without much effort. Similarly, African perceptions of Islam among secularists, traditionalists, 
and Christians tend toward the caution, fear, and disdain associated with Western discourses of 
Islam as the religious other. Accordingly, replacing the White European/Black African and 
Modern West/Islam binaries with an Africa/Islam dichotomy is a dead-end, because it operates 
by the same logics established by the powerful discourses that explain and justify the modern 
world as it currently exists.  
However, to speak of Africa, Islam, and modernity together is to refract the different 
discourses against each other, so as to reveal the work that they do to sustain the power dynamics 
that define the world today. Doing so reveals the fissures that run through and between the 
discursive formations that hold the modern world together, precisely because its chief discourse 
of modernity depends on the never-accomplished completion of its universalizing project in 
order to perpetuate itself and to continuously manage its perpetual crisis, relegating its own 
contradictions to its outside as a projection upon the Other. To speak of Islam in Africa troubles 
the binaristic duality that is the bedrock of Eurocentrism by way of triangulation. Thinking of 
Africa, Islam, and modernity together creates a space of criticism. It is within that critical space 
that I intervene, and it is that space I am trying to elaborate with my intervention. My 
intervention thus constitutes a re-orientation from the definitiveness of knowing by the function 
of a dualistic opposition towards a space of contingent, strategic critique. It is, in effect, a 
strategy for thinking and dreaming of the possibilities of a different world grounded in the 
politics of this one.  
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Indeed, it is a worldly politics of the present that makes the triangulated space of criticism 
I am describing a historically singular problem-space—to paraphrase David Scott, a context of 
language around which a horizon of identifiable conceptual, ideological, and political stakes 
hang. Within Senegal today, the composition of sainthood, in both its spiritual ideality and its 
earthly manifestation in designating authority, supports and extends durable structures that began 
to take their current shape in the transactions between saintly lineages and the State. The power 
of this saintly elite is not granted because of “Islam,” but because they have been recognized 
with the authority to define what “Islam” means from the perspective of the post-independent 
state. However, other groups who define “Islam” differently contest this authority. At the 
regional level, the greater Western Sahel is experiencing a scale of militarization by foreign 
powers unseen since the end of the colonial period. The build-up is justified by reference to a 
growing threat of political violence that uses a discourse of jihād. At the global level, post-
September 11 realities have made “Islam” the limit of what is too political to think. The political 
stakes of each of these levels interact in such a way as to make sainthood in Senegal align with 
the State and the larger global order, in order to marginalize or eliminate competing definitions 
of either Islam or of politics. A result of the alignment of this hierarchy is the continuation of the 
same racial order that subordinates Black life to the mercy of capital in the African periphery and 
subjects Black life to spectacular, multi-mediated violence in the American center. The 
structures, logics, and techniques of containment of militarism in Africa and the Middle East, as 
well as of policing in the United States, are the same, even as the global migrant crisis resists and 
expresses a globally diffuse desire of the multitudes for something else, something more.  
The critical potential of triangulating Africa, Islam, and modernity is by no means 
inherent to the study of Islam in Africa. In fact, the field in many ways takes for granted or 
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works to obscure the conditions of its own existence. Since September 11 the field has achieved 
acceleration in its discplinarization. Conferences, academic jobs, specialist publications, and 
large-scale research projects dedicated to knowing Islam have dramatically increased. But as a 
Mauritanian scholar who studies the history of names in the region once asked me in 
Nouakchott, how is it that, after all of this money has been spent and research done, America still 
does not understand Islam? The question is rhetorical, to be sure. But the irony of the question 
nevertheless highlights the operative fictions of the field, and its blind spots. Even though it 
exists within a military economy of securitization at a moment when the “de-radicalization” 
industry has transformed the disproportionately large NGO sector in West and East Africa alike, 
most scholars in the field of Islam in Africa have surprisingly very little to say about the politics 
of their work. What becomes visible, then, is “Islamist” violence, and not the violence of the 
state or the market. Questions such as what it might mean to de-radicalize capitalism, to look into 
the histories, conceptual resources, and ethical imperatives of Islam to limit speculation and 
exploitation, to be responsible stewards of the environment, etc.ʼ rarely get posed. Because, after 
all, the study of “Islam” and of “Africa” render them into objects to be known, surveiled, and 
represented. 
In this project, I have taken a fundamentally different approach. I have developed a 
strategically provisional practice of reading that has eschewed the representation of the identity 
of Islam in preference for the interpretation of difference in Islam. Islam noir, as a colonial 
theory in which race and religion intersect, becomes an intellectual wedge to open a space to 
reflect upon both the making of Senegalese modernity as well as the contradictory discourses 
that define modernity more broadly. As both a political instrument and a theory that obviated the 
need to pay too much attention to African Arabic texts, Islam noir made sense of and helped 
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create a specific social order and its ideology. The central move I make in this dissertation, by 
reading Shaykh Mūsā Kamara’s biography of Ḥājj ʿUmar Tāl, is to oppose the premises of that 
theory by developing a practice of reading a text written by a Muslim intellectual and composed 
at the moment in which Islam noir had come to reflect a new common sense, so as to retrieve 
and think with that scholar who was on the margins of that system. It is through Kamara’s 
marginality that I have found local languages of contestation and methods of social inquiry that 
emerge from Senegal’s historic specificity. 
I proposed that Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulum was a problem—a contradictory, paradoxical, 
and exceptional composition—that demands questions that are worth asking. I asked if it was 
possible to use the problem of the text to reconstitute the problem-space in which it was 
composed as an intervention. I argued that the problem posed by Ashhā l-ʿulum is the 
composition of sainthood during the colonial period, that is to say, the meaning-making of 
saintly authority, its transmission, and the relationship between Islam and colonial modernity. In 
order to show this, I demonstrated that as a work about the life, lineage, and legacy of ʿUmar, the 
text makes meaning within the Umarian tradition. This tradition is an anti-historical space of 
signification that draws its foundational sources from works composed by ʿUmar, is elaborated 
by written and spoken discursive practices that transmit the memory of the militant saintly 
figure, and has responded to political questions by resolving the Umarian contradiction. That 
contradiction is that ʿUmar’s expansion of the space of Islamic governance in the middle of the 
nineteenth century ends with the loss of Muslim life. Next, I identified the three distinct textual 
modes of Ashhā l-ʿulūm as an engagement of the Umarian tradition: the narrative, the archival, 
and the genealogical. The text narrates the Umarian contradiction as the conflict between a form 
of saintly authority based on righteous piety and another based on temporal power, thereby 
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asserting that ʿUmar was a saint but one whose form of sainthood was best to be abandoned. It 
also archives differing arguments that sought to resolve the contradiction of the ideality of 
friendship with God and the materiality of authority on earth during the Umarian moment, 
thereby enshrining that moment as a key reference. Finally, the text contests the naturalization of 
power ʿUmar’s descendants during the colonial period and instead insists on a model of the 
transmission of authority based on intellectual and spiritual affiliation. Taken together, this 
problem of the composition of sainthood reveals the problem-space defined by the negotiation of 
saintly lineages and the colonial state, which used filial descent to authorize the former’s place in 
the management of colonial production and the administration of colonial order. At last, I argued 
that the reception of Kamara in the Nationalist period was deeply inflected by the existence of a 
problem-space different from the one in which it was composed, even though it remained within 
the space of signification of the Umarian tradition. The identification of Kamara’s Ashhā l-ʿulum 
as a problem has thus allowed us to pose questions whose answers directed us to the problem-
space of the foundational moment of Senegal’s African Islamic modernity. With any luck, this 
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